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Translators' Introduction

This is a translated summary of the book entitled "Tarbiyatu Al~

Awlaad ft Al-lslam" (Child Education in Islam) by 'Abdullah

Nasih Ulwan. The book was published in Arabic in two volumes

by Dar Al-Salam for Printing, Publishing, Distribution, and

Translation, Cairo, Egypt, in 1418 A.H. 1997 C.E.

In translating the summary of the book, we have referred to the

following:

- Dr. M. Taqi-ud-Din Al-Hilali and Dr. Muhsin Khan, the

Noble Qur'an, Darussalam publishers and distributors, Riyadh,

Saudi Arabia and Dr. Muhammad Mahmud Ghali, Towards

Understanding the Ever-Glorious Qur'an, Cairo: Publishing

House for Universities, Co. 2nd Edition, 1998. This translation

of the meaning of the Qur'an was used for rendering the Qufanic

Ayat (verses) into English. In some cases the translation was

slightly modified with Professor Ghali's permission,

- Dr. Muhammad Muhsin Khan, Sahihu Al-Bukkari, Beirut:

Dar Al-Arabia, 1985. This translation of the Prophet's Ahdditk

(traditions) was occasionally consulted for the purpose of

translation in the Arabic summary of the book. Following are

some of the frequently used acronyms in the translation:

(C- E,): Common Era

(A. H.): After Hijrah (Anno Hijra)

(PL): Be He (Allah) Glorified and Exited

(££§): Be He Exalted in Might (the Exalted and Glorious)

(§£)' May the blessings and prayer of Allah be upon him (i.e.

Muhammad)

(jfcSi): Peace be upon him (one of Allah's Prophets)

($g!£)- Peace be upon them (Allah's Prophets)
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(4&b): May Allah be pleased with him (i.e. One of the

Companions of the Prophet Muhammad)

(t^fe); May Allah be pleased with her (i.e. female Companions

of the Prophet Muhammad such as Umm Salamah)

(V)' May Allah be pleased with them (i.e. two of the Prophet *s

Companions)

(&): May Allah be pleased with them (Propht's Companions)

Some of the symbols used in the transliteration of Arabic words

(i.e. representing them as they are pronounced in Arabic, using

Roman letters and some symbols) are:

h =
c

Khor kh =
t

dh —
i

sh =
J>

s or s -
U*

d = *

t - J*

z or z = -t

i n
L

ghor
;

gh = -

t

q = J

placed over a vowel = long vowel

Any corrections, comments, or suggestions for improving the

translation are most welcome. May Allah guide us all.

The translators
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Introduction

Praise be to Allah who elaborated for mankind the right ways of

child education in the Qur'an. He also legislated the principles of

goodness, righteousness, and guidance in the rules of Islam. Peace

and blessings of Allah be upon our Messenger Muhammad
gjfr,

whom Allah sent to humanity and revealed to him legislation

which achieves glory and honor, status, and stability. And may

peace also be upon his household, good and pure Companions

who presented great examples in educating children and

established nations, and peace be upon those who follow their

ways until the world comes to an end.

Among the favors of Islam upon mankind is that it brought

comprehensive ways to educate people and bring up generations,

establishing nations and civilizations and setting up the principles

of glory and urbanization. That is to convert misleading humanity

from the darkness of polytheism, ignorance, misguidance and

chaos, to the light of monotheism, science, guidance and stability.

Allah says:

& 5^55 &fa Jjl ^i ^kfirf & ^^^ &l &&4

"Indeed, there has come to you from Allah a light (Prophet

Muhammad g^) and a plain Book (this Qur*an). Wherewith Allah

guides ail those who seek His Good Pleasure to ways ofpeace, and

He brings them out of darkness by His Will unto tight and guides

them to a Straight Way (Islamic Monotheism)," (Al-Ma'idah, 15-16)

Opponents testified to the growth and continuity of Islam.

Enemies acknowledged its vitality and eternity. Western thinkers

and philosophers testified to Islam such as Bernard Shaw, Elias
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Abu Shabkah, Lane Poll and Ghustaf Lopon. These acknowl-

edgements give to those, who have sound mind and understanding,

proof of the continuous and vital teachings of Islam.

If Isiamic law is characterized by divinity, comprehensiveness,

growth and continuity then, is it merely theories written in books or

just beliefs in the mind, or teachings practiced by people? Shaikh

Sayyed Qutb answered this question saying, "Muhammad gj; and

his companions achieved victory only when they practiced and

applied all the teachings of Islam. The Companions of the Prophet

^ were examples in applying its teachings. When people saw them,

they saw Islam. Hence, the teachings alone do not change mankind;

the Qui
1

an alone does not change mankind; and the texts alone do

not change mankind. So, Prophet Muhammad |g preferred raising

men who applied these teachings above simply making speeches. He

succeeded to demonstrate and represent Islam in the form of pious

individuals."

Generations of Muslims still benefit from their characteristics

and follow their ways in education, even in these days in which the

rules of Islam are rarely applied, and the signs of the Muslim

Caliphate have been removed, and enemies of Islam have been able

to achieve their malicious aim i.e. converting the Muslim world

into disputing nations and countries of different principles and

traditions. They also indulge in dissolution and looseness and live

without aim and entity and are afflicted with despair. Some

reformers and callers to Allah are also afflicted with despair and

feel hopeless of ever being able to regain the nation to its past

glory. Rather, some of those callers call to isolation because they

think that this age is the last and the Muslim consequently should

run away from seditions till he dies. This despair is a result of:

(1) The spelling of all foreign or western names mentioned in the book is

uncertain because the author only provided the Arabic transliteration, (editor)
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I. Inability to understand the nature of Islam,

II. The love of life and hating death,

IIL The ignorance of the aim for which Muslims were created,

This despair will be removed, and glory and victory will be

achieved when they recognize that Islam is:

a. The religion of strength and power,

b. The religion which calls to knowledge and science,

c. The religion which regards man as the vicegerent of Allah on

earth to live in, discover it, and to benefit from its provisions,

d. The religion which honors man and prefers him above all

creatures,

e. The religion of work, activity, labor and vitality,

f. The religion of contemplation and thought on the creations of

the heavens and earth so as to reach the truth about these

creations,

j. The religion which prohibits despair,

h. The religion of honor and dignity.

Despair will be removed and glory and victory will be achieved

when Muslims in general, and callers and scholars in particular,

liberate themselves from the love of this life and indulging in

worldly pleasures. Also, when they liberate themselves from

cowardice, fear, and hating death and be sure that Allah is the

Provider, the Harm-Inflicting and the Benefit-Giver.

Despair will be removed and glory and victory will be achieved

if they recognize the sublime aim for which they were created. This

aim is to worship Allah. The Qur'an declares:

4And I (Allah) created not tlte Jinn and mankind except that theya
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should worship Me (Alone)," {AdU-Dhariyyat, 56)

The question that arises is: What is the type of worship which

Allah commands us? It is submission to Allah's teachings and

loyalty lo Allah and His Messenger and the believers; it is also the

continuous commandment of Allah to bring people out from the

worship of people and idols to the worship or Allah; and rejecting

concepts and beliefs which arc in disagreement with Islamic law.

This is the task and mission of the Muslim in this life. Thus,

Muslims should recognize the nature of their religion and liberate

themselves from loving life and hating death and recognize the aim

of their creation so as to achieve growth for Islam and regain their

previous glory and strength.

The question that arises is: What is the way to reformation and

what is the starting point to reform the good society? The answer

lies in the word "education" which encompasses many meanings,

concepts and fields. It includes education of the individual, the

family, society and humanity. Under each meaning, there arc other

types and divisions. All these meanings aim at setting up noble

societies and ideals. This education of children is a branch of

individual education in which Islam calls to prepare and reform

him to be a useful and good member of society.

This book explains the whole and right way of child education

in Islam. When you read it, you will recognize the characteristics

and comprehensiveness of Islamic Law. You will also recognize the

ways of Islam in education and reformation. When educators

follow his way, the Ummah will achieve stability, safety and

happiness, and disorder, fear, and unhappiness will be removed.

You will recognize that Islam is the religion of life, humanity,

awareness, education, and reformation.

It is noticeable that the Islamic library is poor in regards to

books on child education in Islam. I did not find a comprehensive
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book about child education in Islam from birth to puberty save the

book entitled "Tuhjat Al-Maudud ft Ahkam Al-Mawlud" by Ibn

Qayyim Al-Jawziyyah ftifig, It deals with the rules of the newborn. I

have referred to it in the third chapter, 1 did my best and searched

in references and volumes to write a comprehensive book dealing

with child education from birth to puberty. It also deals with the

complete way upon which parents and educators should follow.

I have divided the book into three parts. Each part is divided

into numerous chapters, and every chapter contains several

subjects. It will be as follows:

Part One:

Chapter One: The Ideal Marriage and its Relationship to

Education

Chapter Two: The Psychological Feelings Towards Children

Chapter Three: General Rules Concerning the New-born baby

Chapter Four: Causes and Treatment of Children's wayward-

ness

Part Two:

Chapter One: The Responsibility for Faith Education

Chapter Two: The Responsibility for Ethical Education

Chapter Three: The Responsibility for Physical Education

Chapter Four: The Responsibility for Intellectual Education

Chapter Five: The Responsibility for Psychological Education

Chapter Six: The Responsibility for Social Education

Chapter Seven: The Responsibility for Sexual Education

Part Three:

Chapter One: Effective Means of Children's Education

Chapter Two: The Basic Principles of Education
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Chapter Three: Necessary Educational Suggestions

These are the main points for each chapter in each part of the

book. The reader will find other important points and useful

subjects branching from these chapters. The aim of these points

and subjects is to provide and outline an evident and better way for

child education. Finally, I ask Allah to make this work sincere for

His sake and to accept it as a good work on the Day of Judgment. 1

ask Him also to make it useful for mankind.

'Abdullah Nasih 'Ulwan
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1. Chapter One: The Ideal Marriage and its Relationship to Education

2. Chapter Two: Psychological Feelings Towards Children
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Chapter One

The Ideal Marriage and its Relationship to Education

Tt is preferable to demonstrate three aspects of marriage before

setting out to explain the foundations laid down by Islam for

educating children:

A. Marriage is a human instinct.

B. Marriage is a social interest.

C. Marriage is a selection and choice,

A. Marriage as a Human Instinct

Islamic Shari'ah opposes monasticism, which conflicts with

man's instinct, and contradicts his inclinations, desires, and

motivations. Likewise, Islamic Shari'ah prohibites Muslims to

abstain from marriage or renounce it and intend to live as a monk,

devoting oneself to worship. AL-Bukhari and Muslim related that

Anas *£& said, "Three people came to the houses of the Prophet's

wives to inquire about his manner of worship. When they were

told, they seemed to have deemed it little. So, they said, How come

we compare ourselves to the Prophet g$ as his past and future

misdeeds have been forgiven. Then one of them said, *1 will

perform prayer throughout the night forever/ The other said: *I

will fast throughout the year and will never break my fast/ The

third said, **I will keep away from women and will not marry

forever* So, Allah's Messenger came to them and said, 'Are you the

people who said so and so? By Allah, I am the most submissive to

Allah and most afraid of Him among you: yet Ifast and break my

fast, Ipray and.sleep, and 1 marry women. So, he who does notfollow

my tradition in religion, is not one ofmy followers,"

So, it is clear that marriage is seen by Islam as a human instinct,

that makes man's desires and inclinations materialise, and

comform to the natural law of life.
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II. Marriage as a Social Interest

1. Preserving the human race: through marriage, the human race

continues to exist, propagate, and continue until the Last Day.

The Noble Quran pointed to this social rationale and human
interest by saying:

"And Allah has madefor you Azwaj (mates or wives) ofyour own

kind, and has madefor you,from your wives, sons and grandsons.,,"

(An-Nahl, 72) And Allah m said,

feT tffc f& $£ (ja £ 3C ' jU <j% 4 %& *$ P* 8* J* «ft >

"<? mankind! Be dutiful to your Lord, Who created you from a

single person (Adam), andfrom him (Adam) He created his wife

(Hawwa (Eve) and from them both He created many men and

women." (An-Nisa, 1)

2. Preserving Lineage: through marriage, the lineage or ancestral

line is defined. Were it not for marriage, which Allah has ordained

for mankind, the society would have been swarmed with children

of no lineage or honor; a situation that entails dissipating human

dignity, sublime manners, and awful dilTusion of corruption and

libertinism.

3. Keeping the society free from immorality: through marriage, the

society is kept safe from immorality and social disunity. If the

instinct or inclination to the other sex is satisfied through

legitimate marriage, the nation will entertain the best morals and

manners, and will communicate the message, and fulfill their duty

as Allah wishes them to. Verily, nothing is more truthful than what

the Prophet
jjfc

said to point out the moral rationale of marriage

and its social benefits when he was urging the youth to get

married. He said, "0 youth, Whoever can marry must marry since it

will keep his sight and private parts clean and pure, but those who
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cannot marry, must attend to fasting, since it will control his sexual

desires
"

4. Preserving the society from disease: through marriage, the society

maintains safety from widespread fatal diseases that result from

adultery, whoredom, and fornication, such as syphilis gonorrhea,

and other deadly diseases that weaken the body, and diffuse

epidemic diseases.

5. Spiritual and psychological serenity: through marriage, amity,

love, and intimacy grow between the husband and wife. Allah ?M

said:

"And among His Signs is this, that He createdfor you wivesfrom

among yourselves, that you may find repose in them, and He has put

between you affection and mercy. Verity, in that are indeed signs for

a people who reflect." (Ar-Rnra, 21)

Such a psychological and spiritual serenity is a good aid for

raising children and caring for them.

6. Cooperation between spouses for building the family and raising

children: through marriage, the spouses cooperate to build a

family and bear its responsibility, as each of them are

complementary to the other. So, the wife does what is prescribed

to her, and what conforms to her feminine nature, by supervising

and managing the household chores, and looking after the

children.

And the husband works within his domain, and does what

conforms to his nature and manhood. So he works, toils, and looks

after the family. By such cooperation between the spouses, a

faithful generation and good offspring would come into being, and

the house would be a place of love and stability.

7. Burning passion for parenthood: through marriage, the parents'
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feelings and sentiments towards the children begins to burn, and

motivate them to care for their children and to bring them up

properly. These are the most important social interests stemming

from marriage. They are very closely related to family reforma-

tion, child breeding, and raising generations.

C. Marriage as a Selection and Choice

Islam has established bases and rules for both the suitor and his

fiance. If they follow them and take them as guidelines, the

marriage will be successful and will flourish, and the family will be

faithful, moral, and secure. The following are the most important

of them:

1. Choice based on religion: what is meant by religion here is the

sound understanding of Islam, practical application of all its

rulings and manners, and full commitment to the Shari'ah's

methods and principles.

If both the suitor and his fiance are up to such a standard of

understanding, application, and commitment, we describe them as

religious and well-mannered. That is why the Prophet fifa guided

marriage seekers to look for a pious partner. Al-Rukhari, Muslim,

Abu Dawud, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Majah related that Abu Hurairah,

said that the Prophet j)$ said, "It is self-evident that a woman is

sought for marriage for four reasons: her riches, her noblebink, her

beauty, and her religion. So, get the pious one and strive to get her."

In accordance with that, the Prophet ^ guided the girl's family

to seek the religious and well-mannered suitor. At-Tirmidhi related

that Abu Hatim Al-Mazni said that the Prophet J& said, "Ifyou

were approached by he whose religion and manners satisfy you, let

him marry your daughter, if you do not do that, there will be

dissension in the earth and great corruption.

"

Is there any greater dissension inflicted upon religion and

morals than a faithful girl falling in a libertinistic suitor's hands, or
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an atheist husband who bears no respect for honour or jealousy?

And is there any greater dissension related to a righteous woman
than falling under the matrimonial authority of an immoral,

libertine husband, who forces her to abandon the veil and to mix

with men, and compels her to drink wine and dance with men?

So many girls, unfortunately, who were exemplary in their

family's home regarding chastity and purity, but when such a girl

moved to a libertine house, and a licentious husband, she turned

into an unrestrained and careless woman, not valueing the

principles of morality or the concepts of chastity and honour.

No doubt that when children grow up in such a sinful house, they

will acquire perversity and libertinism, and will be fed with

corruption and maleficence. So, a choice based on religion and

with morals is the most important factor in achieving happiness

for both spouses, virtuous Islamic breeding for the children, and

good rank and stability for the family.

2. Choice based on noble birth and honour: among the rules laid

down by Islam for choosing a spouse, is to choose your spouse from

a family known for their righeousness, morals, noble birth, and

honor, Ibn-Majah, Al-Hakim, and Al-Bayhaqi related that *Aishah

*$& said that the Prophet
gjfc

said, "Choose for your sperm, and

marry your equate, and let them marry your daughters."

This Hadith, and many others, direct the attention to the

necessity of choosing someone of noble birth, so that the man can

obtain moral, pious, and righeous children. In accordance with this

meaning, Uthman Ibn Abi Al-
cAs Ath-Thaqafi advised his sons to

select their wives, and avoid ill-bred families. He advised them

saying: "0 sons, the man who seeks marriage is like one who plants,

so, everyone should see where he is putting his seeds, and it is quite

rare to get noble offspring from the ill-bred, so select your wives

even if you have to wait for a while."
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Such a selection, that the Prophet jj£ has advised us of, is taken

as one of the greatest scientific facts, and educational theories in

modern times. Genetics proved that the child inherits his parent's

moral, physical, and intellectual characteristics. So, when the

selection of a spouse is based on noble birth, honour, and

righteousness, children grow up bearing these same qualities, and

when a child combines inherited righeous qualities and virtuous

breeding, he attains the climax of religion, morality , and piety.

3. Exogamy: among the wise Islamic instructions regarding

selecting a spouse is preferring a woman who is not from one's

family (i.e. cousins etc.) for seeking intelligent children, assuring

their safety from inherited diseases, expanding the family

acquaintance and strengthening social bonds. Genetics has proved

that endogamy weakens the offspring physically and mentally.

4. Preferring virgins: among the rational Islamic instructions

regarding selecting a future wife is preferring virgins to women

who were married before. This is because the virgin is disposed to

intimacy and familiarity with her first husband, contrary to the

woman who was married before, since she may not find intimacy or

love with her second husband. But the virgin loves her husband, and

does not long for another man, because she knew no one but him.

'Aishah i^g made all these meanings clear when she said to the

Prophet jjj, according to Al-Bukhari, "O Messenger of Allah if

you were in a valley with two trees. One was eaten from, and the

other was not eaten from, of which would you let your camel

graze? He said, At the one which was not eaten from. She said,

That is me." She meant to point to her precedence over his other

wives, since she was the sole virgin wife he married. Indeed, the

selection of a virgin is desirable unless there was a serious reason

for marrying a deflowered woman who was married before, as in

the case of a widower or divorced man who is looking for a woman
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(wife) to look after his house and bring up his children.

Al-Bukhari and Muslim narrated the dialogue that took place

between the Prophet g£ and Jabir on their way back from the

expedition of Dhat Ar-RiqL The Prophet said to him: "0 Jdbir,

have you got married? He replied: yes, He asked: A virgin or a

deflowered woman? He replied: a deflowered woman. He asked:

Why not a virgin so that you may play with her and she with youl He

replied, O Messenger of Allah, my father was killed in the battle of

Uhud and left seven girls, so I married a deflowered woman to

gather them around her and look after them. The Prophet
gfc

said:

You did the right thing, insha' Allah.

5- The preference of marrying a fertile woman: among the

instructions of Islam for selecting a wife is that she is fertile, to

achieve the purpose of marriage i.e, having children, preserving the

human race, and inhabiting the earth. One of the women's merits is

to bear children, and that is why the Prophet |£ preferred

Khadijah <*£g> to his other wives. So, he mentioned that she gave

him children while others did not as a privilege of hers. The

Prophet 4fc advised not to marry barren women however beautiful

they might be, Abu Dawud and An-Nasa'i related that Maqil Ibn

Yasar said that a man came to the Prophet ^ and said to him "I

love a well-bred and beautiful woman, but she is barren. Shall I

marry her? The Prophet jj& said, "No." The man came a second

time and the Prophet ^ said, "No." When he came the third time,

the Prophet $£ said to him, "marry the loving andfertile woman, as

I shall take pride in your abundance.

"

These are the most important principles of marriage, as it

satisfies human needs, suits the desires of life, attributes the

children to their parents, frees the society from libertinism and

fatal diseases, achieves cooperation between spouses, and ignites

the parent's sentiment for parenthood. Marriage in Islam is based

on strong foundations, and sound rules relating to the selection of
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a spouse. The most important of which is religion, noble birth and

awareness of the spouse's rights. The very beginning of raising

children in Islam stems from an ideal marriage built on selecting a

righteous wife. By doing so, the Muslim family is formed, and a

faithful generation, and righteous progeny are raised.
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Chapter Two

Psychological Feelings Towards Children

A. Parents are disposed to love their children

It is intuitively known that the hearts of parents are disposed to

love their children, and are filled with psychological feelings and

parental compassion to protect, have mercy, sympathize, and care

for them. Were it not for that, the human race would have

vanished, and parents would not have had patience to look after

their children, sponsor them, bring them up, caring for them or

seeking their interests. The Noble Qur'an has depicted these

parental feelings so, sometimes, it makes children the adornment of

this present life:

4tWealth and children are the adornment of the life of this

Hw/</„."(Al-Kahf,46)

On another occasion it considers them a great bounty that is

worth thanking the Giver;

4 <jj> jg\ psss && 0\ ,teafj £

"We helped you with wealth and children and made you more

numerous in man-power.'* (Al-IsrS, 6)

On a third occasion, it made them the comfort of the eyes if they

were pious:

And those who say: "Our Lord! Bestow on usfrom our wives and

our offspring the comfort of our eyes, and make us leaders of the

Muttaqun." (AJ-Furqan, 47)

These, in addition to so many other Qur'anic verses that depict

the parents* feelings towards their children, reveal their true

sentiments and love for their beloved children.
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Here, dear reader, we present a selection of poetic verses related

to loving children. These verses are full, of tenderness and

sympathy, flooded with feelings and affection, and stress the love

and pity that Allah has bestowed on the parents' hearts. Let us

start with what Umayyah Ibn Abi As-Salt composed regarding his

son. This poem is one of the masterpieces which is flooded with

tenderness and depicts the truthfulness of parental heart felt

towards the son:

"I fed you when you were a new-born,

and sponsored you when you were a youth,

and you enjoyed what I harvested for you.

If you fell sick one night, I would not sleep,

but I keep awake all night feeling sorry for you.

As if I were the sick not you.

So my eyes get flooded with tears."

Another poet said regarding the torrential parental pity that

radiates affection, sympathy and love:

"But for a very weak structure (body).

where some parts are leaning on others,

1 would have had many journeys, in this wide and vast land.

But our children, amongst us

who look as if they were our livers walking on the ground.

If the wind struck some of them

my eyes would never wink."

So, we conclude by reiterating the strength of the emotions that

Allah has engrained into the parents' hearts towards their children.
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li. Having mercy on children is a blessing from Allah an mankind

Among the noble feelings that Allah has put into the parents*

hearts is to have mercy on their children, sympathise with them,

and be kind to them. It is a great Feeling that entails the greatest

effect in raising the children and shaping their personalities.

A merciless heart reflects a stern and harsh personality, which

gravely leads to children's corruption and perversity. For these

reasons, the Prophet ^ cared very much for having mercy, and

urged adults to entertain this honourable quality. Ahmad and Al-

Bukhari, Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi, and Al-Hakim related that,

Abdullah Ibn 'Amr Ibn AKAs said that the Prophet § said, "He

who does not have mercy on our young, and does not acknowtege the

honour of our grown-ups, does not belong to us,"

And the Prophet^ used to rebuke any of his followers who did

not have mercy towards his children, and directed him to having

mercy and sympathize with them. Al-Bukhari related, in "Al-Atlab

Al-Mufrad" that 'Aishah ijffefi said, "A bedouin came to the

Prophet g and said, "Z>o you kiss your sons?' We do not. The

Prophet said to him, "I cannot put mercy in your heart after Allah

lias uprooted It from your heart."

Al-Bukhari said that Abu Hurairah said, the Prophet igt kissed

Al-Hasan Ibn 'AIT in the presence of Al-Aqra' Ibn Habis At-

Tamirni, so Al-Aqra' said, "1 have ten children and I have never

kissed anyone of them. The Prophet jg- looked at him and said,

"Whoever is not merciful to others, wilt not be treated mercifully/'

Al-Bukhari related that Anas Ibn Malik said: a woman eame to

'Aishah ig$ (i.e. asking for help) and 'Aishah gave her three dates.

The woman gave every one of her children a date and kept one for

herself. The two boys ate the two dates, then looked at their

mother. So, she split her date in two halves, and gave each a half of

the date, then when the Prophet ^ was told by 'Aishah about
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what that woman had done, he said, "Why are you amazed at that?

Allah has endowed mercy on her for having mercy on her children."

The Prophet's eyes were flooded with tears at the sight of a dying

child.

Al-Bukhari and Muslim related that Usamah Ibn Zayd 4&> said

that the Prophet's daughter sent him a message saying that her son

was dying and asked him to come. He replied to her greeting and

said, "Allah owns that which He took and that which He gave, and

has set a term for everything, so, be patient, and ask Allah for

reward" So she sent back to him a reply pleading for him to go to

her, so he went to her with Sa'd Ibn Ubadah, Mu'adh Ibn Jabal,

Ubayy Ibn Ka'b, Zayd Ibn Thabit, and some other men. The child

was given to the Prophet and the Prophet put him in his lap as he

was heavily breathing heavily and agitated, and his eyes flooded

with tears. So, Sa'd said, O Messenger of Allah what is this? The

Prophet ^ said, "This is mercy, which Allah has put into His

bondmen's hearts." And in another narration, "Allah has put into

the hearts of whom He wishes of His bondmen. Surely Allah is

merciful to those who are merciful." The mercy which is deeply

engrained in the parents
1

hearts motivates them to take the

responsibility to look after and raise their children.

C Despising girls is an abominable Jahitiyyah (pre-Islamic practice)

Islam, in calling for equality and justice, has not made any

distinction in the treatment of males and females. Making

distinctions between males and females concerning treatment,

love, and sympathy is an abominable pre-Islamic practice. Allah

93 says,

"And when the news of (the birth of) afemale (child) is brought to

any ofthem, hisface becomes dark, and he is fitted with inward grief!
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He fades himselffrom the people because ofthe evil ofthat whereofhe

has been informed. Shall he keep her with dishonor or bury her in the

earth? Certainty, evil is their decision. (An-Nahl, 58 - 59)

If we find within the Muslim society, some fathers who make a

distinction in the treatment of males between boys and girls, the

reason behind that is due to the spoiled environment from which

they acquired their backword, ignorant traditions and abominable

social conventions. It is also due to the weakness of faith since they

have not accepted that which Allah m destined for them (i.e. the

girls). Neither can they, their wives, nor all people on earth change

what Allah has created, Allah Qg says,

"To Allah belongs the kingdom of the heavens and the earth. He

creates what He wills. He bestows female (offspring) upon whom He

wills, and bestows male (offspring) upon whom He wills. Or He bestows

both males andfemales, and He renders barren whom He wills. Verily,

He is the Alt-Knower and is Able to do all things" (Ash-Shuri, 49-50)

In order that the Prophet j§£ t may uproot this pre-Islamic

practice from such weak souls, he gave girls a special mention in

his sayings and ordered the fathers and guardians to treat them

well, care for them, and look after them so that they may qualify

for Allah's Blessings and enter Paradise. Muslim related that

Anas Ibn Malik 4fr said that the Prophet jtfc said, "Whosoever

sponsors two girls (daughters) until they grow up, he will be with

me in Paradise like that (bringing two of his fingers close

together)" Imam Ahmad, in his Musnad, related that 'Qqbah

Ibn 'Amir Al-Juhaniyy said that he heard the Prophet's

saying, "Whosoever had three daughters and was patient with

them, provided them with food and clothes from his own money,

they will shelter him from the Hell-fire."
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So those who raise children must Follow these prophetic

instructions and Islamic teachings relating to the incumbency of

caring for girls, and implementing justice and equity between them

and the males, so that they may gain Allah's Blessings, and a

garden the breadth whereof is as the breadth of the heavens and

the earth.

D. The virtue of whomever endures his child's death

When a Muslim reaches a high degree of faith and belief and

believes in predestination, whether good or bad, bitter or sweet, he

renounces all happenings and disasters and surrenders to Allah's

Divine Decree. Accordingly, the Prophet g; said, whoever is

bereaved ofa son, and has patience, and keeps saying, " To Allah we

belong, and to Him is our return, " Allah will build a house for him in

Paradise called (The House of Thanksgiving)."

At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Hibban related that Abu Musa Al-

AshaVty 4& said that the Prophet £j£ said, "When a man's child

dies, Allah Wk says to His Angels: Have you taken the soul of my

bondman's child? They reply, Yes, He says, Have you taken his

heart'sfruit? They say. Yes. He says. What did he say? They say, He

praisedyou and said, To Allah we belong, and to Him is our return.''

He says to them: Build a housefor my bondman in Paradise and call

it the house of thanksgiving. Such patience yields many fruits which

the patient and content person reaps. Among them is that it leads to

Paradise and is a shelterfrom Hellfire."

Al-Bukhari and Muslim related that Abu Sa'Td Al-Khudri d&

said that the Prophet once said to women; "Any of you gels

bereaved of three children, they will certainly be a shelter for her

from Hell fire. The woman asked: and two? He said, and two.

Also among the fruits of patience is that the child who dies

young, intercedes Tor his parents on the Day of Judgement. Imam

Ahmad, An-Nasa'i and Ibn Hibban related that Abu Dharr 4Sh
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said that the Prophet ^ said, "Any two Muslim parents that get

bereaved of three children who have not (reached the age of)

comitting sins, Allah will let them enter Paradise due to His Mercy

towards them. And Muslim related, in his Sahih that Abi Hassan

said, "I was bereaved of two children, so I said to Abu Hurairah

«&p: Have you heard a saying from the Prophet § that may give us

condolence for our dead? He said, Yes, The young among them are

the young of Paradise, each one of them follows his father (or said;

his parents) and holds his father's garment or hand as I hold your

garment, and never leaves him until they enter Paradise together."

Among the faithful stance shown by the women of the Prophet's

companions which demonstrates patience and contentment when

bereaved of a child is Umm Salim's wonderful stance. Here is her

story: Al-Bukhari and Muslim related that Anas $fr said, Abu Talhah

had a son who was suffering from illness, and his son died when he

was not at home. When he came back, he asked about his son, and

his wife said: He is in his utmost rest-meaning that he died, but

Abu Talhah understood that he was getting better. Then he ate the

dinner which she served to him. She then made herself up in a way

she had never done before, and so he slept with her. When she saw

that he was well satisfied, she said, O Abu Talhah, tell me what you

think if some people lend others something, then they asked for it,

may they be deprived of it? He said, No. So she said: Then, ask

Allah for reward, meaning that his son died. The sub-narrator said,

He was angry and blamed her for letting him steep with her,

becoming impure, then telling him about, his son. He headed to the

Prophet g£ and told him the story. The Prophet §£ supported what

Umm Salim had done, then he said '''May Allah bless your night" or

said, "May Allah bless them both." The woman gave birth to a boy,

and the Prophet j& named him Abdullah. A man from Al-Ansar

said, "T saw nine of Abdullah's sons, all of them learnt the Qur'an

by heart." This was only for Allah's response to the Prophet's
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invocation, when he said, "May Allah bless them both."

So parents are strongly recommended to have faith, certitude

and patience, so that if they encountered any calamity, they would

never lose patience. In case they were bereaved of a child, they

would never be sad, but would keep repeating "To Allah surely we

belong, and to Him, surely, is our return, to Him belongs what He

took, and to Him belongs what He gave, and He set a term for

everything."

I
•'.. Giving precedence to the interests of Islam over loving children

Although the parent's hearts are overwhelmed with these true

feelings of love, mercy, pity, and sympathy, these feelings should

not override taking the responsibility for calling to Allah and

striving in His Cause because the intersts of Islam precede all other

interests and considerations, and because establishing an Islamic

society and guiding mankind is the faithful person's aim and target

in this life.

That is what was apprehended by the first generation of the

Prophet's Companions <& and the ones who closely followed suit.

They had no target but Islam, Jihad and calling to Allah's Cause,

and gave precedence to Jihad and calling to Allah's Cause over

loving spouses, children, one's abode, and kinsmen. They obeyed

Allah's saying,

&z &% u£g3 3s$ .%& j«fc p±& pm> fgix v? a js >

"Say: Ifyour fathers, your sons, your brothers, your wives, your

kindred, the wealth that you have gained, the commerce in which you

fear a decline, and the dwellings in which you delight are dearer to

you than Allah and His Messenger, and striving hard andfighting in

His Cause, then wait until Allah brings about His Decision
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(torment). And Allah guides not the people who are Al-Fdstquti (the

rebellious, disobedient to Allah)." (At-Tawbah, 24)

F, Punishing and temporarily alienating a child for educational purposes

Islam has its own way of reforming and raising children. If

giving remarks and admonition is enough, the parent is not entitled

to temporarily alienate his child, and if the latter is enough (i. e. to

reform him), then the parent is not entitled to resort to beating. But

if all these means failed in reforming him then the parent may

resort to moderate beating.

Al-Bukhari and Muslim related that 'Amr Ibn Abu Salamah &
said concerning instructing and admonishing a child, "I was a

young boy in the presence of Allah's Messenger and my hand used

to go around the dish while I was eating, so Allah's Messenger gj£

said to me: 'O boy, mention the name of Allah, and eat with your

right hand, and eat from the dish that is nearer to you,
9
Al-Bukhari

and Muslim related From Sahl Ibn Sad 4§* that Allah's Messenger

^ was offered something to drink. He drank from it while on his

right there was a young boy, and on his left there were some elderly

people. The Messenger of Allah said to the young boy (as a

compliment), 'May I give to these {elderly people) first?'' The boy

said,
4By Allah, O Allah's Messenger I will not give up my share

from you to anyone else. On that, Allah's Messenger placed the

cup in the hand of the boy." That boy was 'Abdullah Ibn Abbas.

Concerning temporarily alienating a child, Al-Bukhari and

Muslim related that Abu Sa'id «&> said, "Allah's Messnger forbade

the throwing of stones with the index finger and the thumb, and

said that *U neither hurts, nor does it harm an enemy, but it gouges

out an eye, or breaks a tooth.'

Another narration says that a relative of Ibn Mughaffal, a

minor, threw a stone with his index finger and thumb, Ibn

Mughaffal forbade him from doing so, and said that Allah's
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Messenger forbade throwing stones with the index finger and

thumb saying that it does not hurt, but the boy did it again. The

narrator said to him, "I tell you that Allah's Messenger forbade it,

and you do it once more? I will never talk to you again."

Concerning beating a child, Abu Dawud and Al-Hakim related

that 'Amr Ibn Shu'ayb's father and grandfather said that Allah's

Messenger said, "Instruct your children to attend to prayers at the

age ofseven, and beat them (for abandoning it) at the age often, and

do not let them (male andfemale siblings) sleep together.

"

These phrases of instruction apply to children in their childhood

and adolescence, but in the stage of youth, the way of reform and

teaching manners change. That is, in case a child does not respond

to persuasion, admonition, and guidance-, the educator must resort

to alienating the child as long as he inclines to immorality and

perversity. Here are some texts that support this view:

Al-Bukhari, in the section on "What is allowed ofabandoning the

disobedient", related that when Ka'b failed to take part in the

Ghazwah (Battle) of Tabuk, Allah's Messenger forbade people

from talking to us for fifty nights until the earth, spacious as it is,

became straitened for them, and their souls became straitened for

them, and no one spoke to them, greeted them, or joined them,

until Allah accepted their repentance which was mentioned in His

Book. Allah's Messenger & alienated some of his wives for a

month to rebuke and reform them. 'Abdullah Ibn
4Umar alienated

a son of his, because he did not implement a Prophetic Hadith

narrated to him by his father, in which Allah's Messenger forbade

men from preventing women from going to the mosque.

This applies to a faithful Muslim child. But in case he denounced

Islam, the least thing the parent is motivated by faith and the

Qur'an to do is to declare himself free of him. Allah Wk said:

jjd=* % $j& & fg. $ 3J%t 4*9 yj$j $ ^Pm Cjl4y)>
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"Foil fO Muhammad ^) wi// not find any people who believe in

Allah and the Last Day, making friendship with those who oppose

Allah and His Messenger (Muhammad |jj) even though they were

their fathers, or their sons, or their brothers, or their kindred

(people)" (AI-Mujadalah, 22)

There arc many other texts related to this view that show that

alienating children and kinsmen when they insist on disbelief, is a

requirement of faith and belief, because Islam is the bond of

brotherhood which must precede any other bond.

In this chapter, "The Psychological Feelings towards Children,"

we have pointed out that some of them may be instinctive and

innate in the parents
1

hearts such as the feelings of love, tenderness,

kindness and mercy. Without these feelings, the enactment of

Allah's law would not have been established, as to preserving the

human race. Parents would not have been motivated to care for

their children and bring them up, and the family would not have

been united, coherent, or well-established. We have also shown

that some other feelings are jahiliya (prc-Islamic practice), such as

disliking girls. And you have seen how Islam tackled this

abominable custom so that the parents' feelings towards boys

and girls may be the same, without preference or discrimination.

You have also seen that some of these feelings are motivated by

general interests, such as giving precedence to Jihad and to the call

to Allah over loving spouses and children. Also that some of them

are educational, such as admonishing, rebuking, alienating and

punishing a child. You have seen that Islam went through

successive stages of teaching manners i.e, admonishing, alienating

and finally moderate beating. These are the outlines concerning

some of the Islamic teachings relating to bringing up children,

reforming them and raising them in sound, straight manners.
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Chapter Three

General Rules Concerning the New-born Baby

The First Part

What the Parent Does at Childbirth

1. The recommendation of giving glad tidings and congratulations at

childbirth:

It is recommended for a Muslim to take the initiative to please

his Muslim brother in case he had a newborn baby by giving him

glad tidings and making him happy. In case he missed giving him

glad tidings, he must congratulate him and pray for him and his

newborn baby. The Noble Quran stated several times to give glad

tidings to those having newborn babies in order to guide Muslims

and teach them to do the same. In doing so, it has a powerful effect

on strengthening bonds of love among Muslim families. Allah Qg

said in Ibrahim's story |j;:

9 fc£^& <J £ja £k Jis 2& $6 ofifll jrfca
*&%> *£ sh $

j, 4 eCj A J& Sf ijl lis $& ji& pf&f* Ate** £J C &
X ^>**i <-?*»-; *hj on ">**"'& ^tr-^ «^Hp-a* **£« /-v*b <p fj»

"/tm/ verity, there came Our Messengers to Ibrahim (Abraham)

with glad tidings. They said: Salaam (greetings or peace!) He

answered, Salaam (greetings or peace!) and he hastened to entertain

them with a roasted calf. But when he saw their hands went not

towards it (the meal) , he mistrusted them, and conceived a fear of

them. They said: 'Fear not, we have been sent against the people of

Lftt (Lot)," And his wife was standing (there), and she laughed

(either, because the Messengers did not eat their food or for being

gladfor the destruction of the people of1Jit (Lot)) But We gave her

glad tidings oflshdq (Isaac), and after Ishdq, of Ya l

qub (Jacob),"

(Hud, 69-71). And Allah SH said in Zakariyya's story:
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"Then the angels called him
f
while he was standing in prayer in Al-

Mihrah ( a praying place or a private room), (saying): "Allah gives

you glad tidings of Yahya (John),.,'
1

(Al 'Imran, 39)

And also in another verse:

"(Allah said) "O Zakariyya (Zachariah)l Verityt We give you

the glad tidings ofa sont whose name will be Yahya (John), We have

given that name to none before (him).*' (Maryam, 7)

Al-BuMiart mentioned that when the Prophet
jf}

was born,

Thuwaybah gave glad tidings of his birth to his uncle Abu Lahab,

who was her master, and said to him, "Abdullah has been given a

boy tonight. So Abu Lahab set her free out of happiness with the

news. Allah ^ rewarded him for that as he let him drink after his

death from the little hollow between his thumb and his other fingers.

As-SuhaylT mentioned that Al-Abbas said, "I saw Abu Lahab in

the worst state; in my dream a year after his death; he said: *I have

never been in comfort since I left you, except that the punishment

becomes less painful every Monday i. c. the day on which the

Prophet g£ was born, and Thuwaybah gave glad tidings of his

birth, and Abu Lahab was happy about it."

Concerning giving congratulations on the birth of a child, Imam
Ibn Al-Qayyim quoted Abu Bakr Ibn Al-Mundhir in his book

"The Gift of the Beloved'' as saying, "We quoted Al-Hasan Al-

Basri as saying, 'that a man came to him, while in his presence was

a man with a newborn boy, the man said, 'May Allah bless your

knight/ So Al-Hasan said to him,
lHow can you tell whether he

will be a knight or a donkey?' He said, Then, what should I say?'

Al-Hasan said, 'Say May Allah bless your gift, and may you thank

the Giver, and be dutiful, and may he (i.e. the boy) grow up well."

These good tidings and congratulations must be extended to

every newborn child, whether it is a boy or a girl.
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2. Recommendation of saying the Adhdn and Iqdmah in the

newborn's ear

Among the rules laid down by Islam for a newborn child is to

say the Adkdn in his right ear and Iqdmah in his left ear

immediately after he is born. Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi

related that Abu Rlfi' said, "I saw Allah's Messenger saying adkdn

in Al-Hasan Ibn All's ear when Fatimah gave birth to him."

According to Ibn Al-Qayyim's book, the secret behind saying the

Adhdn and Iqamah is that it is the first thing that a human being

hears. They are the words of the Supreme call which contains Allah's

magnificence and glory, and the shahddah which represents his first

step into Islam. So this is like an instruction for him as he starls this

life, similar to that of the instruction Tawkid (Oneness) he is given

when his life ends. We do not exclude that his heart may benefit from

the Adhdn though he may not feci it, as well as achieving another

benefit, that is, pushing Satan away by the words of the Adhdn,

although he (Satan) was awaiting his birth. His Satan learns of what

weakens him, and teases him once he gets close to him.

Another symbol rests there, i.e. (calling him to Allah's way),

religion and worship before Satan calls him to his own way. The

innatencss upon which Allah has originated mankind was there

before Satan changed it and turned man away from it. Many other

meanings and symbols lie within the words of the Adkdn.

3. Recommending Tahnik for the baby once he is born

Tahmk means to chew a date, then to rub the newborn's mouth

with it by putting a little of the chewed date on the fingertip, and

then inserting it into the baby's mouth. You then move it gently to

the right and left, until the whole mouth is rubbed with the chewed

date. If dates are not available, any sweet food may do. The

rationale behind this may be strengthening the mouth muscles by

exercising the tongue and the mouth, preparing the baby for
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sucking his mother's breasts during nursing. It is also recom-

mended that Tahnik be done by a pious and righteous man for

seeking his blessings and hoping that the baby may grow up to be

righteous and pious. Among the Hadiths that the scholars quoted

for recommending Tahnik are:

It is mentioned in the Sahihayn that Abu Burdah related that

Abu Musa 4&b said, "I had a baby, and I took him to the Prophet

^ and the Prophet ^ called him Ibrahim, made Tahnik to him

with a date and asked Allah to bless him, and returned him to me.

Also, it is mentioned in As-Sahihayn that Abu Taihah said to

Anas Ibn Malik, "Take him (i.e. the baby) to the Prophet g£ and

send some dates with him. The Prophet
jgfc

took him and asked, 7s

there anything with him?' They said, Yes, some dates. The Prophet

{£ took the dates and chewed them, then took them from his mouth

and put them into the baby's mouth and called him 'Abdullah."

4. Recommendation of shaving the baby's head

Among the rules laid down by Islam for the newborn baby is to

shave his head on his seventh day and to give its weight in gold or

silver to the poor and needy. The rationale behind this is twofold:

The first is related to the baby's health. Shaving his head

strengthens him as well as opens the pores on his head. The

second is social, as giving the weight of his hair in money to the

poor is a kind of social solidarity and cooperation.

Among the Hadiths that the scholars quoted for recommending

shaving the baby's hair and giving its weight in silver to the poor are:

In A1-Muwatta\ Malik related that JaTar Ibn Muhammad's

father said, "Fatimah i^feo weighed the hair of Al-Hasan, Al-Husayn,

Zaynab and Umm Kulthum and gave its weight in silver to the

poor. And Yahya Ibn Bakir related that Anas Ibn Malik «&> said

that the Prophet §: ordered Al-Hasan and Al-Husayn's hair be

shaved on their seventh day. So it was done, and the weight of their

hair was given in silver to the poor."
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The Second Part

Naming the Baby and Us Rules

1. When should a baby be named?

Collectors of Sunnah related that Samurah said, the Prophet $£

said, "Every child is hound to have 'aqiqah, to be slaughtered for

him, and is given a name, and has his head shaved, ail on his seventh

day" This Hadith shows that naming a child is to be done on his

seventh day.

There are some other authentic Hadiihs that show that a newly

born child can be named on the day of his birth. Among them is

Muslim in his Sahih quoting Anas^ as saying that the Prophet gj

said, "A hoy has been born for me tonight and I named him after my

ancestor Ibrahim." It is deducted From these Hadtths that we have a

choice. So a baby can be named on his first day, or his third day, or

we can relegate it to his 'aqiqah day i.e. the seventh day. It can also

be done before or after that.

2. Recommended names and disliked names

A parent must pay great attention to selecting a name for his

newly born child by choosing the most beautiful name, following

our Prophet's guidance. Abu Dawud related that Abvi Ad-Darda

said that the Prophet jfe said, "You will be called on the Doomsday

by your names, and yourfathers names, so choose nice names," And

Muslim related, in his Sahih, that Ibn *Umar ^ said that the

Prophet ^ said, "The best ofyour names to Allah are 'Abdullah and

'Abdur-Rahman ,

'

'

The father must avoid an ugly name that may injure his dignity

and be a reason for making fun of him. The Prophet j£ used to

change the ugly names, according to what At-Tirmidhi quoted

'Aishah \$g> . At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah related that Ibn 'Urnar

«£» said that a daughter of 'Umar's was called Asiyah (disobedient)
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and the Prophet §j called her Jamilah (beautiful), Abu Dawud

said that Allah's Messenger ^ changed the names of Al-'Asi,

'Aziz, 'Vqtah, Shaytdn, AI-Hakam t Ghurab and Habbdb and gave

the name Silm (i.e. peace) to a man called Harb (i,e. war), Al-

Munhaith to a man called Al-Mudaji, Earn Al-Rishdah to a family

called Bam Az-Zinyah, and Hani Rishdah to a family called Bani

Mughwiyah. Abu Dawitd said, "1 did not mention the chain of

narrators for the sake of being brief."

He also has to avoid names derived from pessimistic meanings for

the sake of clearing the child from the harm of such names. Al-Bukhari"

related in his Sahib from Sa*id Ibn Al Musayyab, that his father,

quoting his grandfather said, "I came to the Prophet ^ and he

said, "what is your name'T 1 said, Hazn (1)
, so he said, "You are called

Scibl
[2
\ He said, I will not change a name given to me by my father.

Ibn Al-Musayyab said, 'Roughness is still manifest in us\"

He also has to avoid the names which are tokens of Allah 9H

such as Ahad, Samad, Khaliq, Razzaq, etc, Abu Dawud said in his

Suttan: "When Hani came to the Prophet jj; in Madinah with his

people, he used to be called Abdul-Hakarm So, the Prophet (£

called him and said to him: "Verily, Allah is the Hakam, and He

has the hukm (judgment), why then are you called 'Abdul-Hakam?

He said, My people resort to me whenever they differ in opinion,

and 1 issue the judgment, and they accept my judgment. So, Allah's

Messenger ,gj said, "How nice, do you have children?" He said, I

have Shurayh, Muslim, and 'Abdullah. Allah's Messenger jSfr

asked, "Who is the eldest?" He said, Shurayh. Allah's Messenger

§ said, "Then you are called Abu Shurayh" Muslim related in his

Sah fh that Abu Hurairah said that Allah's Messenger jfj£
said, "The

most enraging and worst man to Allah Wt on the Doomsday is a man

\ i ) i.e. rough and hard,

12) i.e. easy and lenient.
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called the king of kings, there is no king but Allah.'*

He also has to avoid names referring to good omens or

optimistic meanings in order to avoid sadness that may result from

using the names in a negative stucture. Examples are Aflah

(successful), Nafi (useful), Rabdh (gain), and Yasdr (easy). Muslim,

Abu Dawud, and At-Tirmidhi related that Samurah Ibn Jundub

said, Allah's Messenger jjg said to me: "the most belovedphrases to

Allah arefour: Subhdna Allah. (Glory be to Allah), Al-hamdu lillah,

(praise be to Allah), la ilah ilia Allah, (there is no Cod but Allah),

and Allahu Akbar (Allah is the greatest). Do not call your son

Yasdr, Rabdh, Najih or Aflah, for when you say: "Where is he?"

while he is not there, the answer negates the meaning of his name.

These phrases are four, never add to them.'*

He also has to avoid names that indicate submission to gods other

than Allah such as: Abdul-'Uzza, Abdun-Nabi, Abdul -Hussayn and

similar names, since they are obviously prohibited. As to the

Prophet's saying in the battle of Hunayn: "J am the Prophet

undoubtedly, I am the son of Abdul- Muttalib" It does not mean

that he's giving himself a new name, but it merely indicates the

name by which he was known, especially in situations of

challenging an enemy, as was the case with the Prophet 4j&,

So saying a name for identifying oneself is not prohibited, since

the Prophet's followers <& used to mention before the Prophet ^
the names of their tribes such as Bani Abdu-Mandf, Bani Abdush-

Shams and Bani Ahdud-Ddr, and the Prophet gp did not forbid

them to do so.

Finally, one must avoid the names that indicate softening,

similarity to girls' names and amour, such as Huydm, Nihad,

Sawsan, Mayyadah, Narimdn, Ahlam and the like in order that the

child may acquire a sense of good personality and distinct

character, Therefore, the Prophet § urged the people to name
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their children after the Prophets' names and the names of

'Abdullah, Abdur-Raitndn and similar names composed of
lAbd

and one of the Most Magnificent Names of Allah Gg

.

Abu Dawud and An-Nasa*i related that Abu Wahb Al-Jushamiy

4»said that Allah's Messenger jj; said, "Name yourselves after the

Prophets and the most beloved names to Allah are Abdullah and

'Abdur-Rahman and the most truthful of them are, Harith and

Hammam, and the ugliest of them are IJarh and Murruh."

3. It is Sunnah to give the child a nickname

Among the educational principles Laid down by Islam

concerning raising a child is to give him a nickname composed

of Abu (father of) and another part. This yields some educational

gains such as:

- Inculcating a sense of dignity and respect into the child's soul.

- Developing his social character and making him feel that he has

grown up.

- Giving him amiable treatment and pleasing him through calling

him by this lovely nickname.

For these benefits and considerations, the Prophet g; used to

nickname children and call them by these names. It is related in

Sahihayn that Anas said, The Prophet ^ was the best of all

people in morals. I had a brother called Abu Umayr, who I think,

had been newly weaned. Whenever the child was brought to the

Prophet $$, he used to say to him, "O Abu Umayr! what did An-

Nughayr (i.e. nightingale or bird) do?"

Some matters related to naming and nicknaming

A. In case the parents had different opinions regarding naming

their child, the right to name the child is given to the rather. The

Qur'an stated that the child carries the name of his father, not his

mother, Allah ^ says,
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"Call them (adopted sons) by (the names of) theirfathers: that is

more just with Allah." (Al-Ahzab, 5)

The Hadtths mentioned earlier show that the right of naming is

given to the father, such as the Hadith that Muslim related quoting

Anas <4$> that Allah's Messenger ^ said, "I had a son bom to me

tonight and I called him after my ancestor Ibrahim."

B. The father, or any other person, is not entitled to give the child

an ugly name like 'Awar (one-eyed), 'A raj (lame), or similar names

for abiding by the general prohibtion stated by Allah's M saying:

"Nor insult one another by nicknames,,." (Al-Hujarat, II)

C. Is it permissible to nickname someone " Abul-Qa$im"1 Scholars

have unanimously agreed that naming children after the Prophet's

name ^ is permissible since Muslim related that Jabir 4^ said, "A

boy was born for a man of us, so he named him Muhammad. His

people told him, "We will not permit you to name him after the

Prophet g£." So the man carried his son and said, "O Allah's

Messenger, 1 have a boy born for me, and I named him Muhmmad,

but my people said they would not permit me to do so." So, Allah's

Messenger ^ said, "Name yourselves after my name but do not call

yourselves by my kunyah (i.e. nickname).

As to calling oneself by the Prophet's ^ Kunyah* the scholars

have different opinions:

First: absolute reprehension, quoting the above-mentioned Hadith,

and the Hadith related by Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoting Abu

Hurairah that Allah's Messenger ^ said, "Name yourselves after

my name, but do not call yourselves by my Kunyah" Al-Shaf?i has

adopted this stand.
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Second: absolute permission; quoting what Abu Dawud related in

his Surum that
4Aisha said, "A woman came to the Prophet ^ and

said, 'O Allah's Messenger, I gave birth to a boy and called him

Muhammad and nicknamed him Abul-Qasim, but someone told

me that you dislike that.' The Prophet 4£ said, 'Who allowed

naming after my name, and prohibited my kunyah?' And Ibn Abu

Shaybah said, 'Muhammad Ibn AI Ash'ath,
+

Aishah's nephew, was

nicknamed Abul-Qasim.'

Ibn AbT Khaythamah related that Az-Zuhari said, "1 saw four

of the Companions' sons, all of whom were named Muhammad,

and had Al-Qasim as kunyah; they are: Muhammad Ibn Talhah

Ibn *Abdullah, Muhammad Ibn Abu Bakr, Muhammad Ibn Ali

Ibn Abu Talib and Muhammad Ibn Sa'd Ibn Abu Waqqas.

Imam Malik was asked about naming of Muhammad and giving

Abul- Qasim as a kunyah. He said, "This is not prohibited and I

do not see any harm in doing that. The scholars who said that it

is allowed and that the Hadiths that prohibited it were abrogated.

Third: it is not allowed to combine both name and kunyah, but it is

allowed to have either. Quoting what Abu Dawud related, Jabir <$»

said that Allah's Messenger
jjjJE

said, " Whosoever is named after

may name, is not to have my kunyah as his kunyah and whosoever

has my kunyah as his kunyah, is not to he named by my name". And

Ibn Abu Shaybah related that Allah's Messenger jfe said, "Do not

combine my name and my nickname or kunyah.,"

Fourth: prohibition of having the Prophet's nickname or kunyah is

confined to the Prophet's lifetime but it is allowed after his death.

Quoting what Abu Dawud related, Muhammad Ibn Al-Hana-

fiyyah said, Ali *£& said, "In case I get a boy born for me after you,

may I name him after your name, and give him you kunyahl" the

Prophet ^ft said, "Yes." Humaid Ibn Zangawayh said in his book

Al-Adab: "I asked Ibn Abu Uwais about Malik's opinion on a man
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who combined the Prophet's name and kunyah, he said that Malik

said, This was forbidden during the Prophet's lifetime, lest

someone should be called by the Prophet's name and kunyah and

the Prophet ^ may respond to the call, but after the death of the

Prophet g£ there is no harm in doing so.

The fourth opinion may be the preponderant one. So, it is

permissible to name someone after the Prophet's name and kunyah.

The Hadiths that forbid it are restricted to the Prophet's lifetime

only for the purpose of evading confusion between the Prophet fife

and the person who is being called. But after the Prophet's death,

the problem of confusion will not emerge. Again, the above

mentioned Hadith narrated by Az-Zuhriy that he saw four of the

the Prophet's companions' sons having the Prophet's name and

kunyah proves that this practice is permissible.
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The Third Part

The 'Aqiqah and its Rules

1. What is the meaning or 'Aqfqakl

'Aqiqah literally means cutting, and the statement "'aqqa

wdlidayhi" (he has been undutiful to his parents) is derived from

it. But as a religious term, it means slaughtering a goat on the

seventh day of a child's birth.

2. Proor of its legitimacy

AI-Bukhan related that Salman Ibn Amir Ad-Dabbly said that

Allah's Messenger
jjfc

said, "'Aqiqah is to be offered for a newly

born boy, so slaughter (on animal) for him, and relieve him of

harm."'' And the collectors of Swmah related that Samurah said

that Allah's Messenger jgf said, "'Aqiqah must be offeredfor every

newly born child to be slaughtered on his seventh day, and he is given

a name, and have his hair shaved." Imam Ahmad and At-Tirrnidhi

related that 'Aishah \$& said that Allah's Messenger ^ said,

"Two goats- equal in size- are to be slaughteredfor every newly born

boy and one for every girl."

3. Scholar's opinions on its Legitimacy

Scholars have three opinions regarding its legitimacy:

The first: 'Aqiqa is a Sunnah and recommended. This is the

opinion of Malik, Ash-Shafii, Ahmad, Ishaq and Abu Thawr,

They quoted the above mentioned Hadiths to support their views,

and refuted the opinion of those who said that it was obligatory on

the bases that: if it were obligatory, it would have been evidently

stated in the Shari'ah and the Prophet ^ would have stated to the

Ummah that it is prescribed in a way that gives no excuse to anyone

(for not doing it). The Prophet ^ linked it to the people's

willingness. He ^ said, "Whosoever has a boy born to him, and he
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chose to make a ritualfor him, let him do it, " But the Tact that the

Prophet £gg did it, does not necessarily mean that it is prescribed,

but rather shows that it is recommended.

The second: 'Aqiqah is obligatory. This is the opinion of Imam

Al-Hasan Al-Basri, Al-Layth Ibn Sa'd and others. As evidence,

they quote what Ishaq ibn Rahawayh narrated, "The people will

be reckoned for 'Aqiqa as they will be reckoned for the five

prayers", as well as the Hadith narrated by Al-Hasan quoting

Samurah that the Prophet ^ said, "'Aqiqah is to be offered for

every newly born boy" They justify their opinion on the grounds

that the boy will be prevented from interceding for his parents

unless they offered 'aqiqah for him, and this supports the view that

it is obligatory.

The third: denying its legitimacy, This is the opinion of the Ha-

nifi scholars. They quote a Hadith narrated by Al-Baihaqi quoting

'Arm Ibn Shu'aib's father quoting his grandfather that Allah's

Messenger ^ was asked about 'aqiqah, so he said: "I do not like

'uquq (disobedience). They also quoted a Hadith narrated by Imam

Ahmad quoting Abu Rafi* 4&> that Fatimah ^ wanted to

slaughter two sheeps for Al-Hasan Ibn All, but Allah's Messenger

^ said to her, "Don't make 'aqiqah, but have his hair cut and give

the value of its weight in silver to the poor" So, when Al-Husayn

was born she did the same. But the literal meaning of the above-

mentioned Hadith asserts that 'aqiqah is a Swmah and recom-

mended. That is what has been adopted by the majority of

scholars. They refuted the Hanifis' opinion on the grounds that

the hadiths quoted by them do not stand as proof for denying the

legitimacy of 'aqiqah.

As for the Hadith narrated by 'Amr Ibn Shu'ayb quoting his

father and his grandfather. Allah's Messenger ^ said, "Ido not like

'uquq" The context and reason of the Prophet's saying it shows
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that aqiqah is a Sunnah and recommended, since the wording of the

Hadilh goes as follows: "Allah's Messenger g: was asked about

aqiqah, he replied, I do not like 'uquq'" It shows that the Prophet

gf hated giving this name to the slaughtered animal. So they said,

"O Allah's Messenger, we ask about one of us having a child born

for him. He said, "Whosoever wishes to make a ritualfor his child, let

him do so; two equal goatsfor a boy, and one for a girl."

As for quoting, as proof, the hadfth of Abu Rafi* "do not make

aqfqah, but have his hair cut" it does not indicate that aqfqah is

reprehensible, since the Prophet ^ wanted to do it for his

daughter Fatimah k^& . So he said to her, "Do not make aqiqah",

because he has done it for both her sons, and relieved her of this

duty. There are so many Hadiths that prove that the Prophet M
made 'aqfqah for both of them, among them are;

Abu Dawud related that Ibn Abbas d& said that Allah's

Messenger ^ made 'aqfqah for Al-Hasan and Al-Husayn by

slaughtering a sheep for each. Yahya Ibn Sa'Id related that 'Amrah

quoted 'Aishah as saying, "Allah's Messenger £j$. made 'aqfqah for

Al-Hasan and Al-Husayn on their seventh day.

Wc conclude from what has been mentioned above that the

'aqfqah is Sunnah, and is recommended by the majority of Imams

and scholars . So if a father had a baby born to him , and he is

financially able to implement the Sunnah of Allah's Messenger ^;,

he must do it for seeking Allah's reward, for intensifying the

feelings of intimacy and love among his relatives and friends and

for taking part in social solidarity.

4. The Preferable Time for
4Aqfqah

We have already mentioned the Hadfth narrated by Samurah

which says, "'aqfqah is to be offeredfor each newly born child, on his

seventh day, and he is namedr This Hadfth indicates that it is

recommended to slaughter the 'aqfqah on the seventh day- But
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there are some narrations that indicate that it is not obligatory to

offer the 'aqiqah on the seventh day; it is only recommended to do

it on the seventh day. So, if 'aqiqah were slaughtered on the fourth,

eighth, or tenth day, it will do.

5. Is 'Aqiqah for a boy like that of a girl's?

'Aqiqah is a recommended Sunnah for both boys and girls alike.

This is proved by the Hadith narrated by Imam Ahmad and At-

Tirmidhi quoting Umm Karz Al-Kabiyyah that she asked Allah's

Messenger^ about 'aqiqah, he replied, "two goatsfor a boy, and one

for a girl." This Hadith and those mentioned previously, indicate two

principal points: First: boys and girls are the same regarding the

legitimacy of 'aqiqah. Second: offering two goals for a boy and one

for a girl is the opinion of the majority of scholars. Malik held the

opinion that 'aqiqah Tor either a boy or a girl is one goat.

6. Reprchcnsibility of breaking the bones of 'Aqiqah

Among the matters that should be observed regarding 'aqiqah is

not to break a bone of it, whether during slaughtering or eating it,

i.e. every bone of it should be cut at the joint without breaking it.

This is shown by the Hadith narrated by Abu Dawild and

attributed to the Prophet |J, "And do not break a bone of it." The

rationale behind this is twofold:

First: demonstrating the nobility of feeding and supporting the

poor and neighbours by giving them complete big pieces, with no

broken bones, and not lacking any part.

Second: witnessing a good omen and being optimistic that the

newly born child will have complete organs, and strength, since

'aqiqah is considered a sacrifice for the child.

7. General rules related to 'Aqiqah

A. Scholars unanimously agree that aqiqah should entertain the

conditions of Udhiyah (sacrifice). The conditions of Udhiyah are:
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1. To be more than one year old, if it were a sheep or goat. In case

the sheep is only six months of age, but big in size to the point

that you cannot distinguish it from those over one year old when

mixed with them, it is deemed good for 'aqfqafi. But goats will

not do for aqiqah unless they are more than one year old.

2. To be free from physical defects: blind, one-eyed, lean, or lame,

i.e. one that cannot walk to the slaughterhouse are animals unlit

to be 'aqiqah. Also, animals lacking an ear, tail, more than one-

third of its fat tail, or most of their teeth, are not fit for 'aqiqah.

Also, animals born without ears, or ill-minded beasts that do not

graze, are not good for aqiqah. Minor defects that make the

animal suitable for 'aqiqah are: split ears, broken horns, or slight

lameness that does not keep the animal from walking, or slight

ill-mindedness that does not keep the animal from grazing, or a

limited number of teeth lost, or less than one-third of the ear,

tail, or fat tail is lost while the rest remains.

3. Sacrificing a cow or buffalo is not accepted unless it is more than

two years old. Likewise, sacrificing a camel is not accepted unless

it is more than five years old.

B. It is unacceptable for people to share with one another in

offering one 'aqiqah, for example, of seven people sharing in

offering a camel. The rationale of offerring 'aqiqah would not be

achieved in such a case.

C. It is acceptable to substitute a camel or cow for a sheep,

provided that it is offered for one child. Some scholars said 'aqiqah

must be a sheep, according to the Hadiths about offering 'aqiqah.

Those who accepted camels and cows for 'aqiqah quoted Tbn Al-

Mundhir as saying that the Prophet ^ said, "'Aqiqah must be

offeredfor the hoy, so shed bloodfor him"; without stating a certain

animal's blood, so, whatever is slaughtered for the newly born

child is sufficient, whether it is a sheep, cow, or camel.
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D. What applies to Udkiyah applies to 'aqiqah* regarding eating of

it, giving sadaqah and giving gifts of it. A part should be given to

the midwife to please her,

E. It is recommended that 'aqiqah should be assigned to the name

of the newly-born child That is
? by saying: "In the name of Allah.

This is for you Allah, This is 'aqiqah for so and so." No harm is

done if the slaughterer intended to offer 'aqiqah without

mentioning the child's name.

8. What is the legislative rationale for offering 'Aqiqah?

- A sacrifice with which the child gets closer to Allah &£ from the

first moment he comes into the world.

- A redemption that protects the child from disasters and

epidemics, as Allah redeemed Isma'il by an animal.

- Enabling the child to intercede for his parents.

- Showing pleasure and happiness for having a faithful muslim, for

which the Prophet^ will take pride in over other nations on the

Last Day.

- Strengthening the bonds of friendship and love among the

members of society.

- Providing a new stream to social solidarity.

- In addition to other benefits and gains.
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The Fourth Part

Circumcision of the Newly Born Child and its Rules

1. The literal and terminological meaning of circumcision

Literally, it means the removal of the foreskin of a male's genital

organ. In religious terminology, it means the round edge

underneath the glands, i.e. the point of cutting the foreskin, and

to which the religious rulings relate. Imam Ahamad, At-Tirmidhi,

and An-Nasa'i related that the Prophet |£ said, "When the two

points of circumcision (of the male and the female) meet, then ghusl

(purification of the entire body) becomes incumbent,"

2. The Haditks (evidences) that prove the legitimacy of circumcision

Imam Ahmad related in his musnadth&t 'Ammar Ibn Yasir said

that Allah's Messenger ££ said, "Among the practices of fitrah

(innate disposition) are: rinsing one's mouth, rinsing one's nose,

cutting the moustache, using siwak, clipping the nails, removing the

hairfrom the armpits, shaving (he pubic hair and circumcision." Abu

Hurairah related that Allah's Messenger
fjfc

said, "Five practices

are characteristics offitrah: Circumcision, shaving the pubic hair,

cutting the moustache, clipping the nails, and the removal of the

armpit kair!
it

3. Is circumcision obligatory or SunnaH!

Al-Hasan Al-Basrt, Imam Abu Hanifah, and some Hanabilites

say that it is Sunnah (i.e. optional). Their proof for saying so is

what Ahmad related from Shaddad Ibn Aws said that the Prophet

|£ said, "Circumcision is a Sunnah for men, and an honour for

women", as well as the fact Lhat Allah's Messenger jj; has

combined circumcision with other Suaan such as using siwak for

cleaning one's teeth, and rinsing one's mouth and others. So this

proves that circumcision is Sunnah and not compulsory. Also

among their proofs is what Al-Hasan Al-Basri said, *'Many people
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embraced Islam with the Prophet §* blacks, whites, Romans, and

Persians. The Prophet § has not inspected any of them." So, if

circumcision were imperative, the Prophet ^ would not have

accepted them until they got circumcised. Ash-Sh*abi, Rabi
4

ah, Al-

Awzai, Malik, Ash-Shafi'T and Ahmad are of the opinion that

circumcision is compulsory, and quoted many proof such as:

- Imam Ahmad and Abu Dawud related that Uthaim Ibn Kulayb

quoted his father, who quoted his gran father as saying: that he

came to the Prophet ^ and said,
il
I have embraced Islam, so, the

Prophet ^ said: have your hair of disbelief cut, and get

circumcised,"

- Allah 'iM said, "Thereafter we revealed to you
, (saying) *closely

follow the creed of Ibrahim unswervingly upright.* (An-Nahl, 123)

Allah's Messenger ^ and his Ummah (nation) are instructed to

follow Ibrahim's creed, and circumcision is part of Ibrahim's

creed. This view is also supported by what AI-Bukhari and

Muslim related that Abu Hurairah *& said that Ibrahim g; was

circumcised at the age of eighty,

- Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi related that Abu Ayyiib said that

Allah's Messenger jgj said, "Circumcision, perfuming, Siwak, and

marriage are four of the enactments of Allah's Messengers/'

- Al-Khattabi said, "As for circumcision, although it is mentioned

among other Sunnan, it is deemed by many scholars as wdjib

(compulsory). It is taken as a mark that distinguishes a Muslim

from a non-Muslim. So if a circumcised person was found amongst

a group of uncircumcised people, the prayer ofjandzah should be

held for him, and he should be buried in the Muslim's graveyard."

- The scholars who view circumcision as compulsory justify their

view by saying that: the uncircumcised person is liable to spoiling

his purity and prayers, as the foreskin covers the whole penis, it

may get some urine trapped within, and it may not be purified

(using a stone when necessary.) So, the soundness of purity and
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prayers is bound to circumcision. And that is why many old and

contemporary scholars ban the uncircumcised person from

leading the prayer. So, these proofs quoted by them show that

circumcision is compulsory. They also refuted the proofs

presented by those who deem it as Sunnah (optional.)

4. Is a female to be circumcised?

Scholars have unanimously agreed that circumcision is preferable

for females, but not compulsory, Their proof is that when the

Prophet ^ ordained circumcision, he assigned it to men, not to

women. It has not been recorded that the Prophet g; ordered a

woman to get circumcised, except for the above-mentioned Hadith of

Shaddad "Circumcision is Sunnah for men and an honor for

women." This Hadith shows that it is preferable, but not

compulsory.

5. When should circumcision be performed?

Many scholars say that it is to be done at the beginning of the age

of puberty, since a boy is held responsible for his deeds at this age.

But it is much better for the father to have his son circumcised in the

early days alter his birth, Al-Baihaqi related that Jabir 4fr said:

''Allah's Messenger g; offered 'aqiqah for Al-Hasan and Al-Husayn

and had them circumcised on their seventh day."

6. What is the rationale for circumcision?

Circumcision has a religious rationale as well as healthy benefits

which have been clarified by the scholars and outlined by

physicians. Among the most important religious reasons they

mentioned are:

- It is the essence offitrah (innate disposition), and a mark of Islam.

- It completes the unswerving uprightness that is ordained by Allah

H Who said:
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Then, We have sent the revelation to you (O Muhammad

(saying): "Follow the religion of fbrahim (Abraham) Hanija

(Islamic Monotheism - to worship none but Allah) (An-Nahl, 123)

- It distinguishes Muslim from non-Muslim,

- It is an acknowledgement of bondage to Allah Wt , submission to

His orders and acceptance of His Judgment.

Among the significant health benefits are:

- It brings about cleanliness and moderates sexual desire.

- It is a physical precaution that helps to avoid many diseases such

as cancer and incontinence.

The above mentioned rules, whether related to giving glad-

tidings of the new born child, saying the Adhan for him,

recommending Tahnfk for him, offering 'aqtqah, shaving his

head, naming him and circumcising him, all obligate the educator

with the necessity of looking after him from the time he is born,

caring for him from the first moment he comes into this world and

breathes the air o[ life,

Islam does not only care Tor the new-born child from the time he

is born, but it also allows him to pay more attention as he

understands and becomes aware of life, and grasps the essence of

things around him.
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Chapter Four

Causes and Treatment of Children's Waywardness

Introduction

There are many factors and reasons that lead to the perversion

of young children, the corruption of their manners and the spoiling

of their conduct! We are surrounded by evil motivations and

inducements to corruption, Unless educators are cabable of

meeting the responsibility and are aware of the reasons and

motives of corruption, and arc wise in seeking the means of

treatment and ways of prevention, the children will go astray and

face misery.

In this chapter we shall deal in detail with the reasons behind

childem's perversion, and the means of treating this problem in

order to be aware and well guided, in educating our children and

shouldering our responsibilities towards them.

A. Poverty that overwhelms some homes

It is evident that when the child lacks sufficient food and

clothing, and faces poverty and deprivation, he will resort to

leaving his place to look for provision. There, evil hands and

corrupt companions will get their hands on him and lead him to

grow up as a corrupt person.

Islam laid down the foundations of fighting poverty and putting

an end to it, and declared everyone's right to lead an honourable

life, completely eradicating all symptoms of poverty, misery, and

deprivation.

B. Conflict and discord between Parents

When the child sees clashes between his parents, he will

abandon this depressing atmosphere and look for friends with

whom he can spend most of his time. If those friends are a bad

influence, he will get used to this dangerous and perverted lifestyle.
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As preventive measure, Islam laid down, to the suitor, the right

means of choosing his future wife and showed the girl's family the

best way of choosing her would-be-husband for the sake of

attaining intimacy and love between the spouses. In doing so, they

protect themselves against family problems and marital discord.

C. Divorce and what it entails of poverty and homelessness

Among the factors that lead to children's perversion is divorce

due to the disunity and separation it entails. When the child misses

the caring mother, or the responsible father, he will grow up

corrupt and perverted. What makes such a situation even worse is

the marriage of a divorced woman to another man, or her poverty

that compels her to look for work outside her home. Islam

instructed both spouses to give each other's rights. Among these

rights is that a wife:

- Must obey her husband beneficently.

- To guard her husband's property and her chastity,

- To not reject her husband's call whenever he desires her.

The husband:

- Must provide for his wife and children.

- Must consult his wife in household affairs.

- Must live with his wife beneficently and be kind to her.

- Must help his wife at home, following the conduct of the Prophet

In case it is difficult to attain harmony, because of the husband's

or the wife's ill manners, the husband must take these precautions

before divorce:

1. Admonishment and guidance. If this fails then,

2. Forsake her in bed. If this also fails to work then,

3. Slight beating so that it leaves no marks on her body, the
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beatings are away from the vulnerable areas, and the face is to be

avoided.

4. Resorting to arbitration; mediation with wise people from his

and her families to investigate the problems held between the

two spouses, and suggest practical solutions to regain harmony

and understanding between them. Allah M said,
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"As to those women on whose part you see ill-conduct, admonish

them (first), (next), refuse to share their beds, (and last) beat

them (lightly, if it is useful); but if they return to obedience, seek

not against them means (of annoyance). Surely, Allah is Ever

Most High, Most Great. Ifyou fear a breach between them twain

(the man and his wife), appoint (two) arbitrators, one from his

family and the otherfrom Iter's; ifthey both wish for peace, Allah

will cause their reconciliation. Indeed Allah is Ever AU-Knower,

Well-Acquainted with all things/' (An-Nisa, 34-35)

In case they could not come to a compromise after going

through these stages, the husband divorces his wife once at a time

when she is free from menstruation and during which time he has

not had sexual intercourse with her. The aim is to give a chance to

retain marital life after the first divorce, as Allah $| says:

"And ifhe has divorced her (the third time), then she is not lawful

unto him thereafter until she has married another husband. Then, if

the other husband divorces her, it is no sin on both ofthem that they

reunite, provided they feel that they can keep the limits ordained by

Allah. These are the limits of Allah, which He makes plain for the
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people who have knowledge" (Al-Baqarah, 230)

"Siif bestow on them (a suitable gift), the rich according to his

means, and the poor according to his meanst a gift of reasonable

amount is a duty on the doers ofgood." (Ai-Baqarah, 236)

In case the husband is poor and unable to provide for his

children, the state has to sponsor those children to meet their needs

and expenditures,

D. The spare time that dominates children and adolescents

It is known that the child grows up fond of playing and having

adventures. So, educators must make use of this fact to get the

children engaged in what their health can benefit from and what

makes them strong. That is done by preparing places for them to

play in and have fun and give them access to sports clubs and

swimming pools. If educators do not fullfil their duty, the children

would certainly mix with bad peers
t
and will go along a path

leading to misery and perversion,

Islam tackled the problem of spare time by offering practical

means that make their bodies healthy and strong. Among the

greatest of these means is getting them used to worshipping,

especially prayer, and teaching them fighting techniques and

chivalry, swimming, jumping and wrestling. But nothing can be

achieved without having large playgrounds, vast libraries and

suitable swimming pools, provided that they conform to the

Islamic requirements, and its noble manners.

E. Corrupt companions and peers

Islam has instructed parents and educators to observe the

conduct of their children, and has guided them to choose good

company for their children, and to develop in them every noble

manner and sublime behaviour. They have also been directed to
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warn their children against evil company and bad peers. Allah

said,

"Friends on that Day will be foes one to another except Al-

Muttaqun (pious - see V,2:2),
ir
(Az-Zukhruf, 67)

According to At-Tirmidhi narration, the Prophet^ said, "Man

follows his bosom friend's faith, so everyone must check who his

friend is."

And the Prophet gj also said in the hadith transmitted by Al-

Bukhart and Muslim, "The likeness of the good companion and

the hod one, is the likeness of the perfume bearer, and the bellow

blower. The perfume bearer will either give you some to buy. or

you will get a nice smellfrom him. But the bellow blower will eitlier

burn your clothes, or you will get a bad smell of him."

F, Mistreatment of parents towards children

In case a child is treated by his parents and educators with

cruelty, harshness, tormenting, blame, contempt, and being

scandalized or derided, his reaction will be evident in his

behaviour and manners, and the output of fear and seclusion

will be reflected on his conduct and deeds.

Islam orders educators to show sublime manners and kind

treatment in order that children may grow up righteous and feel

dignified and appreciated. Islam instructs people to treat one

another with mercy, forbearance, and tenderness. Allah $gi said,

"And had you been severe and harsh-hearted, they would have

broken away from about you." (Al 'Imran, 159)

And Al-Bukhari related that the Prophet jfe said, "Allah verily

loves lenience in everything." And Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi
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related that the Prophet ^ said, "Mercy givers are given mercy by

the AH- Merciful. Give mercy to those on earth, so that He Who is in

heaven max give mercy to you.
"

G. Watching pornographic and violent films

Among the great factors that lead to children's perversion and

make them mean, apathetic, and careless, is what they watch in the

cinema and on television. This includes violent and pornographic

related content. The same affect comes from magazines and stories

with similar content. When the child reaches the age of discretion,

such scenes become imprinted in his memory, and settle into his

mind, so he tries to imitate them. Islam provided parents and

educators with the right methods for directing and educating their

children. Among these methods is the comprehensive protection

from anything that may inflict upon them the Wrath of the

Sublime Potentate and lead them to the Hell-fire. Allah Wt says,
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"O you who believe! Ward offfrom yourselves andyourfamilies a

Fire (Hell) " (At-Tahrim, S)

Also among the principles of these methods is the feeling of

responsibility on the part of those who have the right to instruct

and educate following the Prophet's saying, "All of you are

custodians, and every custodian is responsible for what is in his

custody.
"

Among the principles of those methods is eliminating any harm

that may lead to corrupting their faith and manners, as the

Prophet ^jj said, according to what has been narrated by Malik

and Ibn Majah, "There should he neither harming nor reciprocating

harm" So, according to these principles, it is incumbent on every

parent and educator to keep their children away from watching

pornographic and violent films, and prevent them from buying
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immoral magazines, possessing love stories or reading books

inclining to atheism.

H. Widespread unemployment in the society

The family whose father who has a wife and children, but is

unable to find a job to earn his living and provide for his family

will be prone to homelessness and poverty. The children will be

dragged into perversion and corruption. Moreover, the lather and

his family members may consider getting money through illegal

means, and gaining it by unlawful ways.

Islam has treated unemployment, whether it is imposed or out

of laziness. It has treated unemployment where a person has no

way whatsoever of finding a job, while he is willing and able, by

two things: a- The State should secure a job for him, b- The society

has to support him until he gets a job.

The treatment tor unemployment resulting from laziness, even

though work is available and the person is able, is to be through

the State i.e. the State must observe him, and admonish him if he

abandons work. In case he insists on not working, it compels and

obliges him to work. In case unemployment is a result of senility or

illness, the State must look after those unemployed people, and

secure for them an honourable life, whether they are Muslims or

non-Muslims.

I, Parents forsaking their responsibility towards their children

Among the great factors that lead to children's perversion is

when the parents forsake the reformation of their children, and

neglect their guidance and rearing. We should not ignore the

mother's role in bearing this burden. She is, in this respect, equal to

the father. Besides, her responsibility is more important and more

serious on the grounds that she is much closer to her child since he

was born and until he grows up and becomes mature. The Prophet
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has assigned such a responsiblity to the mother, when he said:

"And a woman is the guardian of her husband's home, and is

responsible for her subjects." If the mother and father fail to

shoulder the responsibility a\' educating their children, they,

undoubtedly, will grow up as if they were orphans, and live like

vagabonds. How truthful the poet was when he said:

"An orphan is not that who was left behind,

humbled and humiliated by his parents.

The orphan is that who has a forsaking

mother and a preoccupied father."

Matters get even worse when parents indulge most of their time

in sins and corruption, and get deeply involved in lusts and sensual

pleasures living a life of looseness and libertinism. No doubt that

the children's perversion, in such a case, will be more serious. May
Allah show mercy to the poet who said,

"The plant that grows in the green field is not like that

which grows in the desert,

How come we hope for perfection for children.

Who were fed by the breasts of imperfect (mothers)?

Islam holds both father and mother highly responsible for

educating their children, and threatened them with a great

punishment if they failed to shoulder this responsibility. Allah

Wl says,
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"O you who believe! Ward offfrom yourselves andyourfamilies a

Fire (Hell) whosefuel is men and stones, over which are (appointed)

angels stern (and) severe, who disobey not, (from executing) the

Commands they receive from Allah, but do that which they are
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commanded. (At-Tahrim, 6)

Al-Bukhari and Muslim related that the Prophet {£ said, "A

man is guardian of hisfamily (household) and is responsible for his

subjects and a woman is guardian of her husband's home, and is

responsible far her subjects.'*

J. The calamity facing orphans

If an orphan who was bereaved of his father has not found a

sympathetic hand to embrace him, and a kind heart that

sympathises with him, and if he has not found kind treatment

and full care from his guardians, he will undoubtedly be inclined to

perversion and crime, Islam has instructed guardians and relatives

of the orphan with good manners and virtues. Here we have a

selection of the Islamic instructions that enjoins caring and

sympathising with orphans. Allah Wi addresses His Messenger

§ saymg,

"Therefore, treat not the orphan with oppression..*" (Ad -Duha, 9)

And He 13 says,

"Have you seen him who denies the Recompence? That is who

repulses the orphan harshly.., (Al-Ma'oon, 1-2)

Allah rebukes the disbelievers whose hearts are harsh, and

therefore they do not honour the orphan by saying,

"Not at ail, no indeed, but you do not honour the orphan. And

you do not urge one another on offering food to the indigent." (Al-

Fajr, 16-17)

Also, Allah 9g warns of transgressing against the orphan's

wealth or eating up anything from them. He says,
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"Verify, those who unjustly eat up the property of orphans, they

eat up only fire into their bellies, and they will be burnt in the blazing

Fire!/' (An-Nisa, 10)

The Messenger jgp of Allah urged in many hadiths to honour

and care for the orphan. Among them is:

Al-Bukhari related that Sahl Ibn Sa'd said that Allah's

Messenger j§£ said, "I and the sponsor of the orphan, a relative

or not, are in paradise like that" and pointed with the index finger

and middle finger separating them slightly. Ibn Majah related that

Abu Hurairah said that Allah's Messenger jjjj said, "The best

house of the Muslims is a house in which an orphan is honoured, and

the worst house of the Muslims is a house in which an orphan is

mistreated.

"

These are the most important of the main factors that lead to

children's perversion, So, if the educators do not observe their

causes and do not uproot them and do not follow the effective

treatment laid down by Islam, children will grow up as corrupt

persons and will be tools for demolishing the society. How worthy

it is for parents and educators to closely follow the Islamic

methods in educating children, treating their perversion, their

behaviour, and reforming their souls!
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Among the most apparent rcsponsibilites that Islam cared about

and urged is the responsibility on the part of educators towards

those whom they are responsible for educating, instructing and

teaching. It is certainly a serious and important responsibility. It

starts in the very early years of life and continues through the

stages of discretion and adolescence, until he becomes fully mature.

No doubt that when an educator accomplishes his task in its full

scope, a righteous person will be brought up. Hence, a righteous

family will be established and will contribute to building up an

ideal society. This is the starting point of Islam towards

reformation. The Qur'an and Simnah call on people to fulfil the

duty of education. Among the Qur'anic verses are,

"But stop them, verily they are to be questioned" (As-Saflat, 24)
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"So, by your lord, indeed we shall definitely ask them ail to-

gether. Concerning what they were doing" (Al-Hijr, 92-93)
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"O you who believe! Ward offfrom yourselves and yourfamilies a

Fire (Hell).." (At-Tahrim, 6)

Among the honourable prophetic traditions, or Hadfths, are:

Al-Bukhari and Muslim related, "A man is a guardian of his

family, and is responsiibefor his subjects, and a woman is a guardian

in her husband's home and is responsible for her subjets."

It is related that Abu Sulayman Malik Ibn Al-Huwayrith said,

"We came to the Prophet
gjfc

as a group of peers and we stayed

with him twenty nights. He thought that we are homesick, and

asked us about whom wc left behind of our families. So we told
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him, and he was so kind and merciful, He said, "Go back to your

families, teach them, and instruct them, and pray in the same

manner you saw me pray. When the prayer is due, let one of you

declare Adhdn, and let your eldest lead the prayer" Related by Al-

Bukhan." At-Tirmidhi related, "Nothing has been granted by a

father to a son better than good manners/'

In addition to so many other Qur'anic verses and Hadiths.

Setting out from this Qur'anic instruction and Prophetic

Guidance, educators cared about educating, instructing and

guiding their children. Moreover, fathers used to select for their

children the best teachers and finest educators. We shall talk in

detail, with Allah's help, in this section about the most important

responsibilities.
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Chapter One

The Responsibility for Faith Education

What is meant by faith education is to link the child, from when

he starts to realize the principles of faith, and teach him the pillars

of Islam, and the foundations of Shah ah. By the principles of faith

we mean belief in Allah, His Angels, His Books, His Messengers,

the Last Day and Divine predestination. By the pillars of Islam we

mean, witness to Allah's Oneness without partner and that

Muhammad § is the messenger, fasting, Zakah (alms-giving)

and pilgrimage to whoever can afford it. And by the foundations

of Shari'ah we mean all that is related to Islam, as creed, worship,

manners and rulings.

So the educator must inculcate such concepts of faith and

Islamic teachings into the child's soul, and the Prophet ^
recommended instilling the principles of faith and pillars of Islam

into the child's mind during his early years of his life. Among the

Prophet's instructions and recommendations are:

1. His commandment to make the utterance "La* llaha Ilia Allah" the

first thing a child hears

Al-Hakim related that Ibn Abbas said that the Prophet jtj^ said,

"Make La llaha Ilia A Itail' the first word that commences your

children's life." The rationale behind this is making the word of

Oneness the first thing a child hear, the first word his tongue utters,

and the first word he comprehends.

2. Introducing him to the rulings of what is lawful and unlawful

This is in order that he may grow up observing Allah's

commandments, keeping himself away from whatever He forbade,

and get closely bound to the rulings of SharVah.
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3. Commanding him to worship at the age or seven

Abu Dawud and Al-Hakim related that Ibn
4Amr Ibn Al-

4

As said

that the Prophet ^ said, "Command your children to pray at the

age of seven, and heat them for not praying at the age of ten, and

separate between them (males andfemales) in beds.

"

In analogy to prayer, they must be trained to fast some days if

they can endure fasting, and make pilgrimage with their father if he

can afford it, in order that the child may learn the rulings of

worship at an early stage of his life and become familiar with

performing it.

4. Teaching him to love Allah's Messenger ^, and his family, and

reciting the Noble Qur'an

At-Tabaran! related that All ^ said that the Prophet ^ said,

'Habituate your children to entertain three traits: Loving your

Prophet, loving his family and relatives, and reciting the Qur'dn.

Surely the bearers of the Qur'dn are in the shadow of Allah 's Throne

on a day where there is no shadow but His, together with Allah's

Messengers and beloved ones.

"

Related to this is teaching the children the battles of the Prophet

jgl and the history of the Prophet's companions, Muslim leaders,

and the great decisive battles, in order that they may follow the

model of their ancestors, and obtain a close affinity with our Noble

Islamic history. Here are some of what Muslim educators said

about the necessity of teaching children how to recite the Qur'an,

to know about the battles of the Prophet ^, and the great deeds

of our ancestors and heroes:

Sa'd Ibn AbT Waqqas *^& said, "We used to teach our children

about the battles of the Prophet ^ as we teach them a Surah from

the Qur'an ."

Imam Al-Ghaziili recommended in his book, "Ifiyd Ulum Ed-
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Deen", teaching the child the Noble Qur'an, the sayings of

benignant people, the tales of the pure-hearted people, and some

religious rulings,

Ibn Khuldun pointed in his Muqaddimah (Introduction), to the

importance of teaching the Qur'an to children and making them

memorize it, and he made clear that teaching the Qur'an is the

basis of education in all curricula throughout various Islamic

countries.

How important it is for parents to teach their children, early in

their lives, the principles of faith, the pillars of Islam, and the

rulings of Shari'ah, and accustom them to loving Allah's

Messenger ^ his family and relatives, his companions, the

leaders and conquerors, as well as reciting the Qur'an.

It is obvious to the scholars of education and ethics, that a child

is born with the religion of oneness and belief in Allah. So, if he

entertains a discrete education at home, a righteous social setting, a

faithful environment, he will grow up with an unequivocal faith,

noble manners, and righteous education. The Noble Qur'an has

confirmed this fact, as Allah B&£ says,

"Allah's Fitrah (i.e. Allah's Islamic Monotheism) with which He has

created mankind,*." (Ar-Rum, 30)

And Al-Bukhari related that Abu Hurairah said that Allah's

Messenger ^ said,*Wo child is horn hut having tlie faith of Islam,

but its parents turn than into a Jew, Christian, or Magan."

Scholars of education and ethics proved this fact, and it is

sufficient in this respect to quote Imam Al-Ghazali as saying: "The

young boy is a trust in the hold of his parents, and his pure heart is

a precious jewel. So if he is habituated and taught the good, he will

entertain it, and will be happy with it in this world and in the
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Hereafter. And if he is habituated to the evil, and is neglected as

animals are neglected, he will experience misery and will be

destroyed. Protecting him can only be achieved by educating him,

and teaching him the good manners."

From this presentation of innate nature and its effects, we

realize that if a child is brought up in a perverse house, and is

taught in a mischeivous environment, and mixed with a corrupt

group, he no doubt, will turn away from faith to atheism, and from

Islam to infidelity.

So long as educators in general, and parents in particular, are

responsible for raising the child on the bases of faith, and

inculcating Islam into his soul, we must know the limits of this

responsibility, and the dimensions of this duty. The limits of this

responsibilty are represented as follows:

1. Guiding them to believe in Allah, His undefiable Might, and His

wonderful creativity through contemplating the creation of the

heavens and the earth during their age of discretion. It is

preferable to proceed with them from contemplating the

concrete matters to abstract ones, and from the part to the

whole, until they approach the issue of faith with full conviction,

evidence, and proof. When a child absorbs, from the very

beginning, the unequivocal issues of faith, and stable evidences

of the oneness of Allah, no destructive tool can strike his lively

heart, nor can evil advocates have any influence on his faithful

mind, due to unshaking belief, well-established certitude, and

full conviction he has acquired.

2. Inculcating into their souls the spirit of submission, piety and

servitude to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. This can be achieved

by focusing their attention on the undefiable might and the

dominion which is great in every sense, in the sprouting plant,

the growing tree, the aromatic beautifully coloured flower,

myriads of wonderful creatures with magnificent formations.
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The heart cannot help but submit to the magnificence of Allah

$3 , What can the soul do but feel the piety towards Allah 9$

and experience the pleasure of submission and sweetness of

servitude to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. Among the means of

strengthening submission and establishing piety is to train the

child, during the age of awareness, to submit in his prayer and

during listening to the Qur'&n.

3. Developing in them the spirit of remembering Allah B|3 in all

their conduct and circumstances. This can be achieved by

training the child to know that Allah BEg sees him and knows his

secrets and what he harbours, and He knows the treacherous

look of the eyes and whatever the breast conceal. The educator

must train the child to remember Allah in what he does and

teach him to be sincere to Allah, the Lord of the worlds, in all his

utterances and deeds, and teach him that Allah does not accept

any deed from him, unless he does it only for His Sake. The

educator also has to train the child to remember Allah when he

thinks, that is, by training him to make reckoning with himself,

and train him to observe Allah when he feels so, so that he may

attain the rank of Ihsan (right action or goodness) and sincerity

to worship Allah as though you are seeing him, and while you do

not see him, He truly sees you.

We conclude, from what has been mentioned above, that the

responsibility of faith education is important and serious, as it is

the source of all virtue and the origin of perfection. It is the main

basis for entering a child into the domain of faith and Islam.

The parent and educator should not refrain from seizing any

chance to provide the child with the proof of the existence of Allah,

and with guidance that consolidates belief and strengthens faith.

This way of seizing the chance of providing advice is the way of the

first educator, Muhammad ^ Here we present to you, dear

reader, this example of guidance and style of the Prophet M
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At-Tirmidhi related that Ibn Abbas <*& said, "One day I was

riding behind the Prophet
jjf, and he said to me: "O young man, I

shall teach you some words: "Be mindful of Allah, and Allah will

protect you. Be mindful of Allah, and you willfind Him in front of

you. Ifyou ask, ask of Allah, ifyou seek help, seek helpfrom Allah.

Know that if the nation were to gather together to benefit you with

anything, it would benefit you only with something that Allah had

already prescribedfor you, and if they gather together to harm you

with anything, they would harm you only with something that Allah

had already prescribed for you. The pens have been lifted, and the

pages have dried." If they band together to cause you injury, they will

never do you any harm except what Allah has presentedfor you. The

quills (Decrees) are suspended, and the scrolls are folded, (Destiny

is decided).

In another account, other than that by At-Tirmidhi we have,

"Observe your obligations towards Allah, you will find Him facing

you; try to acknowledge Allah's Favors when in prosperity, He

acknowledges you in adversity; and know that what you miss cannot

indeed be your lot; and what becomes your lot will not indeed miss

you. Learn also that victory comes through endurance, and relief

comes with distress and that with hardship comes affluence,

"
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Chapter Two

The Responsibility for Ethical Education

What we mean by ethical education is the set of ethical

principles and moral values that have to be inculcated in the child,

in order to be acquired by him as customary behavior from his

early years, through the time he becomes legally capable, up to his

full adulthood. Evidently, such ethical principles and moral values

are the product of deep belief and righteous religious upbringing.

So, it is clear that when the child is brought up, from his tender

years, upon belief in Allah GH , he will develop an innate faculty for

acceptance and pursuit of moral standards and values and noble

behavior. Similarly, if the child is brought up in an atmosphere

alien to Muslim tenets, void of all religious orientation, then such a

child becomes prone to dissolution and immorality, or even error

and heresy. Thus, it is no wonder that Islamic Law has given

special priority to the moral education of children. Here are some

of these recommendations and precepts:

At-Tirmidhi reported that the Messenger of Allah
gjfc

said, "No

boon has been given by afather to his children is more valuable than

good breeding/' Also, we have Ibn Majah after Ibn Abbas <& that

the Messenger Q^, said, "Confer noble-mindedness on your children

and provide for their good breeding."

All of these teachings of the Prophet § indicate the great all-

reaching responsibility on the part of educators regarding bringing

up children on the noble, moral values of Islam. Such

responsibilities involve educating them to be truthful, honest,

upright, and unselfish. Also included here is training children to be

respectable in word and deed, veering away from abuse and insults

and similar faults. As opposed to this, they train children respect

for elders, generosity, living in amity with neighbors, benevolence

towards the poor and orphans, and affection for the indigent.
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As long as noble education in Islam depends on strict

observation and steady supervision, then it is the duty of fathers,

mothers, and teachers to be alert to such abuses:

1. Lying 2. Theft 3. Insults 4. Dissolution

1. Lying is one of meanest attributes from the religious point

of view. Educators have to observe children's behavior in this

respect, and try their best to show the young the odious aspects

of the habit of lying. Thus, since upright education depends on

the noble model by educators, they (educators) have to avoid

lying to young ones, even if they are desirous or making children

stop crying; lying in such circumstances would eventually destroy

the confidence of the young in their educators. That is why we

see our first educator, the Prophet ^, advised parents and

educators not to lie to children, even if they meant to just attract

their attention or for fun.

Here we have Abu Dawud relating on the authority of

'Abdullah Ibn
4

Amir *$> that he said, "One day my mother called

me when the Messenger of Allah jg was with us in our home. She

said, 'Come on, to take this!.' Then the Prophet said to her, 'What

do you intend giving himT She said, *I am going to give him dates.*

Then the Prophet said, *Beware, if you do not really want to give

anything, that would be a lie foreordained on you"

Again Ahmad relates from Abu Hurairah *&> that the Messenger

of Allah ^jjp said, "Anyone who says to a child: 'Come on and have

this and does not actually give it to him; then this is a definite lie."

2. Theft is no less dangerous than telling lies; and it is usually

rampant in communities deprived of righteous upbringing based

on the values of Islam. So it is imperative for parents and educators

to implant in the young the sense of observance or religious

behavior and fear of Allah, together with the baneful results of

theft in this world and in the Hereafter.
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Sometimes there are cases where parents are not dissuaded from

their children's contrived thefts, especially when the child may

claim that what he got was not through theft, but through having

gifts from friends or through leftovers. There are even cases of

parents encouraging their children to steal, and in such cases, such

youngsters grow into persistent criminals. An extreme case is

attributed to a youngster, who was convicted of theft by a Shari'ah

court, and he was to have his hand cut off. So the boy cried to the

judges, "Before you cut olT my hand, cut off my mother's tongue.

The first time I committed that crime was when ] picked up an egg

from one of our neighbor's house; but my mother did not rebuke

me; nor did she order me to return it where it belonged. On the

contrary, my mother uttered the trill of joy (zaghrudah), and said,

'Thanks to Allah? My son is now a man!' 'So without these words,

I would never have become a thief."
(1)

3. Abuses and Insults: these are some of the acts of misbehavior

that have been often currently heard for many reasons. Of these

reasons is that the child probably heard the same abuses and

insults from adults. Another reason is loose upbringing where

children are left to mingle with children on the streets and alleys.

Thus, it is the founded duty of parents and educators to present

exemplary behavior to these young ones in the form of polite

speech, and in constant attempts to keep them away from offensive

and insulting companions. Together with this, they should tell them

to beware of loose talk, and to learn the Ahadiih forbidding such

abusive language. For here is the Hadith, related by Al-Bukhari and

Muslim, which stxys,"Abusing a Muslim is an immoral act, and

fighting against him is disbelief ". Another Hadith says, "One of the

most grievous offenses is that a man should curse his parents". Then

the Prophet ^ was asked,
i4 Messenger of Allah, how does a

(1) Akhlaquna Al-Ijtimd'iyyah (Our Social Ethics), by As-Siba'i, p. 162.
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Muslim curse his parents?" Then the Prophet $£ answered, "A

man may abuse another person'sfather, then the other person abuses

the speaker's father; or a man may abuse another person's mother,

then the other person abuses the speaker's mother," This Hadith is

related by Ahmad and Al-Bukhari. Another Hadith related by At-

Tirmidhi says, "A believer should not be an offender, nor should he

be one who curses, or be abominable, or loathsome/'

4. Indulgence and Dissolution: such behavior has become

rampant among our younger generation nowadays, boys and

girls alike, due to their preoccupation with blind mimicry, thus,

getting more and more inclined to corruption and licentiousness.

To them, life now seems to be timely enjoyment, degrading lust,

and lawless activities. If they miss such misbehavior, then life seems

to have no purpose. Of course, we find that the Messenger gc has

set for all parents and educators the practical principles and

righteous ideas for training children on upright behavior and true

Muslim morals. Among these are:

1. Warning Against Blind Mimicry

Here, Al-Bukhari and Muslim related that the Prophet j§£ said,

"Behave differently from the atheists by .shaving the mustache and

keeping the beard", or after the relation of Muslim, "Cut off the

moustache, and keep the beard, and thus be different from the

Magans". As related by At-Tirmidhi, the Hadith runs thus.

"Anyone of us who dons the garb of others is not one of us; do not

don the garb ofJews or Christians." Another Hadith also related by

At-Tirmidhi says, "Let not anyone of you be an opportunist who

would say, 7 go with my company; if they do good, I do the like; if

they behave badly, I do the same. ' But get into the habit of doing

good if the people do good; and if they misbehave, avoid their

misbehavior."
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2. Forbidding Excessive Enjoyment

Here we have the divine words, "Thereafter, indeed you will be

definitely questioned about bliss . " Also we have the Ihdith related

by Imam Ahmad after Mua'z Ibn Jabal 4&b in a traceable Hadith,

"Beware ofexcessive enjoyment, for the true worshippers of Allah do

not indulge in excessive enjoyment/'

In the two authentic hooks, it is related that 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab

4© wrote to the Muslims in Persia, saying, "Beware of excessive

enjoyment and the garbs of polytheists." What is intended by

enjoyment here is to be immersed in what is delicious, and to roll

over incessantly in wealth and luxury,

3. Music and Dissolute Singing

In a Hadith by the Prophet j£ related by Al-Bukhari, Ahmad
and Ibn Majah, wc read, "Indeed there will be in my nation some

people who regard adultery permissible, wearing silk, drinking wine,

and playing music permissible." Another Hadith related by At-

Tirmidhi after Abu Musa <!&> says, "Anyone who listens to songs,

will not be allowed to listen to the rauhaneein {reciters of the

Quran) in the Garden.' Needless to say that anyone with

discernment would realize that listening to such prohibitions

leads the young to the aberrations of sex, luxury, depravity and

immorality!

4. Effeminacy

Fn the two authentic books after Sa'id Ibn Al-Musayyab, we

read, "Once Mu'awiyah came to Madmah and addressed us, and

then brought a ball of hair and said, 'I never saw anyone with his

hair like this, except the Jews, The Messenger of Allah called it

forgery." In the words related by Muslim, Mu'awiyah was

reported to have said, "You have done mischief by adopting

such evil clothing, and the Prophet forbade such forgery."
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Again, it is reported after Al-Bukhari, Abu Dawud, and At-

Tirmidhi from Ibn Abbas 4fc that the Messenger of Allah ^ said,

"May the cur.se of Allah fail upon the effeminate men, and virile

women. " In the wording of Ahmad, Abu Dawud, and Ibn Majah,

the Prophet jg; said, "May the curse of Allah fall on women acting

like men, and men acting like women."

Then Abu Dawud relates after All 4&, "I saw the Messenger of

Allah
jjjf

take a piece of silk cloth in his right hand, and a piece of

gold in his left, and said, 'Surely this is forbidden to the males of

my nation.'"

So wigs, using gold ornaments, or silk clothes for men is not

permissible. Similarly, effeminacy, adopting virility, and being

partly-dressed but partly-bare on the part of women all of these are

effeminate and dissolute manners, and lead to effacing virility and

humiliating the human personality.

5, Unveiling, Flaunting, Intermixing and Prohibited Viewing

In Sarah Al-Ahzab Allah E^ says,

dirt 0' &» ®$* i>4i ii ** tc o^ &&* ^P ]

sJ-*j d&ij w^jj J &ft lf«a

"O Prophet! Tell your wives andyour daughters and the women of

the believers to draw their cloaks (veils) all over their bodies. That

will he better, that they should he known (asfree respectable women)

so as not to be annoyed. And Allah is liver Oft-Forgiving, Most

Merciful." (Al-Ahzab, 59)

Allah Wt says in Surah An-Nur:

l*_> j^- M o] p Oi? 1 eJJ> ^+*--i> I|J*Mj (^^h1 oe ir^i *£4HHl J* ?
U

*i 0«-*y u&fa « t>«
J^ £H«ni tJ^t # ir^^i 9^4H J*> © Qj-^

*'7W/ fAe believing men to lower their gaze (from looking at
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forbidden things), and protect their private parts (from illegal sexual

acts). That is purerfor them. Verily; Allah is All-A ware ofwhat they

do. And tell the believing women to lower their gaze (from looking at

forbidden things) and protect their private parts (from illegal sexual

acts) and not to show off their adornment except only that which is

apparent and to draw their veils over Their bosoms and not to reveal

their adornment except to their husbands*.." (An-Nur, 30-31)

As for flaunting, we have the command:

"And stay in your houses, and do not display yourselves like that

of the times of ignorance." (Al-Ahzab, 33)

Here, wc have Imam Muslim in his Sahifi, after Abu Hurairah

4)$k that the Prophet jj; said, "Two categories are destinedfor Hell,

and I have not seen them, a category that holds whips similar to

cows' tails; with these whips, they beat human beings. Another

category is a band of women partly-dressed, partly-bare, swaying

right and left trying to attract men's attention, their hair drooping

like camels' humps. These (people) will not enter the Garden, and

will not even smell its scent, although its scent can be smelted at a

distance offive hundred seasons.

Forbidding Intermingling of the Sexes

Allah W. has forbidden intermixing, for He says

,

"And when you ask (his wives) for anything you want, ask them

from behind a screen: that is purer for your hearts and for their

hearts" (Al-Ahzab, 53)

Here wc also have the Hadith, related by At-Tirmidhi that the

Messenger jtj£ said, "Let not any man have privacy with a woman,

for then, Satan will be their third."
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Again, in the two authentic books (As-Sahihayn), the Messenger

of Allah jgt is quoted as saying, "Beware of entering places where

women reside! "Then a man said, "O Messenger of Allah, even if he

is a relative of the husband?" Then the Prophet answered, "A

relative (in this case) is death." Finally, we have Lhe Hadith related

by Imam Muslim, that the Prophet
jjf said when he was asked

about an unintended sudden look, "Turn your took away."

So it should now be understood that when human communities

and nations adopt such Divine principles, and adopt such modes

of behavior and avoid all attributes alien to righteousness and

virtues such as: unveiling, intermingling of the sexes, and all sorts

of prohibitions, then such communities will undoubtedly lead a

life of purity and virtue, enjoy peace and security, and could

aspire to achieve happiness and glory. Such are, dear parents and

educators, the main educational principles and practical methods

set by Islam for ethical behavior, the growth of personal morality,

and good manners.

Finally, we have to remind ourselves of the role of close

observation and the heavy responsibility on our part to ensure

the righteous behavior of our children. If we search for the causes

for dissolute morality of children and their deviant behavior, we

shall find it resulting from our disregard of the trust on the part

of parents, and neglecting their education and guidance.

Some Causes of Children's Deviation

1. A father that may show laxity in observing that his children

should not mix with evil associates, from which they acquire

many of their patterns of devious and immoral behavior.

2. A father who allows his children to attend shows that offer

scenes of dissolute behavior, or that present films of violence.

Such a father is actually pushing them into an abyss of perilous

destruction.
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3. A father who does not stop his children from buying immoral

papers and magazines, or from reading erotic books, will not

stop his children from abomination and vice.

4. A father who is lenient about veiling his spouse and daughters,

and is heedless of their unveiling and flirting, or their mingling

with other flirting companions, such a father is helping his

children to fall into vice and dishonor; and this may end up with

defilement, and voiding their chastity. Then neither remorse nor

tears would be of any avail. It would be necessary for a father to

have a look at his children's desks and observe their writings; for

it may be that these children acquire whatever they like in the

way of pornographic pictures, wanton papers, or love-letters;

and here strict supervision is badly needed.

To Parents and Educators

With all that we have presented of the Messenger's insistence on

the right behavior of children, with all that has been said that right

behavior is an outcome of true belief, with alt of the vicious

influences to which your children are subjected, with all that has

been presented about the reasons for deviant character, and

dissoultc behavior, it seems now there is no other way, except that

you adopt a resolute stand for all religious values in the upbringing

of your children. It is towards them whom you have to shoulder

your responsibility for their education, teaching and care. You

have to know that any negligence in this respect, would lead them

to grow impotent, dissolute, and vicious.

So be apprehensive of the warnings from Allah, and be very

observant of their behavior. Such observance will definitely help

towards seeing your children flourishing before your eyes, as

brilliant youths in society, as if they were angels treading on the

earth, secure and serene.
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Chapter Three

The Responsibility for Physical Education

By responsibility for physical education, we mean the parents'

and educators' responsibility for bringing up the children healthy

and sound in body. Here is presented the sound discipline

presented by Islam for such sound upbringing:

L Providing for the Family:

The Qur'an gives us the Words of Allah Wk t

"but the father of the child shall bear the cost of the mother's food

and clothing on a reasonable basis,./' (Al-Baqarah, 233)

Here, we have Imam Muslim relating that the Prophet 4^ said,

"A dinar paid in the way of Allah, and a dinar you paid Jor the

freedom of a slave, and a dinar you gave as donation to an indigent,

and a dinar you paidfor your family-the greatest reward will befor

the dinar you paidfor your family,"

Thus, we find that the Prophet jg* condemns the failure to

maintain the rights of children, and avarice in providing for them.

Hence, Abu Dawud and others relate that the Prophet ^ said "It

is enough vicefor a person to destroy those whom he sustains." The

same Hadith was related by Imam Muslim, saying, "It is enough

vice for a person to keep hack provision from those whom he is the

one responsiblefor." Provision here includes healthy food, sanitary

housing, suitable clothes to make sure that they grow up sound,

and safe from disease.

2. Following the Precepts for Healthy Food, Drink and Sleep

One of the leading precepts of the Prophet gfe is not to be

excessive in feeding and drinking; for it is related by Ahmad and

At-Tirmidhi that the Prophet ^ said, "In no way does the son of

Adam (a human being) fill a vessel worse than he fills his belly. Ft is
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enough for him to eat afew morsels to keep his backbone steady. If

ever he needs more, then one third (of his stomach) would be for

food, another thirdfor his beverages, and one thirdfor breathing.

"

Concerning beverages, "Drinking should he twice or three times;

and respiration in the drinking vessel is to beforbidden; and drinking

while standing is also forbidden."

For sleep, he prescribes, "Sleeping should be on the right side, for

sleeping on the left side may hurt the heart, and hamper respiration.

"

Here, Al-Bukhari and Muslim relate that Al-Bara lbn lAzib 4§*

reported that the Messenger of Allah Mj said, "When you intend to

go to bed, then perform ablution for prayer, and sleep on your right

side, and say, 'Supplicated be You, Allah! I submit myself to You; I

set myface towards You; I have entrusted my affairs to You; I have

resorted with my back to You, with all longing and awe to You.

There is no refuge or deliverance except to You. I believe in the Book

You have sent down, and the Prophet You have sent', So, let these be

the final words you say before you sleep/'

3. Caution Concerning Infectious Diseases

Here we have Imam Muslim and lbn Majah and others relating

Jabir lbn 'Abdullah's narration that in a delegation from Thaqtf

that came to the Prophet j£ there was a leper. The Prophet g£ said

to him from afar, "Go back, we have already accepted your

allegiance." Again, we have in the Sahih of Al-Bukhari that the

Messenger of Allah jjp said, "Flee awayfrom the leper as much as

you fleefrom a lion."

In AS-Sahthayn, we have the Hadith narrated by Abu Hurairah

that the Prophet jgj£ said, "Beware of the intermixing of the sick and

the healthy.'' So it is incumbent on educators to seclude anyone

suffering from a contagious sickness from the rest of the children,

to avoid the spread of the disease, and the danger of an epidemic.
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4. Treatment by Medication

Imam Muslim, Ahmad, and others related after Jabir Ibn

'Abdullah that the Prophet said, "For every ailment there is a

remedy; so if the remedy is right, recovery is sure with the permission

of Allah GH . Also in the Musnad by Imam Ahmad, after Usamah

Ibn Shurayk, who said, "1 was in the company of the Prophet ^
when some Arabs came, and said, "O Messenger of Allah! Shall we

take medicine? So he said, Yes. O you bondmen of Allah, do take

medicine; for surety AllahH has never prescribed any sickness

without prescribing the cure for it, except for one sickness," So they

asked, "What is it?" He said, 'Senility:'

Thus, parents and educators have to accept these directives by

the Prophet §; to take good care of their children in case of

ailment, and treating their sickness, since taking precutionary

measures is one of the principles of Islam.

5. The Concept or "No Harm and No Reciprocating Injury"

In this respect, we find Malik, Ibn Majah and Ad-Daraqutm

relating after Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri that the Messenger of Allah jjj

said, "No harm, and no reciprocating injury.

"

This Hadith has been considered by jurists and legal theorists as

one of the important legislative precepts prescribed by Islam.

According to this concept, educators, and especially mothers, have

to make sure that their children observe sanitary instructions and

precautions for their sound upbringing, and healthy physical

growth. Some of these instructions and concepts are:

1. Eating ripe fruits, and avoiding unripe ones.

1. Washing fruits and vegetables before eating them.

3. Eating meals at regular times,

4. Washing hands before and after meals.
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So observing such instructions is a guarantee thai the children

will grow up healthy and sound in body.

6. Physical Education and Horsemanship

Allah m says,

"And make ready against them allyou can ofpower, including steeds

of war (tanks, planes, missiles, artillery),,," (Al-Antal, 60)

Here we find Imam Muslim relating that the Prophet g£ said,

"A strong believer is more gracious and more beloved by Allah than a

weak believer.
"

That is, Islam is always calling upon Muslims to learn how to

swim, archery and horsemanship,

7. Leading a Simple, Moderately Pleasureanle Life

Thus we have Imam Ahmad relating after Mu'adh Ibn Jabal

this traceable Hadith, "Beware ofimmoderately pleasurable life, for

the true bondmen of Allah are not of that sort." Here, the

Messenger ^ is the model and exemplar in his very simple but

tough life as regards to food, clothing and housing. How
becoming it is for our Muslim generations to follow his example

and adopt his rulings and mode of life!

8. Seriousness, Diligence, and Keeping Away from Laxity and

Dissoluteness

Again, we find Imam Muslim relating that the Prophet ^
said, "Uphold what is useful to you, seek help from Allah, and do

not feel impotent."

Of course, it is self-evident that if the child is brought up in an

atmosphere of laxity and dissoluteness, he will grow disrupted and

of an intricate character. Hence, educators have to make sure that
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the children are brought up with a sense of diligence, simplicity,

confidence, and self-respect, and to be kept away from disruption

and feebleness in body and mind. These are the basic concepts

offered by Islam for child education.

Through the upholding of these concepts, the young generation

will enjoy healthy and sound bodies and characters; and in this

case, you have fulfilled your trust and performed the duty that

Allah M has put into your charge. However, there are other

serious problems we can observe among the young and old,

especially adolescents; and these problems must be taken care of,

so that they can be remedied, and their harmful effects can be

explained. These serious problems facing the young and old may
be summed up in the following:

1, Smoking 2. Masturbation

3. Drinking and Narcotics 4. Adultery and Sodomy.

1. The Problem of Smoking

One of the most disconcerting phenomena nowadays is

smoking, which has become widespread. At some length, this

phenomena may be discussed as follows:

a. Dangers resulting from smoking.

b. The laws of Shari'ah as regards to smoking.

c. How to deal with the problem.

a. Physical and psychological dangers: it is now proven beyond doubt

that smoking results in the disastrous effects of lung disease, as well

as the loss of memory, loss of appetite, paleness, problems with

respiration and nervous systems and physical ill health.

b. Financial dangers: of course, smoking as a daily habit does

eventually lead to financial problems, which would then lead to

family conflicts since, in most cases, smoking may mean

encroachment on daily provisions for the house and its inhabitants.
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The laws or SharVak against smoking

a. It is a ruling unanimously agreed upon that anything that leads

to harm or ruin must be avoided. Here, we have the Hadith

related by Ahmad and Ibn Majah, that the Messenger of Allah

j§£ said, 'Wo harm, amino reciprocating injury, " Since smoking is

considered physically harmful, then avoiding smoking is

imperative, and thus prohibited.

b. Smoking should be included within Al-Kkabaith (vicious acts)

because of the harm it entails. Of course, we all know that Allah

£H made lawful all good things, and made unlawful all harmful

things. Here we have the words of Allah ii£i

,

"He allows them as lawful At-Tayyibdt (Le, allgood and lawful as

regards things, deeds, beliefs, persons, andfoods) , and prohibits

them as unlawful Al-Khab'ith (i.e. all evil and unlawful as regards

things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods) ..." (Al-A'riif, 157)

c. Smoking makes the body lazy and benumbs the mind, especially in

the case of addicts. Again, we have the Messenger of Allah j§*

forbidding all sorts of slackening, benumbing and intoxicating

substances, as we have in the Hadith related by Ahmad in his

Musnad, and Abu Dawud in his Sunatt, after Umm Salamah k^

who said, "The Prophet jf£
forbade all slackening and

intoxicating substances." Thus all these texts by word and

meaning stress the fact that smoking is unlawful, for it has

physically and financially dangerous effects.

Treatment of the Problem

Such treatment falls, first, into the hands of the State in the form

of a wholesale publicity campaign, in papers, magazines, radio,

and television, against smoking, indicating dangers to health. A tax

increase on tobacco, with an increase in prices, and prohibition in
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crowded places are means of fighting smoking. Even adults who

are smokers should have, in observance for the ordinances of

Allah, deterrent from smoking. Thus, they should have enough

resolve to withstand the attraction, and enough common sense to

always follow the straight path.

As for the younger generation, who have the bad habit of

smoking, they should be under the strict observation of parents

and educators. Fathers should try to treat the divergence of the

young, and make sure that they are again on the way to sanity and

safety.

2. The Problem of Masturbation

This problem is rampant among adolescents and youths in

general. Some of the main reasons for such a problem are the

provacative dresses of women, intermingling in streets, gardens

and other places.

Thus, theatrical and film presentations, together with books

and magazines about love and sex, all present one of the most

dangerous influences on the psychological and moral behavior of

youth. So an adolescent, with no sense of religious awareness of

the ordinanaces of Allah, will readily fall into any of these two

alternatives: a. He would either try to satisfy his sexual desires in

other prohibited ways, or b. abate this desire through

masturbation.

Of course, the second alternative is definitely harmful for the

body, mind and procreation. Our discussion of this problem comes

under three headings:

1. Its harmful effects.

2. The Short 'ah ruling concerning this problem.

3. Treatment.
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The Harmful Effects

a. Physical effects: anyone practicing masturbation is liable to these

complications. Bodily exhaustion, shivering, heart palpitations,

and pulmonary inflammation in most cases.

b. Sexual effects: one of the most dangerous effects is impotence

which means disabilty of man to get married or satify wife's desire.

This may lead to abstaining from marriage or hating the other sex.

This means that marriage, in such cases, will render the wife unable

to keep her integrity; and thus the couple may seek divorce, or the

wife may find her satisfaction through immoral ways.

c. Psychological and mental effects: among the dangerous effects

here are distraction, forgctfulness, irresoluteness, aloofness,

timidity and laxness.

The Shartah Ruling

a. It is prohibited by Shari'ah, for we have the words of Allah !

\ Sj^ii jS jffi dJ-i ;!a J2f ^3 © ^Js
"And those who guard their chastity (ue. private parts,from illegal

sexual acts). Exceptfrom their wives or (the staves) that their right

hands possess , -for then, they arefreefrom blame; But whoever seeks

beyond that
f
then those are the transgressors " (Al-Mu'minun, 5,6,7)

So any attempt of sexual satisfaction other than through

marriage {i. e. through adultery, sodomy, or masturbation) is

prohibited. Here, we have the Hadith from 'Ata who said, "I heard

of a people who will be mustered, with their hands pregnant, so I

think they are those who practised masturbation. Again Sa*id Ibn

Jubayr said, 'Allah will torment a nation that used to be frivolous

with their private parts ,

(!) Quoted from Ash-Shaikh Muhammad Al-Hamid, in his book "
Rudud 'aid

Abdt'd" (Rebutting Falsehood) p. 40.
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b. It is well-known that what leads to harm, or causes perdition

should be avoided, Tor practicing it is prohibited. Again, we have

the saying of the Prophet §, "No harm, and no reciprocating

injury." Since masturbation has its harmful physical, sexual,

psychological and mental effects, then it is prohibited.

A Pertinent Question

Since masturbation is forbidden, what is the Shari'ah ruling in

regards to a person who is sexually overwhelmed, and would

probably fall into sinful adultery?

When it comes to weighing between sinful acts, a person

generally chooses, at moments of distress, what is less sinful; and

here we have the juristic axiom, "the choice of the less sinful, and

least vicious." That is why legal jurists have said, "Masturbation is

prohibited, if the act here is to arouse sexual desire when it is

dormant. But if the desire is so overwhelming that it causes

vexation and distress, and may lead to adultery, and there is no

other means of sexual abatement, then masturbation is permissible
,

on the basis of mutual equivalence. Here the person barely escapes

penalty, for here he has neither reward nor punishment ."

Treatment

1. Early marriage: this is the most efficient way for eradicating such

a destructive habit, and the best means of fulfilling the needs of

overwhelming desire.

2. Supererogatory fasting (Nafl): we have the saying of the Prophet

$$.,"0 young fellows, anyone of you who is sexually competent,

should marry; for this is more amenable to lowering one's gaze, and

more immune for the private parts, Bui anyone who cannot afford

marriage, has to fast, for it is enough restraint."

(I) ibid.
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3. Keeping away from sexual incitements: keeping away from gazing

at flirtatious women, as well as abstaining from reading sexual

literature and listening to licentious songs are definitely helpful in

this respect.

4. Keeping busy: of course, when the young find much spare time,

they begin to have all sorts of dreamy ideas, foolish conceptions,

and exciting sexual whims, and thus, they may suddenly get

sexually excited. Here, the youth find no other alternative other

than getting satisfaction through unburdening himself of such an

overwhelming passion. The remedy here is to keep busy through

physical training, useful cultural readings, developing an interest in

religious education, or military training,

5. Righteous companionship: one of the main concerns of parents is

to advise their young to choose for their company virtuous

companions, who would remind them in case of forgctfulncss, and

to advise them in case ot deviation; for of course, a fellow usually

adopts the ideals of his companions. In a Hadith of the Prophet |§*

related by At-Tirmidhi; "A man embraces the religion of htefriendly

fellow," Thus, keeping away from dissolute friends and intimate

relations with righteous fellows are basic precepts.

6- Medical prescriptions: physicians and health specialists have these

recommendations for easing inordinate sexual desire;

- Bathing with cool water in the summer and washing his private

parts with cold water in other seasons.

- Regular physical exercises.

- Avoiding very spicy foods.

- Dispensing with tea and coffee as much as possible.

- Decreasing his consumption of eggs and meat.

- Sleeping on the right side of his body, and facing Qihlah.
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- Finally, an omnipresent apprehension of Allah, attending

religious meetings, performing congregational, as well as

optional prayers. Togther with constant recitations of the

Qur'an, pre-dawn prayers (qiyam), optional fasting, reading

about the Prophet ^ and his Companions, and reminding

oneself of death and the Last Day: all of these are effective in

arousing a youth's feeling of devotion to Allah and realization of

His Glory.

3. The Problem of Narcotics

Addiction is usually found among homeless people who have

lost their parents or guardians, as well as among dissolute youths

in the company of immoral bands. Here we deal with three aspects

of the problem.

a. Harmful effects. b. The SharVah ruling.

c. Effective treatment.

Harmful Effects

- Physical and mental effects: it is already known that addiction

may lead to insanity, dissipated memory, distorted thinking, as

well as stomach ache, loss of appetite, and hardening of blood

vessels,

- An addict is financially on the verge of bankruptcy since he

always finds it easy to squander his money on narcotics. Of

course, this leads to poverty, and causes lack of productivity and

many economic problems.

Such an addiction may lead to lying, cowardice, and lack of

ethical responsibility; all of these result in committing crimes of

theft, adultery, and a hostile attitude towards society. Then we also

find that imperialist powers may use narcotics as a weapon againt

their enemies, with the purpose of causing instability, dissolution

and abating the sense of solidarity in the nation.
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The Shari'ak Ruling

As for the ruling in Islam, we have a consensus for prohibition

of intoxication and narcotics. Allah @§ says against wine,

p2 ;£££ &M & '£% jSSE «S£ £pfi jSI ^i B# ^ Of >

"O you who believe! Intoxicants (all kinds of alcoholic drinks),

andgambling, and Al-Ansdb, and Al-Aziam (arrowsfor seeking luck

or decision) are an abomination of Shaitan's (Satan) handiwork. So

avoid (strictly alt) that (abomination) in order that you may be

successful. Shaitan (Satan) wants only to excite enmity and hatred

between you with intoxicants (alcoholic drinks) and gambling, and

hinder you from the remembrance of Allah andfrom As-Saldt (the

prayer). So, will you not then abstain?" (Al-Ml'idah, 90-91)

We also have the Hadith, related by Abu D&wud "Allah has

cursed wine, those who drink it t or offer it, its purchaser and seller,

the one who presses it, who asks it to be pressed, Us carrier and the

one to whom it is carried," As for narcotics, we have innumerable

Bsdrths forbidding them:

- Narcotics could be included under Khamr (wine), since narcotics

inebriates the mind, and tilts it away from its judicious nature.

We have Al-Bukhar? and Muslim relating after 'Umar Ibn Al-

Khattab, the Commander of the Believers& t
who addressed the

people, while he was standing on the minbar (pulpit) of the

Messenger of Allah
jjfa

saying, "Khamr (wine) is what inebriates

the mind.
'*

- Again, Umm Salamah $fr as related by Imam Ahmad and Abu

Dawud said, "The Messenger of Allah j& has forbidden

everything that intoxicates or languishes." Of course, narcotics

are to be included here, since they have both pernicious effects.

- They are also included under the word "vicious things" khabd'ith
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in the words of Allah 93 about the Prophet,

"He allows them as lawful At-Tayyihdt ((i.e. altgood and lawful)

as regards things, deeds, beliefs, persons, foods) , and prohibits them

as unlawful Al-Khaha
J

ith (i.e. all evil and unlawful as regards things,

deeds, beliefs, persons, foods)..." (Al-A'rif 157)

Here we have again the Prophet §£, as related by Ahmad and

Ibn Majah; "No harm, and no reciprocating injury/'

Effective Treatment

- Righteous Education

- Avoiding causes

- Punishment for perpetrators

Righteous Education

Religious upbringing is represented by belief in Allah, since this

is a basic element in ethical reconstruction and upbringing. A
relevant example is that or the pagan Arabs, who were addicted to

wine before Islam; and their versatile poetry about intoxication is

abundant. However, once they embraced Islam and devoutly

accepted its prohibitions, they quite voluntarily poured out their

preserved barrels of wine into the streets of Madlnah. Modern

societies are strongly recommended to realize how devoted we

should be to the values of Islam and its characteristic rules for

righteous upbringing.

Avoiding Causes

An attack on addiction should primarily be the responsibility of

the State. Here, selling and buying all sorts of intoxicants should be

prohibited by competent authorities, thus leaving no means for

licts to obtain them.

Punishment

Of course we know that Islam has prescribed forcible penalties
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for drunkards (about 40-80 lashes). Penalties may also be through

imprisonment, fines, or confiscation.

4. Promiscuity and Sodomy

These represent two of the most dangerous sins committed by

adolescents and youth in general; and we know how many

adolescents have Mien into these sinful acts due to the negligence

of fathers and educators. We will deal with these problems as

follows:

A. Harmful effects B. Hie Skari'ah ruling

C Treatment

Effects

Such grievous sins result in many venereal diseases: gonorhca,

syphilis and other infectious diseases Here we have the Hadiih of

the Messenger of Allah g£ related by Ibn Majah, Bazzar and Al-

Bayhaq?, "Nowhere are obscenities rampant overtly, then comes the

spread of epidemics and maladies that were never found before.

"

Social, Ethical and Psychological Effects

In the social, ethical and psychological matters, the harmful

effects of these crimes lead to confounded ancestries, dissolution,

and the dismemberment of families.

The Shari'ah Ruling

The ruling of Shari'ah is definite prohibition by the consensus of

jurists and legal theorists. Such a prohibition is clearly stated in the

words of Allah fi£g

:

"And those who invoke not any other Hah (god) along with Allah,

nor kill such person as Allah has forbidden* exceptfor just cause, nor

commit illegal sexual intercourse - and whoever does this shall receive

the punishment." (Al-Furqan, 68)
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Al-Bukhari and Muslim reported that the Prophet ££ said, "An

adulterer does not commit adultery except when he is no longer a

believer.

"

As for sodomy, here wc have the words of Allah f|§:

"And leave those whom Allah has created for you to he your

wives? Nay
t you are a trespassing people!". (Ash-Shu'ara, 166)

We also have in the Hadith related by Al-Hakim that the

Prophet |£ said, "The most dreadful thing that Ifear its punishment

most is the crimes of the household of hut (sodomy). Of course the

Shariah has its prescribed punishments. For adultery the two

punishments are:

1. Flogging of a 100 lashes and banishment, for Allah says:

4 & & 4 *£ Cr %&& 4' j& % ffi y*J *$ 143 «jES %P £
"The woman and the man guilty ofillegal sexual intercourse, flog

each of them with a hundred stripes. Let not pity withhold you in

their case, in a punishment prescribed by Allah... " (An-Nur, 2)

2, Stoning is the punishment for a married man or woman, as

attested by many authentic Hadhhs.

Punishment for sodomy: Here we have this statement by Al-

Baghawi, "Scholars have differed about punishment for sodomy;

some say that the punishment here is the same as for adultery: if

the person is married, then he is to be stoned; but if the person is

not married, then the punishment is a hundred lashes, and this is

the most acceptable of two statements by Ash-Shafi'i."

Some scholars including Malik and Ahmad, see that a sodomist

should be stoned, whether married or unmarried. Another opinion

of Ash-Shafi'i is that both active and negative perpetrators are to

be killed*
1

'. The Hanafi school says that the punishment is tazir

(l) At-Targkib wa At-Tarhib, vol, 4, p. 325.
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(chastisement left to the ruling of the Imam) for the first time. If the

crime is repeated, then the punishment is death. A Hadith in

support of killing both culprits related by At-Tirmidhi, Abu

Dawild, and Ibn Majah, says, "Anyone you find committing the

crime of the people ofLut, you should kill both culprits, the active and

passive criminals" That is the opinion upheld by the major jurists

and legal theorists.

Treatment

Here, treatment is the same as for masturbation.

Directions and Recommendations for Physical Education

We should all agree that parents and educators have to take all

precautions to protect their children from all possible dangers and

unexpected accidents. Here are some of the main steps in this

regard . Of course, protecting a one year-old child is the sole

responsibility of the parents. Starting from the second, the child

must be warned against possible dangers in a gentle way, i. e telling

him that touching hot utensils or heaters is dangerous, while

allowing him to touch such things very lightly as a practical lesson.

Here are other practical ways to help prevent accidents:

- Poisonous materials should be locked up and kept away from

children, with the names of each container clearly labeled.

- Unused medicines should be dispensed with so as to be kept out

of the reach of children. When adults are using medicine, it is

better not to use them in the presence of children, since children

are generally fond of imitation and mimicry.

- A screen should be placed in front of every heating and warming

appliance. Special attention should be given to electric machines,

and caution while in the kitchen is necessary.

(l) A\-Mushkilat As-Svlukiyyah mda Al-Aijal [Problems Concerning Children's

BehaviorJ ty Dr NabJh Ai-Ghabrah, p. 177.
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- Knives, scissors and glassware should be kept out of the reach of

children.

- Some toys for chidrcn are dangerous, playing with ropes and

plastic bags may present the danger of choking. Similarly

dangerous is eating nuts in a playful way, like throwing them in

the air and catching them by mouth.

- A baby should not sleep in his mothers bed. Light pressure on

the baby by the unwary mother may end with choking or even

death.

- Window's of the upper stories should be sturdily built, and the

railings should be so high as to prevent children from seeing

through or climbing (hem.

- Electric and mechanical machines are dangerous. A child's fingers

or hands can possibly get caught.

- The outer door or gate should always be locked, lest any of the

children should stray out un-noticed.

- Care should be taken while closing or opening doors for fear of

minor injuries to hands or feet.

Thus, we have above the positive and protective means offered

by Islam for the physical education of children; and doubtless we

stand in great need nowadays to adopt these means, so that the

younger generation would be able to undertake the responsibility

of spreading the message of Islam.
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Chapter Four

The Responsibility for Intellectual Education

This means the mental upbringing of the young according to the

concepts of Islam, together with elements of modem scientific

knowledge. Here, educators are responsible for:

1. Education

2. Intellectual enlightenment

3. Mental Health

Educational Responsibility

In tins respect, Islam has laid a great responsibility on parents

and educators for the proper upbringing of the young, culturally as

well as mentally. Here we find many ayat (verses) from Quran and

many Hadtths urging for the acquisition of knowledge. In the

words of Allah @§§ we have:

^ £j*& v iiS 4$» U$ *s£*k j* ^

"Are those who know equal to those who know not?*,." (Az-Zumar, 9)

Again, we have:

» Lk- ^ij l_jj. Jij &

"And say: "My Lord! Increase me in knowledge." (Ta-Ha, 114)

Also, we have:

i *cg£ i& \j& "Sj p* \p& k$ # g* £>

"Allah will exalt in degree those ofyou who believe, and those who

have been granted knowledge. And Allah is Well-Acquainted with

what you do." (Al-Mujadalah, 11)

In regards to hddith, we have, as related by Abu Hurairah *&, the

Messenger ^ saying, "Anyone who follows a way for seeking

knowledge, Allah will guide him along a way leading to the Garden."

Again, we have Imam Muslim relating from Abu Hurairah the
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Messenger j*£ said, 'When Ibn Adam (a person) dies, his deeds are

extinct, except for three accomplishments: on-going donations, or

some useful knowledge for others, or a righteous son who would

invoke the blessings of Allah for him."

Finally, we have At-Tinnidhi relating from Abu Hurairah that

the Messnger $£ said, "This world is cursed, and whatever is worldly

is also cursed, except the remembrance of Allah, and what is

associated with it, and anyone teaching or learning that."

Based upon these precepts from the Qur'an and Sunnaii,

Muslims since the time of the mission, and following genera-

tions, dedicated themselves to the study of universal realities,

taking knowledge from other civilizations and putting information

into the context of Islam. The entire world went on for centuries

adopting much of this culture until the Western Renaissance. This

also made much use of the Muslim contributions in Sicily, Andalus

and the period of the Crusades. This is in fact, what has been

acknowledged by equitable philosophers of the West.

What is the secret behind this cultural and scientific enlightenment?

Of course, the secret lies within the principles of the eternal

SharVak

- Islam cares for spirit and matter, the present life and the

Hereafter, and its motto is found in the words of Allah S§

,

"But seek, with that (wealth) which Allah has bestowed on you, tlte

home of the Hereafter, and forget not your portion of lawful

enjoyment in this world... " {Al-Qasas, 77)

- Islam also calls for human equality, as seen in His Words 88

:

"Surely the most honorable among you in the providence of Allah

are the most pious... " (Al-Hujuriit, 13)
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- Again, Islam encourages friendship and co-operation, as in the

Words of Allah &

**0 mankind! We have createdyoufrom a male and afemale, and

made you into nations and tribes, that you may know one

another... " (Al-Hujurat, 13)

- The principles of Islam encompass all laws of stability and

evolution, and satisfy the needs of humanity at every time and

place.

- Islam is a religion that makes education compulsory starting from

the very tender years of children. Here we have Ibn Majah

relating after Anas 4&>, that the Messenger of Allah j£ said, "The

questfor knowledge is an ordinance on every Muslim. " Ibn Majah

also relates after Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri &>, that the Messenger of

Allah ^ said, "Anyone who keeps secret any information about

religion that Allah has revealed, and that is of benefit to people,

will be shackled by Fire on the Resurrection Day."

- In regards to knowledge, Islam has spoken of two types;

obligatory and optionally collective. Recitation of the Qur'an,

rules of worship, matters of lawfulness and unlawfulness and

every ordinance for individuals relating to worldly and religious

ordinances are obligatory on every Muslim male and female. All

useful knowledge related to agriculture, industry, commerce,

medicine, geometry, electricity, and even nuclear science-all of

these are optionally collective. If a group of Muslims acquire any

of these types of knowledge, the responsibility will be abrogated

from the rest of the community; and if no group achieves such

knowledge, all the community would be held responsible.

Such ordinances represent the secret of the great impulse

provided by Islam for the flourishing of culture and civilization

among the early generations of Muslims. So the cultural decadence
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we see nowadays is the result of ignorance, on the part of Muslims,

of the noble realities of Islam, of the estrangement of Islam from

all fields of life today, and of the attack of Islam's enemies. The

result of all this is the separation of state from religion, and the

confinement of Islam within the realms of worship and ethics.

So, the day the Muslims come to understand the truth of Islam,

adopt its comprehensive system in all fields of life, and become

wary of the conspiracies of its enemies, then they can regain their

ascendancy, and can be the best nation that Allah has created as

the leader of humanity.

Again, we have to emphasize the fact that (he duty of educators

is to teach the young how to recite the Qur'an, to know the history

of the Prophet |£ and his Companions, and relevant Shan ah

teachings. This is in accordance with the ordinance by the Prophet

jgfr
related by At-Tabarani: "Emphasize, in the education of your

children, three areas: love for your Prophet, love for his household,

reciting the Qur'dn.for the upholders ofQur'dn will be in the shade

of the throne of Allah on a Day when there is no shade except the

Throne's shade/' Such education should start from the early years,

when the young have a fresh memory, and are more readily

inclined to education.

What should be the share of women in such education?

Here, scholars have unanimously agreed that women's

obligatory share is the same as that for men, for two reasons;

L Women are equal to men in legal capacities, i.e. prayer,

fasting, Zakah (poor-dues), pilgrimage, selling, buying, pawn-

ing, deputizing, as well as commanding goodness and

forbidding evil, and all such responsibilities, with the exception

of some ordinances of which women are exempted by the

Grace of Allah m .

2. Women are equal to men in regards to reward in the Hereafter.
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We have these words of Allah 1ft

:

^ ^js b= <&£» #1 jl ja ^ ^^ ££ yj\ V 5 ^
"1 (to ao* waste //i<? *&«/ 0/ an v <fot'r among you, any male or

femate-the one ofyou is as the other../' (Al "Imiin, 195)

Again wc have the Words of Allah ?M ',

% m\ 'o&x $$& $& %g ji^ ^ ±£&\ u jis ^5 >

'V4ii<f" H'Aos<J<?vei' dSoes (enough) deeds of righteousness, he it male

or female, and he is a believer, then those will enter the Garden,

and will not he done an injustice, even as a groove in a datestone"

(An-Nisa, 1 24)

Many Hadiths prove that Islam has attached great importance

to the education of females. Here are some of them:

At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawftd relate that the Messenger |g said,

"Anyone who has three daughters, or three sisters, or two daughters,

or two sisters, who gave them proper education, who brought them up

benevolently, and who provided for their marriage, will go to the

Garden (Paradise), Another phrasing of this Hadith says: "Any

person who has a maid, whom he efficiently educated, and taught her

good manners, then he emancipated and married her, will have double

reward."

Al-Bukhar! and Muslim relate in As-Sahihayn that the Prophet

^jj used to single out some days during which he taught the women

some of what Allah taught him. Once a woman said to him: "O

Messenger of Allah, men have already taken most of your time for

their education, give us of your time one day during which we

come to you to teach us some of what Allah taught you," So the

Prophet ^ said, "Lei your gathering be on such and such days. " So

they gathered on those days, and he taught them some of what

Allah taught him. All of these texts, besides many others, show
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that Islam has prescribed that useful knowledge and education

should be given to women.

Historically speaking, women in Islam achieved brilliant heights

in education and culture during the early Islamic days. Some of

them were writers, poetesses and physicians; and some of them

related Ahadiihs. Al-Hafiz Ibn Asakir even said that more than

eighty women, amongst other men, related Hadiths to him.

Such cultural and social congregations for women should be

kept apart from male congregations, to ensure their integrity and

chastity, to always enjoy good reputation, and highly respectable

character.

Evidence forbidding intermingling: Here, evidences are many, some

of which are: Allah W, says,

"And when you ask them (women) for any thing, then ask them

from behind a curtain..." (AI-AhzSb, 53)

Of course, this ayah (verse) was sent down about the wives of

the Prophet gfc,
but the address is general. For, if the address is

about the Prophet's wives whose chastity and purity are definitely

above every blemish, and they are still commanded to be veiled and

forbidden intermingling with males, then other women, with all the

more reason, have to keep their veil; and that is what is called

conclusive evidence, evidential concept by legal theorists. Here we

have the Words of Allah m

:

Hj jvi. dtf l\ p, Si wiU'3 i+^ii j4^ii f*j&v hi \>£> <-£$& J* ^

\a ^
I c^j d>ju Vj c**u cM^j *>*A^' & lt^*± ^&* Jo © ^y^i

"Tell the believing men to lower their gaze (from looking at

forbidden things), and protect their private parts (from illegal

sexual acts). That is purer for them. Verily, Allah is All-Aware of

what they do. And tell the believing women to lower their gate
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(from looking at forbidden things) And protect their private parts

(from illegal sexual acts) and not to show off their adornment

except only that which is apparent and to draw their veils all over

bosoms and not to reveal their adornment except to their husbands,

or their fathers...'' (An-Niir, 30 31)

So long as the ayah prescribes, among other things, the casting

down of gazes, veiling the head and bosom, and displaying

adornment only for near relatives, does not this indicate that

Muslim women have to preserve their decorum and chastity and to

keep from intermingling with strange men?

Again we have the Words of Allah Egg.

;

^ Kmegp lift-* AMI £j$j qijjj J*

"O Prophet! Tell your wives andyour daughters and the women of

the believers to draw their cloaks (veils) all over their bodies. That

will be better, that they should be known (asfree respectable women)

so as not to be annoyed. And Allah is Ever Oft-Forgiving, Most

Merciful.*' (Al-Ahzab, 59)

How can we then imagine Muslim women intermingling with

strange men, and we already know that they arc commanded to

be veiled and to wear Full garments? Now we have the following

hadiih related by At-Tirmidhi that the Messenger of Allah §k

said, "No male can be alone with a female, but that Satan new

the third."

Again, another hddith, related by Al-Bukharf, mentions that the

Messenger of Allah |£ said, "Beware of entering women's houses."

Here, one oT the Companions said, "O Messenger of Allah, even if

the male is an intimate relative?" The Prophet g£ said, "The

presence of such an intimate relative means death."

So all of these texts, whether from the Qur'an or hddiths

definitely prohibit intermingling in a way that does not leave
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room lor doubt or dispute. So those who allow intermingling and

claim that they have lawful justifications and social and

psychological reasons, are actually fabricating falsehoods, ignor-

ing human instincts, and disregarding the despicable facts of

modern intermingling societies:

a. Their falsehood is clearly opposed to the previous texts.

b. Their ignoring human instincts is rebutted by the fact that Allah

%& has equipped both male and female with an instinctive

attraction towards each other; so do such proponents of

intermingling intend to change human instincts and senti-

ments? Actually, if intermingling is allowed ever since child-

hood, and if such intermingling is claimed to arouse no sexual

instincts, then wc would expect that amity and mercy between

husband and wife, as inspired by Allah, would be replaced by

cruelty and loss of sexual inclinations. Of course, this is contrary

to what we see and observe.

As for those people who ignore the distressing situation related

to intermingling of the two sexes as a result of the development of

human societies, then they should ask Western and Eastern

societies about the irresolute morality pervading there. It is

noteworthy that intermingling of the two sexes is common among

all classes of the society on all levels. In this connection, I should

put before the parents and educators the following facts:

The plottings of imperialism, Judaism and Crusaders aiming at

corrupting Muslim societies by disrupting the religious principles

and moral values among male and female youths through

widespread licentiousness. Women are the first goal in that

vicious plotting because she is the essential centre of family and

societal life. Those people who call for intermingling between girls

and boys in Muslim societies in fact mean to implement the plans

of the enemies of Islam, whether they intend to or not.
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Tt is the duty of parents, educators and authorities to not allow

intermingling between boys and girls in schools and other fields in

order to raise chaste and pure youth. Thus the society would be

devoid of the evil of licentiousness.

2. Intellectual Enlightenment

Ideological awareness means that the child should be loyal to

Islam as a religion and state, the Qur'an as a code of life, Islamic

history as an emblem for glory and pride, and Islamic culture as a

dynamic and enthusiastic activity. It is the duty of educators to

teach the young the following facts:

a. Eternity of Islam as a religion for all places and times.

b.To inform the young about the plans and plots drawn by the

enemies: the Jews, Crusaders, the Communists, and Internalizers

in order to destroy belief and plant seeds of disbelief in Muslim

generations.

c. To present Muslim civilization and its impact on human life. But

let us ask, what is the way to that awarness? The way to

ideological awarness may be through many aspects:

- Intelligent teaching

- Excellent examples

- Deep knowledge

- Good companionship

Intelligent teaching means that children should be aware of the

principles and characteristics of Islam. Through such teaching the

child will undoubtedly be loyal to Islam, the Qur'an, active work,

and Jihad (fighting for the sake of Allah).

By excellent examples, children should be in the hands of

competent educators who understand Islam, are enthusiastic for it,

fight in its way, enforce its prescribed laws, and are never afraid of

the reproaches of those who find fault. There is no doubt that
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when children are within the close proimity of excellent examples,

that would raise their sense of piety. Jihad, truthfulness in worship

and in fighting the enemies.

Intelligent knowledge is to put between the hands of the

children, even small-book libraries containing many historical

narratives about Islam, dealing with Muslim heroes, history,

righteous conduct and news of pious people. Such books should

include books about Islamic principles and battles against the

enemies. Magazines about Islam should also be there.

It is the duty or educators to select for every age group those

books, magazines and stories which are suitable for its age and

culture. Good companionship means that the educator should

select for their children righteous companions with proper

understanding of Islam, intelligence, and awareness of the

comprehensive nature of Islamic culture. At last, I want to

whisper this fact in the ear of the educator:

Is it not sorrowful and painful to see our youth attain the age of

puberty while they have little knowledge about Islam and its

characteristics?

Is it not painful to see our children learning at school so much

about western philosophers and eastern scholars while they know

little about the lives of our heroes and our great thinkers?

Is it not shameful that our children have graduated from their

schools while their thoughts have been so distorted by western

culture that, many among them, may be enemies to their religion,

history and culture?

Is it not shameful that our children of these generations read

books on atheism, indecent magazines and afflictions of immoral

stories? At the same time, they are uninterested in reading books

about the principles of Islam and books that show the faces of their

enemies?
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It is the full responsibility of educators towards their children to

promote intelligent ideas, right understanding and preservation of

belief.

3- Mental Health

This responsibility concentrates on the health of the minds of

children. This would also mean fighting the spreading evils which

try to destroy intellect, memory and the body. We have already

dealt in full detail in the chapter of " Responsibility for Physical

Education", with such evils and as drinking wine, masturbation,

smoking and promiscuity.

To sum up what we have mentioned in this chapter; education,

ideological awareness and mental health, present their main

responsibility. Then, it is the duty of parents and educators to

uphold these responsibilitcs so as to raise the ideological awareness

of the educated generation.
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Chapter Five

The Responsibility for Psychological Education

Psychological education means training children from an early

age to be bold, frank, having the capacity for goodness to others,

to be self-disciplined when angry and of sound moral behavior.

The aim of this education should be to keep the personality of the

child steady and balanced. It is the duty of educators to train the

child to avoid all factors which may affect his honor and dignity or

harm his human personality in a way which may lead him to

pessimism and envy.

Among the most important factors which educators should try

to do is to free their children and pupils from such phenomena:

- Shyness

- Fear

- Inferiority complex

- Envy

- Anger

1 will first discuss these phenomena, then show how they may be

remedied in the light of Islam.

Shyness

It is well known that shyness is usually part of the nature of

children. It may be that the first symptoms start the fourth month.

After the completion of a year, shyness becomes evident in the

child turning away his face, closing his eyes, or covering his face

with his hands when a stranger talks to him. Starting from the

third year, the child feels shy when he goes to a strange house,

where he sits calmly in his mother's lap or sits beside her, all the

time remaining silent.

(1) From the book: "Al-Mushkilat As-SuSiikiyyah 'inda At-Atfat" p. 153.
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Inheritance may play its role in the child's shyness. It cannot be

denied that his environment also has a great influence on cither

increasing shyness or regulating it. Surely those children who mix

with others will be less shy compared with others who do not.

The remedy for this problem will be to encourage children to

meet people and be friendly with them by accompanying their

parents when they visit friends and relatives, or by asking them

kindly to speak with others, young or old. Such visits help to

eradicate shyness and increase the child's self-confidence.

Here are some historical precedents, as well as Prophetic

Hadiths which provide educators with good examples related to

the means our forefathers adopted to teach their children

boldness, and overcome shyness.

- Al-Bukhan narrates from Abdullah Ibn *Umar dfr that the

Prophet $£ said, "Verily, among trees there is a tree whose leaves

do not fall such tree is like a Masilm. So tell me, what it is." The

companions named some desert trees, then Abdullah said, "I

guessed that it was the palmtree, but I was shy to speak." Then

the companions said,
u
Tell us O Prophet of Allah" Then he said:

"// is a palmtree.

"

(l)
In another narration, 'Abdullah said, "I did

(l) A 1 -Bukhara, Kitab Ai-'Iim, vol. 1, p. 145.

Ibn Hajar said in Alfa t ft this Uadish offers many hints:

1. Scholars should make a test lor their students and should clarify to them

whatever they could not grasp.

2. It urges them to try to understand and gain knowledge.

3. It commends shyness unless it will lead to the loss of a benefit. That is the

reason why 'Umar hoped that 'Abdullah would not have remained silent.

4. It provides the proof that the palmtree and its fruit are blessing.

5. It sets examples of giving explanations and gives concrete images to allow

better understanding.

6. It shows that a minor should respect those who are older, so that he would

give priority to his father. It is the duty of a minor not to forestall with what he

understood even if he thinks he is correct,
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want to say that it is the palmtree, but I was the youngest one

among them." In another narration, 'Abdullah says, "I saw Abu

Bakr and 'Umar silent so, 1 did not like to talk. But when I told

my father about this he said, 'If you had said it, that would have

been more valuable to me than reddish livestock."

- Muslim narrated after Sahl Ibti Sa'd As-Sa'idi ^& that the

messenger of Allah ^ was offered a drink. He drank for it. On

his right was a child and on his left was an old men. He asked the

child, "Would you allow me to give these people to drink?/' But

the child said, "By Allah, no. I would never give up my share

from you to anyone else."

- Al-Bnkhari narrated from Ibn Abbas 4^. that when he was under

the age of puberty, he said, 'Umar 4&> accredited him as

consultant among other wise men who had fought at Badr. It

seems that some of these wise men felt unhappy about this, so

some of them said, "Why is this boy alone allowed to be with us,

while we have ones of similar age?." 'Umar replied, "You are

well aware that the Prophet had given the blessings of his

invocation when he said, 'O Allah may you grant him legal

knowledge and religious interpretation!"' On another occasion,

'Umar invited the same young man to the same company to

prove the validity of his opinion. So 'Umar asked them about the

interpretation of these words from the Qur'an:

"When there comes the Help of Allah (to you, O Muhammad jjsf

against your enemies) and the conquest (ofMakkah). ,f
(An-NdLsr, 1)

7. It proves that a great scholar may be outstripped in understanding by minors.

8. It points out that the world is held in contempt, by 'Umar who judged the

understanding of his son on an issue that equals "Humur An-Na'am" & reddish

live stock, that was highly valued and very expensive. Faihu Al-Bari, vol. 1., p.

146, 147.
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So some of them said, "Allah has ordered us to praise Him and

pray for His forgiveness, since He is bounteous to us with

victory and conquest.* Others remained silent and did not say

anything. Then 'Umar said, "Is that so, Ibn Abbas?" I said,

"No." 'Umar said, "What would you say?" I said, "This verse

means the end of the Prophet's life, as indicated by Allah."

Thus, Allah said, "When the victory of Allah and the conquest",

That was a sign of your term appointed for you; so, celebrate the

praises of your Lord, and pray for His Forgiveness, for He is

Oft-Relenting" (in forgiveness). Then 'Umar said, "I have no

knowledge about it except what you say."

- As the Commander of the faithful, 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab <# was

passing along a road in Madinah, when he saw children playing.

Amongst them was "Abdullah Ibn Az-Zubayr. Then all the

children ran away, being afraid of Umar. But Ibn Az-Zubayr

was the only one who remained where he was and did not run

away. When 'Umar reached him; 'Umar said, "Why did you not

run away like the others?" Ibn Az-Zubayr promptly said, "1

have not committed any offense to make me run away, and the

road was not too narrow for me to make way for you."

- When 'Umar Ibn Abdul-Aziz & was chosen as caliph,

delegations came to congratulate him from everywhere, among

these delegations was the Hijaz delegation, A child of ten in that

delegation took the initative to talk. Then 'Umar said to him,

"You should wait until a more mature person has spoken." The

child said, "May Allah support you the Commander or the

faithful with His help. A person is judged by his smallest limbs;

his heart and his tongue. A person has a right to speak when

Allah has graced him with a fluent tongue and a knowledgeable

heart. If the criterion for worth was age; O Commander of the

faithful, some older person would be worthier of presiding over

our present meeting." So 'Umar was surprised at such audacity
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and then commented in verse: "Seek knowledge, for no one is

born a scholar. And a person with knowledge is different from

an ignorant one. Surely the senior of a community who has no

knowledge is really a minor, in case he is in a congregation."

These instances prove that the children of our forefathers
1

generation (salaj) were reared to be far from shy, cramped, or

depressed, because they were trained to be daring, and they used to

attend congregations in the company of their fathers, and to visit

friends. In addition, the first generation encouraged their

intelligent, eloquent children to address their elders, and were

even consulted on public affairs and scientific questions in the

presence of scholars and thinkers. All of that helps to train

children in eloquence. So it is the duty of educators nowadays to

encourage children to be frank but respectful, bold but give full

credit to seniors.

It is our duty to distinguish between shyness and diffidence, for

diffidence leads to a feeling of loneliness and alienation, whereas

shyness leads to sound morals and commitment to the teachings

of Islam.

Fear

It is a psychological trait that may exist in both young or old,

and male or female. This phenomenon may be commendable as

long as it is within natural limits in children, because it will be a

means for protecting the child from accidents and risks. But

excessive fear would cause anxiety to children and hence it may

become a psychological problem.

Psychologists say that in the first few years, a child may be

frightened by a sudden noise or the sudden fall of something. The

child may be afraid of strangers starting with the first six months of

age approximately. But at the age of three, he will be afraid of many

things such as animals, cars, slopes and water. In general, females
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are more afraid than males. Again, fright may also come as a result

of the child's imagination. So the more imaginative the child is, the

more easily frightened he becomes. There are many factors behind

the increase of fear; important among these factors are:

- Fear caused by mothers when speaking about jinn, darkness and

strange creatures.

- Too much fondling by mothers, excessive care and preoccupation-

with children.

- Raising children in loneliness, and seclusion,

- Telling fairy stories concerning jinn and devils.

To treat this phenomenon, the following are to be taken into

consideration:

1. To raise the child from the very beginning on belief in Allah and

worshipping him. The Qur'an tells us about this:

^i ® &p £tf s£ % © <& % & tit $ eti j£ sty i\

}

"Verily, man (disbeliever) was created very impatient; Irritable

(discontented) when evil touches him; And niggardly when good

touches him. Except those who are devoted to Saldt (prayers).

Those who remain constant in their Saldt (prayers)" {Al-Ma*rij, 19-23)

2. To give the child suitable amounts of freedom concerning his

behaviour, bearing responsibility and acting according to his

growth and developing capacity.

3. Restrain from frightening the child- especially when he cries- by

stories about hyenas and demons, Jinn and devils, ifwe want him

to be free of fear and to train him to be bold and brave.

4. To enable the child to mix with others and to give him the

(1) See
M
At-Mushkitdt Ax-Suluklyya 'inda Al-Atfal" (Problems Concerning

Child's Behavior) by Dr. Nabih Al-Ghabrah.
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opportunity to make friends and acquaintances. Psychologists

also recommend that the child knows more about things that

may frighten him, such as darkness. So there is no harm to

switch off the light suddenly at times. If he fears water, there is

no harm ifplays with a little water in a small container; and if he

is afraid of electrical appliances, there is no harm if we show him

some of their parts and then allow him to see the whole machine

and similar ones, C1)

5. Introducing them to the battles of the Prophet ^; and of the

herioc early generations and prompting them to follow the

example of the great companions, followers, leaders and

conquerors, in order to inspire in them a sense of bravery,

heroism, and Jihad (fight in the way or Allah), Sa'd Ibn Abu

Waqqas «fc said in this regard, "We (the Companions) used to

teach our children stories about the battles of the Prophet ^, as

we used to teach them verses of the Noble Qur'an." In this

respect, we should refer to the conduct of the sons of some great

companions and their heroic historical achievements, which

serve well as noble examples for all generations.

Al-Bukhari and Muslim have reported that Abdur-Rahman Ibn

'Awf 4b said, "While I was standing on que on the day of Badr

battle, I looked to my right and my left, and saw two young boys of

the helpers (Al-Ansar). Then one of them signalled to me saying,

"O my uncle, Do you know Abu Jahr? ' I said, "Yes, What do you

want him for?" The young boy said,
4T have been told that he

abuses the Prophet |£, by Allah, in whose hand is my soul, if I see

him, I will not part from him until one of us meets death." I was

surprisd, at the boy's resoluteness. Then the other boy also

signalled to me saying the same thing. Soon, my eyes fell upon Abu

Jahl walking among his people. Then I said to the two boys; "Can

(l) ibid p. 152.
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you see him? That is the man about whom you were asking." At

once, they lifted their swords and attacked him unawares and killed

him. Then they went to the Prophet g| and told him what they had

done. Then, he said, "Who is the one who killed himV Both of them

said, "I killed him." The Prophet said, "Did you wipe your swords?"

They both said, "No." So The Prophet looked at the two swords

and said, "Both of you have killed him." After that, the Prophet

offered the belongings of Abu Jahl to Mu'adh Ibn 'Amr Ibn Al-

Jamuh and Mu'adh Ibn afra 4fc

Again Ibn Sa'd in his book, "Tabaqat Ibn Sa'd" narrates from

Sa*d Ibn Abi Waqqas <^> who said, "I saw my brother Umayr Ibn

Abt Waqqas before the Prophet $£ marshalled us on the day of

Badr trying to hide. So I said,
lO my brother, what is the matter?

1

He said, 'I am afraid that the Prophet j£ may see me, then he will

reject me, and I like to go to fight, perchance Allah will honor me
with martyrdom.' Sa'd said, 'So my brother presented himself to

the Prophet ££ who rejected him because of his young age. Then he

began to cry, so the Prophet accepted him. Sa'd Ibn Abu Waqqas

4& said, "I used to blow the knots of his sword due to his young

age. So he was then killed when he was sixteen.

When the Muslim army went to Uhud to meet the disbelievers,

the Prophet jfe was marshalling the army. Then he saw some

minors who were among the men to be with the Mujahidin (fighters

in the way of Allah) with the desire of exalting the word of Allah.

The Prophet
$fc had compassion for them and did not allow them

to fight. Among those who were rejected by the Prophet
jjfc

were

RafTe Ibn Khudayj and, Samurah Ibn Jundub. But later he

accepted Rafi'e, when he was told that Rafi'e was an expert archer.

Then Samurah began to cry, and said to his father-in-law, "The

Prophet |$ accepted Raf?e, but he rejected me although I won
against RafTe." When the Prophet jg was informed of this, he told

them to fight each other. When Samurah won, the Prophet jg
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accepted him.

It may be deduced from these historic examples and others that

the sons of the Companions were very brave, rare and hcrioc ideals

for Jihad. That was due to their good education, which was taught

to them at the Prophetic school, Muslim homes and Islamic society

of believers, and the mujdhidm. Furthermore, even mothers

encouraged their sons to Jihad and sacrifice. One mother who

was informed of their martyrdom said these immortal words:

"Praise be to Allah, Who has honoured me by their sacrifice, and I

do pray Allah to get together with them on the Day of Judgement

in the abode of His Mercy."

This distinguished generation was raised honoring these

characterstics, because they were taught from the very beginning

archery, swimming and horse-riding. They were not reared on

excessive loneliness; they were accustomed to mingling with others

of kin of the same age. They were taught lessons on the history of

heroes and conquerors, in addition to this, they benefited from the

ideals they cherished in their childhood.

Thus on the day parents and educators raise their children to

adopt these values, the new generation will be uplifted from

anxiety to confidence, from fear to courage and from humility to

honour and glory.

Inferiority Complex

Inferiority is a psychological state that affects some children as

an inborn illness, as a disease or as a result of ill-treatment or

economic factors. The factors which cause such a complex are:

\ . Being despised and insulted

2. Being over-indulged

3. Unjust treatment by family members

4. Physical deformities
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5, Being an orphan

6. Poverty

Being despised and insulted are unfair reasons for the child's

sense of inferiority and psychological disorder. So, we sometimes

hear that the mother or father condemn a boy publicly when he

slips the first time and label him immoral.

If he lies once, they call him a liar. If he happens to slap his

younger brother, we call him wicked. If he convinces his young

sister to give him her apple, we call him deceitful. If he takes

something from his father's pocket, we call him a thief; and if we

ask him lor a glass of water and he is nol ready to respond quickly,

we call him lazy. So we chide him publicly before his siblings and

the family at the very first fault.
01 Sometimes such chiding may

take place before his parent's friends or before strangers whose

children had been seen and met before. This may make a child look

down upon himself and lack self-respect. This may also cause him

psychological problems and may develop envy and hatred towards

others. How can we hope from our children obedience and

benignity as well as respect, when we have inculcated in them the

seeds of deviation such as disobedience and revolt?

One day, a man came to 'Umar Ibn Al-Khatlab «$> to

complain about his disobedient son, so 'Umar had the boy

brought to him and he blamed him for his disobedience. Then

the boy addressed
4

Urnar by saying, "O Commander of the

faithful! Are there no rights for a boy against his father?" 'Umar

said, "Yes.*' Then the boy said, "What are these rights O
Commander of the faithful?" 'Umar said, "To choose a good

mother for him, to select a good name for him and to teach him

the Qur*an." Then, the boy said, "O Commander of the faithful.

(I) See in "Akhldqund Al-fjiirnd'iyyair (Our Social Morals) by Dr. Mustafa As-

SM'f,p. 159.
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my father has not accomplished any of these rights. As for my
mother, she was a black slave for a Magian; As for my name,

he has named me Jual (beetle); and he has not taught me even

one letter from the Qur'an." Then lUmar turned round to the

man and said, "You came to me complaining about disobe-

dience on the part of your son, whereas you have not given him

his rights. So, you have made mistakes against him before he

has made mistakes against you,"

Of course, such bad words said by a father may have come only

for disciplining the young. But we should know that the treatment

for such minor mistakes should not be of such severity as to have

serious effects on the psychological well-being of the young, or

make him accustomed to abuse and cursing. But what is the

treatment according to Islam for a child when he commits mistakes

and minor sins?

The right treatment is to tell him his mistakes in a lenient and

kind manner, and to remind him that what he did is not

satisfactory. Then, if he understood that and promised that he

would act properly, then we have achieved the goal of rectifying his

deviation. Otherwise, the treatment will be dealt with in other ways

as indicated under the topic of "Treatment by Punishment" in the

third section of this book, "Education of Children", if Allah wills.

To sum up, we should know that despising or being cruel to

children, particularly in the presence of others, is a major factor in

breeding humility in him, and immoral behavior. The best

treatment is to draw the attention of the child to his mistake in a

gentle and persuasive way by means of explanation. It is the duty

of educators not to rebuke children in the presence of others. If this

should be done it must be in a gentle way. This is the way of the

Prophet jgjt in reforming, rearing and reconstructing their deeds.

Over indulgence may be a serious factor in psychological as well as
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moral deviation. Among its expected results is shyness, servility, lack

of courage, confidence and gradually going toward unsteadiness.

The result is that this may produce a sense of envy and hatred

for others. Thus he begins to see that other people are steady while

he feels cowardly and fretful. A child sees people active and are

occupied while he keeps silent and feels apathetic. Such a child sees

people meet and cooperate with each other, while he lives in

loneliness away from people. How can a child with these traits be a

normal human being? Will he be a productive member of society?

Will he be a person who has an independent personality that has

confidence and trust in himself? Since the reply here will be, "No",

then, why do parents, especially mothers, exaggerate in indulging

their children?

Among the evidences of incorrect education by mothers is that

some of them do not permit their children to do jobs they are able

to do out of supposed mercy and kindness. A mother may take her

child in her custody permanently. A mother may not allow her

child for a moment out of her sight. A mother may not deter her

child when he damages the furniture of the house, or when he sits

on the table or when he writes on the wall with his pen.

The phonemenon of excessive fondling may have very negative

results when Allah bestows upon parents a child after long years of

deprivation or when the mother gives birth to her child after many

miscarriages or when a mother gives birth to a male after many

females or when Allah cures a child after a serious illness. But what

about the treatment which Islam prescribes for doing away with

this phonemenon?

- Islam prescribes here deep faith in Divine Decree and

determination on the part of parents. So they should believe

that nothing will happen to them or to their children as regards

to health or sickness, favours or disfavours, offspring or sterility.
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richness or poverty, except what Allah has decreed and

according to His Will.

- To educate children in a gradual manner. If advice and

admonition prove to be effective, then it is wrong for a

guardian to ignore him. If ignoring is helpful, then, it is

unbecoming of a guardian to resort to beating. And in case of

the inability of a guardian to achieve compliance on the part of

his child, then he has the right to light chastisement.

- To rear the child From the very beginning to he self-confident and

have moral courage.

- To follow the good example of the Prophet
jfjfi

from boyhood

until maturity when Allah sent him the Message.

Now let us give some examples from the life of the Prophet's

childhood up to maturity as a source of guidance for educators and

enlightment for the new generation. The Prophet jjjj was a

shepherd in his youth for the people of Makkah, He also played

with other children. He carried stones with the elite of Quraysh in

order to build the Ka'bah. The Prophet^ travelled twice for trade.

The first was with his uncle Abu Talib before he attained maturity.

The second was his trading For Khadijah, was after he had attained

maturity. The Prophet |£ was so bold that, when a person asked

him to swear by Lit, and Uzza, he said, "Do not ask me to swear by

them, for, by Allah, I detest nothing more than them."The Prophet

jgfr
participated in the war of Al-Fujjar helping his uncles by

collecting fallen arrows for them. The Prophet |£ was equipped

with wisdom and sagacity, that is why Quraysh asked his opinion

about placing the Black Stone.

These glimpses from the life of the Prophet gfr in his childhood,

indicate the educational methodology to be followed by educators

with their children. It is well known that the Prophet gj is the best

example for us all through his childhood, youth, and from his
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maturity, to the end of his life.

To sum up, over indulgence is one of the decisive factors in

causing children to deviate. Thus, it is the duty of parents-

especially mothers to adopt the principles laid down for rearing

children; among these principles, is moderate affection for

children, and teaching them compliance with the Commands of

Allah. Among these is chastisement of children in case of

misconduct. Also, teaching children to be independent.

Finally, among these principles is to teach the child to follow

the Prophet's example at all stages of his life. The day when

educators adopt the above concepts, they will help avoid damaging

their children's personalities and help in promoting moral

standards.

Unequal treatment of children is considered the gravest Factor in

the psychological deviation of children, in addition to the resultant

sense of self-abasement, envy and hatred. The greatest educator g:

guided parents to be just in dealing with their children:

Al-Bukhan and Muslim narrated after An-NiTman Ibn Bashir

that his father came to the Prophet^ and said, "J have given this

child of mine this servant who was in my service." The Prophet^
said, "Have you given each ofyour children a servant like that?" My
father said, "No." The Prophet then said, "Take back what you

gave him.'* In another narration, the Prophet^ said, "Did you do

the same with all your children?" The father said, "No," Then the

Prophet Up said, "Fear Allah and do justice between your children."

Then my father went back and took back that gift. Another

narration says, the Messenger of Allah ^ said, "O Bashir, do you

have any children other than this one?'* My father said,
lt
Yes,"

Then the Prophet jj; said, "Did you give each one of them the

same?" He said, "No/' the Prophet jgp said, "Do not ask me to

testify because, I do not testify to injustice." After that the Prophet

said, "Would you like your children to be equally benign to you?/'
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My father said, "Yes." The Prophet
jfy

finally said, "Then no,

"You should give equal gifts to all."

We may deduce from that Hadith the principles of justice,

equality, and love for all children without any distinction between

them. However, there may be evident reasons for a father's giving

more care to some of his children than others. For example, a child

may not be a favorite, because of being less beautiful or intelligent.

A child may suffer from physical infirmity, but in fact, all of

these physical or moral reasons do not justify lack of care for the

child or giving more care to his siblings. What is his crime if he is

not beautiful?

Definitely the only solution to such problems is the order of the

Prophet £j£, "Fear Allah and implement justice between your

children.'' This is what Allah has decreed. It would also be faithful

to act justly between children, males and females alike. All

children then, should enjoy the spirit of love, equality, mercy,

kindness, and just treatment.

Physical infirmities are also among the factors of deviation,

because they lead in most cases to a feeling of inferiority and

depression. So, when a boy or girl is affected with a physical

infirmity like being blind or deaf or slow, or stammering, then he

or she should find all kindness, love, care, and mercy from all the

people who live with him or her, like parents' siblings and relatives.

This is in line with the saying of the Prophet ^ who said as has

been reported by At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud, "The people who

have mercy on others > Allah will have mercy on them. Have mercy on

people on earth then Allah will have mercy on you.*'

But when we address anyone suffering from such defects calling

him "onc-cyed*', "deaf, or "stammerer," then it is natural for

these children to get all sorts of inferiority complexes, pessimism,

and envy. So, it is the duty of educators to treat such children
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wisely and mercifully. That kind of treatment would alleviate their

inward feeling of inferiority and depression

.

The second step is that educators should give advice and

warning to every person that deals with such children, whether he

is a relative or not, that he should be aware to not show them

contempt, or to insult, or mock them.

The third step by educators is to choose for those children good

companionship of moral integrity, who would help them feel that

they are the object of their love and compassion. To sum up what

was aforementioned, educators should deal with children with

physical infirmities with love and mercy, look after them with care,

and guarantee them good companionship.

Being an orphan may be a factor for a child's psycological

deviation, especially if the orphan is living amongst people who do

not take care of him, and do not treat him with kindness, mercy

and love. Here, we find that Islam is the religion that prescribes

taking care of orphans in regards to livelihood and treatment, so

that the child grows as a sound member of society, capable of

performing his rcsponsibilites.

Thus, Islam entrusts looking after an orphan and caring for him

to his kindred by blood and relatives. It is the duty of these people

to give children kindness and to deal with them as they deal with

their own children. In case of lack of guardians or relatives, then, it

is the duty of the Islamic State to provide care and responsibility

towards those children to supervise their rearing and guidance. The

Islamic State should likewise look after foundlings and guarantee

their livelihood.

Poverty is an important factor in the psycological deviation of

children. Possibilities of deviation increase when the children find

that their family lives in misery and deprivation. Matters will be

worse when the child finds some of his relatives, children of his

neighbours or his colleagues at school, in beautiful apparel and
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happy circumstances, while he does not find provision or clothing.

Islam has dealt with poverty in two ways: First, it pays special

respect to human dignity and care for the weak and poor. Second,

Islam has ordered social security, so it decreed Zakdh, (poor-dues)

for fighting hunger and destitution. Islam decrees that the ruler

should offer jobs to each person who has the ability to work. It also

ordained family guardianship for each child that is bom as a

Muslim, whether he is son of a ruler, official, or a simple craftsman.

Here, we read that Abu Ubayd, in his book, "Al-Amwal"

(Property) narrates that 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab 4& imposed for

each child a hundred dirhams plus the father's share from the State

Treasury. That share increased with the growth of the child, This

system was followed by Uthman, AIT and other Caliphs.

Furthermore, Islam insists on implementing in the heart of

every Muslim, the need for cooperation, solidarity and good will.

So when the efforts of the state, together with the efTorts of the

society and individuals, fight poverty, it would be eradicated from

Muslim society. Then the Muslim Ummah (nation) will enjoy

security, solidarity and stability and the children of this society will

be free from all psychological imbalances.

Envy

Envy is a desire on the part of one person to see the

disappearance of another person's wealth or privilege. It is a

dangerous psychological phenomenon which leads to the most evil

results. Such a phenomenon has to be seriously dealt with by

educators.

Before dealing with precautions and remedies for this

phenomenon, it would be better to mention the reasons that

kindle jealousy and envy in the hearts of children. Among these

reasons are:
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- The child may fear losing some of his privileges such as love and

kindness, especially when another child has been born to the

same family. He may imagine that this child would compete with

him for love and kindness,

- Inciting jealousy between children, by mentioning that one is

intelligent and the other is not.

- Favoring a certain child more than others, by fondling and,

playing with him while neglecting, depriving, or beating the

other,

- Forgiving one child's misdeeds and punishing another child for

the least misdeeds.

- The child may live in severe poverty, while the community lives in

luxury.

These are some of the reasons which lead to envy and hatred.

Here we find that Islam has dealt with the phenomenon of envy

with wise educational principles as follows:

- Making the child fee! he is loved, for that was what the Prophet

4j* did and always recommended to his Companions. Here are

some examples:

At-Tirmidhi narrated from 'Abdullah Ibn Baridah after his

father, 4|fc who said, "While the Prophet g; was delivering a

sermon, Al-Hasan and Al-Husayin tfe came to the Prophet.

They were wearing two red shirts and walked with difficulty.

Then the Prophet 46 came down from the pulpit and carried

both of them between his hands. Then he said, Allah tells the

truth, "And know that your possessions and your children are but

a trial and that surely with Allah is a mighty reward" (Al-Anfal,28).

I looked at those infants walking with difficulty, I could not

pursue my talk and I took them both between my hands."

Al-Bukhari reported that 'Aishah ig$ said, "A bedouin Arab
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came to the Prophet gj and said, 'Do you kiss your children! We
certainly do not kiss them,' Then the Prophet ^ said, 'what can I

do for you, if A Hah has taken away mercy from your heart?"

It should not be forgotten by educators, especially mothers, that

measures should be taken to avoid provoking envy when a new

child is born. In this case, measures should start many months

before the birth of a child in the way of changing the bed of the

older child, or sending him to a nursery. It is also recommended

that the older brother may help his new brother in dressing,

washing and feeding. It is also recommended that the older brother

may play with his younger brother under the supervision of the

mother. When a mother carries the baby for suckling, then it is

commendable that the father plays with the older child, converse

with him, and be gentle with him to make him feel that he is still

the object of love and kindness.

Justice between children: educators should deal with justice

between children, for this will help allay envious feelings among

them; so children will live with their siblings and parents in love

and kindness.

Educators should do every thing possible to get rid of envious

feelings. So, in the case of a new baby, older children may feel their

loss of love and kindess from their parents. The duty of the parents

is to make the other children feel that their love and affection have

not changed. It is the responsibility of parents to keep away from

blaming and chastising. It is also the duty of parents to observe

justice and equality between children. Thus, it is the duty of

educators to be aware of arousing envy and jealousy, for the

Prophet ijt warned against envy and prohibited it. Abu Dawud

reported from Abu Hurairah that the Messenger of Allah |£ said,

"Beware of envy, because envy eats up the good deeds as thefire eats

up wood." At-Tabarani narrated that the Prophet jjg said, "People
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are good believers so long as they avoid envy.

"

Anger

Anger is a psychological and emotional state that a child may

feel during his first days and continue to accompany him

throughout all the stages of his life. Since anger is inherent in

human nature from the day of his birth, it is a mistake to consider

it totally evil, for Allah 3sl created man and gave him these

natural instincts, inclinations and feelings. In fact, it has been a

favor of Divine Wisdom for man's social interest. Among the

benefits of anger is defense of self, religion, honour, as well as

keeping Muslim lands from the plots of aggressors and

conspiracies by imperial powers. Had not that phenomenon been

provided by Allah in human beings, Muslims would not have been

able to fight the violations of the Commands of Allah and His

religion; nor would they have been able to repel the enemies of

Islam when they attack Muslim lands. This is, without doubt,

commendable anger, which was manifested through some deeds of

the Prophet ^. If some sociologists and educators have included

anger among evils, they were referring to the sort of anger for

personal interests and selfish motives.

The Qur'an has commanded male and female believers to

repress anger, repel evil with good acts, and turn away from

ignorant people so that societies can achieve happiness, affection

and Muslims can preserve their unity. Here Allah fin says,

i £& \}i ^jU4Jf j£LC fy&& $> Or ^M £$ it-sJ >
"And the (faithful) staves of the Most Gracious (Atiah) are those

who walk on the earth in humility and sedateness, and when the

foolish address them (with had words) they reply hack with mild

words ofgentleness,'* (AJ-Furqan, 63)
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"who repress anger, and who pardon men; verify, Allah loves At-

Muhsinin (the good-doers) " (Al
l

Imran, 134)

"and when they are angry , they forgive," (Ash-Shu'ni 37)

The Prophet & praised those who repress anger and who

restrain themselves in case of anger. Al-Bukhari narrated that once a

man said to the Prophet M, "Favor me with your counsel" Then the

Prophet said, "Do not he angry." He repeated it again, saying, "Do not

be angry." Imam Ahmad reported in his Musnad that Ibn 'Umar <£k>

asked the Prophet gj,
4,

What makes me far away from Allah
1

s anger?"

The Prophet g£ said, "Do not be angry." Al Bukhari and Muslim

narrated from Ibn Mas'ud &> who said that the Prophet ^ said,

"Whom would you consider brave?" They said, "A person who

could not be defeated." Then he said, "No! A brave person is he who

restrains himself when angry."

In fact, since the phenomenon of anger has its bad effects on the

human personality, the mind, self-restraint, the cohesiveness and

unity of society, then the duty of the people who rear up children is

to deal with that phenomenon among children from the very

beginning till they attain maturity.

The best treatment for the phenomenon of anger in a child is to

keep him away from the reasons for anger. For example, if the

reason and motive of anger are hunger then, it is the duty of

educators to feed the child adequately because negligence here may

lead to physical or psychological imbalance.

If the causes of anger are sickness then, it is the duty of

educators to seek medical treatment for the child. If the causes of

anger are blaming the child or insulting him then, it is the duty of

educators to tell him never to use insulting words. If the causes of

anger are that a child may try to imitate his parents then, the duty

of parents is to give the child good example in forbearance,
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patience and self- control.

When the causes of anger are over indulgence and a life of

luxury then, the duty of educators is to be moderate in their love

for the children and reasonable in spending upon them. In case the

causes of anger are being despised and ridiculed, then, the duty of

educators is to avoid such causes. Among the effective means of

combatting anger is to provide him with the Prophetic example in

fighting anger. Here are the stages of this method:

1. Change in the position of the angry person. Imam Ahmad

narrated that the Prophet §£ said, "When anyone among you

feels angry while he was standing, then, he may sit down; in case

anger has not abated, let him lie dawn.

"

2. The child may resort to ablution in case of anger. Abu Dawud

narrated that the Prophet ££ said, "Anger is instigated by

Satan. Indeed Satan has been created from the fire, the fire is

extinguished with water. So when anyone of you is angry, then,

he should make ablution.

"

3. The child should resort to silence when he is angry. Imam Ahmad

has reported that the Prophet
gfi

said, "When anyone ofyou is

angry, he should keep silent."

4. The child should seek refuge with Allah from Satan. It has been

narrated in As-Sahihayn that two men abused each other in the

presence of the Prophet ^ and one of them was red-faced, then,

the Prophet^ said, "Verily, I do know (hat ifhe had said, 'I seek

refuge with Allah from Satan,' indeed, anger would have been

gone." Those arc the most important recommendations of the

Prophet ^ in order to alleviate anger and to ease its severity.

Finally, it is the duty of educators to show children that anger is

hateful, since the person who is angry, would have red eyes, his

veins would be inflated, and all his features would be changed. His

face would be red and his voice would be loud. That is why the
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Prophet gj warned against anger. Imam Ahmad narrated that the

Prophet ^ said, "Verily, anger is afire brand burning in the heart

of the sons of Adam. No doubt you will see the inflation of his veins

and the redness of his eyes. So whoever feels any of these symptoms,

then he has to change his stand (by sitting or lying down)."

We can sum up that educators have to be careful to keep

children away from the causes of anger, by observing the Prophetic

concepts in dealing with anger and trying to alleviate it. Then

children will learn patience and self-control. So educators should

teach children to be steadfast and courageous.

- Children should also be free from feelings of humiliation and

should try to develop a sense of duty and optimism.

- They should be free from envy and try to develop a sense of

unselfishness.

- Patience and deep thinking should replace anger.

By freeing children from the negative effects of anger through

following the advantages of Muslim principles, educators will

prepare their children for life. This is the way to educate the youth

of tomorrow and the men of the future. Indeed, the personality of

the children will be sane, their ethics will be high, and hence they

will be free from psychological deficiencies.
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Chapter Six

The Responsibility for Social Education

The concept of social education is to rear a child on good social

morals and noble psychological principles based on Islam. So a

child will acquire good breeding, politeness, and sound behaviour.

There is no doubt that social education is the most important

responsibility in rearing children, and it represents a combination

of all of the above mentioned aspects of education. So, what are

the practical means leading to a good social education? These

means may be summed up in four essentials:

1. Implanting psychological principles.

2. Taking into consideration the rights of others.

3. Adhering to the general social morals.

4. Supervision and social criticism.
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L Implanting Psychological Principles

Islam implants the principles of good within the hearts of

individuals whether they are young or old, male or female. These

psychological principles and deep-rooted educational rules form

the foundation of the human personality. In order to plant these

psychological fundamentals, Islam has laid down its tenets and

guidelines for social education. In the following, we offer these

psychological principles which Islurn seeks to implant:

A. Piety: it is the definite result of man's deep belief in Allah and

fear of Him, fear of His Wrath, His Punishment and hope for His

Forgiveness and His Reward. Scholars define piety in these words:

Allah should not see you wherever He has prohibited you, and

Allah should not miss you wherever He has ordered you to be.

Other scholars have put it this way, "Piety is safeguarding oneself

from the torment of Almighty Allah by good deeds and fearing His

punishment in secret and in public." Here, we find the Qur'an

stressing the advantages of piety, in many evident verses. Here

also, we find the noble companions and the great early generations

endeavor for piety, striving to be pious, and asking the Prophet jjj

about it. It has been reported that
vUmar lbn Al-Khattab^ asked

Ubayy lbn Ka*b about piety, so Ubayy said, "Did you walk on a

thorny way?" "Yes" 'Umar said, 'Then what did you do?" 'Umar

said, "1 accomodated myself and did my best" Ubayy said, "That

is piety."

So piety is sensitivity of conscience, transparency of feeling,

continuous fear, permanent awareness and precaution along the

thorny way of life. It is a way of contention between the thorns of

desire and passion, the thorns of hope and ambition, the thorns of

fear and misgiving, the thorns of false hope from the hopeless, false

fear of those with no power for benefit or harm and tens of other
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thorns' So, piety for the sake of Allah, apart from the fact that it

fills the heart of the believer with fear of Allah, helps the individual

acquire moral behavior for the sake of All^h which is the source of

all social merits. This is the only way to combate corruption and

evil, so, because of the importance of these psychological principles

for social education, we should rear our children on being pious to

Allah and fear Him.

2. Brotherhood: it is a psychological bond that implants the feelings

of love for all who associate with the individual under the banner

of Islam and the bonds of faith. This truthful feeling of

brotherhood generates, in the heart of a Muslim, the deepest

affection to adopt positive attitudes of cooperation, unselfishness

mercy and clemency in case of ability. Brotherhood also means

that the individual avoids all that hurts people in themselves, their

property and their honour. Islam recommends this sort of

brotherhood. Allah has prescribed its requirements in many

Quranic verses as well as in the Hadiths ol' the Prophet ^. So,

Allah says,

"The hetievers are nothing else than hrothers (in Islamic

religion),„" (Al-Hujurau 10) Again Allah M says,

^ *i?i "JyU*j i**~& fits* 2 "^ iWl *J& i[ j£Hp 0> £ZS» LjJTifj! f

"and remember Allah's Favor on yon, for you were enemies one to

another but He joined your hearts together, so that, by His Grace,

you became brethren (in Islamic Faith)" (hi Imran, 103)

Al-Bukhan and Muslim reported that the Prophet ^ said,

"Verily, no one among you believe, until he does love for his brother

whatever he loves for himself." Ahmad and Muslim reported in

(I) See in "fl Zilal Al-QitrW by Sayyid Qutb Vol. 1, p. 40.
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another hadith saying: "The parable of the believers in their

affection, their sympathy and their mercy, is like the body ofa human

being. If some limb suffers, the whole body will befallen with fever

and sleeplessness," Muslim also reported that the Prophet ^ said,

"A Muslim is brother of every other inuslim, None of them would

inflict injustice on the other, or abandon him, betray him, or despise

him. ft is odiously evil for a Muslim to hold another Muslim in

contempt. Any Muslim's belongings are unlawfulfor another Muslim:

his blood, his property and his honour." Then the Prophet said,

"Piety is here'' three times and pointed out to his chest.

As a result of this brotherhood and love for the sake of Allah,

each individual in the Muslim community, throughout history,

dealt with each other on the basis of compassion, unselfishness,

cooperation and solidarity. Indeed, it is on this basis of

brotherhood and love that we should raise our children.

3. Mercy: it means tenderness of heart, sensitivity of conscience

and gentleness of feeling, with the aim of having compassion for

others, sympathy with them and relieving their sadness and pains.

The Prophet ^ considered mercy among human beings as the

means for Allah's mercy, At-Tirmidhi Abu Dawud and Ahmad

reported the saying of the Prophet jj£, "Those who have mercy on

others, will have mercy from Allah. So have mercy on those on the

earthfor then mercy will be bestowed on you by A 11ahfrom heaven.

"

The Prophet
gfr

judged that the people who are void of mercy

would be among the wretched ones. Thus, At-Tirmidhi, Abu

Dawud and others reported that the Prophet ^ said, "Mercy is

not eliminated except from the heart of a wretched person,"

Mercy in Islam is not confined only to Muslims, but it is a

spring that flows to all people. Nay, it goes beyond rational beings

endowed with speech, to dumb beasts. Here wc give some examples

which indicate some of the effects of mercy in Muslim society.
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Here we have Abu Bakr while he sees off Usama Ibn Zayd's

army addressing him by saying, "Do not kill a woman, or old

man, or a baby. Do not cut off plain-trees or any fruitful tree. You

will find some people who have dedicated themselves for worship

in a hermitage, so leave them for what they have dedicated

themselves to.*'

Before Islam, 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab 4& was known for cruelty

and severity, but after Islam mercy gushed forth from his heart. He

considered himself responsible before Allah for a mule that fell

down on the roads of Iraq because he had not paved the road

properly.

Historians also report that when 'Amr Ibn Al-'As conquered

Egypt, he saw a pigeon come down to his tent, and it made its nest

at the top of it. When 'Amr intended to depart and saw the pigeon,

he did not want to drive it by removing the tent. As a result, he left

the tent, and then the people built around this tent. That is how the

Fustat city was built. Among those instances of charitable

endowments in Islam are the following:

- Endowment of stray dogs which are kept in secluded places to be

taken care of until they die.

- The endowment for weddings, where poor people borrow jewels

and ornaments from the Endowment on the occassions of

weddings and feasts. Thus, the poor may enjoy the occasion in

festivity and happiness,

- Endowment for sick people and travellers: in such an endowment,

singers may participate by songs and anthems until morning in

order to relieve the suffering of the sick and share with them.

- The endowment of Az-Zabadi: here every servant whose vessel

has been broken and is exposed to the master's anger, has the

right to the administration of waqf. There, he leaves the broken

vessel and takes a new vessel. Thus he saves himself from the
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anger and punishment of his master.

These were not types of all the endowments, but there were

other waqfs, such as feeding, supplying water for the thirsty,

clothing the naked, giving help to strangers, treating the sick,

teaching the ignorant, burying the dead, sheltering orphans,

succoring the depressed and helping the disabled. Such endow-

ments and charitable institutions were acts of mercy that Allah

bestowed on the hearts of true believers. So we should raise our

children in accordance with the precepts underlying these

institutions.

4. Unselfishness: this is a psychological trait that leads to the

preference of others over oneself. Such a trait is a noble attitude so

long as unselfish acts are offered for the sake of Allah; and such

acts are proof of true belief, and a solid basis for social security. It

is enough in this regard that the Qur'an has recommended this

high form of brotherhood, compassion, and unselfishness. So

Allah says,

Uj^AjlJ

u'And (it is also for) those who, hefore them y had homes (in Al-

Madinah) and had adopted the Faith, love those who emigrate to

them, and have no jealousy in their breastsfor that which they have

been given (from the booty of Bani An-Nadir), and give them

(emigrants) preference over themselves even though they were in

need ofthat. And whosoever is savedfrom his own covetousnessr such

are they who will be the successful.*' (Al-Mashr, 9)

This voluntary preference of others over oneself as well as the

social sympathy embodied in the manners of the helpers, go

unparalleled in the history of mankind. The moral of preference is

clearly seen in Muslim societies all through the ages with all the
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splendid aspects of unselfishness, details of which cannot be

mentioned here. How worthy then is it of educators to bring up

children according to these noble ideals of unselfishness and

sacrifice!

5. Forgiveness: it is a noble psychological feeling that leads to

tolerance, giving up one's rights, whoever the aggressor may be, on

condition that the injured person has the ability to take revenge

and that there is no transgression against Islam; or else forgiveness

will represent humiliation, misery and surrender. But the concept

of forgivness, in case of ability to retaliate, is an inherent moral

characteristic of Islam, It is no surprise that the Qur'an commends

forgiveness in many verses. Thus we read,

4^ J43f Ipi % ^Jjh 4$ £2 & \

"And to forego and give (her the full Makr) is nearer to At-

Taqwa (piety, righteousness). And do not forget liberality between

yourselves/
1

(Al-Baqarah, 237) And we also read,

"People who restrain anger and pardon all menf for Allah loves

those who do good.'* (Al 'Imran, 134)

Qj ^b »jj£, /chj iiLk> i5jli bis o—*-' u> ti-'V ^->jl *eiJl V? ^••'^ uj>^-j afj |>

A* ^

"TAe #<?i7<J deedand the evil deed cannot be equal. Repel (the evil)

with one which is better (i.e. Allah ordered thefaithful believers to be

patient at the time of anger, and to excuse those who treat them

badly) then verily he, between whom and you there was enmity, (will

become) as though he was a close friend." (Fussilat, 34)

Abu Dawud narrated that the Prophet jtjfc said, "Anyone who

restrains anger although he can take revenge for himself, Allah will

invite him on the Day ofJudgment in public and give him the choice of

a Hurun 'in (Damsel with big beautiful eyes). " So according to these
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ideals of compassion, tolerance and forgiveness, we should raise

our children.

6. Courage: it is a psychological trait that is inspired in the believer

through his belief in Allah, the One, through the decreed

determination and through his sense of responsibility, and his

upbringing. The more a believer is equipped with these traits, the

more will be his share of steadfastness and courage in defending

the truth. That is why Allah gg has praised those who convey the

messages of their Lord and fear none but Allah. Allah W& says,

4 £J- $. -g ftl % bJ ojL*, % gli^ ^ ^Lj <j£g £j$\ \
'* Those who preach the messages of Allah, and fear him, and

fear none but Allah, And enough is Allah to call men to account"

(Al-Ahzab, 39)

Thus steadfastness in announcing the truth is one of the

noblest achievements of Jihad (striving in the way of Allah). Abu

Dawud, At-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah have reported that the

Prophet g£ said, "The highest rank ofJihad is the word of truth to

an unjust ruler" That is why, if a person becomes a martyr from

saying the word of truth, he is considered of the highest rank in

martyrdom.

Thus, Al-Hakim narrated that the Prophet £g said, "The master

of martyrs is Hatnzah Ibn 'Abdul Muttalib and a man who stood

before an unjust ruler telling him what is right and what is wrong,

then the ruler kills him." So the Prophet fl£ covenanted with his

Companions that they should say the truth under any circum-

stances. Here Muslim has narrated after Ubadah Ibn As-Samit 4&»

who said, the Prophet Ml took an oath from us to listen and obey

in cases of felicity and suffering, and in cases of approval and

disapproval. He also took an oath from us that we should prefer

for him for ourselves and that we should show allegiance to our

rulers, unless we see evident disbelief for which we have evident
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proof, and to say the word of truth under all circumstances, with

no fear of reproach." Such are the virtues of steadfastness and

courage that we try to implant in our children.

These are the most important psychological principles which

Islam seeks to implant in the hearts of the believers. All those

principles help in forming the Islamic personality and in building

up the social edifice. Indeed, any educational system that does not

observe the psychological principles laid down by Islam will indeed

prove to be a failure.

So it is the duty of parents and educators to develop in their

children a sense of faith and piety as well as the sentiments of

brotherhood, affection, mercy, unselfishness, patience, steadfast

ness, and love of truth If this course is followed, children grow up,

they will be capable of shouldering their responsibilities.
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2. Consideration for the Rights of Others

Indeed considering the rights of society is interrelated with

psychological principles, for such principles arc the spirit, and the

rights of society represent the body. So we cannot isolate the first

from the second. The most important social rights which our

chidren should observe arc:

I. The rights of parents

II. The rights of kindred by blood

III. The rights of neighbours

IV. The rights of teachers

V. The rights of companions

VI. The rights of the elderly

We shall deal with these points in brief, so that educators may

try to implant them in the minds of the children during their tender

years.

1. The Rights of Parent

The most important duty of the educator should be to acquaint

the children with the rights of parents, in the way of doing good to

them, obeying them, and being kind to them. This means serving

them, looking after them in their old age, lowering their voice in

their presence, and supplicating for mercy for them after their

death.,, etc. Here are some of the sayings of the Prophet j|je related

to the good treatment of parents. It is the duty of parents and

educators to teach them to their children at an early age.

a. Achieving satisfaction from Allah depends on satisfying parents.

Al-ftukhar? has narrated that lbn Abbas 4& reported that the

Prophet $& said, "A Muslim who has two Muslim parents should

fulfill their needs and offer them basic necessities; for then Allah
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will open two doors ofParadise for him. If there is only one parent,

Allah will open for him one door of Paradise, In case a Muslim

causes displeasure to his parents, Allah will not be satisfied with

him until his parents are pleased with him. It has been said even if

his parents wronged him. Ibn Abbas said the very words, "Even

if the parents wronged him/*

b. Good treatment of parents has precedence over collective Jihad

in the cause of Allah, for Al-Bukhan reported after 'Abdullah

lbn
4Umar *$? who said, "A man said to the Prophet §£ I want

to go to Jihadm the way of Allah." The Prophet asked him, "Do

you have parents?" The man said, "Yes ,T Then the Prophet said,

"You should make Jihad by helping them."

c. Another recommendation is to pray for them after their death

and to welcome their friends in compliance with the will of

Allah M,

^ !a*^> 4Uj * £+*-J £J J*i £*J1 ^ 4-^ C^" **** <>Hj £
* €And out of kindness lower to them the wing of humility and say

my Lord bestow on them mercy as they cherished me in childhood"

(Al-Isra, 24)

Al-Bukhari narrated that Abu Hurairah >*§& said, "The rank of a

dead person would be raised after his death. Then he will ask,

X), my Lord, what is this for? Then, Allah says, 'Your son has

asked forgiveness for you,"

Abu Dawiid lbn Majah and Al-Hakim have narrated after Malik

Ibn Rab? 4

ah who said, "While we were in the company of the

Prophet
jfj£ a person from Ban! Salamah came, and said, 'O,

Messenger of Allah, is there any thing of good treatment left

towards my parents after their death?" The Prophet g; said,

'Yes; prayer for them, asking forgiveness for them, fulfilling their

commitments, honouring their friends and showing kindness to
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kindreds by blood since that was achieved by them" Here

'Abdullah Ibn *Umai Ibn Al-Khattab W set the excellent

example of the righteous. 'Abdullah Ibn Dinar narrated in

accordance with Muslim in his authentic book that 'Abdullah

Ibn 'Umar met a man while he was on his way to Makkah.

Then 'Abdullah greeted him, carried him on his donkey and

put his own tripulant on the head of the stranger. Ibn Dinar

said, "We said to Ibn
4Umar may Allah keep you righteous.

Those are Arab Bedouins! They would be satisfied with little

things. Then 'Abdullah said, Verily, the father of this man was

beneficent to 'Urnar Ibn Al-khattab and indeed heard the

Messenger of Allah say, "The beneficent treatment that a man

can offer should be to the people who offered beneficent

treatment to his father."

d. Giving precedence to the mother over the father. Al-Bukhar?

narrated that Abu Hurairah ^ said, "A man came to the

Prophet
jgfc

and said, 'O, Messenger of Allah! Who has the best

right for my good companionship?' The Prophet said, 'Your

mother,' Then the man said, Who comes next? the Prophet again

said, "Your mother. " Again the man said, "Then who is next?*'

The Prophet also said, "Your mother!" Then man repeated.

"Who is next?" The Prophet said, "Your father!"

Islam has given preference to the mother over the father for two

reasons: first, the mother suffers as a result of her pregnancy,

suckling, and rearing her children more than a father does. Here

the Quran explicitly says,

^ %&$ 3i Sit 4 &*& $ $* 4 %£ty D*J $ £*! jw *-£*-
J>

His mother bore him in weakness and hardship upon weakness

and hardship t and his weaning is in two years - give thanks to Me
and to your parents. Unto Me is thefinal destination/* (Luqman, 14)
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Second: due to the mother's nature, which is full of affection,

love, and pity, she gives more care to the children than the

father So the child may not be able to fulfill all his duties

towards her. So the Shari'ah enjoins the child to be most

compassionate and obedient to his mother.

e + Beneficence towards parents: it is the duty of educators to give

lessons to their children about the beneficence they should show

to their parents as follows: they should not walk ahead of them,

or call them by their first names, nor be annoyed at their advice,

or disobey their orders.

f- Warning children from ill conduct or Al-Uquq, (disobeying and

abstaining from performing rights). An example of al-uquq is

that a boy may look at his father in anger. It is also al-uquq that

a boy may consider himself equal to his father. Another form of

al-uquq is that a boy may behave too arrogantly and refuse to

kiss the hands of his parents or rise for them in respect. It is also

al-uquq that the son may be too haughty to speak about his

father, especially if the son has achieved a high social status.

Again it is al-uquq that the boy may not help his poor parents to

the extent that they may be compelled to make lawsuits against

him to make him provide for them. The worst form of Al-uqiiq is

that the boy may show contempt, annoy, chide, abuse or repel

them. It is no surprise then that the Prophet gg has warned

children against Al-uquq as a grave sin that will burden them and

will result in punishment in this life and in the Hereafter. Al-

Bukhari and Muslim reported after Abu Bakr 4$> that the Prophet

tg said, 'Would I tell you about the gravest .sin?" He said these

words thrice. Then the companion said, "Yes O, Messenger of

Allah.
n He said, "Disbelief in Allah ami disloyalty to parents." The

Prophet was leaning at that time, then suddenly he sat up and said,

"Certainly, saying falsehood, and false witnessing are the gravest
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sins!" He repeated this so many times that we hoped he would be

silent as mercy to us and compassion for him.

This is the most important principle which the educator should

observe in rearing children, so that they may grow righteous and

perform their duties towards their parents. Indeed, if the child is

righteous in his behavior towards his parents, he will perform his

duties towards his neighbours, kindred by blood and teachers,

because being good to parents is the source of all social

righteousness.

II. The Rights of Kindred by Blood

Kindred by blood are those who are related by kinship or

lineage. They are fathers, mothers, grandfathers, grandmothers,

brothers, sisters, uncles, aunts, children of brothers, children of

sisters, mother's brothers, and mother's sisters. Then come the

nearest of kin. Those relatives have been called in Islam, Al-Arham

(kindred by blood) for two reasons:

The first is that the root rahim has been derived from the name

of Ar-Rahman (a name of Allah). This is emphasized by the

Prophet gu for it has been narrated by Abu Dawud and At-

Tirmidhi from 'Abdur-Rahman Ibn 'Auf 4& that he heard the

Messenger of Allah ^ say the sanctified Hadith, "J am Allah and I

am Ar-Rahman (All-Merciful) Who created Ar-Rahim (womb) and

derived to it a name from among My Names- So anyone who

preserves kinship ties, 1 preserve him, and anyone who sunders

kinship I sunder him."

The second is the proximity of kinship to the original lineage.

This points to what the Prophet if; meant in his precepts. The

Qur'an has urged preserving kinship Lies in these words,
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"andfear Allah through Whom you tiemaud (your mutual rights),

and (do not cut the relations of) the wombs (kinship). Surely, Allah

is Ever an All-Watcher over you.*' (An-Ntsa, I)

tf£R £35 &iff *£J CCLi 0$g fol <h |SQM % & l*3£Jg >

4 J^lf g£ _iijt o*t^fj ^Jt jctis &M Jj jCffi

"Worship Allah andjoin none with Him in worship; and do good

to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, Al-Masakin (the poor), the neighbor

who is near of kin, the neighbor who is a stranger, the companion by

your side, the wayfarer (you meet)..." (An-Nisi, 36)

^ p2C3 f£££j ^0 4 bM J ps 4 A^ J^ £

"Would you then, ifyou were given the authority, do mischief in

the land, and sever your ties of kinship?*' (Muhammad, 22)

Thus it is the duty of educators to emphasize the negative effects

of sundering relations with one's kin. In addition, the duty of the

educator is to inform them of the fruit of keeping ties with relatives.

Dear educators, these are some of the advantages of keeping ties

with one's kinsfolk, hoping to be taught to your children. Keeping

the ties with kinsfolk is proof of belief in Allah and the Last Day.

This is attested by what has been narrated by Al-Bukhari and

Muslim after Abu Hurairah 4*> that the Messenger of Allah j*£

said, "Whoever has belief in Allah and the Last Day, should honour

his guest; and who has belief in Allah and the Last Day, should keep

ties with his kinsfolk; and whoever has belief in Allah and the Last

Day, should say good words or keep silent.

"

Kinship ties means a long life. Here, A!-Bukhari and Muslim

narrated from Anas 4& that the Messenger of Allah |g said, "A

person who is keen to be blessed in his sustenance and have a long life

should keep ties with his kinsfolk." It is keeping ties with his

kinsfolk which would preserve his life. Tor Abu Yaia narrates from

Anas <&> that the Prophet |g said, 'Verily through donation and
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keeping the ties of kinsfolk, Allah may confer a long life safe from

evil and death, together with blessings with many benefits such as

expiation offaults, forgiving of sins, and entering paradise/'

Educators should stress these values in the minds of children

and actually take them in his company while visiting his relatives,

and thus the children begin to like them. The child will

acknowledge their favour, and will share with them their joys

and sorrows and help them in case of suffering and poverty. This in

truth is the height of heneficence.

m. The Rights of Neighbours

A neighbour is a person who lives beside you up to the fortieth

neighbour. All of them are neighbours. So they have mutual duties

and rights. In Islam, a neighbour has rights, which are basically

these: No hurt should be inflicted on any of them. A neighbor

should be dealt with honorably and with forgiveness.

- All kinds of injuries are forbidden: instances of injury are

adultery, theft, cursing, and throwing garbage near a neighbour's

house. Imam Ahmad and At-Tabarani have narrated from Al-

Miqdad Ibn Al-Aswad <&> that the Prophet §£ said to his

Companions, "What do you say about adultery?" They said, "It

is prohibited, for Allah and His Messenger have prohibited it until

the Day of Judgement." Then the Prophet
gfc

said, "If is a less

serious offense that man may commit with ten women than to commit

adultery with the wife of his neighbour" Then the Prophet ^ said,

"What do you say about theft?" They said, *'lt is prohibited by

Allah and His Messenger.'
1

Then the Prophet jjjjj said, "It is a less

serious offense that a man may commit theftfrom ten houses than to

commit theft from his neighbour."

As for hurt by hand and tongue, this is included in the saying of

the Prophet ^ t "By Allah, he is no longer a believer" He said this
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thrice. The Companions said, "Who is that person O Prophet?" He

said, "That person whom his neighbours could not live with him in

safety, because of his evils." This Hadith is narrated by Al-Bukhari

and Muslim.

- Protecting neighbours: the evidence for the duty of protecting

neighbours against any violence is what Al-Bukhari and Muslim

narrated from Ibn 'Umar ^ that the Prophet %fo said, "A Muslim

is a brother to other Muslims. He should not commit injustice against

any of them, or surrender him. A Muslim who helps another Muslim,

will be given help from Allah. A Muslim who helps to relieve a

Muslims adversity, Allah will relieve him from adversities on the

Day of Resurrection, A Muslim who offers shelter to another Muslim,

Allah will give him shelter on the Day of Resurrection." So, if these

duties are obligatory on any Muslim towards another Muslim, then

they are more strictly obligatory towards a neighbour.

- Doing good to neighbours: offering help to neighbours

includes: to console him in sorrow, congratulate him on happy

occasions, visit him during sickness, initiate the greeting with him,

and advise him both on religious and worldly matters. Allah Wk

says,

tf£S &£$> &M *# te^i 0fe ifes & \$j& % a w^t; >

\ ±&\ $; _j^Jt ^ij J&& jdi'j &5& & 0j
"Worship Allah andjoin none with Him in worship; and do good

to parents, kinsfolk, orphans, AI-Masakin (the poor) t the neighbor

who is near of kin, the neighbor who is a stranger, the companion by

your side t the wayfarer (you meet)../
1

(An- Nisi, 36)

The Prophet £J£ considers honouring the neighbour as a

characteristic of good faith. He said, "He who believes in Allah

and the Last Day, should honour his neighbour. Reported by Al-

Bukhan and Muslim. Again, Al-Bukhar? and Muslim reported
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after lbn 'Umar 4$> who said that he heard the Prophet jgg says,

"Angel Jibrii has so often recommended to me good companionship

to neighbours that I thought he would make him among the heirs.

"

Among the acts of goodness to neighbours is to supply him,

when needed, with fire, salt, and water, and to lend him any

household utilities. It is here that many commentators have

interpreted the following saying of Allah as against those who are

miserly with such articles, "And refuse and prevent needed help

and kindness."

- Forbearing hurt from neighbours: it is by passing over

neighbours' mistakes, and odious deeds by forgiveness, clemency

and patience. In many cases, this may result in correcting their

deviations and misbehaviour. So roughness will turn into

compassion, enmity into peace and hatred into affection, Allah

36 tells the truth about this in His Noble Book:

*\, fi& t*f* *"*+ "<"* ?\i I'lf *"\ ** If *<f -'-'it hf '""'fi' "*- vf* t
Cjg Ji£ yU* /i£j Jk* <JJ]l ljj* jm t> jJl» M ssfi\ Y, -C-JJ i^LS Vj f

"Thegood deed and the evil deed cannot he equal. Repel (the evil)

with one which is better (i.e. Allah ordered the faithful believers to be

patient at the time of anger, and to excuse those who treat them

badly) then verily he, between whom and you there was enmity, (will

become) as though he was a close friend. " (Fussilat, M)

These are the most important principles for dealing with

neighbours. So educators should teach children from a very early

age the advantages of being neighborly up to the time when the

child reaches adulthood and lives among them. It is the duty of

adults to avoid causing injury to neighbours, to protect them

against injustice and transgression and all forms of misconduct

and harm.

The rearing of children according to those four principles of
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neighbouring could not be fulfiled except through theory and

practice. First, the educator should give the child oral lessons now

and then. Second, he should apply these principles practically by

having the child keep company with neighbours of similar age.

IV. The Rights of Teachers

Among the important social rights is to show respect for

teachers. The Prophet of Islam § has laid down before educators,

noble guidelines to honour scholars and respect them. Some of

these guidelines arc the following hadlths.

Ahmad, At-Tabarani and Al-Hakim after
vUbadah Ibn As-

Samil £%k> narrated that the Messenger of Allah $£. said, He will

not he one of my nation he who does not show respect for our

elders and does not have mercy towards our children and honour

our scholars.

"

Again, At-Tabarani in his book, "Al-Awsat" narrates that Abu

Hurairah <&- said that the Prophet ^ said, "You should acquire

knowledge, learn serenity and politeness and be modest towards those

who teach you." Now we mention some precepts of moral

behaviour as follows:

- The child should honour his teacher, consult him, and show

respect for him. He should know that humility to teachers is might,

obedience is pride and modesty is honour. Thus, Ibn Abbas ^
with all his rank and status, used to honor and be a loyal follower

of Zaid Ibn Thabit Al-Ansari, when he said, "We have been

ordered to do this to our scholars." So a student has to show

respect for his teachers, for such respect enables the learner to

obtain the greatest benefit from them. We know that Imam Ash-

Shafi'T ^fe used to say, 'i was turning over the pages of the book

between the hands of Imam Malik in such a delicate manner as a

sign of respect for him, and for fear of disturbing him." The
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scholar Ar-RabT used to say, "By Allah, I never dared to drink

water when Ash-Shafi'T was looking at me in reverence to him."

It is the duty oFa student to give his teacher his rights, never to

forget, his honorable position and to pray lor his teacher's long life,

to look after his relatives, offspring, visit his grave after his death,

to ask forgivness for him and to give donations in his name.

It is also the duty of a student to be patient whenever there is

rough treatment on the part of his teacher, since that would

ultimately lead to his benefit. In case of a misunderstanding, he

should apologize to the teacher. Indeed, that is the way to be

worthy of his teacher's affection, and to be best rewarded in this

world and in the Hereafter. It is also the duty of the student to

avoid, in the presence of his teacher, all that violates reverence or

politeness. For instance, he should not commit any offenses with

his hands, feet or his other limbs. He should not be talkative, nor

laugh in a loud voice but he can smile if the occasion arises.

Spitting, hawking, and yawning are to be avoided, as much as

possible in the teacher's presence.

It is the duty of a student not to enter the class, house or place

which belongs to his teacher unless he obtains permission for that.

If the student is in doubt about the teacher's permission to enter,

he should knock at the door in a polite manner. When the student

wants to attend a religious meeting, he should remember Allah,

and wait for the arrival of the teacher, and never disturb him if he

is late.

We see Ibn Abbas *&> sit at the door of Zaid Ibn Thabit waiting

until he wakes up and begins his teaching. Whenever it was said to

him, "Will we wake him up for you?" Then, Ibn Abbas would say,

"No," And he will wait even till the sun fades away. Again

Ubaidah As-Salmani says, "Surely, 1 never knocked at the door of

any scholar but I used to wait until he came out."
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The student might listen to his teacher giving a new argument for

a judgment, or new information, or telling stories or delivering

poetry; he should not interrupt the teacher. Here, *Ata says,

"Indeed I would listen to a person, narrating a hadith, and I do

know about the Hadith more than he does, but I never try to show

him that,"

The student should not ask questions to which he knows the

answers because that wastes the teacher's time. These are some of

the most important modes of behavior to be taught to children by

parents and educators. Thus children would grow up equipped

with sound moral standards. Educators should start their

education of children by trying to implant moral and social

values, before cultural and scientific information. These moral

virtues should be adopted towards the educators who fear Allah,

honour their religious obligations, and believe in Islam both as

faith and legislation. Such are those whom the child should respect

and give them their due rights.

As for educators who are atheists or disbelievers, they have no

right for respect or reverence on the part of children. It is the duty

or fathers to show resentment if they know that atheist educators

are trying to implant atheism and disbelief in the minds of their

children. The duty of parents in this case is to encourage children

to propagate the truth about Islam and resist such irreligious

attitudes whenever they have the power or influence. Surely, when

the enemies of Allah, whether they are educators or non-educators,

learn that the Islamic nation, whether young and old is ready to

face their attacks, they will not have the courage to propagate

atheism, or profane the teachings of Allah and His Prophet jjfe,

So, in no way is there any duty for parents more urgent than

that they should understand the truth that Allah has given to them,

in the way of performing what is right, avoiding what is wrong,
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and rearing their children to face others bravely until the puppets

do not go beyond their limits and the cowardly enemies do not

crawl out of their holes.

V, The Rights of Companions

Educators should select, for the companionship of their

children, colleagues of faith to make sure that such companion-

ship would be conducive to straight-forward behavior and sound

morality. Let us now listen to the honourable educator and

Prophet 4&> as he lays down the rules for parents and educators in

selecting good companions for both children, as well as parents,

and educators,

Al-Bukhan and Muslim narrated after Abu Musa Al-AsITari&
that the Prophet

jsfc said, "The similitude ofa goodfriendand a bad

friend are like a person who carries perfume and a person who kindles

afire. Asfor the person who carries perfume, he either offers you , or

sells you, or you enjoy a good smell. Asfor he who kindles afire, your

clothes may he burnt or you find a bad smell."

Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi <&k> narrated from the Prophet jg;

"Do not make friends except with a believer, and do not offer your

food except to a pious person.
n

At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud

narrated that the Prophet ^ said, "A person is of the same religion

of his close companion. So, let everyone ofyou look for the person

whom he has taken as his companion."

Thus, it is a duty of educators to choose for the child especially

after he attains maturity, good companions of the same age with

whom to mix, learn, and visit, They should visit the sick, give

presents when they succeed and offer them help when needed. But

what are the most important rights of friends that the educators

should teach the child?

The child should greet his friends with the word of peace when
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he meets them. Muslim narrated that Abu Hurairah <$> said, the

Prophet ^ said, "You would not enter Paradise until you believe,

and you will not believe until you love each other. Or shall I tell you

about the thing that would make you love each other? Spread the

greetings ofpeace among yourselves/'

Frequent visits to the sick are recommended; Al-Bukhart and

Muslim narrated from Abu Hurairah &> that the Prophet jtfc said,

"The duties of a Muslim arc five: to answer his greeting ofpeace, to

visit the sick, to follow the funeral of the dead, to accept invitations,

and to invoke mercyfor those who sneeze.
"

Here, Al-Bukhart reported from Abu Hurairah & that the

Prophet ££ said, "In case someone sneezes, he should say, Praise he

to Allah.' So, his brotlier or friend should reply, 'May Allah have

mercy on you.
1

Then the sneezer should say, 'May Allah guide you

and make righteous your state."

Visiting him for the sake of Allah: Here Ibn Majah and At-

Tirmidhi narrated from Abu Hurairah 4Sb who said, 'The

Messenger of Allah $$ said, 'Any person who often visits the sick

or who visits his brother for the sake of Allah, a caller from heaven

will call him saying, ' You have done right and your visit is good and

you will have a good residence in Paradise'."

Help in Distress; Al-Bukharl and Muslim narrated from Ibn

'Umar that the Prophet ^ said, "A Muslim is the brother of any

other Muslim. He will not do injustice to him, nor betray him.

Anyone who offers help to his brother, Allah will help him when he is

in need; and anyone who relieves a Muslim in distress, Allah will

relieve him of his distress on the Day of Resurrection."

Accepting invitations: the duty of accepting invitations has been

previously mentioned in the section about the duties of a Muslim

towards other Muslims.
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About congratulations on happy occassions, we have ihe hcuiith

in the two collections of Al-Bukhari and Muslim that Talhah stood

up for JCab Ibn Malik and congratulated him when Allah accepted

K'ab's repentance.

Gifts for certain occasion; finally, we have what At-Tabarfmi

reported in Al-A\vsat that the Prophet g£ said, "Offer gifts to each

other, so you sould love each other." From the right of the

permanent faithful companion comes out the right of the temporal

companion, A temporal companion is the one who accompanies

you on a journey, study, or job, and the one who was described by

the Qur'an as "the companion at your side.'* This companion must

receive full care, attention, cooperation, and favour from those in

his vicinity.

VI, The Rights of the Elderly

The elderly person is the one who is older than you in age, more

knowledgeable than you, and more pious than you are. So, people

must acknowledge their merits, and keep their rights, and respect

them following the instructions of the Prophet ^ who made their

rights incumbent on people, and their merits known to the society.

Among his instructions g; for dignifying old people:

At-Tirmidhi quoted Anas $>> as saying that Allah's Messenger

£j£ said, 'Any young man who honors an old man for his age, Allah

assigns for him someone to honor him when he is old."

Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi quoted 'Amr Ibn Shu'ayb who

quoted his father and granfather that Allah's Messenger ^ said,

"He who does not hove mercy on our young people and acknowledge

the right of our old people does not belong to us,"

Abu Dawud quoted *Aishah t&& as saying that Allah's

Messenger said, "Keep to every one his due position," From these

instructions or Hadiths we conclude;
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a. To assign a proper position to an elderly person, that is, to

consult him in matters, give him a prominent position in meetings,

and start with him in offering hospitality.

b. To start with the eldest in everything, that is, to give him priority

in leading prayers, in talking to people, and in taking and giving.

What supports this is what Muslim related quoting Ibn 'Umar^
as saying that the Prophet g; said, "I was cleaning my teeth with a

siwdk, in a dream, two people came to me, one of them is older than

the other, and Igave the siwak to the younger one. I was told to give

it to the older, so I gave it to him."

c. Admonishing the young to not show disrespect to the elderly

such as mocking or deriding him, or misbehaving in his presence,

since At-Tabaram related in his book "AI-Kabtr** quoting Abu

Umamah as saying that Allah's Messenger ^ said, "Three groups

of people are not derided except by a hypocrite: elderly Muslims,

knowledgeable people, and a fair Imam." From these meanings of

honoring elderly people come some virtues and manners, which the

educators must bring up their children on, sticking to them and

command them to abide by them:

1, Shyness, which urges abandoning shameful behavior, and

prevents misbehaving towards elderly people. Sons of the

Prophet's Companions used to act accordingly in the presence

of people older in age or higher in rank. Al-Bukhari and Muslim

quoted Abu Sa'id £$> as saying; "At the time of the Prophet j£ I

was a young boy, and 1 memorized a lot of his sayings, but what

used to prevent me from narrating what 1 memorize was the

presence of men older than me."

2. Rising up for new-comers: rising up for a coming elderly man,

scholar, guest, or traveler is a social conduct that must be taught

to young children, based on the following evidence: Al-Bukhari,

Abu Dawiid, and At-Tirmidhi related that *Aishah 4jk said, "I
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have not seen anyone more similar to figure and character of the

Prophet gg than his daughter Fatimah, in all her movements.

Whenever she came to him, he rose for her, kissed her, and

seated her in his seat. And whenever he went to her, she rose for

him, kissed him, and seated him in her seat," Al-Bukhari and

Muslim narrated that when Sa
4

d Ibn Mu'az approached the

mosque, the Prophet jg said to Al-Ansar, "Rise up for your

master, or the best of ym" Al-Bukhari and Muslim also

narrated in the story of Ka'b Ihn Malik, when he remained

behind and did not participate in the battle of Tabuk, on the

occasion of Allah accepting his repentance, that he said, 'The

people came to me group after group to congratulate me. And

when I entered the mosque, the Prophet was sitting there

surrounded by people, Tatha Ibn Ubaydullah hurried to me to

shake my hands and congratulate me." Scholars concluded from

these hadiths and others that it is permissible to rise for scholars

and virtuous people. On the other hand, what was related about

the Prophet jj; forbidding rising up for people is intended to

mean not to rise up for people who like others to rise up for

them, and look forward to it, or not to show glorification, as

some people used to do for glorifying their heads by raising for

them while they were sitting.

3. Kissing old people's hands: among the manners that should be

taught to young children is to kiss old people's hands, since it

has a great effect in teaching him how to be modest and

respectful and to acknowledge others' due positions. However,

educators must take two important things into consideration in

teaching children such mannars:

First, they should not exaggerate in teaching these manners, since

exaggeration is against the nature of things, and may destroy the

child's personality.
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Second; they should not go far beyond legitimate limits, such as

bowing during rising or kneeling during kissing.

These are the most important principles laid down by Islam Tor

observing other people's rights. So the educators must inculcate

these principles into their children in order that they may grow up

caring For and respecting elderly people, and may understand from

their very early days the rights of those who are older than them,

and the merits of those who are of more knowledge, higher rank,

and greater virtue.
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3, Adhering to General Social Manners

Among the principles laid down by Islam related to educating

children is to familiarize them with social manners from their very

early years, and habituate them to some important educational

principles. Among these principles are:

1

.

The manners of eating and drinking

2. The manners of greeting

3. The manners of asking permission

4. The manners of meetings

5. The manners of conversation

6. The manners of jesting

7. The manners of congratulating

8. The manners of visiting patients

9. The manners of giving condolences

10. The manners of sneezing and yawning

With Allah's help, I shall deal with each one of these social

manners in some detail, in order that educators may inculcate them

into the minds of children.

1. The Manners or Eating and Drinking

The educator must teach his children certain manners relating to

eating, and guide them to practice them, and observe them. These

manners in order arc:

a. Washing hands before and after eating: Abu-Dawud and At-

Tirmidhi quoted Salman Al-Faris! *^> as saying that Allans

Messenger jj said, "The blessing of food is to have ablution

before and after it.
"

b. Mentioning Allah's name at the beginning and thanking Him at

the end: Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi related that 'Aishah ^
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said that Allah's Messenger jj} said, "Whenever one ofyou eats,

let him mention the Name of the Almighty, In case he forgot to

mention it at the beginning, let him say: 'in the Name of Allah in

thefirst and the last. " Imam Ahmad narrated that every time the

Prophet |£ ate or drank, he used to say, "Praise he to Allah, who

gave us food and drink, and made us Muslims
'

'

c. Not to look down upon any food presented to him; Al-Bukhari

and Muslim related that Abu Hurairah 4& said, "Allah's

Messenger g£ has never belittled any food; if he liked it, he

ate it, and if he did not like it, he left it."

d. To eat with his right hand from the dishes immediately in front

of him; Muslim related that TJmar Ibn Abu Salamah 4b said, "I

was a young boy sitting in the lap of Allah's Messenger gfe,

dipping my hand everywhere in the dish, so, Allah's Messenger

gj said to me, 'O young hoy, mention the Name of Allah, eat with

your right hand, and eat of the nearestfood to you."

c. Not to eat while reclining: Al-Bukhari quoted Abu Juhaynah

Wahb Ibn Abdullah as saying that Allah's Messenger ££ said, 7

never eat reclining."

f. Recommending talking while eating: it was narrated that the

Prophet ^ used to talk to his Companions while they were

eating on more than one occasion,

g. Rccommcding invoking for the host after eating: Abu-Dawud

and At-Tirmidhi quoted Anas 4& as saying that the Prophet ^
went to Sa'd Ibn 'Ubadah, so, Sa*d presented bread and oil, and

the Prophet |( ate and then said, "May fasting people break

their fast in your house, and may benign people eat ofyour food,

and may angels pray for benediction on you.'*

h. Not to start eating before older people: Muslim related that

Hudhaifah «&> said, "We used, in case we were with the Prophet

to not start eating before he started."
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i. Not to belittle the bounty: Muslim related that Anas 4& said,

the Prophet
jfp.

used to hek his three fingers when he ate and

say 'if a piece of bread dropped from any of you, let him pick it

up, clean it, eat it, and never leave it to Satan \ and commanded

us to wipe clean the food container and said, 'you do not know

where in your food the blessing is.' As for the manners of

drinking, they are:

1. Recommending mentioning Allah's Name and drinking in

three intervals; At-Tirmidhi quoted Ibn Abbas 4fr as saying that

Allah's Messenger said, "Do not have all your drink in one gulp as

camels do, but have it in two or three, and mention Allah's Name

when you drink, and praise Him when you finish/'

2. Not to drink direcLly from the opening of a water container:

Al-Bukhari and Muslim related that Abu Hurairah d& said,

"Allah's Messenger admonished us not to drink from the mouth

of a water container.

3. Not to breathe into the drink: At-Tirmidhi related that lbn

Abbas & said that the Prophet ^ forbade breathing into the

drink or puffing into it.

A. Recommending eating and drinking while sitting: Muslim

related that Anas 4& said that the Prophet g£ forbade drinking

while standing. Qatadah said, "We asked Anas about eating,

and he said, it is even worse. (What was narrated that the

Prophet |s£ drank while standing, was to show that it is

permissible).

5. Forbidding drinking from a gold or silver vessel: Al-BukharT

and Muslim related that Umm Salamah i^ said that Allah's

Messenger said, "He who drinks from a silver container, pours

Hell/ire into his stomach.'*

6. Forbidding filling one's stomach with food or drink: Ahmad,

At-Tirmidhi and others related that Allah's Messenger ^ said,
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"The human being has never fitted a container worse than his

stomach. It is quite sufficient for any human being to eat a little

food that helps him do his tasks. If he could not help eating, he

should fill one third of his stomach with food, one third to drink,

and one-thirdfor breathing." So educators must adhere to these

principles, and teach them to their children.

2. The Manners of Creeling

Greeting has certain manners, which educators must instill in

the child and get him acquainted with them. They are given in

order as follows:

a. To teach him thai religion commanded us to greet one another,

according to Allah's saying,

"Q you who believe! Enter not houses other than your own, untit

you have askedpermission and greeted those in them" (An-Nur. 27)

and also according to His saying,

# l*}-ij _ji Lf^t <>->*u lj^J &£* f^*" ^ Y

"When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with what is

hetter than it, or (at least) return it equally." (An-Nisa, 86)

The Prophet j£ instructed people to greet each other. A 1-Bukhari

and Muslim related that 'Abdullah Ibn
lAmr Ibn 'As that a man

asked Allah's Messenger: "Which act of Islam is the best? The

Prophet said, "To offerfood, and to greet whomsoever you know

or do not know," Muslim also related that Abu Hurairah 4^ said

that Allah's Messenger said, "You will not enter Paradise until

you believe, and you will not believe until you love each other. May

I tell you something, which ifyou do it, you will love each other?

Keep exchanging greetings amongst you."

b. To teach him how to greet: that is, to say, Assalaamu 'alaikum

wa rahmatuitahi wa barakatuh (peace, mercy, and blessings of
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Allah be upon you), and reply by saying, wa aiaikum assalaam

wa rahmatullah wa barakatuh. (And upon you be the peace,

mercy, and blessings or Allah) in the plural form, even if the

addressee was a single person.

c. To teach him the manners of greeting: that is^ riders greet

walkers, walkers greet sitters, small groups greet larger groups,

and the young greet the old.

d. To forbid him to greet people in a manner that copies the

disbelievers: At-Tirmidhi quoted 'Amr Ibn Shu'ayb, quoting

his father, who, in turn, quoted his father as saying that the

Prophet U said, "He does not belong to us that who imitates

the disbelievers. Never imitate the Jews or Christians. The Jews

greet by pointing with fingers , and the Christians with the palm

of their hands.

"

e. Educators must take the initiative in greeting young people: Al-

Bukhari and Muslim related that Anas <& said that he passed by

some young boys, and greeted them, and said that the Prophet

jjjf.
used to do so.

f. To teach him to answer the greetings of non-Muslims by saying,

wa aiaikum (and upon you). Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoted

Anas <&> as saying that Allah's Messenger said, "If the people of

the Book greeted you, you say, wa aiaikum (and upon you). He

also must teach him not to initiate disbelievers with greetings,

since Muslim narrated a Hadith that says, "Do not start Jews or

Christians with greetings."

g. To teach him that greeting people is a Sunnalu but answering the

greeting is wdjih (compulsory): Allah |fe says,

^ \i«£. & $ Jp o& 8*1 l[ %>& >* ¥* S^A 'jS* £»h r*£ fyi ^
1 'When you are greeted with a greeting, greet in return with what is

better than it, or (at least) return it equally. Certainly, Allah is
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Ever a Careful Account Taker of all things." (An-Nisa, 86)

The educator must teach his charge that there are some cases

where greeting is reprehensible, such as greeting a man during

ablution or in the bathroom, eating, reciting the Qur'an, celebrating

Allah's praises, saying talbiyah during Pilgrimage, giving a Jumu'ah

sermon or any other sermon, giving a religious lesson in a mosque

or elsewhere, calling for prayer or making the second call, as well as

similar situations, So, educators must abide by the Islamic

teachings, and teach them to their children in order to get them

acquainted with them in their social life, and in dealing with others.

3. Manners of Asking Permission

There are certain manners for asking permission, which

educators must teach their children following Allah's saying,

4? a if s* % $&'& }&j&$3&t$ £^a BK 3$ kg* >

"O you who believe! Let your legal slaves and slave-girls, and

those among you who have not come to the age ofpuberty ask your

permission (before they come to your presence) on three occasions;

before Fajr (morning) prayer; and while you put off your clothesfor

the noonday (rest), and after the 'isha (late-night) prayer. (These)

three times are ofprivacy for you, other than these times there is no

sin on you or on them to more about, attending (helping) each other.

Thus Allah makes clear the Ayat (the verses of this Qur'an, showing

proofsfor the legal aspects ofpermission for visits, etc.) to you. And

Allah is All-Knowing, Alt- Wise. And when the children among you

come to puberty , then let them (also) ask for permission, as those

senior to them (in age). Thus Allah makes clear His Ayat

(Commandments and legal obligations) for you. And Allah is All-
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Knowing, Alt-Wise." (An-Nur, 58-59)

Allah Wl commands the educators to guide their children, who

have not yet reached puberty, to ask permission in three cases:

First: before the dawn prayer, because people at this time are

normally in bed.

Second: during mid-day, since a man may lay aside his clothes with

his wife,

Third: after the evening prayer, since it is a time of rest and sleep.

Asking permission had been ordained during these three times

lest the husband and wife should be in a state which they dislike

any of their children to see them in. When the children reach the

age of puberty, they must ask permission these three times and

others, following Allah's saying,

i iff? « <£# ££* <j^= $^$ £U1^ j^LV" gS $ )>

**And when the children among you come to puberty
f
then let them

(also) askforpermission, as those senior to them in age" (An-Nur, 59)

Asking permission has some other manners which arc given as

follows:

- To greet then ask permission,

- To announce one's name, nickname, or identity.

- To ask permission three times, and it is favorable to have an

interval between them, similar in length, in the time taken to

pray four rak'ahs, lest the one who is being asked permission

should be praying or in the bathroom.

- Not to knock at the door loudly.

- To stand at the side of the door when asking permission, lest a

woman should be there when the door is opened, since asking

permission was ordained for avoiding looking at the household.
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- To return in case he is asked to return, following Allah's saying,

"And ifyou are asked to go back, go back,for it is purerfor you.,.*
1

(An-Nur, 28)

The one who is asking permission must not see any harm in

doing so, since he is following, in this case, Allarfs instructions to

return. These are the most important principles laid down by Islam

relating to the manners of asking permission. Educators must

abide by them and raise their children to follow them.

4. The Manners of Meetings (Social Gatherings)

Meetings have certain manners which the educator must teach

to the child and guide him to follow. They are given in order as

follows:

- To shake hands with other people in the meeting: At-Tirmidhi

Ibn Majah and others related that Al-Bara 4e> said that Allah's

Messenger j*fe said, "Any two Muslims who meet and shake hanils,

Allah will surely forgive their sins before they part"

- To sit in the place assigned for him by the host, because the host

knows better the proper place for his guest.

- To sit next to the people, not amidst them, because if he sat in

their midst, he will give his back to some of them, which may

hurt them,

- Not to sit between two people unless they permit him to do so.

- The new comer must sit in the nearest place to him, but in case he

is a scholar or of a prominent position, it is no harm for the

guests or the host to seat him in the proper place for him, since

the Prophet ^ said, "Put each one in the proper place for him."

- No two people may confer privately in the presence of a third

person. The reason is that the third person may have bad
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thoughts and become sad for being ignored. But it is permissible

for two people to confer privately in the presence of another two

or more, if it does does not cause any suspicion.

- A person who leaves his place for some urgent reason is entitled

to return to it when he returns.

- He must ask permission before leaving the place.

- To recite the invocation of leaving the place: Al-Hakim related

that Abu Barzah 4$> said,
lThe Messenger of Allah used to, say

whenever he wanted to leave a meeting, 'subhanaka Alldhumma

wa bihamdika ashhadu an la ilaha ilia Anta, astaghfiruka wa

atoobu ilaik (Glory be to you A Ifah and praise be to you. I bear

witness that there is no god but You. 1 ask Your forgiveness and

repent to You). A man said, 'O Messenger of Allah, you say

something you haven't said before. The Prophet said, "ft is an

expiation for what might have taken place during the meeting"

These are the most important principles laid down by Islam

concerning the manners of social gatherings. So educators must

adhere to them, and teach them to their children.

5. The Manners of Conversation

Among the important social manners to which educators must

pay attention to is aquainting the child, from his very early years,

to the manners, style, and principles of conversation. Here we

mention some of these manners in order:

- To talk in standard Arabic, since it is the language of the Noble

Qufan, and the language of the best man to speak it, i.e.

Muhammad §;. It is unfair to turn our backs on it, and use a

colloquial dialect which has no relation to it at all.

- To speak slowly so that the listener can understand what the

speaker means, and those in the gathering can comprehend the

message of his speech and think about it.
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- Not to exaggerate in eloquency: Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi

related that Ibn 'Umar 4&> said that Allah's Messenger § said,

"Allah dislikes he who exaggerates in eloquency, he who does with

his tongue as cows do.

"

- To use a style of speech that suits the addressees and suitable for

their age and mentality.

- To talk about a subject that is not boring or improper, so that it

may be attractive and interesting to the audience.

- Among the manners of conversation is to listen attentively to the

speaker.

- The speaker should look at everyone in the audience, so that each

one of them feels that the speaker cares about him.

- To interact with the audience during and after the speech, so that

they may not become bored or tired.

These are the most important principles laid down by Islam

concerning the manners of conversation. Educators must adopt

them, teach them to their children, and rear them to follow them.

6. The Manners of Jesting

Islam, with its noble principles, commands the Muslim to be

friendly, smiling, cheerful, and well-mannered, so that whenever he

mixes with people, they would like him, be attracted to him, and

want to be around him. But, is it permissible for a Muslim to go

beyond the limits in joking and fun-making as he likes? Or is it the

case that joking has certain manners and limits? Yes, joking has

manners and limits, which are given in order as follows:

- Not to exaggerate or exceed its reasonable limits, since it may

keep Muslims away from their basic task, that is, worshipping

Allah, reinforcing His rulings, and establishing a righteous

society. Moreover, exaggerating in making fun deadens the

hearts, implants hatred, and makes the young transgress against
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the old.

- Not to hurt people's feelings or cause harm to anyone while

joking. So, it is not permissible for a joker to terrorize his fellow

brother, or mock at him, or breach his right.

- Avoiding telling lies or giving false witness: Abu Dawud, At-

Tirmidhi, An-Nasal, and Al-Bayhaq? related that Buhz lbn Hakim

quoted his father who quoted his father, as saying: "I heard

Allah's Messenger jj: saying. Woe to whoever lies to make the

people laugh, woe to him, woe to him'."

Educators must follow the guidance of the Prophet Jg
concerning the manner of making fun, and teach them to their

children, so that they may become accustomed with them in their

social life, and in dealing with others.

7. The Manners of Congratulating

Among the social rules of decorum, which should be paid

attention to, is to get the child accustomed to the rules of offering

congratulations, acquainting him with the way it is done and its

rules so that socialization is developed in his character, and bonds

of love and brotherhood are strengthened with those whom he

contacts and meets. Offering congratulations has certain rules,

among which are:

a. Showing pleasure and interest on the occasion. This is

established by what is narrated by Al-Bukhari and Muslim about

the story of Ka'b 4&. Ka'b said, "I heard a loud voice saying, *0

Ka 4

b lbn Malik, rejoice! People came to us for congratulations- I

rushed heading for the Messenger of Allah ^ and people met me,

group after group, congratulating me on repentance, and saying,

congratulations for Allah forgave my repentenance, until T entered

the mosque. The Messenger of Allah jft was there surrounded by

people. Talhah lbn Ubaydullah came rushing to me congratulating
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me and shook hands with me. Ka'b never forgot that from Talhah.

Ka'b said, when I shook hands with the Messenger of Allah $fc
he

said, with pleasure on his face, "Rejoice with the best day of your

life ever since your mother gave birth to yonV

b. Uttering appropriate supplications: I will cite here some of these

supplications which the Prophet ^ guided us to, and were handed

down to us through his guided Companions and righteous

followers:

1. Congratulation on the birth of a new-born baby: it is a likeable

thing to say to him, "May you be blessed by the baby Allah gave

you. And may you thank the Giver. May you be granted his

benignity, and may he become strong.'' Tt is recommended for

the one congratulated to say, "May Allah's blessing be to you

and on you, and may He grant you one like him." The above

statements are quoted from AI-Husayn Ibn All and Imam Al-

Hasan Al-Basri,

2. Congratulation on arrival: it is recommended to say to him,

"Praise be to Allah who granted you safety, and made re-united

your family with you, and showed generosity to you." This is

handed down to us from our predecessors.

3. Congratulations on returning from Jihad: it is recommended to

say to him, "Praise be to Allah, Who made you victorious,

triumphant, and showed generosity to you." This is taken from

a hadith narrated by Muslim and An-Nasa'i quoting 'Aishah,

4. Congratulations on returning from pilgrimage: it is recom-

mended to say to him, "May Allah accept your pilgrimage, and

pardon your wrong doing, and give you back the expenditure."

Narrated by Ibn As-Sunn!

5. Congratulations on making marriage contract: it is recom-

mended to say to both spouses after the marriage contract,

"May Allah's blessing be to you and on you, and may He
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combine you with goodness.'
1

This supplication is narrated by

Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi, and others

6. Congratulations on the Bairam or 'Eid: it is recommended for

the Muslim to say to another Muslim after the 'Eid prayer,
uMay Allah accept from us and you."

7. Supplication on receiving a favor: it is recommended that one

says to another who has done him a favor, "May Allah bless

you with your family and money, and may He reward you with

goodness." This is narrated in the Sunan of An-Nasa't and Ibn

Majahu At-Tirmidhi quoted Usamah Ibn Zaid ^b who quoted

the Messenger of Allah g; as saying; "Whoever receives afavor

and says to the one doing it; 'May Allah reward you with

goodness', has reached the heighest point of thankfulness."

c. Giving a present when offering congratulations is recommended:

one of the recommended things while offering congratulations is to

give a present to the family of a new-born, arrival from travel or

marriage, and other occasions. Al-Bukhari and Ahmad narrated

that Abu Hurairah quoted several people finally quoting the

Prophet ^ as saying, 'Exchange gifts for they eliminate ill

feelings."

8. The Manners of Visiting the til

Among the important social rules of decorum to which

educators should accustom their children are the rules of visiting

sick people so that positive manifestations of feelings and conduct

may become deeply rooted within them, e, g. moral support and

feeling the pain of others. Therefore, Islam made visiting the sick

person incumbent on Muslims. Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoted Al-

Bara Ibn 'Azib 4& as saying, "Allah's Messenger ^ commanded

us to: visit the sick, march infunerals, saying, 'may Allah have mercy

on you to someone who sneezes, helping him keep his oath,

supporting someone to whom injustice has been done, accepting
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invitations, and greeting each other.

"

Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoted Abu Hurairah& as saying that

Allah's Messenger ^ said, "The obligations of a Muslim towards

another Muslim are five: responding to greeting, visiting the sick,

following the funeral procession, accepting invitations, and saying

'May Allah have mercy on you* to someone who sneezes."

Visiting a sick person has rules which we cite in order of

importance as Follows:

a. Hastening to visit him: the Prophet ^ said, "Ifhefalls sick, then

visit him" i. s. soon. However, lbn Majah and Al-Bayhaqi said,

"The Prophet ^ did not visit a sick person except after three

days'" To reconcile the two hadiths I say: If the disease is

serious, then hastening is required; but if it is not serious, then

after three days.

b. Shortening or prolonging the visit to the sick according to the

sick person's condition: If he were in a critical condition in

which he needs someone to take care of him, especially

women, then the call should be very brief. If the sick person is

in a state in which he is pleased with the company of the

visitors, who converse with him, then there is no harm in

making the call moderately long. Visiting a sick person should

be every other day,

c. Praying for the sick person when entering his place: Al-Bukhari

and Muslim quoted "Aishah ^, as saying that the Prophet ^
used to visit a member of his family. He rubbed him with his

right hand and said, "O Allah, Lord of all people, let sickness go,

heal him, you are the Healer. There is no healing but yours, a

healing that gives no way to sickness. " Abu Dawud, At-Tirmidhi,

and Al-Hakim quoted lbn Abbas <$& as saying that the Prophet

^jp said, "Whoever calls on a sick person who is not breathing his

last, and said seven times, 'I request Allah 91 The Owner of the
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Great Throne, that He heal you, Allah will heal him of this

sickness.

<L Reminding the sick person lo put his hand on the place of pain

and to supplicate Allah for himself using the following

invocations:

Muslim quoted 'Uthman Ibn Abi Al-'As as saying that he

complained to Allah's Messenger ^ of a pain in his body.

Allah's Messenger |£ said to him: "Put your hands on the aching

part ofyour body and say 'In the name of Allah' three times, and

say, seven times, 7 take refuge in the Might and Omniscience of

Allahfrom that which I suffer and fear'."

e. It is recommended to ask the family of the sick person about his

condition: Al-BukMri quoted Ibn Abbas & as saying that 'AH

Ibn Abi Talib 4&> left the house of Allah's Messenger ^ in the

Prophet's death pains. People asked, 'O Abu Al-Hasan, how is

Allah's Messenger g$ this morning?" He said, "He is- praise to

Allah healed this morning,"

f. It is recommended for the visitor to sit at the sick person's head:

Al-Bukhan quoted Ibn Abbas 4& as saying, "When Allah's

Messenger g; called on a sick person, be sat at his head and

said, I request Allah, the Lord of the Great Throne, to heal you.'

If there was still a part of his life remaining, he would he relieved

of his pain."

g. It is recommended to make the patient optimistic about recovery

and a long life.

h. It is recommended that the visitors ask the patient to invoke

Allah for them.

i. Reminding the patient of la ilaha ilia Allah (There is no god but

Allah) if he is dying: Muslim quoted Abu Sa'id Al-Khudri ^k as

saying, Allah's Messenger jjjfc, "Make your dying patients recite
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there is no god but Allah',

9. The Manners of Giving Condolences

Among the social rules of decorum, which Islam outlines are the

rules of offering condolences. Condolence means to make the

person accept what has befallen him. Condolences are recom-

mended even if the person offered them is a non-Musilm. Ibn

Majah and Al-Bayhaqi quoted 'Amr Ibn Hazm *&> as saying that

the Prophet ^ said, "A believer who consoles his fellow believer

about his affliction, will be clothed in a garment of blessing by

Allah." Offering condolences has certain rules, foremost are:

a. Giving the following condolences if possible: In his book Al-

Adhkdr, Jmam An-Nawawi said, "The best condolence is that

which was quoted in Sahih Al-Bukhdri and Sahih Muslim quoting

Usamah Ibn Zaid 48* who said, 'One of the daughters of the

Prophet ^ sent to him asking that he come to her house telling

him that a boy of hers was dying. He said to the person she sent,

'Go back to her and tell her that to Allah belongs whatever He

takes and to Him belongs, whatever He gives, and every thing to

Him is well-timed.* Then command her to be patient and to say

that Allah suffices her." An-Nawawl says, "... Our comrades

recommend that a Muslim console another Muslim by saying,

4May Allah make your reward great, and grant you the best

patience, and pardon your deceased/ A Muslim should say to a

non-Muslim, 'May Allah grant you the best patience, and pardon

your deceased.' A non-Muslim should say to a non-Muslim, 'May

Allah make it up for you'.

b. Cooking for the family of the deceased: Islamic Law

recommends this because it involves benignity, benevolence, and

consolidating social ties. This is because the family of the deceased

are occupied with him or her and are bereaved. Abu Dawud, Ibn

Majah, and At-Tirmidhi quoted 'Abdullah Ibn Ja'far as saying
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that Allah's Messenger gj said, "Perpare food for the family of

Jafar, because they are occupied with a matter that befell them.

"

Imams (scholars of religion) arc unanimous about disliking that

the family of the deceased make food for people to eat.

c. Showing sorrow to those whom he is consoling; this is done by

listening to the Qur'an, saying things compatible with the

affliction, and supplication as previously mentioned.

iL Giving advice when seeing unlawful things such as displaying the

picture of the deceased, smoking while the Qur'an is being recited,

or playing music. A person giving condolences should be brave in

uttering what is right and should be a sincere adviser.

These are the most important rules Islam laid down in regards

to offering condolences. Educators should guide their children and

bring them up on them.

10. The Manners of Sneezing and Yawning

L Abiding by the words handed-down to us by the Sunnak Al-

Bukhari quoted Abu Hurairah as saying that the Prophet gfr

said, "If one of you sneezes, he should .my, 'Praise be to Allah'.

His companion or friend should say, Yarhamukum Allah (May

Allah show mercy to you). Then the former should say,

Yahdikum Allah wa yuslih balakum (May Allah guide you

and grant you peace of mind).

ii. One should not say, "yarhamukum Allah" unless the they hear

the sneezer thank Allah: Muslim quoted Abu Musa <$ as

saying: "I heard Allah's Messenger ££ say, If one of you

sneezes, then he thanks Allah, say, 'May Allah have mercy on

you', Ifhe does not thank Allah, do not say 'May Allah bless you'

to him. There is no harm ifsome of those present utters praise so

that the sneezer may remember to thank Allah after he sneezes.

"

iii. Placing the hand or the handkerchief over one's mouth and
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keeping the sound as low as possible.

i>. Saying 'May Allah have mercy on you* up to three times. He

should not say it after that. Many scholars of religion

recommend that those sitting with him should invoke Allah

for him.

v. He should say to a non- Muslim who sneezes, yahdikum Allah wa

yuslih halakum (May Allah guide you and grant you peace of

mind).

vi, A youthful, non-related woman should not be responded to

when she sneezes.

As for the rules of yawning, they are as follows:

a. One should resist yawning as much as possible: Al-Bukhari

quoted Abu Hurairah as saying that the Prophet ^ said,

"Allah ^ loves sneezing, and dislikes yawning. If one of you

sneezes and thanks Allah, it is incumbent on every Muslim who

hears him to say to him, May Allah show mercy to you'. As for

yawning, it is from the Devil; so if one ofyou feels like yawning,

he should resist it as far as he can because iThe yawns the Devil

laughs at him.'

b. It is disliked to yawn loudly: Muslim, Ahmad, and At-Tirmidhi

report that the Prophet jjj£ said, "Allah likes sneezing and

dislikes yawning. Jf one of you yawns he should not say 'ha',

because this is from the Devil, who laughs at him."

The above are the most important rules which Islam laid down

for sneezing and yawning. Educators should be keen on applying

them to their families and children, so that they may get used to

them in their lives and in dealing with people.

The aforementioned are the most important social rules of

decorum in dealing with people. A Muslim wins respect and

reverence when he applies the rules of decorum concerning eating,
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drinking, greeting, taking permission, sitting and speaking with

people, jesting, congratulating, condoling, sneezing and yawning.

4. Observation and Social Criticism

Among the important social principles in forming the child's

behavior and bringing him up socially, is getting him accustomed

from his early age to the observation of the community, to social

criticism, and to the duty of enjoining what is right and forbidding

what is evil, But what arc the bases and stages of bringing the child

up on social criticism? We will discuss these bases and stages in the

following order:

1. Enjoining what is right and forbidding what is evil is a social

function. Islam makes enjoining what is right and forbidding what

is evil incumbent on the nation as a whole with all its various

members with no discrimination between rulers and scholars, the

elite and commoners, men and women, young and old, Islam

considers this a social function from which no one is exempted,

everyone according to his circumstances, ability, and strength of

faith. The basis of this is the saying of Allah M ,

4 A SMS ^**£& ^ &&> ^jl^S £*£*» j-tlu, cJrfi pi 'jL j^JT ^

"You (true believers in Islamic Monotheism, and realfollowers of

Prophet Muhammad $£ and his Sunttah) are the best ofpeoples ever

raised up for mankind; you enjoin Al-Ma*ruf (i.e. Islamic

Monotheism and all that Islam has ordained) and forbid Al-

Munkar (polytheism, disbeliefand all that Islam hasforbidden) , and

you believe in Allah.." (A! 'Irman, 1 10)

and His saying:

4 gS g£ £S3 g,j^jt <£,# ^ $$& i££% i&M >

"The believers, men and women, are Auliya' (helpers, supporters,

friends, protectors) of one another; they enjoin (on the people) Al-

MaWuf (i.e. Islamic Monotheism and all that Islam orders one to do)t
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andforbid (people) from AlMunkar (l.e, polytheism and disbeliefof

all kinds, and all that Islam has forbidden)/* (At-Tawbah, 71)

Therefore, educators should implant in the souls of youngsters

the seeds of moral courage and psychological bravery in both word

and deed so that the child, from his early years, should be brought

up on the duty of commanding goodness and forbidding evil and

constructive social criticism of every kind.

2. The principles followed in this observation and criticism.

Commanding goodness and forbidding evil has principles to be

followed and necessary conditions which parents have to abide by

and teach to their children. The principles to be followed arc:

a. That his deeds be compatible with his sayings. This stems from

Allah r^:

uO you who have believed, why do you say that which you do not

perform? Greatly detested in the Reckoning ofAllah, that you say

what you do not perform." (As-SaiT, 2-3)

and His saying:

"Enjoin you Al-Birr (piety and righteousness and each and every

act of obedience to Allah) on the people and you forget (to

practise it) yourselves, while you recite the Scripture (the Taurat

(Torah))! Have you then no sense?'* (Al-Baqarah, 44)

This basis also stems from the saying of the Prophet § as

narrated by Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoting Usamah who said,

"I heard Allah's Messenger |jg say, "A man is brought on the

Day of Resurrection, then he is thrown in Fire. They say, 'O so

and so what is the matter with you? Did not you command

beneficence and forbid maleficence? 'He says, yes. I used to
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command beneficence but did not do it * andforbid maleficence but

did it'.''

b. That the evil he forbids be unanimously considered an evil. If it

results from differences in opinion between scholars of religion,

it is not legally considered an evil because each one of these

Imams has exerted his utmost effort in order to reach the right

judgment through evidence.

c. That he should exercise gradation in forbiding maleficence. He

should start by identifying evil without spying, then informing

the wrong-doer that what he is doing in wrong, then forbidding

through sermon and guidance, and then getting him to fear

Allah, reproaching with harsh words those who do not respond

to advice and guidance, then threatening by saying, "I will do so

and so," then changing evil using the hand, then changing it on

the part of the community without using arms. This can be

permitted for individuals when necessary, provided that it is

kept within limits, and on condition that it does not result in

turmoil between people. Then comes changing evil by the

community i.e. the people or part of them should use arms;

individuals should not do so because it leads to more turmoil

corruption, and destruction.'* ^

*

d. That he should be nice, delicate, and well-mannered, so that the

effect may be stronger, and the response more powerful.

e. That he should endure harm: it is taken for granted that a caller

to the way of Allah would be exposed to all kinds of harm and

pain due to the obstinate nature of proud people, the foolishness

of the ignorant, and the mockery of people in general. This is

the nature of things facing the Prophets and callers at all times

and places.

(l) Ihyd Ufum Ed-Din by Al-Ghazali, 2: 292, with some changes.
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Hence was the advice of Luqman to his son when he was

preaching to him,

i^ f
nO my son! (perform As-Salt), enjoin (on people) Al-Ma*ruf

(Islamic Monotheism and all that is good), and forbid (people)

from Al-Munkar (i.e. disbelief in the Oneness of Allah,

polytheism of all kinds and alt that is evil and had), and hear

with patience whatever befalls you. Verily, these are some of the

important commandments (ordered by Allah with no exempt

don)." (Luqman, 17)

f\ That he should be knowledgeable about what he commands and

what he forbids, so that his criticism may be compatible with the

rulings of SharVah and its genera! comprehensive principles.

3, Constant reminding of the positions taken by our pious

predecessors: this is a factor which establishes courage and

bravery in a Muslim, incites him to protect public opinion,

assumes decisive positions regards commanding goodness and

forbidding evil, and presents the historic positions of our righteous

ancestors in overcoming maleficence and setting thing a right.

There is no doubt that if they are well presented, they will have the

best impact on the souls of youngsters and the will of the youth,

and will even force them to courageously face people of

debauchery, corruption, and atheism, who do not care about the

sanctity of Islam or the weight or value of virtuous morals And

how abundant are these nowadays! We must also address the

problem of shyness and fear, if we want a child to be raised to

observe the community and social criticism. This has already been

discussed in the section: "The Responsibility for Psychological

Education,"
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Chapter Seven

The Responsibility for Sexual Education

The meaning of sexual education is to teach a child, enlighten

him, and be frank with him from the time he reaches puberty so

that when he becomes a responsible adult and understands life, he

will know what is lawful and what is unlawful and will be neither

driven by desire nor led to debauchery. Sexual education consists

of the following stages:

- Between the ages of 7 and 10 years: the age of recognition: a child

is taught the rules of permission to enter and of looking at

women.

- Between the ages of 10 and 14 years: the age of adolescence a

child should be kept away from all forms of sexual arousal.

- Between the ages of 14 and 16 years: the age of puberty; a child is

taught the manners of sexual intercourse if he is ready to get

married.

- Post-puberty is also called the age of youth; he should be taught

to be chaste if he is not able to get married.

Finally, should he be frankly informed about sex while he is at

the age of recognition? Here are some discussions arranged

according to the different age groups:

Firstly: the Manners of Asking Permission to Enter

What we aim at during this stage is to accustom a child to the

decorum of taking permission to enter a room. The Noble Qur'an

detailed this family decorum in the clearest statement when it said,

<<Jf Sli^i C£=i Sfi'jj £*$ *^h iilVi &%<& %& %& % I^4fi
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"O you who believe! Let your legal slaves and slave-girls, and

those among you who have not come to the age ofpuberty ask your

permission (before they come to your presence) on three occasions;

before Fajr (morning) prayer, and while you put offyour clothes for

the noonday (rest), and after the 'Isha (late-night) prayer. (These)

three times are ofprivacy for you, other than these times there is no

sin on you or on them to move about, attending (helping) you each

other. Thus Allah makes clear the Ayat (the verses of this Qur'dn,

showing proofs for the legal aspects ofpermission for visits, etc,) to

you. And Allah is All-Knowing, All-Wise. And when the children

amongyou come to puberty, then let them (also) askfor permission,

as those senior to them (in age). Thus Allah makes clear His Ayat

(Commandments and legal obligations) for you. And Allah is All-

Knowing, A 11- Wise." (An-Nur, 58-59)

Asking permission is necessary in three cases:

- Right before the dawn prayer because people at that time are

sleeping.

- During mid-day, because people may lay aside their clothes at

this time with their spouses.

- After the evening prayer, because this time is one of sleep and

rest,

However, when the children reach puberty, educators should

teach them the rules of asking permission at these three times and

other times, in accordance with Allah's saying,

i i& « <£# Zzi a*> $$£$ m *£* Jfltf Jfci % >

"And when the children among you come to puberty> then let them

(also) ask for permission, as those senior to them (in age),"(An-Nur, 59)

How great the scandal would be if a child enters his parents
1

bedroom all of a sudden and sees them engaged in sexual

intercourse, and then goes out and talks to his young friends
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about what he saw. How perplexed the child would be whenever

the scene comes back to his mind.

A child would be prone to diversion if he feels inclined to the

opposite sex when he observes the nature of intercourse Parents

should take up the rules of the Noble Qur'an in teaching a

recognizing child to ask permission, if they want their children to

have noble manners, and a distinct Islamic character.

Secondly: the Manners of Looking at Women

a. Every woman whom a man cannot marry is one of his mah-arim,

and every man a woman cannot marry is one of her mahdrim.

Therefore, mahdrim includes:

- Women who are prohitited for a man to marry because of

kinship: there are seven such women, and they are enumerated

by Allah Wt in His saying,

&£ £fi&£$pmp^ p&fr jfttej pu$ ^Ji^ $>

"Forbidden to you (for marriage) are: your mothers, your

daughters, your sisters, your father's sisters, your mother's sisters,

your brother's daughters, your sister's daughters." (An-Nisa, 23)

- Women who are prohibited for a man to marry because of

relationship by marriage. These are four in number:

j. The father's wife: Allah M says,

"And marry not women whom your fathers married, except what

has already passed" (An-Nisa, 22)

2. Son's wife: Allah M says,

"the wives ofyour sons who (spring) from your own loins,.." (An-

Nisa, 23)
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3. Wife's mother: Allah m. says,

"your wives' mothers,,.'* (An-Nisi, 23)

4. Wife's daughter: Allah M says,

"...And your step daughters under your guardianship, born ofyour

wives to whom you have gone in-but there is no sin on you..." (An-

Nisa, 23)

- Women prohibited because of nursing, in accordance with

Allah's saying, "and your mothers who have given suck to you,

and your suckling sisters." It is lawful for man to see women

prohibited to him, the bosom and above, and from below the

knees and down if his desire and her desire are unlikely to be

aroused. If not, it is unlawful for him to look for the sake of

blocking the means to evil.

Accordingly, it is lawful for a man to look at their adornments,

outward and inward, which include: the head, hair, neck, bosom,

ear, shoulder, arm, palm, leg from below the knee, foot, face, and

chest if temptation is guaranteed not to be aroused. He is never

allowed to look at parts other than these, The basis for this is

found in Allah's saying:

"And not to show off their adornment except only that which is

apparent (both eyes for necessity to see the way, or outer palms of

hands or one eye or dress like veilf
gloves t head-cover, apron, etc.},

and to draw their veils all over Juyubihinna (i.e. their bodies, faces,
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necks and bosoms) and not to reveal their adornment except to their

husbands, or theirfathers, or their husband's fathers, or their sons, or

their husband's sons, or their brothers or their brother's sons, or their

sister's sons, or their (Muslim) women (i.e. their sisters in Islam).„"

(An-Niir, 31)

It is thus unlawful for man, especially an adolescent, to see one

of his prohibited women in short, above the knee, in a transparent

garment that shows or outlines what is beneath it, or the private

parts. It is also unlawful for a girl or woman to see the part of the

body between the belly button and the knee of one of her

(prohibited) men, even her son, brother, or father, even if she does

not suspect temptation, not even in bathing or washing in the

bathroom,

b. The manners of looking at one's fiance: Islamic Law has allowed

a suitor to look at his fiance and has allowed the fiance to do the

same with her suitor, in order that each of them may be

enlightened in choosing his life partner. This stems from the

saying of Allah's Prophet gk as narrated by Muslim quoting Ibn

Shu
1

bah: "Look at her since this may cause permanency between

vow" i.e. it may implant cordiality and familiarity. However, such

looking has certain manners which a suitor must abide by:

1. the suitor should not look except at the face and the hands after

he plans to marry her,

2. He may look repeatedly if necessary so that her physical image

may be imprinted in his mind.

3. He may talk to her and she may talk to him as he asks for her

hand.

4. It is still not permissible to shake hands with the fiance because

she is not yet related to him, before concluding the marriage

contract. This is according to what Al-Bukhan said quoting

'Aishah as saying, "The hand of the Prophet ^ has never
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1

touched the hand of a woman during taking the pledge, which

was done orally/'

5. They cannot meet except in the presence of a related man or the

fiance's, according to what Al-Bukhan and Muslim quoted the

Prophet ^ as saying, "No man is ever allowed to meet with a

woman in seclusion, and no woman is ever a/lowed to travel except

accompanied by a man prohibited to her." We must point out the

common practice of the suitor and his fiance meeting each other

under the pretext that they have to know each other better, is

prohibited in Islam rejects and prohibits this practice because it

contradicts the most basic principles of virtue and morality, and

the damage it causes to the reputation of the girl more than it

does to that of the suitor. This reputation makes people

completely refuse to ask for her hand. * Moreover, this sinful

mixing does not achieve its purpose because of the pretence which

characterizes their behavior towards each other

c. The manners of looking at one's wife: the husband is allowed to

see every thing of his wife with or without lust Since touching and

intercourse are allowed, what is less than them is also allowed, i. e,

looking at all her body. However, it is better for each of them not

to look at the private parts of the other. The permissibility of

looking at everything is established by what Abu Dawud, At-

Tirmidhi, and An-Nasal quoted Mu'awiyah Ibn Hidah as saying:

"I said,
lO Messenger of Allah, what about our private parts?

What should we show and what should we leave?' He said:

%• fi$ '{f¥4
s££ c 3 p$0 & % y?s£ (JfySi r* il5 ^

"And those who guard their chastity (i.e. private parts, from

illegal sexual acts). Except from their wives or (the slaves) that

(U i. e. in case her suitor does not marry her.
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their right hands possess, - for then, they are free from blame.,.*'

(Al-Mu'minun, 5-6)

d. The manners of looking at non-related women: non-related man is

he whom a woman can marry, e.g. her paternal uncle's son, her

paternal aunt's son, her maternal uncle's son, her maternal aunt's

son, her sister's husband 1
' and her maternal

1*
2

* aunt's husband. (3)

Non-related woman is that whom a man may marry, e.g. his

paternal uncle's daughter, his paternal aunt's daughter, his

maternal uncle's daughter, his maternal aunt's daughter, his

brother's wife, his paternal uncle's wife, his maternal uncle's

wife, his wife's sister, his wife's paternal or maternal aunt/
411 What

applies to a man also applies to a boy if he is an adolescent or

knows about sex. This prohibition is established by Allah's saying,

u, %t af Si ja £ .« i&& \j&H fatal & &i <&& ji )>
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"JW/ fAe believing men to lower their gaze (from looking at

forbidden things), andprotect their private parts (from illegal sexual

acts). That ispurerfor them. Verily, Allah is All-Aware of what they

do. And tell the believing women to lower their gaze (from looking at

forbidden things) Andprotect their private parts (from illegal sexual

acts)" (An-Nfir, 31)

It is also established by what At-Tabarani and Al-Hakim

narrated. At-Tabarani narrated an authentic hadith quoting

Abdullah Ibn Mas'iid as saying, "Allah's Messenger ^ said,

through Allah's words, "A look is an arrow of the arrows of [bits
(5)

(i) i.e. in case he divorces her sister or she dies.

(2) The same applies to her paternal aunt's husband.

(l) Again, in case he divorces her aunt or she dies.

(4) In all these cases, after the other man divorces the woman or after he dies.

(5) i.e. Satan.
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Whoever leaves it for fear of Me I will give him, in return, belief

whose sweetness he finds in his heart " Muslim and At-Tirmidhi

quoted Jarir & as saying: "I asked Allah's Messenger gfc about

beholding sudden things, so he said, Turn away your eyesight'."

Shaikh Sayed Qutb in his Tafseer entitled
li
Fi Zilal Al-Qur'an"

says, "Continual arousal leads man to lustful desire that cannot be

extinguished or quenched, A lustful look, an arousing movement,

excessive adornment, a naked body only arouse this mad sexual

desire One of the means of Islam to establish a clean society is to

prevent this arousal and keep the deep instinctive drive between

the two sexes sound and within its natural bounds without

artificial arousal."

e. The manners of a man looking at a man: a man should not look at

another man between his belly button and knee, whether the man

looked at is a relative or non-related Muslim or disbeliever. As for

looking at other parts of the body, it is permissible if the looker

guarantees that he would not be aroused. This is established by

what Muslim quoted the Prophet Q; as saying,"^ man is not to look at

the private parts of (another) man, and a woman is not to look at the

private parts of (another) woman/'

Al-Hakim narrated that the Prophet ^jjj saw a man with a bare

thigh, so he said to him in guidance, "Cover your thigh because the

thigh is a private pari." Thercf'ore, a man is not permitted to reveal

any part from his naval to his knee whether in sports, swimming,

training, or in the bathroom, even if he does not fear arousal. If

anyone commands him to uncover any part of his private parts, he

should not obey him m accordance with the hadith, "No obedience

to a created man in disobeying the Creator."

f. The manners of a woman looking at a woman; a woman is not

permitted to look at another woman between the belly button and

the knee, whether the woman looked at is a relative or not, a
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Muslim or a non-Muslim. Based on the above-mentioned evidence

about a man looking at another man, we conclude the following:

It is prohibited for a woman to look at the thigh of her

daughter, sister, mother, neighbor, or friend, whether in a

bathroom or elsewhere. Female Muslims abiding by their religion

should avoid looking at the private parts of other women like

themselves, whether during taking clothes off for taking a bath,

washing in a bathroom, or in wedding parties where there is

despicable nakedness and hateful exposure, which is shameful

indeed. Men abiding by their religion should not permit their wives

or daughters to go to public baths because they involve nakedness,

g. The manners concerning a disbelieving woman looking at a

Muslim woman: it is prohibited for a Muslim woman to reveal any

of her adornments before a disbelieving woman except those parts

which naturally appear such as the hands and the face. This is

established by Allah's saying,

"And not to reveal their adornment except to their husbands, or

their fathers, or their husband's fathers, or their sons, or their

husbands sons, or their brothers or their brother's sons, or their

sister's sons, or their (Muslim) women (i.e. their sisters in Islam)."

(An-Nur, 31)

This verse means that a Muslim woman should not display her

adornment unless she is with righteous Muslim women. If there arc

non-Muslim women or women who are not righteous, she should

not display her adornment. The wisdom behind this is that a non-

Muslim woman is likely to describe a Muslim woman to her

disbelieving husband. Prohibition then, is because of a specific

reason, not because private parts are involved.
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h. The manners of looking at AI-Amrad: he is the young man whose

beard has not yet grown. Looking at al-amrad is permissible if it is

for a necessity such as selling and buying, taking and giving,

medication and education, and other necessities. But if looking is

intended for enjoying beauty, it is prohibited because it leads to

lust and sin. The evidence for prohibition is Allah's saying;

H
Tell the believing men to lower their gaze (from looking at

forbidden things)...'* (An-Nfir, 31)

Our pious predecessors exaggerated in avoiding looking at and

sitting with good-looking amrads. Sufyan Ath-Thawri once went to

the bathroom, and a boy with a beautiful face entered, so Sufyan

said, 'Take him out of here; I see a devil with every woman, and

seventeen devils with an amrad.

A man came to Imam Ahmad who had a boy with a beautiful

face with him. He asked him, 'How is he related to you?* He said,

'He is my sister's son'. He said, 'Do not bring him to us once more,

and do not walk with him in the street so that those who do not

know you and him may not entertain bad thoughts about you*.

The wisdom behind the prohibition of looking at an amrad without

necessity is the fear of committing a sin. Hence, prohibition is

meant as a means of avoiding and preventing corruption.

i. The manners of a woman looking at non-related men: Muslim

women are allowed to look at men walking in the streets, playing

unprohibited sports, or selling and buying. Evidence: In As-Sahihayn

it is metioned that Allah's Messenger ^ looked at the Abyssinians,

who were playing with their spears in the mosque on the day of the

Teast, while 'Aishah t^e looked at them from behind him. He was

hiding her from them until she became bored and left.

The scholar Ibn Hajar AI-'Asqalani says in his book "Falh A I-
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Bart hi Shark Sahih Al-Bukhari": "It has been cstabliscd by this

Hddith, i. e. 'Aishah's looking at the Abbyssinians, that it is

permissible For a woman to look at a non-related man, but not vice

versa. The evidence for the latter case is the continuation of women

going to mosques and markets, and while traveling with veiled

faces so that men would not sec them, men were never commanded

lo be veiled so that women may not see them. This shows that there

is a difference in the ruling between men and women." What I

conclude after considering the aforementioned evidence is that

looking by a woman at an alien man is permissible under two

conditions: First, that looking does not lead to temptation. Second,

that gazing should not take place in the same meeting place with

men and women facing each other.

j. The manners of looking a< the private parts of children:
(l)

Scholars

of rcligon said that the private parts of a youngster, a boy or a girl,

are not prohibited to look at if he is four years old or younger. But

if he or she is over four, his or her private parts are the front and

back private parts and the areas around then. If we make a young

child accustomed to covering his body, this will be better.

k. Cases in which looking is permissible for necessity:

1, Looking with the intention of marriage: this has been discussed

under "The manners of looking at one's fiance" above.

2. Looking with the aim of teaching: it is permissible for a man to

look at a non-related woman who is not displaying her beauty,

for the sake of teaching her, according to these conditions:

- That the branch of knowledge she is learning is lawful and

leads to righteousness in this world and the next.

- That the branch of knowledge is within what she is supposed

(i) Scl- "Hadd Al-Muhuir" by fbn Abdeen Part I, the chapter on conditions of

prayer.
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to do, e. g. teaching her the principles of nursing, the art of

midwifery, and sewing,

- That looking at her is not feared to lead to temptation.

- That teaching docs not lead to seclusion between men and

women,

- That there arc no women who can teach what the men are

teaching.

3. Looking for the sake of treatment: it is permissible for a doctor

to look at the parts he is treating of a non-related women,

Muslim quoted Umra Salamah 45* as saying that she asked the

permission of the Prophet ££ to have cupping, so the Prophet

^ commanded Abu Tibah to make cupping for her. A doctor

can treat a woman only under some conditions:

- He should be pious, honest, specialized, and knowledgeable,

- He should not uncover any part of her body except that which

is necessary.

- Lacking a female doctor who is capable of giving treatment.

- A relative such as husband, or a trusted woman, e. g. her

mother, should be present.

- He should not be a non-Muslim, while a Muslim doctor is

available.

4. Looking for trial or testimony: it is permissible for the judge or

witness to look at a woman' s face and hands, even if they were

liable to temptation. It is permissible because a covered woman

cannot be identified by the judge or witness, and for keeping the

rights from being lost in the society.

In this connection to this, I quote historical evidence in order

that people may know how our pious predecessors used to refrain

from admitting the uncovering of womens' faces, even in
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permissible cases:

Musa Ibn Ishaq, the judge of Rayy and Ahwaz in the third

century A. H., was holding a court session. Among the litigants

was a woman, who claimed that her husband owed her a dowry of

five hundred dinars. The husband denied the claim. So the judge

said to him, "Bring forth your witnesses/' The man said, "I have

already done so/' The judge called one of them and asked him to

look at the wife and point at her in his testimony. So, the witness

went and asked the wife to rise. The husband said, "What do you

want of her?" He was told that the witness should look at her face

to recognize her. The man disliked a stranger to look at his wife's

face in public. So, he shouted out, "I declare to the judge that I owe

my wife the dowry she is claiming, but do not uncover her face. So,

when the wife realized how much her husband cared for her, she

shouted out to the judge, "I declare to you that I have granted my
husband this dowry, and he is clear of it in this life and the

Hereafter/' So, the judge said to those around him, "Write this

down in the page of noble manners."

Finally, it is a must for fathers, mothers, and educators to be

exemplary to their children regarding such manners of looking,

and teach them, if they want them to acquire noble manners, and a

sublime Islamic education. Allah fl| will never deprive them of

their deeds, on a day when neither money nor sons shall profit

anyone.

Thirdly: Keeping Children Away from Sexual Arousal

Among the major responsibilties that Allah made incumbent on

educators is to fortify young people against sexual stimulants at the

age of puberty and before. Scholars have unanimously agreed that

the teenage years are the most momentous period of man's life. So,

if the educator knew how to guide him in this phase, in a manner

which is well-oriented and righteous, he would, no doubt, grow up
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as an embodiment of modesty and chastity. Allah ^ says,

^ ... «Lj]1 cj^ ^ \^ki

"And to draw their veils alt over Juyubihinna (i.e. their bodies,

faces, necks and bosoms) and not to reveal their adornment except to

their husbands
t
or their fathers, or their husband's fathersf or their

sons, or their husband*s sons, or their brothers or their brother 's sons,

or their sister's sons, or their (Muslim) women (i.e. their sisters in

Islam), or the (female) slaves whom their right hands possess, or old

male servants who lack vigor, or small children who have no sense of

feminine sex.. .

*

' (An -N u r, 31)

Imam Ibn Kathir says in interpreting this verse, "It means if

young children are unaware of matters pertaining to women's

privacies, their melodious voices, their way of walking, their

moves, and their standing still, there is no harm in letting them

enter women's places, but if they arc teenagers or approcahing this

age, or aware of all of that, and can distinguish between an

attractive and unattractive woman, they should be prevented from

entering women's places."

Ai-Bukhari narrated that Al-Fadl lbn Al-Abbas was behind the

Prophet g£ on a camel on the Day of Slaughtering and Al-Fadl

was about the age of puberty. Al-Fadl kept looking at a beautiful

woman from Khatham, who was asking the Prophet about some

religious matters, so, the Prophet ^ took Al-Fadl by the chin and

turned his face away from the woman. Thus, the Prophet |J kept

him from sexually stimulating himself through gazing at the

woman's face. The responsibility of the educator for keeping his

child away from sexual stimulants is realized in two ways: The first:

the responsibility of inside monitoring and the second: the
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responsibility of outside monitoring.

Inside Monitoring

The educator should make clear to his child the Islamic rules of

chastity both in theory and practice, which are:

- Practicing the aforementioned manners of asking permission.

- Forbidding teenagers from entering women's places,

- Separating male children and female children in beds. Al-Hakim

and Abu Dawud related that the Prophet ^ said, "Command

your children to pray at the age of seven, and beat them for it

(neglecting) praying at the age of ten, and separate mates and

females in bed, "This is to avoid that they should see, from one

another, what may arouse their sexual desires, and corrupt them.

- Teaching children the manners of looking (i.e. at non-related

women)> and continually stimulating their fear of Allah.

- Not having a T.V. set at home for the grave harm it has on

virtue and morality.

- Checking what the children may possess of newspapers,

magazines and novels, and guiding them as to what they are

permitted to buy and what they are not.

- Forbidding mixing of boys with girls from their very early years,

and letting them have friends only of the same sex and of

righteous people.

Outside monitoring

The boy should also be monitored outside, since the society

suffers some evils such as;

1. Cinema and theaters, which show adult Films and sexual

stimulants.

2, Indecent dresses of women, since they stimulate the sexual
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desire, irritate one's mind by following women, waste one's

money, demean honor, and force the poor to commit unlawful

acts. Moreover, they reflect just blind imitation and insane

attraction to the West. Besides, they lead to serious problems in

every house between husband and wife, and mother and

daughter.

3. Public and secret brothels, which are places of adultery and

prostitution. In these places, honor is abolished, time and

money arc wasted, diseases arc spread, and sins nest all day and

night. In such sordid places, families collapse, houses devastate,

women are perverted, and honor is violated. Here are, my fellow

educators, some of the indecent scenes which these brothels

introduce to our society:

a. While a teacher was giving a physical education class to

students in a girls
1

secondary school, a tenth-grade student fell

down suddenly onto the floor. They rushed her to a hospital for

examination. It turned out that she was pregnant. After

investigation, it turned out that the girl was working in a

brothel with five other students of the same age. The school and

family were aware of nothing. It also turned out that one of

these students was enticed by her immoral mother, and could, in

turn, seduce her fellow students and get them to participate in

prostitution. Unfortunately, education of officials kept the

whole matter secret and hid it to aviod scandal. Immoral

company, undoubtedly, has its own influence in seduction and

corruption.

b. A licentious father was led by desire to a brothel. The pimp

showed him the prostitutes' photos. His eyes caught his

daughter's photo, and was extremely taken by the unexpected

surprise, but he could restrain himself until he made sure. So, he

told the pimp that he wanted that gjrL The pimp told him to go
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to a certain room where she was ready for him. When he entered

the room, he found his daughter quite ready to receive the

clients. When the girt saw her father in front of her, she was

taken by horror and dashed to the door to save herself from

him. The father could not help trying to strangle her. But the

people there did not let him do so. Those who had details of the

incident said that a girl of her neighbours enticed her to that

way, and the family never knew that their daughter had replaced

the school with a brothel, where she buried her honor and

chastity.

c. A trustworthy teacher told me that he went to look for a friend

in a coffee shop, but he noticed that so many male and female

students were entering the coffee shop, and going upstairs. He

was very curious to find out what was going on there. He

followed them, and was extremely shocked by what he saw in

the hall of the upstairs floor; he found that most of those who

went up to that place were mate and female students, who were

hugging, kissing, and flirting with impudent laughs and indecent

stimulation. Then, he wondered how these students met each

other and how these relationships started, and who brought

them into this particular place? These are lessons of decay which

those students received through T<V, photos, morally depraved

magazines and malicious stones. Most likely the families know

nothing of these meetings. There is no doubt that the corrupted

environment has led to such corruption and temptation.

4. Moral deprivation: the streets of cities are swept by sparkling,

deceptive pictures, obscene words, and indecent propaganda for

a film or dispicable drama.

5. Corrupt companionship: we have mentioned before, in the

chapter on the reasons that lead to children's deviation, that

"Among the main factors leading to child deviation are bad
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companions especially when the child is ofmodest intelligence. "In

this regard, the Prophet jfc said, "A man adheres to his friend's

customs. So, you have to be selective regarding whoever is going to

he yourfriend, " This is narrated by lbn Majah. May Allah have

Mercy upon the poet who said,

Never wonder about man but about his associate.

Since every mate takes his associate to emulate.

6. Corruption from intermingling: this mode of social behavior has

a negative impact on morals and ethics, even in the case of

children. This innovation has unfortunately, been introduced in

some Muslim communities. It was encouraged by the claim that

this type of intermingling may abate instincts and check desire.

In the chapter on "The Responsibility for Intellectual Educa-

tion'* we mentioned the convincing and cogent reply and the

evidence against all those who justify the above claim. These are

the most dangerous means that would cause our children to be

completely lost. Tn my opinion, there are three positive ways,

which if adopted by educators, children would be morally

sound. These ways arc:

1. Enlightenment 2. Warning 3. Monitoring

Enlightenment

Early instruction allows a child to mentally absorb the lessons

throughout his life until he becomes a grandfather. If we teach the

child that he is encircled by those who plot against him, his religion

and nation, be would be mature enough to check his desires,

because the child knows, in advance, that ways of temptation in his

society have been arrayed by the enemy to destroy him and his

fellow citizens.

It is recommended to inform the child about the plottings

against his religion. My fellow educator, you will see these
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elaborate plottings supported by incidents in a paper on

"Awareness of Responsibility." Here, we present some of these

plans:

I. Jews and Freemasonry: these have adopted Sigmund Freud's

opinions. Freud explains human behavior in terms of the sexual

instinct. They have also adopted the opinions of the Jew Karl

Marx, who attacked religions and all faith in Divinity. When asked

about the substitute for this faith Marx replied, "The substitute is

the theater. Let them always occupy themselves with the theater

instead of Divinity. They have adopted the opinions of Friedrich

Nietzsche who abrogated morality and made permissible every-

thing that satisfies man's enjoyment. They actually adopted

anything that would destroy religion and morality. Among the

well-known Masonic sayings is the following, "We have to gain

women as supporters. So at any time, women stretched their hands

to us, we defintely gained the prohibited, and the army of the

religious zealots vanished."

II. Colonization and the Crusades: one of the famous colonists says,

in this regard, "A drinking glass and a bottle of wine destroy the

Muhammadan Nation more than a thousand cannons can do.

Thus, try your best to let this Nation be overwhelmed by

materialism and luxury." Unfortunately, this is what they have

already achieved.

At the Missionaries
1

Conference in Jerusalem, the priest Zoimer

said, "You have raised up a generation in Muslim countries that

does not have any submission to Allah. Consequently* this Muslim

generation has been vindicating the aims of colonization. So, it is a

generation with no ambition to achieve great things. Rather, it has

become fond of laziness. Further, it exerts its energies exclusively in

luxury. So, if they learn or gain money or achieve eminent

positions, worldly targets are their only concern."
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III. Communism and Materialistic Ideologies: the proponents of

Communism said, "We have succeeded in destroying religion by

means of stories, dramas, lectures, mass media and books on

propaganda for apostasy and attacks on religion and its scholars,

All this media calls for materialistic science and for making it the

sovereign authority."

Warning

Effective warnings can make the child aware of real dangers.

A. Dangers for health: this includes the following among the

physical and psychological diseases: AIDS, gonorrhea, syphilis,

sexual ulceration, chancroid and early psychological maturity.

B. Danger of immorality: this includes, among others, homosexu-

ality i. e. sodomy and lesbianism.

C. Psychological effects: we refer here to the following: dissolute

generations may bring into existence gangs to kill, kidnap, and

rape. Other gangs for drug smuggling and sex may be formed.

Well-educated gangs may also be formed (physicians, lawyers,

etc), to cover the crimes in return for bribes of sex and money.

D. The social problem: this is represented by the following:

- Threatening society as a result of demolishing the family

system.

- Fornication yields injustice to the born children, since it

deprives them of their obvious right i. e, being legal children.

- Both men and women become miserable in spite of their

transient enjoyment.

- Severing the bonds of kinship is an inevitable result of ill-

reputation and notorious behavior.

E. Economic Problems:

- Weakening of the productive powers, because shameless deeds
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destroy health and hold back production.

- Wasting sources of wealth for the sake of luxury and lustful

deeds.

- Making illegal gains through bribery, drugs, adult films, and

pornography. This would lead to hindering a gTeat part of the

labor force. Further, it would also destroy the nation's

progress, and devastate its economy and production.

R The religious problem, abandoning faith, the two Shaikhs

narrated that the Prophet
jfc

said, "When the adulterer commits

adultery, he is no longer a believer " At-Tabarani also narrated

in Al-Awsat that the Prophet §g said, "/ warn you against

committing adultery, since it ends infour things; it makes theface

gloomy; it cuts off the earnings, it leads to the wrath of the All

Merciful, andfinally it makes the abode in Fire eternal."

Finally, persisting in committing adutery would make torment

doubled on the Day of the Resurrection. Allah^ says in Surah

Al-Furqan:

"And those who invoke not any other ilah (god) along with Allah,

nor kill such person as Allah hasforbidden, exceptfor just cause, nor

commit illegal sexual intercourse - and whoever does this shall receive

the punishment. The torment will be doubled to him on the Day of

Resurrection, and he will abide therein in disgrace ** (Al-Furqan, 68-69)

Moreover, continuing to warn against lustful acts, and the

repeated mention of their worldly and religious punishments would

instill a noble spirit in the hearts of children. Further, their

personalities would have solid barriers against deviation and

falsehood.
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Monitoring

This is one of the most important and positive means of

improving children's behavior. Thus, we should bind them directly

or indirectly to definite aims. Then, the educator must bind his

child with what he wishes Tor him. For instance, the bond should

first be with mosques and the forms of worship within them and

the necessary companionship with scholars and attending their

scholarly courses in general and other specific forms of worship-

ping Allah. We must also mention the importance of occupying the

child with his sports activities in a way that keeps the child's

religious feelings intact.

Fourthly: Teaching the Child the Legal Rulings Governing Puberty

and Maturity

Educators should give children frank information about sex in a

way that yields psychological comfort. Therefore, knowing the

rides of purification would keep the performance of worship valid.

Consequently, the psychological bewilderment of adolescence as a

residt of teen-age changes would vanish. Frankness in this domain

keeps the boy and girl from asking friends and fellow mates about

sexual matters. This may lead to dangerous moral corruption. The

following arc some of the legal rulings in this respect,

1. The child (boy or girl) may have ihtilam (wet dreams) but he

does not get wet. Then purification wash is not obligatory. On

the contrary, if he finds wetting without a dream he must wash

himself. The Five authorities except An-Nasa? narrated that

"Aishah i^ said, "The Prophet § was once asked about a

man finding himself wet with sperm without a wet dream, and he

said: He must wash.* But if a man sees a wet dream and finds no

wetting, the Prophet answered, "Washing is not obligatory" Then

Umm Salim asked him if a woman finding herself wet must

wash. The Prophet answered, "Yes, definitely, women are full
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sisters of men (in every thing)

.

2. If a man experiences lustful ejaculation he must wash himself.

But if the ejaculation is not lustful, that is, a sympton of a disease

washing himself is not a must, Al-Imam Ahmad, At-Tirmidhi

and Ibn Majah narrated that All ^ said, "I used to have light

sperm then I asked the Prophet g£ about that and he answered,

"In your case, you need to perform ablution only, but in case of

natural sperm, washing yourself is a must/'

3. If a husband and his wife have sexual intercourse then washing is

a must. Here, Muslim narrated that Aishah ^ said, "The

Messenger of Allah ££ said, "If a husband has sexual intercourse

with his wife, then they must wash afterwards.'*

4. Following a monthly period or child-birth a woman must have a

wash of purification. Allah ii says in the Qur'an,

"And do not draw near them till they are pure (i.e. till they wash

thernstves for purification)*" (Al-Baqarali, 222)

The evidence in case of child-birth is confirmed by consensus of

authorities on legal question and by legal analogy.

Obligatory and recommended practices for washing are as

follows: washing the mouth and nose and then the whole body.

The recommended practices done by the Prophet j§£ arc as

follows: to wash the hands, then the sexual organ and remove any

impurity. Then, there comes ablution except the feet. Then water is

poured all over the body three times, the feet are washed with

running water. Other recommended practices done by the Prophet

g$ are: intention, uttering the invocation, Bismillah Al-Rahman Al-

Rahim (In the Name of Allah, the Most Gracious, the Most

Merciful), brushing the teeth, letting water go between the beard

and between the fingers, and rubbing the body with water.
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Fifthly: Marriage and Sexual Intercourse

Islam has legislated marriage only to comply with the innate

inclination towards the other sex. Thus, man would fulfill his

natural desire in complete harmony without being dominated by

unlawful temptations.

A, Marriage in Islam is based upon the above understanding of

man's innate inclination toward the other sex. Hence, the

institution of marriage would fulfill his longings and tendencies,

so that no one would exceed the limits of his legitimate

inclinations. Allah B9| says:

"And among His Signs is this, that He createdfor you wivesfrom

among yourselves, that you may find repose in them, and He has put

between you affection and mercy." (Ar-Rum, 21)

Al-Bukharf and Muslim narrated that Anas 4$fc said, "A group

of three men came to the Prophet's house to ask his wives about

the Prophet's prayers. Having recieved the answer, they considered

them little. Then, they explained their view by saying, 'How can we

compare our prayers with those of the Prophet gj since Allah has

forgiven him his sins whatever of them has passed and whatever is

to come. So, one of them said, 'As for me, I will perform the night

prayers forever/ The second said, 1 will fast all my life and will

never break my fast.
7 The third said, "1 would seclude myself from

women and never get married/ Later on, the Messenger of Allah

jSjfc
came and was informed of what they have said. He said,'/7ave

you said so and so? Indeed, J swear by Allah that I am the most

fearful of Allah and most pious. However, Ifast and break my fast,

pray and sleep, and I get married. So, whoever refrains from my

practice is not among my followers-"
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Another objective of marriage in Islam is satisfying the sexual

need through legal means to be rewarded by Allah. Muslim

narrated that Abu Dharr 4Jf> said, "A group of the Companions of

the Prophet said to the Prophet ^,
lO Messenger of Allah, the

deceased 'by-gone
1

got all the rewards. They used to pray as we do,

fast as we do; then they gave the poor their rights out of their

wealth. The Prophet
gfc

wondered, 'Does not Allah provide you with

what you may give the poor from? Truly, you may offer charity

through saying Subhdna Allah (Glory be to Allah) Alldhu akbar

(Allah is the Greatest), Id ildha ilia Allah (There is no god but

Allah) and Af-flamdu LiUah (praise be to Allah); commanding

beneficence, and forbiding maleficence/ Then, the Prophet

concluded by saying, "and having sexual intercourse with your

spouse is also charity." The Companions exclaimed by saying, "O

Messenger of Allah! Are wc going to be rewarded even for sexual

intercourse?" The Prophet
gjfc

explained, " Would a person not be

punished if he performed it in an illegal (prohibited) way (i.e. by

committing adultery)? They said, "Yes, indeed." The Prophet then

added, "Likewise, if he does it legally, he will be rewarded.'

However, it should not be understood that fulfilling that natural

desire is the major responsibilities in motivation for marriage.

Rather, the Muslim has many other goals to achieve. Among these

are striving for the way of Allah (Jihad), calling others to learn,

etc. Allah $| says,

S3 &£fi^m 3$S %*& Rflt PMj fM® 0& & o{ $> >

&- \jP>j* ^j^ ^ i^j *^b-jj $ £Ji ^===&\ v*J ^4*f*j JS^J UaOT

"Say: Ifyour fathers, your sons, your brothers , your wives, your

kindred, the wealth that you have gained, the commerce in which you

fear a decline, and the dwellings in which you delight are dearer to

you than Allah and His Messenger, and striving hard andfighting in

His Cause, then wait until Allah brings about His Decision
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(torment). And Allah guides not the people who are Al-Fasiqun (the

rebellious, disobedient to Allah)" {At-Tawbah, 24)

B. Then why does Allah prescribe the laws of marriage? Above, we

have mentioned the advantages of the legislation of marriage by

Allah in the first part or this book under the title "Marriage is a

Social Interest." Thus, you may refer to the details there.

Advice to parents; Muslim narrated that the Messenger of Allah

|£ said, "You may spend your moneyfor various purposes: some for

the way of Allah, somefor your servant, somefor the poor, and some

for yourfamily. The fast part would he the most rewarded one." The

best way to provide for your family is to support them and protect

them in their honor, health, and livelihood. For instance, you may

help your sons get married and help whoever wants to marry your

daughters.

C The Wedding Night

L Al-Bukhari, Abu Dawud, and others narrated that the Prophet

^ said, ''Whoever gets married, should gently put his hand on her

head, then start in the name of Allah, asking Him to hless her,

saying, 'O Allah, I ask you the best ofher temper and morals, and

I seek Your protectionfrom her possible harm, andfrom the worst

ofher temper."

2. It is also recommended for both husband and wife to pray two

rak'ahs (units of prayer), and invoke Allah to bless them after

the prayer.

3. The husband should be amiable to his bride and offer her

something to cat or drink.

4. The bride and bridegroom should completely take off their

clothes to sleep under one bedcover,

5. Before making love, he should do foreplay and necking and try

his best to make his ejaculation after her orgasm.
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6. The husband should say the following invocation: "In the name

of Allah, O our Lord, keep Satan away from us and keep him

away from our offspring."

7. It is permissible to make love in any position (L e. standing, lying

down, etc) as long as this is done in the vulva.

8. If they want to make love again, they should make ablution.

This would make them more energetic. However, taking a

shower would be much better,

9. It would be better to perform the major ritual bathing

immediately after making love, so that they would perform

prayer then.

D. Spouses should keep the following things in mind:

- It is forbidden For both to mention anything about their love-

making, by word or gesture. Muslim and Abu Dawud narrated

that the Prophet j| said, "The condemned people before Allah on

the Day of Resurrection are those who sleep with their wives (to

make loveJ then disclose that to others."

- It is prohibited to have anal intercourse. All the authorities on

Prophetic Tradition except An-Nasa'i narrated that the Prophet

^ said, "Whoever makes love during the monthly period, or in the

anus, or takes advice ofprognosticators is no longer a believer in

what has been revealed to Muhammad*

"

- Generally speaking, it is forbidden to make love during the

monthly period and child birth period. Allah^ says,

"So keep apartfrom women during menstruation," (Al-Raqarah, 222)

- It is forbidden to make love in the mornings of Ramadan.

Further, it is not permitted for a wife to voluntarily fast without

the consent of her husband.
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- It is forbidden for a wife to refuse making love with her

husband.

Sixthly: Abstaining from marriage till Allah enriches poor youth

Allah 9g says,

"And let the ones who do not find the means to wed keep

abstaining till Allah enriches them of His Grace.*' (An-Nur, 33)

Marriage might face several difficulties. The most important of

these obstacles is money. Money mostly impedes the young

generations who lack jobs and experience from getting married.

What should the youth do if they lack financial means while

longing to fulfill their innate desire? To them, we suggest the

following solutions, keeping in mind fear of Allah:

1. To observe much voluntary fast

2. To completely and categorically keep away from sexual

enticements,

3. To fill his leisure time profitably

4. To keep good company

5. To cast down eyes as regards women, and avoid reprehensible

looking at women of consanguinity

6. Building up religious conscience: the best example of modesty

and eminence is the Prophet Yusuf (Joseph) ^ as displayed in

the Noble Qur'an. Shaikh All At-Tantawi says in a tract entitled

"Ya Bunaiy" (O My Son) from which we quoted a great part in

the original manuscript; "Modesty means to relieve oneself

through spiritual, mental, emotional or physical effort that

consumes the accumulated emotion. This effort also releases this

stored energy by resorting to Allah and devotion in His worship,

or giving oneself up for work and scientific research. One may
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also devote oneself to art and literature to express one's innate

instincts. This may be achieved either in poetry, portrayals, or

by physical effort involving oneself in sport activity, and

religion,"

Seventhly: Is it permissible to speak frankly to your children on

sexual affairs?

The answer is yes. Sometimes, it is a must if legal rulings arc

intended:

1. To find out answers to questions raised by the youth about the

Noble Qur'an, especially where there is reference to the variant

stages of man's creation.

2. The youth can not know the permissible and the prohibited in

their maturity, and the obligatory and the voluntary deeds

unless they are taught about sex.

3. Likewise, if they have decided to get married, it would be

unreasonable for them to start this important stage lacking any

knowledge about its duties or ethical obligations.

Dear educator, 1 would like to remind you of two issues:

1. Educational materials should suit each stage of growth. So, it is

unreasonable to teach sex to a child ten years old, and to neglect

such knowledge to teenagers and mature youths.

2. It is recommnended that a mother should give her daughters

relevant information about this issue. However, if a mother is

not available, any other woman may do that.

Finally, we state that nothing could save the world today from

the disorders of unrestrained desire and sweeping immoral decay

except the Muslim view not only concerning sex but also on other

aspects of life. Thus Islam puts all aspects of life in order, and

provides man with a balanced integrated view of life that fulfills the

needs of humanity and satisfies man's hopes and longings.



PART THREE

This part includes three chapters;

L Effective means of child education

2> The basic rules of bringing up a child

3. Suggestions to upgrade educational standards
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Chapter One

Effective Means of Child Education

An enlightened and fair educator is always on the lookout for

effective educational means and bases to prepare children

religiously, morally, educationally, psychologically, and socially,

the aim is to assist children to attain the highest possible degree of

perfection, maturity, rationality, and equilibrium. But what are

these effective means and educational bases for educating children?

In my opinion, these are five:

1

.

Education by setting a good example,

2. Education by establishing beneficial habits,

3. Education by wise admonition.

4. Education by observation,

5. Education by appropriate punishment.
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I. Education by Setting a Good Example

Setting a good example is extremely effective in helping to

reform a wayward child. If the educator is truthful, honest, noble,

and chaste, the children will be raised on truthfulness, honesty,

morality, noblity, and chastity. However, if the educator is

untruthful, treacherous, immoral, miserly, cowardly, or mean,

the children will be brought up on lying, treachery, immorlity,

cowardice and meanness.

Allah Bi lays down the perfect Divine method, and entrusted

His Messengers to carry the Divine message to the nation

characterized by the most sublime psychological, moral, and

intellectual faculties, so that people may accept the message, take

them as examples, learn from them, respond to them, and follow in

their footsteps in noble virtues and great morals.

Therefore, Allah sent Muhammad jifc to be an example for

Muslims throughout history, and to be the guiding light for

humanity until the end of time. The Noble Qur'an says,

^ £ix *jzj jj»i jjij 4 j^ ^ -^ ¥

"Indeed in the Messenger of Allah (Muhammad §0 >'<?" have a

good example to follow.." (Al-Ahzab, 21)

The example which the Prophet j£ gave in the field of

worship and morality is the best the world has seen, and with

passage of time, people find the perfect example and guiding light

in the way the Prophet j§£ worshipped Allah, and in the way he

preserved his morality.

Concerning the example of worship, Al-Bukhari and Muslim

quoted Al-Mughirah Ibn Shu'bah as saying, "The Messenger of

Allah §£ used to pray at night until his feet were swollen. When it

was said to him, 'Has not Allah pardoned you for your past and

future wrongdoings?' he replied, 'Should I not he a thankful

servant?"'
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It is no wonder then that the Prophet § occupies the highest

rank of worship because he carried out all Allah's orders

concerning praying at night, worship, remembering Allah,

mentioning the names of Allah, and invocation. The Noble

Qur'an says,

^ *i *ft &; 111 i jS %( % o 4j -0 J$ jE: ^ o 4£
"0 >><?« wrapped in garments (i.e. Prophet Muhammad $£)!

Stand (to pray) all night, except a little. Halfofit or a little less than

that t or a little more. And recite the Qur'an (aloud) in a slow,

(pleasant tone and) style. Verily, We shall send down to you a

weighty Word (Le. obligations, laws). Verily, the rising by night (for

Tahajjud prayer) is very hard and most potent and good for

governing oneself, and most suitable for (understanding) the Word

(of Allah).** (Al-Muzzammil, 1-6)

Concerning the example of Virtuous Manners, it suffices to

mention one example that is related to his noble morality, and the

aspects of his comprehensive greatness, generosity, ascetism,

humility, patience, strength, bravery, wise conduct, and steadfast-

ness in holding to principles of piety.

Concerning the example of Generosity, the Prophet gjj used to

give to people like someone who does not fear poverty, and was

more generous than a fast wind especially in Ramadan. Anas said,

"The Messenger of Allah |$ was never asked to give anything,

about which he said, 'NoV*

Concerning the example of Ascetism, Ibn Jarlr quoted "Aishah

tg£$ as saying, "Allah's Messenger jg never satisfied his hunger for

bread made of barley for three consecutive days ever since he came

to Al-Madinah until he passed away," We should bear in mind

that the Prophet j? was not an ascetic because of poverty or lack
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of food. If he had wanted the pleasures or life, plenty of good

things, and the enjoyment of this life, it would have come to him in

obedience. However, by means of ascctism he aimed at several

things, among which are:

- Teaching the Muslim generations the meaning of cooperation,

giving, and preferring others to oneself.

- Teaching the Muslim generations to consider modest living

sufficient lest the pleasures of life should keep them from

shouldering the responsibility of Da'wah (call for Allah) and

raising Allah's word, and lest this world should be bountiful to

them and thus destroy them as it had done to previous

generations.

- Teaching those with sick hearts, the hypocrites and the

disbelievers that he did not intend from his call, to collect

money, to enjoy the pleasures of life, to seek this world in the

name of religion, but he wanted the believers to seek the reward

from Allah alone, and to meet Allah ltJil with no possessions for

this world. His motto was the same as that of the previous

Prophets:

i SB $ i\ *j$ k fc *£ ^y 9 *3S >
"And O my people! I ask ofyou no wealthfor it, my reward isfrom

none but Allah." (Hud, 29)

Concerning the example of Humility, the contemporaries and

Companions of the Prophet %£ have unanimously agreed that he

was the one who initiated greeting his Companions, he was

attentive to whoever spoke to him whether young or old, and was

the last to withdraw his hand when he shook hands. He used to sit

beside the last of his Companions. He used to go to the market

and carry his own goods and say, "/ should carry it more than

anyone else." He did not think himself above doing the work of a
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laborer in building his mosque or in digging a ditch. He accepted

the invitation of free men and male and female slaves, he accepted

people's apology, mended his own garments, and shoes, helped in

household chores, tied Ins camel, ate with his servant, and

responded to the requests of the weak and miserable. Indeed the

Prophet jfe obeyed the command of Allah, who said,

"And be kind and humble to the believers who follow you"

(Ash-Shu'ara, 215)

Concerning the example of Patience, the Prophet & attained

the peak of patience, both with the harshness of the bedouins and

in his treatment of his enemies
7

past arrogance after he attained

victory over them.

It suffices to say concerning his patience regarding the harshness

of the bedouins to mention only one of many examples mentioned

in the Strah.
{{) Al-Bukhan and Muslim quoted Anas as saying, "I

was walking with the Messenger of Allah j^;, who wore a heavy

Najran garment. A bedouin approached him and pulled him

violently by his garment. I looked at the area between the neck and

the shoulder of the Prophet^ and found that the garment had left

a trace there because of the violent pull. Then the man said, 'O

Muhammad! Order that I may be given of Allah's money which

you have.' The Prophet g£ turned to him laughing and ordered

that he be given money,"

His patience with his enemies after achieving victory over them

is seen in how he treated the people of Makka, who went so far in

harming him, persecuting him, and driving him out of his native

town. They even conspired to kill him, and accused him of every

(i) Sirah is a historical work on the life of the Prophet Muhammad j§£ (editor)
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false charge. Obviously he has a noble soul and was inclined to

forgive and Forget. He did nothing more than gather his enemies,

give them safety, and say his famous words, "What do you think 1

am going to do to you?" They said, "You are a nobtc brother, and a

noble nephew." He said, "Go! You are free!" Hence the Prophet

^ occupies this sublime position of patience, in view ofwhat Allah

W& has revealed to him in the Noble Qur'an:

"Show forgiveness, enjoin what is good, and turn away from the

foolish (i.e. don't punish them}:' (Al-A'rff. 199)

Concerning his physical strength, he was an example to

champion wrestlers and strong-willed people. He ^ defeated

Rakanah, a champion wrestler three times. After the third time,

Rakanah said, "I bear witness that you are Allah's Messenger."

The Prophet ^ faced Ubayy lbn Khalaf in the battle of Uhudwith

a spear which he aimed at his chest. He fell off his horse suffering

severe pain and saying, "If Muhammad had spat on me, he would

have killed me." No wonder that the Prophet gg; was well-known

for his strength, since it was be who said. '"Allah likes a Strong

believer more than a weak believer" Reported by Muslim

In his example of Courage, there was no equal. Here is a story to

prove that. At the Battle of Hunayn, the Prophet |£ rode his mule,

while the people around him were fleeing. He was saying.

I am the Prophet, no falsehood about it.

I am the son (grandson) of Abdul-Muttalib.

No one on that day was seen to be more steadfast or closer to

the enemy than he. Indeed, Allah ordered the Prophet ^ to be

courageous and brave in the most dangerous situations, while

Allah £& says in the Noble Qur'an:

4 S&Si jjgi &2L % $& h $ j_u: 4 ji&i ^
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"Then fight (O Muhammad |jij in the Cause of Allah, you are

not tasked (held responsible) except for yourself and incite the

believers (to fight along with you)..." (An-Nisa, 84)

Also in his example of Wise Conduct, the Prophet ftjf was an

example to be followed by all people; young and old, believers and

disbelievers, commoners and dignitaries. He was granted success in

everything he did because he was naturally inclined to noble morals,

wise conduct, and putting everything in its right place. Here is a

great example which was recorded by history so that you may know

the wise policy which sprang from his wit and morality.

At the Battle of Hunayn the Prophet ^ gave booty to Quraysh

and other Arabian tribes but did not give any to Al-Ansar, They

began speaking about it, saying, "The Prophet has, by Allah, given

consideration to his tribe." The Prophet ^ gathered them together

and said, "O Al-Ansdrf A saying has reached me. Anger has spreed

among you. Did 1 not come to you when you were misguided, so Allah

guided you, poor, so Allah made you rich, and enemies, so Allah

made your hearts meet? They said,
%

Yes, Allah and His Messenger

are the most gracious and generous/ Then he said, 'Do not you

answer, Al-Ansdrf They said, 'What should we say? To Allah

and His Messenger belong grace and generosity.' He said, *By

Allah, if you willed, you would say, telling the truth, and would be

believed, you came to us accused of lying, so we believed you,

forsaken, so we supported you, an outcast, so we gave shelter to you,

and poor, so we enriched you. Have you felt angry about a trifling

this in this world, with which I tried to be friendly to people so that

they may become Muslims, but have relied on your being Muslims?

Are not you saiisfed that people take sheep and camels and you

preoccupy the Messenger of Allah with your animals of burden? By

Allah who holds Muhammad's soul, but for the hijrah, I would have
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been one of Al-Ansdr, and if people took a path and Al-Ansdr took

another, I would lake that ofAl-Ansdr. May Allah bestow mercy on

Al-Ansdr, the sons of Al-Ansdr, and the grandsons of Al-Ansdr .*

Upon that the people cried until their beards become wet, and said,

We are satisfied with the Messenger of Allah as our share and lot."

Such is the Prophet ^! A great example of wise conduct and

noble dealing. He was steadfast in obeying the command of his

Lord, Who says,

4 tyy- 3? [p&y «5*5R -^f &* ^^ jlj ^ <SJ *$ eg f+*-j t*j y

"And by the Mercy ofAllah, you dealt with them gently. And had

you been severe and harsh-hearted^ they would have broken away

from about you... " (Al imran, 159)

Abiding by principles is a distinguished attribute of the Prophet

gp and one of his established manners. It suffices in this repect to

mention his great attitude towards his uncle Abu Talib when the

Prophet 4§£ thought that his uncle was going to surrender him, let

him down, and cease supporting him. Here we should stop a

moment to listen to the words of truth, belief, and steadfastness

which were uttered by the Prophet of the eternal islamic Message

to announce to the world how belief and steadfastness, sacrifice,

and calling to the way of Allah should be done. He said, "O my

uncle! By Allah, if they put [he sun in my right hand, and the moon in

my left hand so that I may leave this matter, I will not leave it until

Allah makes it victorious, or I perish for it."

Then the Prophet g: stood up and started crying. When his

uncle saw his faithful determination, and firm steadfastness in

continuing the way of Da'wah call to the way of Allah not paying

attention to anyone or fearing anybody, he called him and said to

him, "Go, my nephew, and say whatever you like. By Allah I will

never force you into anything."
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The above-mentioned manners and attributes of the Prophet

are one example of his greatness, and a glimpse at his perfection.

No one can perceive the merits of this great Prophet, or

enumerate all his noble qualities, after Allah described him so

magnificently and gave him this eternal characterization:

"And surely you are indeed of a magnificent character." (Al-

Qakm, 4)

If Allah Wi endowed His Prophet j§£ with these great manners,

and distinguished him by setting a good example, it naturally

follows that the hearts of man were attracted to him. People

followed his example and found in the character of the Prophet^
the perfect example and the highest ideal in all that is related to

religious, worldly and social aspects of life. Indeed, all those who

lived during the age of the Prophet gj£ and met him were among

those who loved him most out of belief and love for him.

It was unbearable if they did not see his face and they did not

feel content until they saw him, out of their great love for him.

Imam Al-Baghaw? quoted Thawban, the servant of the Prophet
gfc

who loved him very much, and was very eager to see him. One day

Thawban came to the Prophet looking pale. The Prophet ^ asked

him, "Why are you so pale?" Thawban answered, "O Messenger of

Allah, I am not sick or in pain, but I did not see you, so I missed

you very much until 1 saw you. Then I remembered the Hereafter

and felt afraid lest I should not see you since you will be with the

Prophets, and if 1 go to Paradise, I will be in a rank lower than

yours, and if I do not enter Paradise, I will never see you." because

of that the following Qur'anic verse was revealed:

4 iLj; ibJjl gift Ibs$&
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"And whoso obeys Allah and the Messenger (Muhammad
jjfr}

then they will be in the company of those on whom Allah has

bestowed Hi's Grace, ofthe Prophets, the Siddtqin (thosefollowers of

the Prophets who werefirst andforemost to believe in them (like Abu

Bakr As-Siddiq 4&) the martyrs, and the righteous. And how

excellent these companions are!" (An-Nisa, 69)

The result of this pure, sincere love was that they loved the

Prophet ^ more than themselves. An example of this is found in

the story of Zayd Ibn Ad-Duthnah as narrated by Al-BayhaqI

quoting *Urwah, who said, "When the disbelievers took Zayd Ibn

Ad-Duthnah out of the Makkan sanctuary to kill him at At-

Tan'im, he met Khubayb Ibn 'Adiyy Al-Ansart. They (Khubayb

and Zayd) advised each other to observe patience and steadfastness

in facing any harm that may befall them, Abu Sufyan, who was

then a disbeliever, said to Zayd Ibn Ad-Duthnah, By Allah, Zayd,

do you like that Muhammad should be in your place now so that

his head may be cut off and you go back to your family?*' Zayd

said, "By Allah, I do not like that Muhammad suffers from the

pain of a thorn in the place he is while I sit with my family." Abu

Sufyan said,
U

I have never seen anyone love anyone else more

than Muhammad's Companions love him."

From this inner feeling of love, loyalty, and devotion, the

Companions of the Prophet jj£ followed the example of their

Prophet because they found in htm the highest ideal in worship,

manners, and the ideal in gentleness and good treatment. Thus, a

good example affects the souls and leaves its positive trace in

formation, education and preparation.

Whoever wants to know something about how the Companions

of the Prophet ^ followed his example, about his influence on

their souls, and about the change he made to their lives, should

read history to discover much about their noble virtues. It is
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sufficient honor, pride, and eternity that the Noble Qur*an says

about them;

{ *g fSiM f H$ & iS % Sfi^ £

"Muhammad jg is the Messenger of AHah. And those who are

with him are severe against disbelievers, and merciful among

themselves.'' (Al-Fath, 29), and

"TViey used to sleep but little by night (invoking their Lord (Allah)

and praying, with fear and hope). And in the hours before dawn, they

were (found) asking (Allah) for forgiveness,'* {Adh-Dhariyat, 17-18)

Here is what 4Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud 4*> said about their nobility

and virtues and the necessity of following their virtuous deeds and

their noble morals: "Whoever seeks an example to follow should

follow the Companions or the Messenger of Allah ^ for they were

the most sincere of this nation, the most knowledgeable, the least

pretentious, the most guided, and the best in condition. Allah

chose them for the companionship of His Prophet g; and

upholding His religion; therefore, know their merit and follow

their example because they are on the right path."

Muslim generations at all times and in all places still see the

good example of the Companions of the Messenger of Allah |j; in

worship, manners, courage, steadfastness, strong will, sympathy,

preferring others over themselves, striving in the cause of Allah,

and the ardent desire to achieve martyrdom. Muslim youth at

every age still derive from them virtue, a guiding light, and a model

of education and glory, because they were the most guided and the

best example.

How truthful the Messenger of Allah was when he said, as

quoted by Al-Bayhaq! and Ad-Daylamt, uMy Companions are like

stars; ifyou fallow any of Ihem you will be guided.'*
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From this good example which the Companions and

righteous followers of the Messenger of Allah |jj embodied,

Islam spread in many remote lands and far, vast lands in the

East and the West. History records with great pride and

admiration that Islam reached the south of India, Ceylon,

Lakdev and Maldev islands in the Indian Ocean, and Tibet and

the shores of China, and the Philippines, the islands of

Indonesia, the Malayan Peninsula, as well as central Africa in

Senegal, Nigeria, Somalia, Tanzania, Madagascar, Zanzabar and

other countries. Islam reached all these nations through Muslim

merchants and sincere callers to Allah, who gave a true image of

Islam in their conduct, honesty, truthfulness and loyalty. All of

this coupled with their kind words and good advice, which

resulted in many people embracing Islam. It is appropriate that

the Muslim generation today with its men and women, and the

elderly and the youth, to comprehend this fact and to set a good

example for others, virtuous manners, good reputation, kind

treatment, and noble Islamic attributes so that they are always

guiding lights, reformers, callers to goodness and right, and

propagators of the eternal message of Islam,

Here in is a good example for the successful up-bringing of

children and the propogation of ideas. There must be an ideal at

which eyes can look, and to whose beauty the souls of men are

attracted. There must be virtuous morals from which the

community derives goodness, and which influence the generation

in the best possible way.

Hence, the keenness of the Prophet j^ that the educator should

set a good example in everything to those whom he is educating, so

that they, from the very beginning, should be raised on goodness

and noble attributes. Here are some examples of the guidance of

the Prophet
jfc

in calling the attention of the educator to set an

example:
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AJ-Bukhari and Muslim narrated that An-Nu'man Ibn Bashir

<& said that his father went to the Prophet Jjfi an^ said, "I gave my

son a slave of mine. The Prophet ^ asked, 'Have you given each of

your other sons the same?"HQ said. "No." So the Prophet gfe said,

"Then take it back." In another narration, the Prophet jjefe said,

"Have you done the same for all your children?" He said, "No." So

he said, "Fear Allah and be fair with your children." So my father

went back on what he did. Does not this Prophetic guidance show

the keenness of the Prophet § that the educator should be fair to

those whom he is educating, so that he may set an example to them?

In As-Sahihayn, 'Aishah i^& is quoted as saying, "An Arab

came to the Prophet ^ and said, "You kiss your boys but we do

not." Allah's Messenger ^ said, "Can I help it if Allah has taken

mercy out ofyour heart?.

"

In both Al-Bukhari and Muslim, Anas 4k nan-ated that the

Prophet ^ said, "/ start the prayer intending to make it long, but

when I hear a child crying I make it short because of what 1 know of

his mother's griefover his crying. " Does not this Prophetic guidance

show the keenness of the Prophet ^ that the educator should be

merciful to those whom he is educating, so that he may set an

example to them?

Muslim quoted Sahl Ibn Sa'd As-Sa*idi 4& as saying that Allah's

Messenger ££ brought a drink and drank from it. On his right

there was a boy, and on his left there were some elderly men. He

said to the boy, "Do you allow me to give some to these?" The boy

said, "By Allah, I would not give priority to anyone of them to

drink immediately after you."

Does not this Prophetic guidance show that the Prophet jjg was

an example of being kind to youngsters, and of abiding by Islamic

rules for drinking so that Muslim generations would follow his

guidance?
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From the aforementioned we come to the conclusion that being

an example from the point of view of Islam is one of the most well-

established and effective means of education. When a child finds a

good example in his parents and educators, he will absorb the

principles of goodness, and the manners of Islam.

It is not sufficient for parents to set a good example in front of

the child, thinking that they have discharged their duty, but they

should link the child to the best example: the Prophet j/L This goal

can be achieved through teaching the child about the Prophet's

Conquests, his wonderful biography, and his noble manners, in

obedience to his saying jgp as narrated by At-Tabarani, "Raise

your children on three things, one of which is to love your Prophet

and his family." Sa'd Ibn AbT Waqqas 4&> said,
kiWe taught our

children the Conquests of Allah's Messenger ^ in the same way

we taught them a Surah of the Qur'an." This is intended to make

the child enjoy the qualities of good manners and perfection, and

to be raised on courage and bravery, so that when he comes of age

he has no leader example, or ideal except Muhammad g£.

Parents should also link their children to the example of the

Companions of Allah's Messenger jfe, the following generation

after them, and those who followed their steps, according to the

words of Allah M:

^ I-jjEil (L^l^i ill ^jj» cj$ iiL^Jjt ^

"They are those whom Allah had guided. So follow their

guidance...'' (A!-An
lam r 90)

This is also in compliance with the saying of the Prophet
§fc

as narrated by Al-Bayhaq? and Ad-Daylami: "My Companions

arc like stars, whomever you follow in their examples, you will

be guided."

Parents should also secure for their child a good school, good

company, and a good community so that he may acquire belief and
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manners, as well as a physical, psychological, and intellectual

education. It is not reasonably expected that a child surrounded by

such a virtuous atmosphere should divert in faith, become loose in

morals, suffer psychologically, become weak physically, or become

retarded scientifically or culturally. On the contrary, he is expected

to reach the zenith of perfection in firm belief, sublime morals,

strong nerves and body, and a mature mind and knowledge.

Parents should not forget that concentrating on the good

upbringing of their eldest child is one of the most effective means

of the good upbringing of the rest of their children, because the

younger child usully imitates the older one, and acquires many of

his moral attributes and social habits. It would be a calamity if the

child found his elder brother with loose morals or in vice and

corruption, since the younger children will be influenced by him,

and will imitate him. Therefore, parents should concentrate their

efforts on the eldest child, then those who follow him, so that they

may set an example to those who are born after and an ideal for the

rest of the children, with guidance from Allah.

Finally, we cite the warning of the Noble Qur'an of those whose

deeds are not compatible with their words, including parents,

educators, and those who are responsible for raising children.

"O you who believe! Why do you say that which you do not do?

Most hateful it is with Allah that you say that which you do not do.'
1

(As-SaiT, 2-3) and:

"Do you command mankind to henignancy and forget

yourselves and you recite the Book? Do you then not consider?"

(Al-Baqarah, 44)
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Al-Bukhan and Muslim quoted Usamah Ibn Zaid 4fe as saying

Lhat he heard the Messenger of Allah say, "A man is brought on

Doomsday and is thrown in the fire so that his intestines come out,

and he revolves around them as a donkey revolves around a millstone.

The people of the Fire gather around him and say > "So and so! What

is the matter with you? Did you not commandgood deeds, andforbid

had ones?" He says t "I commanded you to do good deeds but did not

do so myself, andforbade you from evil but did evil things. " Usamah

added that he heard the Prophet ^ say, "At the Night Journey I

passed by people whose lips were gnawed with gnawers made offire. I

said, "Who are those, Gabriel?" He said, "The orators of your

nation who say that which they do not do.

"
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II. Education by Establishing Beneficial Habits

It is well-known in Islamic Shari'ah that from birth a child is

naturally inclined to pure monotheism, upright religion, and belief

in Allah, in accordance with Allah's saying,

"The original nature of Allah upon which He originated mankind.

There is no alteration of the creation of Allah, That is the most

upright religion, but most of mankind do not know." (Ar-Rum, 30)

This is also compatible with the saying of the Prophet ^ as

narrated by Al-Rukhari, "Every child born is born on nature" Le> on

monotheism and belief in Allah"

Hence, we realize the role of good habits, instruction, and

upbringing in raising a child on pure monotheism, good manners,

virtue, and the rulings of Islamic Shari'ah. Undoubtedly if a child

has two factors available to him, namely virtuous Islamic

education and a righteous environment, he would be raised on

true belief, and he would enjoy Islamic manners, and would reach

the zenith of virtue and personal noble traits. The factor of

virtuous Islamic education was emphasized by the Messenger $k in

more than one Hadith, For example, the Prophet g£ said, ''That a

man raises up his child on good manners is betierfor him than giving

a measure ofgrain in charity" Narrated by Ai-Tirmidhi. And, "A

father has never given his child anything better than bringing him up

on good manners." Narrated by At-Tirmidhi.

Concerning the factor of a righteous environment, the

Messenger Qj drew attention to it on several occasions:

"Every born child is horn on the original nature, (hen his parents

make him a Jew, a Christian, or a Magian." Narrated by Al-Bukhari.

It is understood from this Hadith that if a child has two righteous
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Muslim parents, who teach him the principles of belief and Islam,

the child will be raised on the creed of belief and Islam; this is the

meaning of. the domestic environment.

The Prophet jg* said,
UA person is like his close friend; so he

should he careful who to befriend."" Narrated by At-Tirmidhi

It is understood from this Hadilh that a person is like his friend.

If his friend is pious, he acquires goodness and piety from him.

This is what is meant by social environment, whether the school or

neighbourhood.

A good environment has a great effect on raising Muslims to be

pious and this is found in what Ibn Sina mentioned; "well-bred

boys with satisfactory manners should accompany the boy in his

study, because he acquires good manners from them and they keep

him company." It is a grave mistake to think as some people do

that people are bom either good or bad in the same way a sheep is

born meek and a tiger is born fierce. Such people think that it is not

possible to change the innate evil in man, exactly as it is impossible

to change the innate goodness in him.

This false claim is refuted by Shari'ah, by mind, and by

experience. That it is refuted by Shari'ah, is evidenced by Allah's

words:

"And shown him the two ways (good and evil)?" (Al-Balad, 10)

Allah also says,

"By Nafs (Adam or a person or a soul), and Him Who perfected

him in proportion; Then He showed him what is wrong for him and

what is right for him. Indeed he succeeds who purifies his own self

fie. obeys and performs all that Allah ordered
', by following the true

Faith of Islamic Monotheism and by doing righteous good deeds).
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And indeed he fails who corrupts his own self (Le. disobeys what

Allah has ordered by rejecting the true Faith of Islamic Monotheism

or by following polytheism or by doing every kind of evil wicked

deeds). (Ash-Shams, 6-10)

Allah $S also says,

i S^T % 5fS % ^M £££ ill >

"Verily, We showed him the way, whether he be grateful or

ungrateful." (Al-lnsan, 3)

This is also compatible with the aforementioned liadiih: "Every

bom child is born on the original nature of man, then his parents

make him a Jew a Christian, or a Magian." That it is refuted by

reason is shown by the following: "Why has Allah Hg sent

Messengers?" Was not it for the sake of reforming man and

making him happy in this world and the Hereafter? Then why do

governments lay down rules and laws? And why do they supervise

the establishment of schools, institutes, and universities? And why

do they appoint teachers and specialists in education, ethics, and

sociology? Is it not for the sake of education, morals, manners,

eliminating corruption, establishing goodness, and reformation?

Why then were books revealed and messengers sent? And why were

laws laid down? Would that not have been toil in vain? And would

not studying morals itself be of no avail? Such a notion is refuted

by experience as mentioned in the following;

1. It is known that a person can live for a long time in a misguided

and corrupt environment, and become a criminal and in a wretched

condition, and even inflict harm on his society, then should he have

a good companion or an efficient educator, or a sincere caller to

the way of Allah, he will be changed from misery to happiness, and

from crime to virtue. After all that long period o^ misery and

crime, he can become a highly virtuous and happy person,

2. Also, in the animal kingdom we notice that man was successful

throughout the ages to change the nature of animals from being
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fierce to tame, rebellious to obedient, and from unsteady

movement to steadiness. Man can train horses to dance, birds to

play, and can even teach animals of prey. If this is the case with

animal instinct, then how about human instincts which compara-

tive psychology has proven to be more flexible because of their

diversity, and their being prone to amendment and reform?

It suffices here to mention some words from Al-Ghazali who
spoke in his book "Jhyd Ufum Ed-DtrT about making a child

accustomed to the qualities of goodness or evil in view of his

innate nature. Al-Ghazali -$ig says, "A child is entrusted to his

parents; his pure heart is a precious gem. If he is made accustomed

to goodness and is taught it, he will become good and happy in this

world and the next; if he is made accustomed to evil? and is

neglected like a beast, he will be wretched and destroyed.

Preserving him means that his parents should raise him on good

manners and decency, and teach him the best morals/
1

An educator should d iffrentiate in reforming an individual and

setting him right between two age groups; grown-ups have their

own way and youngsters have another. The Islamic method in

reforming adults is based on three principals:

1. linking oneself to the creed.

2. exposing evil.

3. changing the environment.

Linking oneself to the creed is among the most significant bases

of a believer's constant worship of the Allah GH , appreciating His

greatness, and fearing Him under all circumstances. This enhances

the psychological strength and the will of a believer so that he

does not become a slave of his lust, or greed and whims, but on

the contrary rushes completely to the way of Allah as He revealed

it to His Messenger ^ without any hesitation. His motto is

Allah's saying.
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"And who is better in judgment than Allah for a people who have

firm Faith" (Al-M&'idah, 50) and

And whatsoever the Messenger (Muhammad $£.) gives you, take

it; and whatsoever he forbids you, abstain (from it).*." (Al-Hashr, 7)

There is no doubt that all forms of worship, mentioning and

invoking Allah, reciting the Noble Qur'an and continually

contemplating it, appreciating Allah's greatness under all circum-

stances, belief in death and the afterlife, belief in the torture of the

grave and the questioning of the two angels, belief in the Hereafter

and the terror of the Doomsday, all these generate in a believer the

continuity of obeying and worshipping Allah ^ . Such beliefs and

make him a straight, well-balanced human being, who bases his

equilibrium in life on striking a balance between the requirements of

the soul and those of the flesh, and between working for this world

and working for the next. Thus he may give every person his due

without any negligence or shortcoming. His motto in this is the

saying of the Prophet gf,
" You have a duty towards Allah, towards

yourself, and towards your family; so give everyone his due"

Exposing evil is one of the best ways to convince adults to desert

and shun corruption and sin. Exposure of evil and wrong is the

way the Noble Qur'an followed in convincing pre-Islamic people to

forsake their customs and habits, and to desert their evils and

wrong doings. Let us give the example of forbidding wine, which

was done by means of Qur'anic verses that were revealed from time

to time and which uncovered the evil affects of intoxicants, their

bad effect on man, and its moral, social, and religious harms.

There was first the saying of Allah B^

.

"Andfrom the fruits of date-palms and grapes, you derive strong

drink and a goodly provision. Verily, therein is indeed a sign for

people who have wisdom. " (An-Nahl, 67)
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Allah made a contrast between the intoxicant with provision so

that people of reason may realize that wine is one thing, and fair

provision is another and hence their feelings would gradually

understand the later prohibition. The second verse to be revealed

was:

* sw z&# jk '^j %z~ ;* ttf % ^36 ja ^>m >

"They ask you (O Muhammad
gfc)

concerning alcoholic drink and

gambling. Say; "In them is a great sin t and (some) benefit for men,

but the sin of them is greater than their benefit ." (Al-Baqarah, 119)

Allah made vice outweigh commercial profits so that the souls

of men may move away from their deep-rooted customs, and be

diverted from controlling their habits. The third verse to be

revealed was:

"0 jwir h>Ao believe! Approach not As-Salat (the prayer) when

you are in a drunken state until you know (the meaning) ofwhat you

utter..." (An-Nisaa, 43)

Allah mentioned its harmful effect on the mind, and the

confusion it causes, which requires a sober state at times ofprayer.

The fourth verse to be revealed was:

"0 you who have believed, surely wine and games ofchancef and

standards "for idols" and divining are only an abomination of

Satan's doing, so avoid it', that possibly you would prosper. Surely

Satan would only like to excite enmity and abhorrence among you by

means of wine and games of chance, and to bar you from the

Remembrance of Allah, and from prayer. Will you then be

refraining?" (Al-Ma'idah, 90-91)
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By analogy to the aforementioned example, the Noble Qur'an

prohibited all prc-Islamic beliefs and soeial vice such as associating

other deities with Allah, adultery, usury, gambling, murder, female

infanticide, eating up orphans' money, etc. The Noble Qur'an did

not prohibit them until it exposed their reality, mentioned many of

their evil affects, and called upon sane people to shun them because

they lead individuals and society to the worst possible results and

the most serious danger.

Changing the environment is no less important than the other

means of reforming and guiding the individual, his education and

preparation; otherwise why did Allah 9_| permit His Messenger g£
to emigrate to Al-Madinah? And why did the Prophet ££ order his

Companions to emigrate? Was it not for formation and

preparation in a good environment where no vice is allowed in

its gathering-places, and no sin is committed? Was it not for the

sake of establishing a state under the banner of the revealed

legislation and that of complete unity? Was it not for reforming the

Muslim individual in a society governed by Islam to which the

Qur'an was revealed? The Islamic way of reforming children is

based on two basic elements:

1. Providing information.

2. Forming good habits.

Giving information refers to the the theoretical part of

reformation and education, and by forming habits we mean its

practical part.

Since the child is more likely to absorb information and good

habits at this early age better than any other age or later stage, it is

incumbent on educators - parents and teachers - to focus on giving

information about piety to the child and getting him accustomed to

it since children can comprehend the basic facts of life.

In this respect, I would like to give some examples about

teaching children and making them accustomed to piety so that it

may be a guiding light. The Messenger gk commanded educators
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to teach their children the phrase, "There is no God but Allah" This

is according to what Al-Hakim quoted Ibn Abbas 4^& as saying that

the Prophet § said, ''The first thing your children shotdd hear is

there is no God hut Allah." This is the theoretical part. But the

practical part is preparing the child to deeply believe that there is

no creator but Allah ^ . This cannot be achieved except by the

signs which the child sees, such as a flower, the sky, the earth, the

sea, people and animal. He should know that that the Organizer,

Maintainer and Creator is Allah E££

.

The Messenger gg. commanded educators to teach their

children how to pray when they are seven years old. This is

according to what Al-Hakim and Abu Dawud quoted 'Abdullah

Ibn 'Amr Ibn Al-'As 4& that Allah's Messenger gj said,

"Command your children to pray when they are seven years old,

and beat them for not performing it when they are ten years old, and

separate male andfemale children" This is the theoretical part and

the practical part involves teaching the child the rules of prayer,

the number of rak'ahs and the way they are performed, then

getting him used to it through follow up and perseverance, as well

as performing prayers in the mosque in congregation. Eventaully,

this will become his habit.

In order to raise children on attributes of piety, educators

should get them accustomed to virtuous manners and sometimes

follow the method of verbal enforcement, giving presents,

promoting the atmosphere of competition or intimidation. The

educator may be forced sometimes to resort to reformatory

punishment if he believes it will be for the good of the child.

All these methods are useful to make the child accustomed to

personal virtue, good morals, and social manners and will make

him a virtuous, noble, well-balanced human being, whom people

will like and respect.
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III. Education by Wise Admonition

One of the most important and effective means of raising a child

on belief and preparing him morally, psychologically, and socially,

is education by admonition, and advising him. The effect of

admonition and advice is great and draws the attention of the child

to the reality of things, driving him to sublime matters, developing

noble morals, and enlightening him concerning the principles of

Islam. No wonder then that the Noble Qur'an took this method,

and addressed the souls of man in its terms, and repeated it in

many of its verses, on several occasions as it is guided and

admonished. Following are some examples of the frequency of the

words of admonition, advice, and remembering of Allah in the

Noble Qur'an:

- Allah 3H said in the Surah Luqman:

4 jL£ 5iS J£2R <£j Si 2$ tf 3S *&% **$* i0 X % $>

"And (remember) when Luqman said to his son when he was

advising him: "O my son! Join not in worship others with Allah,

Verilyjoining others in worship with Attdh is a great Zulm (wrong)

indeed." (Luqman, 13)

- in Surah Al-A'raf, Allah says:

< y £rf £l tij $ *&* jMg o U£X ik &j j@E &&
"And to *Ad (people, We sent) their brother Hud. He said: "O

my people! Worship Allah! You have no other Hah (God) hut Him.

(La iliha Hid Allah none has the right to be worshipped but Allah).

Will you not fear (Allah)?" The leaders of those who disbelieved

among his people said: " Verify, we see you in foolishness, and verily
,

we think you are one ofthe liars." (Hud) said:
(iO my people! There

is no foolishness in me, but (1 am) a Messengerfrom the Lord ofthe

'Alamin (mankind, Jinn and all that exists)! "I convey unto you the
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Messages of my Lord, and I am a trustworthy adviser (or well-

wisher) for you," (Al-Araf, 65-68)

No two people would disagree that if sincere admonition and

effective advice touch the heart of a pure soul, an open heart, and a

wise, contemplating mind they would be responded to more

quickly and effectively. The Noble Qufan has stressed this

meaning in many of its verses, and has reiterated the importance

of making use of reminding others, and achieving a positive effect

by guiding words and enlightening advice. The Qur'an declares;

** Verily, therein is indeed a reminder for him who has a heart or

gives ear white he is heedful" (Qaf, 37)

i -a* &m % J& >

"And remind (by preaching the Qur'an, O Muhammad
£jfc) for

verily, reminding profits the believers." (Adh-Dhariyat, 55)

^ sOi ilHi %X '} & J^ -ips £ $

"And how can you know that he might become pure (from sins)?

Or he might receive admonition t and the admonition might profit

him?*' { Abasa, 3-4)

The Noble Qur'an abounds in verses that take up admonition as

a basis for Da'wah (call to the way of Allah,) and a means to

achieve the reformation of individuals and communities. Whoever

takes a look at the pages of the Noble Quran will find that the

phenomenon of the style of admonishment is felt in many verses.

Sometimes we sec it through reminding people to fear Allah, and at

other times by praising the effect of reminding, by using

admonition as an expression, by calling for advice, by following

the path of guidance, by incitement to competitiveness, and by

using an intimidating style. Thus the reader finds that the

phenomenon of admonition is widespread in the words and

meanings of the Noble Qur'an in several styles. This assures every
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insightful man that admonition in the Noble Qur'an is extremely

important in raising souls on goodness, guiding them to all that is

right, and making them to be receptive to guidance.

In my point of view, the method of the Qur'an concerning

admonition is characterized by the following;

1. The Call of Conviction, which is accompanied by appealing to

the sympathy of the idividual or to denunciation of the evil. This

style has its connotations, which are effective on one's feelings and

heart. Here are examples of these calls in their various styles:

- Its call to children; the Qur'an declares:

"And (remember) when Luqman said to his son when he was

advising him; "O my son! Jain not in worship others with Allah.

Verily joining others in worship with Allah is a great Zulm (wrong)

indeed" (Luqman, 13)

and in the words of Nuh (Noah) &£§!.:

"Omy son, embark with us, and do not he with the disbelievers"

(Hud, 42)

- Tts call to women: the Qur'an declares:

$ £*id\ ft Sfi $&Jj £$S 4ii£j S l\ jSS *£*$& Ai g £
i(And (remember) when the angels said: "O Maryam (Mary)!

Verily, Atldh has chosen you, purified you (from polytheism and

disbelief), and chosen you above the women ofthe
sAlamin (mankind

and jinn) (of her lifetime)." (Al imran, 42)

"O wives ofthe Prophet! You are not like any other women. Ifyou

keep your duty (to Allah).." (Al-Ahzab, 32)

- Its call to nations: the Qur'an declares:
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4 *p& $& $£ it qji &$ f&k &£& p&pi/^
"O my people! Verily, you have wronged yourselves by

worshipping the calf. So turn in repentance to your Creator and

kilt yourselves (the innocent kill the wrongdoers among you)...'
T

(Al-Baqarah, 54)

- Its call to Believers: the Qur'an declares:

4 i^0 g $ is ijUis p$* !^s \p& i$ <ik }

"Oyou who believe! Seek help in patience and As-Salt (the prayer)*

Truly! Allah is with As-Sahirin (the patient).
1* (Al-Baqarah, 153)

"O you who believe! Fear Allah (by doing all that He has ordered

and by abstaining from all that He has forbidden) as He should be

feared. (Obey Him, be thankful to Him, and remember Him

always), and die not except in a state of Islam (as Muslims (with

complete submission to Allah))" (Al
l

Imran, 102)

- Its call to the People of the Book: the Qur'an declares:

"Say (O Muhammad ^) '*0 people of the Scripture (Jews and

Christians); Come to a word that is just between us andyou, that we

worship none but Allah (Alone), and that we associate no partners

with Him..." (Al 'Jmran, 64)

- Its call to Mankind: the Qur'an declares:

4 4J*3 j£f3 fg it tSl ffi£ d$ Jfctj Upf JM qffe >
"O mankind! Worship your Lord (Allah) f Who created you and

those who were before you so that you may become Al-Muttaqin (the

pious - see V.2:2)." (Al-Baqarah, 21)

Such calls abound in the Noble Qur'an,

1. The Narrative Style: which is accompanied by a moral and

effective admonition:
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This style has its psychological effects, intellectual impressions,

and its motivational effect on man's logical mind. The Noble

Quran employs it in many places, especially in the stones of the

Prophets with their people. Allah Si endowed His Messenger j£
with the ability to relate the best narratives, and revealed to him

the best of speech, so that they may become signs to the people,

and a support for the Prophet ,§•. The Qur'an declares;

^ ... SCX fi& Mi E£jf % JM gsJ^ ^5 & >

"We relate unto you (Muhammad $fc) the best of stories through

Our Revelations unto you, ofthis Qur'an. And before this (Le. before

the coming of Divine Revelation to you) , you were among those who

knew nothing about it (the Qur'an). " (YQsuf, 3) and:

4... l^u3&J££$3k)>
Those were the towns whose story We relate unto you (O

Muhammad 3f)„." (At-Araf, 101)

"Has there come to you the story ofMusa (Moses)?" (An-Nizilt, 15)

i iii£fr (^i^ 4# «23 J* J*

"Has the story reached you, of the honored guests (three angels;

Jibril (Gabriel) along with another two) of Ibrahim (Abraham)?*'

(Adh-Dhiriyat, 24)

The Noble Qur'an abounds in the stories of the Prophets $jg&

with their people. Sometimes the story is repeated in several

chapters of the Qur'an with the aim of showing in a new style,

different from the pervious ones. This is intended for appreciating

the miraculous nature of the Qur'an in its magnificent style and

unique exposition on the one hand and for highlighting another

lesson that lies within the verses and are reflected beyond the words

and meanings, which may not be realized except by scholars, and

those who appreciate the meanings of the Noble Qur'an. Let us

give an example:
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The story of Moses ^ with Pharaoh is mentioned time and

again in the Noble Qur'an. Let us choose two of these stories and

compare them so that the reader may realize the secret behind this

repetition. The first story is given in Surah Al-A*raf:

ul Jj^ cJ*. cX o[ jtt jg£^ I^e & 3*$ jSij ui >%. f^^r •* oW

"And Musa (Moses) said; "O Fir'aun (Pharaoh)! Verily, I am a

Messengerfrom the Lord of the 'Atamin (mankind, Sinn and all that

exists). "Proper it isfor me that I say nothing concerning Allah but

the truth. Indeed I have come unto youfrom your Lord with a clear

proof So let the Children of Israel depart along with me. 1 * (Fir'aun

(Pharaoh)) said: "Ifyou have come with a sign, show itforth, ifyou

are one ofthose who tell the truth." Then (Musa (Moses)) threw his

stick and behold! It was a serpent, manifest!" (Al-A'rfif, 104-107)

The second story occurs in the Surah of An-Nazi'at

3J ^9 &% v^ © efts 9r £$ ^ ^ It -%3» © IS ^ & 5
0j * 4 ^® ijfi;^ jfc si as*^ j5£ tf£@^ i^s ^4

"//«$ */i£r£ ttwie to you the story of Musa (Moses)? When his

Lord called him in the sacred valley of Tuwa. Go to Fir'aun

(Pharaoh); verily, he has transgressed beyond all bounds (in crimes,

sins, polytheism, disbelief). And say to him: "Would you purify

yourself (from the sin of disbelief by becoming a believer)?" And
that I guide you to your Lord, so you shouldfear Him? Then (Musa
(Moses)) showed him the great sign (miracles). But (Fir'aun

(Pharaoh)) belied and disobeyed. Then he turned his back, striving

(against Allah), Then he gathered (his people) and cried aloud,

Saying: "I am your lord, most high." So Allah seized him with

punishment for his last and first transgression. (Tafsir At-Tabari)

Verily, in this is an instructive admonitionfor whosoeverfears Allah."
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(An-Nazj
l

at, 15-26)

Comparing the two stories, we notice these differences:

1. The first is long and detailed, while the second is short and

concise.

2. There is a great difference between the styles, whether

concerning the verses and their junctures, in their length or

shortness, in their meanings and structures, or in the imperative

and prohibitory structure.

3. Stressing the moral in Surah Al-AVaf includes:

a. Establishing evidence against Fir'awn.

b. Highlighting the miracles proving the truthfulness of Musa.

c. The dialogue which took place between Musa and the

magicians.

d. The magicians' belief after the evidence was established.

e. Threatening Pharaoh.

f. The indifference of the magicians about the threat after they

believed.

g. Punishing the people of Fir'awn by dry years and tack of

harvest.

h. Allah's punishment to them by means of drowning.

In Surah An-Nazi'at, the stress falls on;

a. Allah's destruction of Fir'awn for claiming to be the Lord.

b. Giving an example to those who wish to remember and fear

Allah.

3. Qur*anic Guidance: which is accompanied by recommendations

and admonishment:

The Noble Qur'an abounds in verses accompanied by

recommendations, and texts coupled with admonition, which
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direct the reader towards whatever is useful to him in his religion,

this life, and the Hereafter, as well as the formation of his body,

mind and spirit, and his preparation to become a caller to the way

of Allah and one who strives in His path.

The Noble Qur'an has a great effect on the hearts and souls of

man. When a Muslim hears the words of Allah recited, his heart

becomes tender and his soul aspires to them, and his spirit is

moved. Then he pledges to Allah 'SH that he is going to take their

admonition, respond to their recommendations, carry out their

orders, and avoid their prohibitions. This is because they are

revealed by the Wise and the Praiseworthy. They include a healing

for his ailments and a preventive medicine for the diseases of the

body and heart. Here arc some of these directive examples in the

Noble Qur'in:

a. The Qur'an declares:

&23i &SR £JR tftf C^i $$; &i * 1JQ3 % £^ >

% pz$ gas £5 ^ai #>j^^M jyt jCffi &® & fl&
S£&g ±]£\ ^it 5*#g i%z_ k$ © G£i 4£* t&*& u. * *

^ li«£ ^ if •>£$ lb i*£ £* ]£& j£l «Jflj A !^ J n^
"Worship Allah andjoin none with Him in worship; and do good

to parents, kinsfolk , orphans, Al-Masakin (the poor), the neighbor

who is near of kin, the neighbor who is a stranger, the companion hy

your side, the wayfarer (you meet), and those (slaves) whom your

right hands possess. Verily, Allah does not like such as are proudand

boastful. Those who are miserly and enjoin miserliness on other men

and hide what Allah has bestowed upon them of His Bounties. And

We have prepared for the disbelievers a disgraceful torment. And

(also) those who spend of their substance to be seen of men, and

believe not in Allah and the Last Day (they are thefriends ofShaitan
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(Satan)) and whoever takes Shaitan (Satan) as a companion; then

what a dreadful companion he has!" (An-Nisa, 36-39)

b. The Qur'an declares:

"And your Lord has decreed that you worship none hut Him. And

that you be dutiful to your parents. If one of them or both of them

attain old age in your life, say not to them a word of disrespect, nor

shout at them but address them in terms of honor. And lower unto

them the wing of submission and humility through mercy, and say:

"My Lord! Bestow on tliem Your Mercy as they did bring me up

when I was young." (Al-Isra, 23)

In addition to the above, there are other commandments,

admonition, directives, orders, and prohibitions, which abound in

the verses of the Noble Qur'an.

Related to this:

a. Qur'anic directives are accompanied by emphatic particles: An

example of this is Allah, the Almighty's saying:

<{ <<>}$£ 4Q $0 d$ 4 SI

"Verily, in these things there are Ayat (proof, evidence, lessons,

signs) for the people who understand" (Ar-Ra'd, 4) And

^ 5i?H 4A 9$ «5$ 4 h ^

"Verily, in these things, there are Ayat (proof, evidences, lessons,

signs, etc.) for people who reflect" (Ar-Ra'd, 3) And

Verily, in this are Ayat (proof, evidence, verses, lessons, signs,

revelations, etc.) for a people who listen (Le* those who think

deeply)." (Yunus, 67)

b. the Qur'anic directives are accompanied by rhetorical question

particles, such as:
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"Or dr</ fAcjj create the heavens and the earth? Nay, but they have

no firm Belief. Or are with them the treasures ofyour Lord? Or are

they the tyrants with the authority to do as they tike?" (At-Tur, 36-37)

"Or has He (Allah) only daughters and you have sons?" (At-Tur. 39)

c. Qur'anic guidance is accompanied by rational evidence: the

Qur'an declares:

"Had there been therein (in the heavens and the earth) alihah

(gods) besides Allah, then verily both would have been ruined.

Glorified is Allah, the Lord of the Throne, (High is He) above all

that (evil) they associate with Him!" (Al-Anbiya, 22) and

"/iwrf on f/te earf/i flre A/^nA for those who have Faith with

certainty. And also in your own selves. Will you not then see?"

(Adh-Dhariyat, 20-21)

d. Qur'anic Guidance is accompanied by the comprehensiveness of

Islam: for example, Allah HI says,

^ Jl.L-4 <Xr^J <U-*-jj (JJLhj j<^ JfJ Ll^u lJ^J* ^iAi* Ujy £*

'Mnrf ffe toe S£/if down to you the Book (the Qur'an) as an

exposition of everything, a guidance, a mercy, and glad tidings for

those who have submitted themselves (to Allah as Muslims)." (An-

Nahl,89)and:

"HP's Aflv^ neglected nothing in the Book, then unto their Lord

they (all) shall be gathered" (AI-An'&n, 38)

e. Qur'anic directives are accompanied by rules of legislation: for

example, Allah's saying about the rule of judicial justice:
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"-4jm/ *Aa* when you judge between men, you judge with justice."

(An-Nisa, 58)

- And about the rule of constitutional counsel "Shiird":

"And consult them in the affairs..." (A I Imran, 159)

The Messenger ^ took interest in giving advice, and directed

educators and callers to the way of Allah to give admonition, and

called upon every Muslim to be a caller to Allah everywhere he

goes, so that whoever has a good heart would be influenced

positively by his admonition and guidance. In this way he may save,

through calling and giving admonition, people who are involved in

pre-lslamic practices, debauchery, loss, and misguidance. Follow-

ing are the most important of his directives & concerning giving

advice, admonition, and calling to the way of Allah:

- Muslim quoted Tamim Ibn Aws Ad-Darl *$* that the Prophet ^
said, "Religion is advice," They asked, "For whom?" He said,

"For Allah, His Messenger, the leaders of Muslims, and their

commoners."

- Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoted the discourse of Sahl Ibn Sa'd

As-Sa'dt that the Messenger of Allah ^j£ said to All Ibn Abi Talib

«^fc when he directed him to conquer Khaibar: "Enter quietly, call

them to Islam, and tell them about Allah's rights that are

incumbent on them. By Allah, that lie guides one person through

you to Islam, is better for you than capturing the best camels/'

Our first teacher g£ had his own best method, and his ideal way

of delivering admonition in various styles and ways of exposition.

Here is an example of this method:

A. Taking up the narrative method: for example, the story of the

leper, one afflicted by ringworm and the blind,
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Al-BukMri and Muslim quoted Abu Htirairah 4* as saying that

he heard the Prophet
gjfc

say, "There were three men from Bant

Isrd'il, a leper, a man afflicted with ringworm, and a blind man whom

Allah wanted to test, Therefore, He sent an angel to them. He came

to the leper:

Angel: What is the thing you want most?

Leper: A good complexion, good skin, and that which made me

dirty in the eyes ofpeople to be gone. He rubbed his skin

and his blemish disappeared and he was given a fine

complexion.

Angel: What is the best source of wealth for you?

Leper: 'Camels." He was given a pregnant camel.

Angel: May Allah bless you with it. He came to the man afflicted

with ringworm.

Angel: What is the thing you like most?

Ringwormed: Fine hair, and that which made me dirty in the eyes

ofpeople to disappear. He rubbed him and was given fine

hair.

Angel: What is the best source of wealth for you?

Ringwormed: "Cows." He was given a pregnant cow.

Angel: May Allah bless it for you.

He came to the blind man.

Angel: What is the thing you desire most?

Blind: "That Allah restores my eyesight for me so that I may see

people." He rubbed him and restored his eyesight for him.

Angel: What is the best source of wealth you like?

Blind: "Sheep." He was given a pregnant sheep. The animals

multiplied, so that the three men had a valley full of

camels, cows, and sheep, respectively. Then the Angel

came to the previous leper man in the form of a leper.
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Angel: A poor man who is cut offfrom his people wandering around,

so I have no money today exceptfrom Allah then you. I ask you

in the name of the One who gave you thefair complexion, good

skin, and money to give me a camel to eat during my travel.

Leper: I have many debts!

Angel: It seems as if I know you. Were you not a leper considered

dirty by people? Were you not poor then Allah made you rich?

Leper: I inherited this money from my ancestors.

Angel: If you are a liar, may Allah restore you to your previous

condition! He came to the man previously afflicted with in the

form of a man afflicted with the same ailment.

Angel: A poor man who is cut offfrom his people wandering around, so

fhave no money today except from Allah then you. I ask you in

the name of the One Who gave you good hair, good looks, ami

money to give me a cow so that I may eat it during my travel!.

Ringwormed: My debts are many!

Angel: It seems to me that I know you. Were you not a man afflicted

with ringworm whose people considered dirty? Were you not

poor then Allah made you rich?

Ringwormed: 1 inherited this money from my ancestors.

Angel: If you are a liar, may Allah restore you to your previous

condition, 7hen he came to the man who had been blind in the

form of a blind man.

Angel: A poor man who is cut offfrom his people wandering around,

so I have no money today except from Allah then you. I ask

you in the name of the One who restoredyour eyesight to you

that you give me a sheep to eat during my travel.

Blind man: I was blind then Allah restored my eyesight to me. Take

whatever you want and leave whatever you want. By Allah, I

will not contradict you concerning anything you take for the
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sake of Allah M-

Angel: Keep your things. You have been put to test. Allah is satisfied

with you, and dissatisfied with your comrades.

A good adviser, a wise educator, and a well-guided caller to the

way of Allah can adapt the exposition of a story to a style that suits

the mentality of the audience. They can also infer from the story

the most important morals and admonition, so that the effect may

be more touching, and the response stronger.

B. Utilizing the method of dialogue and catechism: this is done

through posing questions to friends in order to draw their

attention, stir their intelligence, and feed them effective admoni-

tion in the form of conviction and catechism. An example of this is

Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoting Abu Hurairah 4fe> as saying that

the Messenger of Allah
$fc

said, ^Do you know who is bankrupt?"

They said, "A bankrupt to us is who has no dirham or property."

He said, "A bankrupt in my nation is he who comes on the Last Day

with prayer, fasting, zakdh, and hajj, but he had sworn at this (man)

and slandered that, devoured someone's money, shed the blood of

another, and beat someone. This man will be given from his good

deeds, and that man will be given from his good deeds. If his good

deeds are spent before he pays his debts, he will take from their bad

deeds, which will he added to his, then he will be thrown into the Fire.

"

C. Starting admonition with swearing by Allah: this is intended to

call the attention of the hearer to the importance of the thing that

is to be said, in order to do it or avoid it. An example is what Al-

Bukhari quoted Abu Shuraih & as saying, that the Messenger of

Allah g^. said, "By Allah, he is not a believer; by Allah, he is not a

believer; by Allah, he is not a believer." It was asked, "Who O
Messenger of Allah?" He said, "that person whose neighbor does not

feel safe from his evils."

D. Combining admonition and jesting: this is intended to stir the
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mind, prevent boredom, and arouse interest An example is what

Abii Dawud and At-Tirmidhi quoted Anas^ as saying that a man

came to the Messenger of Allah asking him for a camel from

chanty so that he may carry his household things on it. The

Messenger jjjp said, " / will give you a baby camel. The man said,

"O Messenger of Allah, what can I do with a baby camel?" The

Messenger of Allah jgj said, "And do female camels give birth

except to baby camels?"

E, Being concise in speech to prevent boredom: Abu Dawud

quoted Jabir Ibn Samurah as saying, "The Messenger of Allah

used to not prolong the sermon on Friday. It was only a few

words."

F. Controlling the audience through the effect of admonition: it

was stated in Ahmad 's Mumad and by Muslim that lbn *Umar 4^

said that the Messenger of Allah read this verse one day on the

minbar (pulpit):

"They made not a just estimate of Allah such as is due to Him.

And on the Day of Resurrection the whole of the earth will he

grasped by His Hand and the heavens will be rolled up in His Right

Hand, Glorified is He, and High is He above all that they associate

as partners with Him!" (Az-Zumar, 67)

The Messenger of Allah |& was saying this with his hand,

moving it back and forth, saying the Lord glorifies Himself saying

I am the Potenate; I am the Proud; I am the King; I am the

Generous. The minbar shook with the Messenger of Allah, so that

we thought it may fall; will it collapse with the Messenger of Allah

g$ The admonishing caller to the way of Allah cannot have this

dominating effect unless he has a sincere intention, a kind of heart,

a pious soul, and clean of inner feelings; otherwise the
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responsibility is so great towards Allah, the Lord of the worlds.

G. Admonishment by giving appropriate examples: the Prophet 4$
used to clarify his words by giving examples that people easily

understand what they recognize with their senses, and what is well

within their reach, so that the effect of admonition may be stronger

and firmer in their minds, An-Nasa! in his Sunan quoted Anas *&>

as saying that the Messenger of Allah ^ said, "A believer who

reach the Quran is like atrujjah (a fruit similar to oranges). It is

fragrant and tasty. A believer who does not read the Qur'dn is like a

fruit which is tasty but not fragrant. An impious man who reads the

Qur'dn is like sweet basil, which is fragrant, but tastes bitter. An

impious matt who does not read the Qur'dn is like a colocynth which

is bitter-tasting, and not fragrant. A bad companion is like a man

who works the bellows; ifyou do not get stained by him, his smoke

will harm you.

"

H. Admonition by gesture: for example, Al-Bukharl and Muslim

quoted Abu Musa Al-Ash'ari 4& as saying that Allah's Messenger

jj£ said, "A believer is to a believer like a building whose parts

consolidate each other; Allah's Messenger interwound his fingers.

"

I. Adomnition by drawing and illustrating: for example, Al-

Bukhari quoted 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud 4» as saying, "Allah's

Messenger & drew a square for us, drew a line outside of it, and

drew smaller and yet smaller lines in the middle of the square. Then

he said, "This is man, and this is his life-time surrounding him; that

which is outside i.e. the line is his hope; these smaller and smaller

lines are accidents and sudden afflictions If he missed one of them,

another will snatch him. If he missed all of them, he will be

afflicted with old age."

J, Admonition by means of a practical act: for example, Al-Bukharl

narrated that the Prophet |J once led people in prayer while he

was on the pulpit so that all of them could see how he was praying,
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and may learn by watching what he does. When he finished, people

came to him and so he said, "O people, I have done this so that you

may follow my example, and teach others how I pray.''

K. Admonition by seizing opportunities: Tor example, Muslim

quoted Jabir 4£fa as saying that Allah's Messenger
jjj; passed by a

market and entered it with people surrounding him. He came

across a dead goat with small ears. He caught it by the ear and

said "Who would like to buy this for a dirham?" They said, "We
would not like it even for free; what would we do with it?" He said,

"Would you like to have it?" They said, "By Allah, even if it were

alive, its short ears would be a defect, then how about if it were

dead?" He said, "By Allaix, this world is more trivial to Allah than

this is to you,

"

L. Admonition by paying attention to the more important issues:

for example, Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoted Anas 4&> as saying

that an Arab of the desert asked Allah's Messenger ^, "When will

the Last Day be, O Messenger of Allah?" The Messenger of Allah

4£ said, "What did you do to prepare for it?" The man said, "The

love of Allah and His Messenger." The Messenger said, "You will

be with those you love"

M. Admonition by showing the prohibited thing he is forbidding

people from: for instance, Abu Dawud, An-Nasat
t
and Ibn Majah

in their Sunan quoted Al? Tbn Ab! Talib 4k> as saying, "Allah's

Messenger j£ held some silk in his left hand, and some gold in his

right hand, then raised them with his hands saying, "These are

prohibited for the males of my nation, but are allowed for the

females."

The above are the most important methods which our first

teacher fi; used in guiding adults, teaching youngsters, directing

the elite, guiding commoners, strengthening virtue, and redressing

deviation.
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IV. Education by Observation

The meaning of education by observation is to take care of the

belief and moral formation of the child, to observe him in his

psychological and social constitution, and to continually inquire

about his physical upbringing and his learning progress.

There is no doubt that such education is one of the firmest bases

in forming a well-balanced and integrated human being who pays

everyone his due, who fully shoulders his responsibilities, and who

is a true Muslim, Such a Muslim is the comer stone in establishing

a firm Islamic basis by which the glory of Islam is established and

on which the Islamic state comes to fruition. Indeed, Islam is the

means of civilization.

Islam, with its comprehensive principles and Divine system, has

urged parents and educators to take interest in observing their

children in all aspects of life and education. To you, my brother

educator, I present the most important texts dealing with this

observation, Allah M says,

1 < S"? \" £ Jt"T* ->M T
5, M < *" si

"O you who believe! Ward offfrom yourselves andyourfamilies a

Fire (Hell) whosefuel is men and stones, over which are (appointed)

angels stern (and) severe, who disobey not, (from executing) the

Commands they receive from Allah, but do that which they are

commanded." (At-Tahnm, 6)

How can an educator protect his own family from the fire if he

does not command them, prohibit what is evil, and does not

observe them?

Among the Prophetic Traditions that urge accompaniment and

observation is the one narrated by Al-3ukhari and Muslim

quoting Ibn 'Umar 4b: "And a man is the guardian of his
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household, and is responsible for his wards, and a woman is the

guardian in her husband's house and is responsible for her wards."

Our first educator and most honorable guide Muhammad j§£

used to give his nation an ideal example in taking care of his

Companions, inquiring after them, warning those who fell short,

encouraging the charitable, sympathizing with the weak and poor,

educating youngsters, and teaching the ignorant. Here are some

examples of his observation and inquiries after his Companions;

- Concerning social education we find that Al-Bukhari and Muslim

narrated Abu Sa'Td Al-Khudri 4&7 who said that the Prophet Jfe

said, "Beware ofsitting in roads. They said,
liWe cannot help our

sittings where we talk," Allah's Messenger
jjjfc

said, "Ifyou cannot

help it, then give the road its due." They said, "What is the due of

the road, O Messenger of Allah?
7
' He said "Lowering the gaze,

not inflicting harm, returning greeting, commanding goodness, and

prohibiting evil."

- Concerning how the Prophet §£ warned against prohibitions we

find that An-Nawawi narrated in Riydd As-Sdlihin quoting Ibn

Abbas ^fe as saying that Allah's Messenger gf saw a gold ring on

a man's finger, so he took it off and threw it away and said, "One

ofyou takes a piece offire and puts it on his hand." After Allah's

Messenger left, it was said to the man, "Take your ring and make

use of it," He said, "By Allah, no. I will never take it after Allah's

Messenger ^ took it off my finger,"

- Concerning how he educated youngsters we find Al-Bukhar? and

Muslim narrated 'Umar Ibn Abi Salamah 4& as saying, "I was a

boy in the lap of Allah's Messenger $£ [i, e. under his

observation] and my hand used to move everywhere in the

dish, so Allah's Messenger gg said to me, "O boy, mention the

name of Allah, eat with your right hand, and eat from the nearest

place to you.

"
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- Concerning how he guided adults we find that Abu Dawud and

Al-Bayhaqi quoted 'Abdullah Ibn Amir Mjh as saying, "My

mother once called me in the presence of Allah's Messenger gt in

our house, and she said, "Come here and I will give you

something/' Allah's Messenger said, " What do you want to give

him?" she said, "I want to give him dates." Allah's Messenger

said, "Ifyou do not give him anything it will be written as a lie.

"

- Concerning moral education wc find that Al-Bukhan and

Muslim quoted Abu Bakrah 4& as saying that a man was

mentioned to the Prophet gj and another man lauded him. The

Prophet jjjfe said, "Woe to you; you held your friend's neck. I

repeatedly said, "If anyone is inevitably funding another, he should

say, I guess so and so even ifhe thinks he is right. Allah sufficesfor

him and no one should be lauded to Allah.

"

- Concerning psychological education wc find Al-Bukhari and

Muslim quoted An-Numan Ibn Bashir 4& as saying that his

father brought him to Allah's Messenger and said, "I gave my

son a slave of mine." Allah's Messenger said, "Have you given the

like to all your sons?" He said, "No." The Prophet said, "Then

take him hack." My father returned and took the slave back.

- The example of physical education is found when he saw some

people drinking in one gulp like a camel, so he said to them, as

narrated by At-Tirmidhi, "Do not drink in one gulp as a camel

does, but drink in two or three gulps, and mention Allah's name

before you drink, and thank Him after you finish.

"

- Concerning how he educated to the way of Allah and was gentle

to people is found in Al-Bukhari and Muslim who quoted Anas

«& as saying, "I marched with Allah's Messenger who was

dressed in a Najran coarse garment. An Arab of the desert went

up to him and pulled at his garment so violently that it left a

mark on Allah's Messenger's neck Then the Arab of the desert
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said, "O Muhammad, command that I be given from Allah's

money which you have access lo. The Prophet jfs turned to him

laughing, then commanded that he be given some.

- Concerning how he raised the status of women and gave them

their due, we find that An-NasaT and Ibn Majah narrated that a

young woman came to the Prophet jj£ and said, "My father

married me to his nephew so that he may raise his status by me

i. e. cover his defect and I hate him. Allah's Messenger sent

someone to fetch her father and commanded him to leave the

matter up to her. The woman said, "I approve of what my father

has done, but I wanted women to know that this matter is not up

to their fathers."

Among the important things which an educator should know is

that education by observation is not confined to one or two aspects

of reforming the formation of the human self, but should include

all aspects: faith, intellect, moral, physical, psychological, and

social aspects, ff this is observed then education may be fruitful in

forming a sound, integrated, balanced Muslim individual, who

gives everything its due in this life.

Observing the aspect of belief in children

- The educator should take of the principles, ideas, and beliefs that

the child is taught and who undertakes the orientation of the

child and his or her education at school or elsewhere. If he finds

these to be suitable, he should praise Allah. If he finds them

defective, he should shoulder his great responsibility in implant-

ing the principles of monotheism and consolidating the bases of

belief, so that the child may be saved from sinful atheistic

teachings and dangerous secular orientation.

- He should take note of the books, magazines, and publications

which the child reads. If he finds that they include ideas of

misguidance, principles of atheism, and of missionaries, he must
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confiscate these books, then show for the child how such books

and similar ones corrupt the pure belief of Muslims.

- The educator must also observe the companions and peers the

child befriends. If he finds the child's company one of atheism

and misguidance, he must severe their relation with them, and

secure virtuous and pious companions who will reform him and

make him strong in belief and inner peace,

- The educator should also observe the groups and organizations

the child is affiliated with. If he finds that these groups are

atheistic in principles and orientation, he should be strict in

preventing him, should persevere in observing him, and seize one

chance after another to convince and orient him until he sees that

it is wrong to be inclined towards other than what is right. He

should ensure that the child has returned to guidance, and is

continuing on the straight path.

Observing the moral aspect of the child

- The educator should observe how truthful the child is. If he finds

that he lies, plays and appears in the community as a hypocrite

and a liar, he must take care of the child the first time he tells a

lie, and show him in great detail the consequences of lying and

liars, and hypocrisy and the hypocrites, so that he may never tell

lies again.

- The educator should also observe how honest his child is. If he

finds that the child is stealing even trivial things such as coins

from his siblings or a pen from his friend, he has to deal with this

very quickly and make him understand that this is prohibited

because it is usurping money unjustly. He also has to sow the

seeds of observing Allah and fearing Him so that he may return,

be reformed, and make his manners straight. If this is not done,

the child will become dishonest, get accustomed to deceit and

theft, and even become wretched, betraying, and a criminal of
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whose bad deeds people and the community will complain.

- The educator should also pay attention to his child's speech. If he

finds that he swears at people, calls them bad names, and utters

impolite words, he has to deal with this wisely and give it due

attention and care He should try to discover the reasons why his

son speaks rudely so that he may severe him from the causes,

then he should show him in an attractive way the attributes of a

well-mannered child, and the merits of a polite person, so that he

may be attracted to the grace of the soul and to noble morals,

- The educator should also observe the psychological will-power of

the child. 11' he finds that the child imitates others slavishly and

exaggerates in easy luxury, listens to music and un-Islamic

singing, has an effiminatc appearance, behaves suspiciously,

mingles with women, watches improper television movies, goes to

the cinema, reads indecent magazines, buys sexy pictures and

love novels, he has to deal with this immorality by means of kind

admonition sometimes and threatening at other times, and by

offering incentives or inflicting punishment.

Observing the intellectual and academic aspect of the child

- The educator has to observe the child's academic achievement

and his cultural formation, whether this education is an

individual duty or a common one. He should observe if the

child has learnt that which is an individual duty, such as reciting

the Qur'an, the rulings of worship, the lawful and unlawful, the

battles of the Prophet jfe, because he is responsible to learn these

things and will be accountable to Allah ir he fell short of them.

However, if the child is learning that which is a sufficient duty

such as medicine, or engineering for example, the educator

should observe his perseverance, excellence, and progress so that

when he graduates he would benefit his nation through his

specialization and establish the bases of civilization in the
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Muslim community through his scholarship and talent,

- The educator must also observe the intellectual enlightenment of

the child regarding his association with Islam both as a religion

and as a State, with the Noble Quran as the creed and

legislation, with the Messenger ^ as the leader and example to

be followed, with Islamic history as the source of pride, with

Islamic culture as the spirit and thought, and with calling to the

Way of Allah enthusiastically. This cannot be achieved except by

keeping the child's company, orienting and arousing his interest

in reading intellectual books, religious magazines, Islamic

brochures, listening to useful Islamic lectures and effective

orations. The educator's heart is broken when he finds that the

child is memorizing the biographies of Western philosophers at

school, knows much about great Eastern figures and their

opinions and theories, but knows only very little about the

history of Muslims, the life of great pious people men,

conquerors, and distinguished Muslim scholars.

- The educator should also observe the mental health of the child,

paying attention to the corruption of drinking intoxicants and

using narcotics because they ravish the body and cause hysteria

and madness. He also has to watch for the secret habit of

masturbation because it is a sin.

Observing the physical status of the child

- The educator has to make sure that he provides for his children

adequately, including good food, shelter, and clothing, so that

their bodies are not prone to illness and disease.

- The educator should also take note of the hygenie rules which

Islam ordained regarding eating, drinking, and sleeping. The

educator should make sure that the child does not overeat, eat

more than what is normal or more than what he really needs. He

should make sure that the child drinks in two or three gulps,
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prevent him from breathing into the drinking vessel, or drinking

while standing up. He should also make sure that the child sleeps

on his right side, and does not go to bed immediately after eating.

- The ducator, especially the mother, should take precautions if her

child contracts an infectious disease, through secluding the sick

child from the rest of the children so that the disease may not

spread.

- The educator has to watch for the preventive means of preserving

his child's health through directing him not to eat unripe fruit or

unwashed vegetables. He should also wash his hands before

eating, and not blow into the food vessel, and observe other

hygenie instructions ordained by Islam.

- The educator should watch for all the factors that attack the

body, harm health, and cause diseases, such as intoxicants,

narcotics, smoking, masturbation, adultery, and homosexuality,

which have many negative affects on the physical and emotional

health of the individual.

Observing the psychological aspect of the child

- Parents should watch for shyness. If he finds that the child suffers

from seclusion and shunning away from people and the

community, he has to encourage him to overcome his syhness

and to mingle with others, and to promote in him intellectual and

social understanding, enlightenment, and maturity.

- He should also observe the phenomenon of fear. If he finds that

he suffers from cowardice, fear, and low self-esteem before

incidents and tries to escape hardships, he should cultivate in him

self-confidence, steadfastness, forwardness, and bravery so that

he may be able to face life with all its problems with a satisfied

spirit and a smiling face. The mother, particularly, should not

terrify her child by talking about ghosts, dark, strange creatures,

jinn, to prevent the child from becoming fearful, so that fear wilt
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not control him.

- Parents should also watch out for an inferiority complex in the

child. If he finds that his child suffers a little from this feeling, he

has to deal with it with wisdom and kind admonition, and

eliminate the causes that led to it.

- He should also deal with the phenomenon of anger. If he finds

that the child gets angry for the slightest reason, he has to deal

with this by eradicating the causes. If it is caused by sickness, the

parent should hasten to treat him medically If it is caused by

hunger, he has to feed him at the proper time. If the cause is

unjust reprimanding, he has to purify his tongue from the words

of insult and blame.

- If anger is caused by his being spoiled, he has to treat him

normally, and get him accustomed to be satisfied with simple

things in life.

Observing the social aspect of the child

- Parents should make sure that the child is doing his duty towards

others. If he finds that the child is not doing his duty towards

himself or his mother, his siblings and relatives, his neighbors, his

teacher, or older people, he has to show him the negative

consequences of this, and the result of this treatment so that he

may understand, hear, and stop not giving everyone his due, and

stop his carelessness about social decorum.

- The educator should also pay attention to the rules of decorum

concerning mixing with others. If he finds that the child fails to

observe table manners, or the manners of jesting, speaking,

sneezing, condoling, or any other social manners, he has to exert

his best effort to acquaint the child with the manners of Islam,

and to make him accustomed to the best habits and manners.

- Parents should also be sure that his child has noble feelings
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towards others. If he finds that the child is selfish, he should

guide him to preferring others to himself; and if he finds that he is

inclined to hatred, he should implant in him the seeds of love and

friendliness. If he finds him failing to abide by the lawful and not

avoiding the unlawful, he should command him to piety and

remind him of Allah's torture and the Hereafter, so that the creed

of observing Allah and fearing Him would become deeply rooted

in his soul. Should the parent find that the child is afflicted with a

hateful situation or a disease, he should teach him to accept fate.

Thus an educator can implant in the soul of the child these

psychological bases of belief, piety, and being conscious of Allah

M , and implant in his pure heart the feelings of preferring others

to himself, sympathy, and purity so that when he grows up and

attains the age of ordinance, he gives Allah and people in general

their due.

Observing the child's spiritual aspects

- Parents should observe in his child the quality of being aware of

Allah Si through making him feel that Allah hears him, sees

him, and knows his secrets, what he looks at, what his bosom

hides, and that nothing is hidden from Allah the heavens and the

earth. This cannot be achieved except by guiding him to belief in

Allah, His miraculous Omniscience, His magnificent creation,

and submission to Him in all things. Thus he would feel the

Greatness of Allah SJ§ this observance while he is working,

thinking, and feeling. Observance would even become a deeply-

rooted principle in his inner feelings, and a basis of responsibility

in his heart, feelings, and emotions.

- Parents should also observe the aspect of submission, piety, and

bondage to Allah, the Lord of the worlds. This can be achieved

through calling the child's attention to the all-inclusive greatness

of Allah in the young and the old, the inanimate and the living, in
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a fully-grown plant, a growing tree, a fragrant colorful llower,

and in millions of millions of diverse, wonderfully and

magnificently-composed creatures. Thus the human soul cannot

help but feel piety and submission to Allah W&. Among the

things which strengthen the child's submission to Allah, and

consolidate in his inner feelings the true essence of piety is to get

him accustomed, when he is at the age of reason and

discrimination, to show submission in prayers, and crying or

attempting to do so when hearing the verses of the Qur'an. If he

gets accustomed to these qualities and applies them, he will be

among those about whom Allah said:

"No doubt! Verily, the Auliya* of Allah (i.e. those who believe in

the Oneness of Allah andfear Allah much (abstain from all kinds

ofsins and evil deeds which He hasforbidden), and love Allah much

(perform all kinds ofgood deeds which He has ordained)) no fear

shall come upon them nor shall they grieve. Those who believed (in

the Oneness of Allah - Islamic Monotheism), and used to fear

Allah much (by abstaining from evil deeds and sins and by doing

righteous deeds)." (Yunus, 62-63)

Parents should also observe how the child performs worship by

means of commanding him to pray at the age of seven in

fulfillment of the saying of the Prophet jjk "Command your

children to pray when they are seven years old" By analogy,

through training him when he is stilt young to fast some days in

Ramadan if he is able to do so, and to take him to perform

pilgrimage if the parent can afford it, and also to get him

accustomed to spend in the way of Allah, even a small amount

every now and then, so that he may get used to the obligatory

worship of paying the poor-dues when he comes of age,
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- Parents also have to strike a balance while bringing up their child,

between the spiritual struggle and striving for the sake of Allah,

so that he may light injustice and disbelief as much as he resists

the evil-inciting of the soul. This is because if parents neglect to

arouse in the child the duty of calling to the way of Allah, or the

duty of striving in His way, the duty of enjoining goodness and

forbidding evil, the child will undoubtedly get used to seclusion,

inactivity, accepting the status quo, escaping from struggle, and

submitting to the power of tyrants and unjust people.

- Parents should also observe the application of supplication

through helping their children memorize the most important

supplications of the day and night, going to sleep and waking up,

eating, entering the house and leaving it, putting on clothes and

taking them off, as well as the invocation when travelling,

invoking Allah For guidance during the fall of rain and the time

of the crescent, insomnia, illness, and sadness, as well as other

invocations and sound, firmly established supplications.

V. Education by Appropriate Punishment

The rulings of the Islamic Jurisprudence (Fiqh) with their

complete justice and comprehensive principles focus on guarantee-

ing the necessities which man cannot do without The scholars of

Fiqh concluded that they are five in number. They called them

"the five necessities" or "the five generalities." These are:

maintaining religion, self, chastity, mind and wealth. They said

that all that was included in the Islamic system of rulings,

principles, and legislations aim at securing these generalities and

maintaining them. For the sake of preserving these generalities,

Islamic Jurisprudence has laid down severe punishments for those

who trespass and breach them. These punishments are known as

"hudud" or "prescriped punishment" and "ta'zir" or "discre-

tionary punishments." The set limits are punishments determined

by Jurisprudence as the rights of Allah 1M. These are:
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1. The punishment for apostacy: this is death if one insists on

leaving the religion or on atheism after his refusal to repent. If he is

killed he is not to be washed, shrouded, prayed on, or buried in

Muslims' graves. The basis for this punishment is what was

narrated by the six narrators and Ahmad Ibn Mas'ud <^& quoting

Allah's Messenger ^ as saying, "The shedding of a Muslim's blood

is not lawful except in three cases: an adulterer who is Muslim

married, life for life, and (he apostate who departs from the

community.

2. The punishment for murder: if it was murder in cold blood, the

punishment for it is death, because of Allah's saying,

££ V&i S&C £$ CS! ^S jtf j^n 4 *W$ p& C$ ®& i#f® >

"O you who believe! Al-Qisas (the Law of Equality in punishment)

is prescribed for you in case of murder: the free for the free t the

slave for the stave, and the female for the female. Hut if the killer

is forgiven by the brother (or the relatives, etc.) of the killed

against blood-money then adhering to it with fairness, and payment

of the blood-money t to the heir should be made in fairness." (Al-

Baqarah, 178)

3. The punishment for theft: this is cutting off the thief s hand from

the wrist if the theft was not motivated by need or compelling

circumstances. This is ordained by Allah's saying,

"And (as for) the male thief and the female, cut off (from the

wrist joint) their (right) hand as a recompense for that which they

committed, a punishment by way of example from Allah. And Allah

is All-Powerful, All-Wise" (Al-Ma'idah, 38)

4. The punishment for slander: this is eighty lashes and non-
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acceptance of testimony, according to Allah's saying.

4 &yjf fi 4K
*'/fnrf f/w ones who throw accusation upon women in wedlock. And

thereafter they do not come up with four witnesses,, then lash them

with eighty lashes, and do not accept any testimony of theirs at all;

and those are the ones who are immoral/' (An-Nur, 4)

5, The punishment for adultery: this is one hunderd lashes if the

adulterer is unmarried, and stoning to death if he is married. The

Qur'an declares:

<{ ;4W *U % m $ K£S J& i0 >

"The woman and the man guilty ofillegal sexual intercourse, flog

each of them with a hundred stripes..." (An-Nur, 2)

"Stoning to death is based on the Prophetic Tradition about

Ma'iz Ibn Malik and the Ghamidi woman whom Allah's

Messenger
jjfr

commanded that they be stoned to death because

they were both married.

6. The punishment for spreading corruption on earth: this is to be

killed or crucified, or their hands and legs be cut alternately, or

exile from the land. The majority of religious scholars, including

Ash-Shafi'i and Imam Ahmad, arc of the opinion that if

highwaymen kill and take money they are to be Killed and

crucified, but if they only take money without killing, their hands

and legs are cut asunder alternately, and if they terrify people but

do not take money they are to be exiled from the land. The basis of

this is Allah's saying,

h% 4&J. -Ji <m jgn ^u \-j4 ;1 ^4

3

f%$;j^ gjs

i^ l\% jftlt 4 j$j
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"The recompense of those who wage war against Allah and His

Messenger and do mischiefin the land is only that they shall he killed

or crucified or their hands and their feet be cut offfrom opposite

sides, or he exiledfrom the land. That is their disgrace in this world,

and a great torment is theirs in the Hereafter." (Ai-Ma'idah, 33)

7. The punishment for drinking intoxicants: this is forty to eighty

lashes, based on the fact that the Prophet's Companions &
estimated the penalty during the time of the Prophet gf to be forty

lashes. Ash-Shawkam reported that the Prophet ^ lashed those

who drink intoxicants with two lashes about forty times.

&Umar suggested eighty lashes after consulting the Companions

and they made the penalty eighty lashes when they saw that some

people went too far in drinking intoxicants. Their reasoning for

this is that All <& said, "If someone drinks an intoxicant, he gets

drunk and if he gets drunk, he raves, and if he raves he will

slander," and they made this analogous to the penalty for

slandering women in wedlock,

Discretionary punishments are undefined penalties which are due

to a human being for any wrongdoing for which there is no clearly

stated penalty or expiation. They are similar to set punishments in

deterrence and in reformation. If the quantity of discretionary

penalty is not set a ruler has the right to determine a proper

punishment, which may be reproach, beating, imprisonment, or

confiscation provided that it is not as severe as a set punishment.

No two people would disagree about the fact that Islam

legislated these established and discretionary penalties for the sake

of achieving a happy life filled with security and stability so that no

one would show injustice to anyone else, no strong person would

harm a weak one, and no rich man would control a poor one. All

people are equal in front of Allah, with no advantage of an Arab

over a non-Arab, or a white over a black, except by piety. This is
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the meaning of Allah's saying,

*V<«rf there is (a saving of) life for you in Al-Qisas (the Law of

Equality in punishment), O men of understanding, that you may

become AI-Muttaqin (the pious - see V>2:2). (Al-Baqarah, 179)

This is what is intended by the Prophet's saying, "By He Who has

my soul in His hand, ifFdtimah, the daughter ofMuhammad stole. I

would cut offher hand."

Whether the penalty is a set or a discretionary one, it is the

decisive treatment for reforming people and nations, and

consolidating peace and stability throughout the world. A nation

that has no penatties for criminals is an immoral, spoiled and

debased nation, which lives in continuous social chaos, and in

criminal confusion. The best example of this is America where

most sholars of modern education frown upon punishment and

hate to even mention it. This has resulted in a debased, spoiled,

irresponsible generation that craves for corruption and crime. It

was this situation which incited the late Amercian President

Kennedy to declare in 1962 that the future of America was in

danger because its youth are debauch, spoiled, lustful, and

irresponsible. Among every seven youths who are would-be army

recruits there are six who are unfit because of lust, irresponsibility,

and immorality have destroyed their physical and psychological

well-being.

When Allah 95 legislates penalties for His bondmen, He is the

Most Knowledgeable of that which He has laid down for them.

Unless he knows what penalties achieve security for the individual,

and stability for the community. He would not legislate them or

include them in His Divine legislation.

The punishment given by parents or educators differs in

quantity, quality, and method from that given to people in
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general. Here is, my brother educator, the way of Islam in

punishing children:

1. Dealing with the child tenderly and mercifully is the basis: Al-

Bukhari narrated in Al-Adah A I-Mufrad that Allah's Messenger^
said, "Be lender and avoid violence and obscenity,"

2. Taking into account the nature of the child to be punished:

Children vary concerning intelligence, flexibility, and responsiv-

ness. Their temperaments also differ, they can be quiet, peaceful,

and the moderate, or nervous and violent. All these kinds of

temperaments are determined by heredity, the influence of the

community, and the factors of upbringing and education. A
frowning look at some children is sufficient to deter and reform

them, while another child may need to be reproached. An educator

may resort to striking if it will be beneficial for the child.

Many scholars of Islamic education, including Ibn Sina, Al-

Abdari and Ibn Khaldun, are of the opinion that an educator

should not resort to punishment except in case of extreme

necessity, and not to resort to beating except after threatening

and intercession. The intention is to reform the child and to form

him morally and psychologically. In his book "Muqadimah"

(Introduction), Ibn Khaldun states that excessive violence towards

the child develops in him a weak will, cowardice, and escaping

from life's resposibilities. Among his statements is the following;

'The one who was brought up with violence and submission,

whether a learner, a Mamluk, or a servant, humility will seize him,

will make him displeased, inactive, and lazy. It will force him to lie

and be cunning for fear of hands stretching out to subdue him. It

will teach him trickery and deception which will become habitual

and such qualities will spoil his humanity."

3. Gradation from the lighter punishment to more sever punish-

ment: the Messenger gp outlined to educators clear methods for

dealing with a child's bad behaviour, making him polite, and
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setting his behaviour alright. These methods which were clarified

by the first educator ^ are:

I. Calling attention to the wrong doing through direction: Al-

Bukhari and Muslim quoted "Uraar Ibn Abu Salamah as

saying, "I was a little boy in the lap of Allah's Messenger
jjjj:

[i.e. under his care] and my hand used to go everywhere in

the dish, so Allah's Messenger said to me, "O boy mention

Allah's Name, eat with your right hand, and from the nearest

place to you."

II. Pointing out the wrong doing with gentleness: Al-Bukhan and

Muslim narrated that Allah's Messenger ££ brought a drink

and he drank from it. There was a boy on his right side and old

people on his left. Allah's Messenger said to the boy, "Do you

allow me to give to those?" "This is gentleness and a clear method

of orientation. "The boy said, "By Allah, no. I would not prefer

anyone to myself drinking immediately after you." The

Messenger of Allah jtfc put the drink in the boy's hand. This

boy is *Abdullah Ibn Abbas.

III. Pointing out the wrong doing by means of gesture: Al-Bukhari

quoted Ibn Abbas Mfr as saying, "A I-Fad 1 was in the company of

Allah's Messenger jg£ when a woman from Khatham came, so

Al-Fadl started to look at her and she started to look at him.

Allah's Messenger ££ began to turn Al-FadPs face to the other

side. She said, "O Messenger of Allah, Allah has ordained

Pilgrimage on His bondmen, and my father is an old man who

cannot stay on an animal of burden, should I perform

Pilgrimage on his behalf? The Prophet said, 'Yes', This was

during the farewell Pilgrimage."

Thus, we see that the Prophet ^ dealt with the wrong action of

looking at women by turning the man's face to the other side,

which affected Al-Fadl positively.
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IV. Pointing out the wrong deed by rebuke: Al-Bukhari quoted

Abu Dharr as saying, "I swore at a man, trying to make him feel

ashamed or his mother. He said, "G son of a black woman."

Allah's Messenger ^ said, "O Abu Dharr, did you try to make

him feel ashamed of his mother? You are a man who still haspre-

Islamic ways." Thus Allah's Messenger i& dealt with Abu

Dharr's wrong deed when he tried to make a man feel ashamed

because of his means of dark complexion, by means of rebuke

and reproach.

V. Pointing out the wrong deed by desertion: Al-Bukhari quoted

Ka'b Ibn Malik when he did not join the Prophet
gfr

in "the

battle of Tabuk, as saying, "The Prophet ^ prevented people

from talking lo me for fifty nights," until Allah revealed our

forgiveness in the Noble Qur'an. Thus we see that the Prophet

jtif and the first generation of his Companions punished by

means of desertion for the sake of redressing wrong deeds and

straightening deviation from piety so that the person may return

to the straight path,

VI. Pointing out the wrong deed by means of a light beating: Abu
Dawud narrated that Allah's Messenger ^£ said, "Command

your children to perfrom prayer when they are seven years old,

and beat them for not performing it when they are ten, and keep

male andfemale children apart in beds/' In Surah An-Nisa, there

is a Verse that reads as follows:

5li f*=*M of irtj^Jj g^tS-ii 4 M**b <i*h> <d>jp> Cyte #j f

"...As to those women on whose part you see ill-conduct, admonish

them (first), (next), refuse to share their beds, (and last) heat

them (lightly, ifit is useful); hut ifthey return to obedience, seek

not against them means (of annoyance)/' (An-Nisa, 34)
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VII. Pointing out a wrong deed by means of appropriate

punishment: the Noble Qur'an has ordained the principle of

admonishing punishment in Allah's saying, "And in retaliation

there is life for you, O men with intellect." Plus retaliation leads

to prevailing peace and security and realizing tranquility and

stability, and deterring evil souls from going too far in injustice

and criminal activity.

When Islam ordained the punishment of beating, as mentioned

above, it surrounded this penalty with a circle of boundaries and

conditions so that the beating may not be transferred from rebuke

and reform to vengeance and revenge. We deal with these

conditions of the penalty of beating in the following order;

1. That the educator should not resort to beating except after using

all the aforementioned methods of discipline and reproach.

2. That he should not beat when he is in a state of anger lest he

should inflict harm on the child, in abiding by the command of

the Prophet ^, "Do no! be angry", as narrated by Al-Bukhan,

3. That he should avoid beating vulnerable places such as the

head, face, chest, and abdomen, in conformity with the saying

of the Prophet ^ as narrated by Abu Dawud, "and do not

strike the face/'

4. That the first beating times should be light and unpainfuL It

should be on the hands or feet with a flimsy stick. The beatings

are between one and three if the child has not yet reached

puberty. If the child is about to reach that age and the educator

thinks that three strikes would not deter him he may strike him

up to ten in conformity with Allah's Messenger tradition, "No

one .should he given more than ten lashes except in a punishment

for breaching one of Allah's bounds."

5. That he may not beat a child who in under ten years of age,

according to the aforementioned Hadith: "Command your
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children to pray when they are seven years old, and beat them for

not performing it when they are ten."

6. If the wrong deed is done by the child for the first time, he

should be given the chance to repent for that which he

committed and apologize for what he did. He should be given

the chance for people to intervene and prevent the punishment

in return for a promise from him that he will not do this wrong

deed again.

7. That an educator should beat the child by himself, and not leave

it to a brother or a peer so as to prevent grudge and disputes

from arising.

8. In the case where the child is approaching the age of puberty and

has wet dreams, and the educator thinks that ten lashes are not

enough to deter him, he may increase the number, and even

make them more painful, and may repeat the beating.

Finally, T would like to say that an educator does not lack

efTective methods of rebuking and deterring the child. The

aforementioned methods are among the most important deterrent

forms of disciplining and reforming. It is necessary that the

educator uses wisdom in using them and choosing the most

appropriate method.
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Chapter Two

The Basic Principles of Education

Before dealing in detail with the basic principles educators

should use to form the child's personality and prepare him to be a

straight, well-balanced person, it is important to deal, however

briefly, with the basic qualities that should characterize the

educator so as to heighten his influence on Lhe children, and to

make their response to his advice better.
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The Essential Qualities of the Educator

i. Sincerity

The educator must be sincere to Allah in every educational act

he undertakes in education, whether it is a command, prohibition,

advice, observation, or punishment.

Sincerity in word and deed is one of the bases of belief, and a

requirement of Islam, without which Allah does not accept any

deed. It was also inequivocally commanded in Allah's Book and in

the words of our Prophet jg£. Allah 9g says,

&a «jft ijgfl yg fjCStf j££ $& c0 3 US * W3 *fc BJ t? >

"/4/irf rAfv wn? commanded not, hut that they should worship

Allah, and worship none but Him Alone (abstaining from ascribing

partners to Him), and perform As-Salat (Iqmat-as-SaJt) and give

Zakatt and that is the right religion." (AI-Bayyinah, 5)

He also says,

$ C3 *£ i^ l£%Vg*$&S£k ^ ;uJ ££ If & }

"...So whoever hopes for the Meeting with his Lord, let him work

righteousness and associate none as a partner in the worship of his

Lord," (Al-Kahf, 110)

The Prophet
jjf

says, as narrated by Al-Bukhaii and Muslim

,

"Verily deeds are by intentions, and every individual will be rewarded

according to his intention." He also says, as narrated by Abu

Dawud and An-Nasai, "Allah SI does not accept any deed unless it

is sincere and intendedfor His sake."

ii. Piety

Among the most important qualities of an educator is peity,

which is defined by eminent scholars as "Allah not seeing you

where He prohibited you to be, and not missing you where He
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commanded you to be," We find this principle in a conversation

which took place between 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab and Ubayy Ibn

Ka'b Wi in which 'Umar asked Ubayy about piety. He said to him,

"Have you ever gone along a thorny road?" He said, "Yes." He

asked "What did you do?" He replied, "I got ready and did my
best." He said, "That is piety." Qur'anic verses call for and

command piety:

$^ & '& \p \pC ^Jt #£ }

"O you who believe! Fear Allah (by doing all that He has ordered

and by abstaining from all that He has forbidden) as He should he

feared. (Obey Him, be thankful to Him, and remember Him

always).." (Al 'Imran, 102) And:

\ ty* Vji \Jjj W lyul l£X C&l $5 ^

"O you who believe! Keep your duty to Allah andfear Him, and

(always) speak the truth." (Al-Ahzab, 70)

Piety was also called for in many of the traditions of the

Prophet ||;, Al-Bukhari and Muslim quoted Abu Hurairah <& as

saying, "It was said to Allah's Messenger, "Who is the noblest of

people?" He said, "The most pious." Muslim also narrated that the

Prophet jjjjb
said, "This life is sweet and green, Allah has made you

vicegerents in it and sees what you are doing, so beware of this

world, and beware of women, since the first temptation of Bani Isrdil

was in women/'

iii. Knowledge

Among the matters which no two people would differ about is

that an educator should be knowledgeable of the principles of

education on which Islamic Shari'ah "Jurisprudence" is based. He

should also be knowledgeable about the lawful and unlawful, the

principles of morality, the Islamic system, and the rulings of

Jurisprudence. This is because knowledge of these things makes an

educator a wise scholar who places things in their right place, rears
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children on their principles and requirements, coincides with

reformation and education on the firm ground of the teachings of

the Qur'an, the guidance of Muhammad ^, the noble model of

the biographies of the first generation of the Prophet's Compa-

nions i*fe and those who followed them in piety, However, if the

educator is ignorant, the child will become complex, morally

unstable, socially weak and helpless person. Hence, Islam calls for

knowledge and scholarly formation and reform. There are

numerous verses and traditions which command Muslims to

acquire knowledge. Among these verses are:

/ *" A" *."? * •If''
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"Say: Are those who know equal to those who know not?" (Az-

Zurnar, 9) And:
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"Allah will exalt in degree those ofyou who believe, and those who

have been granted knowledge." (Al-Mujadalah, 11)

Among the Prophet's traditions arc: "Whosoever goes along a way

seeking knowledge, Allah will make a way to Paradise easyfor him."

(Narrated by Muslim). "Whosoever goes out seeking knowledge, he

is in the way of Allah until he returns." (Narrated by At-Tirmidhi)

iv. Patience

Among the basic qualities which help and make an educator

successful in his mission is equilibrium and patience, by which the

child is attracted to his teacher, and responds to his sayings

acquires praiseworthy manners and abandons hateful ones. For

this reason, Islam calls for patience and made it desirable in many

Qur'anic verses and Prophetic traditions so that people, especially

educators and callers to the way of Allah, may realize that patience

is one of the greatest psychological and moral virtues which help

man to achieve the best of manners and perfection. Among these

verses are:
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"Those who spend (in Allah's Cause) in prosperity and in

adversity, who repress anger, and who pardon men; verity, Allah

loves Al-Muhsinin (the good-doers)*" (Al 'Imran, 134)

"Show forgiveness, enjoin what is good, and turn away from the

foolish (i.e. don't punish them)'* (At-AW, 199)

Among the traditions are:

- The Prophet ^ said to Ashajj Abdul-Qays, "You have two

qualities which Allah likes: patience and an unhurried manner.'

Narrated by Muslim

- Abu Hurairah reported that a man said to the Prophet j§-,

"Advise mc." He said, "Do not get angry." The man repeated

the same request several times and the Prophet said, "Do not get

angry/' Narrated by Al-Bukhan

Patience is a branch of kindness in all matters: 'Aishah \^g> said,

"Allah's Messenger jjt said,
l

Allah is Gentle and likes gentleness

in all matters,' Educators have to be patient, gentle and unhurried

if they want to reform a nation, guide the generations, and

educate children.

v. Feeling Responsible

Islam has given parents and all educators the responsibility of

education in its widest sense, and has warned them that Allah Qg

will hold them accountable Tor discharging this responsibility on

the Day of Judgment. Here, my fellow educator, is what Islam says

about shouldering responsibility or neglecting it. Allah figg says:

"And enjoin As-Salat (the prayer) on yourfamily, and be patient

in offering them (i.e. prayers)..." (Ta-Ha, 132)
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"O you who believe! Ward offfrom yourselves and yourfamilies a

Fire (Hell) whose fuel is men and stones.,," (Ai-Tahrim, 6)

"But stop them, verily they are to be questioned," (As-Saffat, 24)

The Prophet^ says: "A man is a guardian, and is responsiblefor

his subjects. " Also, "A father cannot give his child better than good

manners," Narrated by At-Tirmidhi

Speaking about feeling responsible I would like to present to

you, my fellow educator, the plans at large to corrupt the Muslim

individual, the Muslim family, and the Muslim community, so that

you may be enlightened and excert more effort in saving your

children and reforming your family. I mean the conspiracy made

by Zionists, Masons, the Crusaders, and Communism. These plans

aim at spoiling the creed of the Muslim Nation and destroying its

essential morality through atheistic principles, liquor, promiscuity,

and gratifying of lusts. Here are, my fellow educator, the plans of

the conspiracy one by one given in incidents and figures.

a. The plans of communism: In one of the secret documents

published by Kalimat Al-Haqq magazine in Muharram, [1 387 A.H,

1967 C.E.] we find the terrible plan to eliminate Islam which was

prepared by communists in Moscow and which was presented to

their followers in one of the countries of the Muslim Middle East

so that they may carry it out. They took to implementing it

accurately. Here we quote Kalimat Al-Haqq magazine about some

of the components of the communist plan to strike Islam in

Muslim countries. The document says:

"Although Communism has existed for about fifty years in the

Soviet Union, and despite the violent strikes which the strongest

socialist power in the world has given against Islam, the comrades
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who watch the religious movement in the Soviet Union have

announced, according to the Russian magazine "Science and

Religion" in the issue of January 1
st

, 1964 that: 'We, in the Soviet

Union, arc facing internal challenges in Islamic areas because the

principles of Lenin are not absorbed by the blood of Muslims'.

"In spite of the evil powers which Fight against religion, Islam

remains, and is still powerful. The evidence for this is that millions

among the new generation in Islamic areas embrace Islam and

publicize its teachings,"

The document also says, Among these plans is that Islam itself

should be used to destroy Islam. Therefore, we have decided to;

1. Make a truce with Islam so that wc may overcome it and attract

Arab peoples to Socialism,

2. Defame men of religion and religious monarchs and accuse them

of being agents to Imperialism and Zionism,

3. Propagate the study of Socialism in all institutes, colleges, and

schools in all stages and to crowd and besiege Islam so that it

may not become a power that threatens Communism,

4. Prevent the rise of religious movements in the country however

weak they may be, and work continually to eliminate any

religious revival, and beat mercilessly, even to death, all those

who call to religion.

5. To support atheist writers and give them a free hand to attack

religion, religious feelings, and religious conscience, and

implanting the idea in the minds of man that the age of Islam

has come to an end and that nothing remains of it except

ceremonial worship, which includes fasting, prayer, pilgrimage,

marriage and divorce contracts, all of which will be subject to

socialist systems.

6. To keep people busy with socialist mottos, and leave no chance

for them to think. Also to keep them busy with nationalistic
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patriotic anthems, nationalistic songs, political party organiza-

tions, sectarian lectures, while at the same time blaming

backwardness, imperialism, Zionism, feudalism, and men of

religion for any economic retardation, starvation, poverty, and

illness.

7. To continually rally support for the revolution, and inculcate in

people's minds that the revolution is the first and last savior of

the people from their backward rulers. The revolution promises

the paradise to the advancing public

8, To declare that socialists believe in true religion, not in the false

religion which people embrace out of ignorance. This true

religion is Socialism and the false religion is the opium which

numbs peoples' minds.

Have you realized, my fellow educator, that Communism wants

to develop atheism, and misguidance, while eradicating Tslam and

Muslims?

Have you realized that they want to eradicate the Islamic creed

from every Muslim who says, "My lord is Allah; my Prophet is

Muhammad £jjp and my religion is Islam" so that it may be

replaced by the creed of disbelief, error, and apostacy from Islam?

4 oij^^ v^= ju Jj> Sa «*
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"They (the disbelievers, the Jews and the Christians) want to

extinguish Allah's Light (with which Muhammad jjt has been sent -

Islamic Monotheism) with their mouths, but Allah will not allow

except that His Light should be perfected even though the Kafirun

(disbelievers) hate (it)." (At-Tawbah, 32)

b. The plans of the crusaders: after the first Crusades which, lasted

for two centuries, failed to eradicate Islam, the Crusaders made a

more detailed study, a cunning and mean plan to eliminate the

nation of Islam and destroy its people. Their plan was as follows:
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First: ending the Islamic reign through terminating the Islamic

Caliphate represented by the Ottoman Empire. The Crusaders,

represented by the English, the Greeks, the Italians, and the

French, seized their chance when weakness of the Ottoman Empire

and its internal differences were apparent, and then severely

attacked it with their massive armies and got control over all its

territory, including the capital Istanbul, When the negotiations in

the Luzan Conference began between the warring parties, England

made conditions to the great Turkish traitor Ata Turk that it

would not withdraw from Turkish lands except after carrying out

the following:

- Abolishing the Islamic Caliphate, ousting the Caliph from

Turkey, and confiscating his property.

- That Turkey should pledge to subdue every movement by

supporters of the Caliphate.

- Turkey should sever its relation with Islam.

- Turkey is to adopt a secular constitution instead of its

constitution which is based on the rulings of Islam. England

also stipulated the abolition of Islamic Law Courts, religious

schools, public endowments, rulings of inheritance, instituted

the call to prayers in Turkish, and replacing Arabic letters with

Latin letters, and abolishing Friday as a public holiday. All

these conditions were carried out by the traitor Ata Turk, and

the English and the Treaty recognized Turkey's independence,

praised Ata Turk's abolition of the Caliphate, secularization of

the state, and his fight against Islam.

Second: eliminating the Noble Qur'an because the Crusaders

consider it the basic source of the power of Muslims and their

means to regain their might and past power and civilization.

Gladston, raising a copy of the Holy Quran to the audience in the

British House ofCommon said, "As long as this Qur'an remains in
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the hands of Muslims, Europe will not be able to control the East,

nor will it be safe itself." The Crusader missionary William Gifford

Balkraf i])
said, "Once the Qur'an and the city of Makka are

shadowed in the Arab countries, we can then see the Arab going

along the road or Western Civilization away from Muhammad and

his book."

Third: destroying Islamic Thought and Severing Muslims
1

Relations with Allah. Samuel Zoymar, {2)
the Chairman of

Missionary Societies in the Jerusalem Conference for Missionaries

held in 1935 said:

The mission which Christian countries have delegated to you in

Muhammedan countries does not involve making Muslims

embrace Christianity, since this is guidance and honor to them.

Your mission is to make Muslims desert Islam, so that they may

become creatures with no relation to God, and hence having no

relation to morality, which nations depend on. In so doing, you

will be the vanguard of the colonial conquest in the Islamic realm.

You have paved the way for all minds in Islamic countries to

accept following the path which you have sought, namely making

Muslims forsake Islam.

You have prepared a generation in Islamic countries that has

relation with God, and does not want to have it. You have taken

the Muslim out of Islam hut did not make him adopt Christianity.

Consequently, the Muslim generation has become as Imperialism

wanted them to be i. c, they do not care about great issues, they

love rest and laziness, and do not pay attention to anything except

to lust. If they learn, it is for the sake of lust ; if they collect riches,

it is for the sake of their desires; if they occupy the highest

(1) The spelling of this name is uncertain because the author only provided ihe

Arabic transliteration.

(2) ibid
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positions, it is for their desires; and if they sacrifice everything to

attain their desires your mission is being carried out perfectly.'*

Fourth: eliminating Muslims* solidarity: priest Simon says,

"Islamic Arab unity combines the hopes of Islamic people and

helps them escape European control. Missionary activity is an

important factor in breaking this movement, Therefore, we

should, through missions, divert Muslim's direction away from

Islamic unity.*'

Fifth: corrupting the Muslim woman: this is done through

consolidating the emancipation of women, raising discussions

about her rights and her equality to man, refuting the Islamic

system of polygamy and allowing divorce with the aim of casting

doubt on the validity of Islamic Jurisprudence and its ability to

cope with modern life. The Missionary activist Ann Mililigan
1 '

says, "We could gather girls at the Faculty of Girls in Cairo, whose

fathers are dignitaries. There is no other place where we may

assemble such a large number of Muslim girls under Chnstian

control. Hence there is no closer road to crumble the fortress of

Islam than this school."

Have you now realized, my fellow educator, some of the evil

plans of the crusaders to eliminate the Islamic creed from the souls

of our young men and women and severing their relation to Islam?

And have you realized that their utmost aim is to rupture Islamic

unity so that they may realize their hopes and aims of defeating

Muslims?

If you have already known this, then you have to give this

rcsponsiblity, which Allah has entrusted to you, its due right so

that you may shoulder it as you should in order to finally reap the

(i) ibid

(2) ibid
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best fruit in raising your children and reforming your family,

c. The plans of Judaism and the masonic movement: in their

Protocols the Jews have announced these misguided opinions to

corrupt people's creeds, conscience, and minds. They adopted the

ideas of Jewish and non-Jewish figures who call Tor destroying

religion and the principles of righteous morals.

- They announce that they have adopted the viewpoints of Freud,

who interprets everything in human behavior through sexual

instinct and indulgence in lust and pleasure. The Jewish Protocols

include: "We should strive to make morals collapse everywhere

so that our having control becomes easier. Freud is one of us, and

will continue to propagate sexual relations so that nothing would

remain sacred in the eyes of the youth, whose major intent would

be satisfying their sexual instincts, and thus their morals will

disintegrate/'

- They have adopted the viewpoint of Carl Marx, who has

corrupted the hearts, conscience, and minds of many people, and

attacked belief in the existence of the Creator. When Marx was

asked, "What is the alternative for the creed of Lordship?." He

answered, "The alternative is the theater. Keep them busy with

the theater." The Thirteenth Protocol includes the following: "In

order to keep away the non-Jewish people, we will keep them

busy with various kinds of amusement, sports, etc."

- The Jews have even gone as far as laying down a plan for

humanity, which they started to implement through mass

communication media, publishing houses, the theater, the

cinema, radio and television programs, Masonic organizations

which they founded, and every treacherous agent and paid

writer. They could by means of their cunningness and

wickedness, corrupt people via general information, arts,

amusement parks, brothels, etc. The Ninth Protocol states:

"We will mislead non-Jews, corrupt their morals, and teach
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them the principles which we consider invalid despite our belief

in them."

The following also occurred in the minutes of Masonic Movement:

- The minutes of the 1922 Masonic Belgrade Conference state that

"We should not forget that we, the Masons, are hostile to

religions and should spare no effort to eliminate any of their

practices."

- The minutes of the 1 900 World Masonic Con Terence state that "It

is not sufficient for us to achieve victory over religious people and

their places of worship ; our basic aim is to eliminate their

existence."

Have you now realized, my fellow educator, what Masonic

Judaism aims to achieve through these cunning and wicked plans?

If so, then exert double efforts and whet your will in order to bring

up your children on belief and morality, and to prepare them

intellectually and psychologically, so that Jewish contrivance does

not shake their belief and destroy their morals.

(L Imperialistic plans: By imperialistic plans I mean those which are

closely connected to the Crusaders and Orientalists with the aim of

fighting Islam and diverting Muslims away from the most sublime

goal, namely striving in the way of Allah, and flooding the Islamic

community with debauchery and immorality,

- One of the prominent figures of these imperialists says, "A goblet

and a whore can be more effective in destroying the Muhamme-

dan nation than one thousand cannons. Therefore, drown it in

love of materialistic things and lust."

- Randolph Churchill after the fall of Jerusalem in 1967 said,

"Taking Jerusalem out of the control of Islam has been the

dream of Jews and Christians alike."

(I) ibid
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- We have quoted enough sayings From the imperialists who are all

united in carrying out the means of destroying and wiping out the

sanctuaries and principles of Islam and Allah refuses anything

except to perfect His light even though the disbelievers hate that.

Finally, my fellow educator, you should not overlook the

activities of agents in Muslim countries, who are closely connected

with atheist communism, grudging Crusadership, cunning Mason-

ism, and misleading imperialistic sects, which day and night,

inculcate the principles of disbelief and libirtinism in the land of

Islam and in Islamic communities everywhere.

You should also know that each of these treacherous groups has

its own agents, its diversified methods, its penetrating principles,

and its continually renewed organizations. Those who have sold

themselves to Satan are centered and widespread all over the

world, in jobs, ministries, radio, television, educational institu-

tions, labs, organizations, and elsewhere. Their means of

propagating corruption, misguidance, and atheism arc various

and diversified in newspapers and radio transmission some times,

in television serials, and popular plays at other times. Also, in

symposia and cultural centers sometimes, and in starting various

organizations time after time.

It does not escape your mind, my fellow educator, that these

agents possess of logical style, temptation, and misguidance that

enables them to influence the faith, ideas and morals of our

children.

Among their ways is misguiding children by means of the

Western civilization or Eastern principles, claiming that the people

of these civilizations and principles did not achieve what they did

except by leaving religion behind. Among their ways also is casting

doubt on the Islamic systems such as saying to our children that

the principles of Islam have come to an end and arc no longer valid
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in the modern age and the age of technology and science. Among
their ways too is orienting children towards indulging in librtinism,

lust, and committing the crime of adultery, fornication and

homosexuality.

Have you now realized, my fellow educator, what those

treacherous agents aim at by the doubts they cast and th

uncertainties they raise? Undoubtedly, they want to link the fate

of Muslim generations and the present Islamic communities, with

the reign of their masters of the creeds of disbelief and errant sects,

so that there will not remain anything resembling Islam to the

Muslim youth and the Muslim woman.

If you, my fellow educator, have realized these plans made by

Communism, Crusaders, Jewish Masonism, Imperialistic sects and

treacherous agent groups, it necessitates that you double your

enormous efforts and activate your staunch will in order to under-

take your duty which Islam makes incumbent upon you towards

educating your children, teaching your family, and orienting those

you are responsible for educating. Your responsibility towards

your family is a trust, and it may be a source of shame and regret

on the Day of Doom except for those who have fulfilled it and

discharged their duty towards it. Allah ^ says, "And hid them

stand; surely they are to be questioned," He also says, "So by your

Lord indeed We shall definitely ask them alt together concerning

whatever they were doing."
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The Basic Principles of Child Education

The basic principles or education center around two principles:

The First: Connection

The Second: Warning

The Principle of Connection

Undoubtedly, if at the age of discretion, a child is connected to

links of belief, and to spiritual, intellectual historical, social, and

athletic links, until he progresses in age to adulthood; becomes a

boy, a young man, a man, then an old man, he will possess the

belief, certitude, and piety that will enable him to transcend pre-

Islamic beliefs, principles, and error. Moreover, he will strive

against all those who adopt a hostile attitude towards Islam, or

attack its Divine principles. Why is that so? Because the child has

been linked with Islam as a creed, worship, morality, system,

legislation, application, as well as striving and call, state and

religion. Book and sword, thought, and culture.

Here are, my fellow educator, the most important connections

which achieve goodness for your child. So, take care that you apply

them as far as possible so that you may see your child among

righteous believers, the pious, the free fighters for the sake of

Allah. All this is easy for Allah. These Connections are as follows:

First: Belief

We have previously mentioned in the section on "The

Responsibility of Education in the Faith'
1

that a child must be

linked since the age of discretion with the basic pillars of belief, the

Unseen, and all that has been absolutely proven, through authentic

texts. Consequently, an educator should implant in a child belief in

Allah 9&, in His angels, Books, Messengers, Fate and Destiny,

questioning by the two angels and the torture of the grave, i do not

think that I am in need of reiterating the scope of your

responsibility for educating the child as far as belief is concerned
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since the topic has already been comprehensively dealt with under

the section on "The Responsibility for Education in the Faith."

Second: Spiritual Connection

This means that the child's spirit should be characterized by

purity and radiance, and that his heart should be filled with belief

and sincerity, and that his soul should be elevated to an

atmosphere of purification and spirituality. Islam has its own
way of linking a Muslim with various spiritual connections so that

he may preserve his purity, radiance purification and sincerity.

This can be achieved by the following:

a. Worship: this is established by the narration by Al-Hakim and

Abu Dawiid that Allah's Messenger jj^ said, "Command your

children to pray when they are seven years old, and beat themfor not

performing it when they are ten years old and keep male andfemale

children apart in bed." By analogy, prayer links the child with

fasting, if the child can bear it. You, my fellow educator, have to

make your child understand that worship in Islam is not limited to

these pillars alone, but includes every righteous deed in which a

Muslim abides by Allah's Book. The educator also has to acquaint

the youngster with both goodness and evil, the lawful and the

unlawful. Ibn Jarir reported that Allah's Messenger gC said,

"Abide by obeying Allah, fear disobeying A Haft, and command your

children to abide by His ordinances and avoid the forbidden, since

this keeps you and them away from the Fire."

b. The Noble Qur*an: At-Tabarani reported that Allah's Messenger

if said, "Bring up your children on three attributes; the love ofyour

Prophet, The love of hisfamily, and reciting the Qur'dn, since those

who memorize the Qur'dn are in the shade of Allah's throne when

there is no shade but His, with His Prophets and selected ones." In

his Muqadimah (Introduction) Ibn Khaldun pointed out the

importance of teaching the Noble Quran to children and helping

them to memorize it. He also made it clear that teaching the

Qur'an is the basis of education in all curricula in Islamic
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countries, since it is one of the rites of religion. It leads to

consolidating the creed and firmly establishing belief. In his book

Ihyd Ulum Ed-Din Imam Al-Ghazalt recommended teaching the

Noble Qur'an, the stories of the righteous, and religious rulings.

We have already discussed in some detail the interest which our

pious ancestors took in educating their children. This was done

under the chapter on "The Responsibility for Faith Educaton"

which we refer you to.

c. Mosques; this is established by At-Tirmidhi"s report quoting

Allah's Messenger ^ as saying, "If you see a man used to

frequenting mosques, testify to his belief." You should be informed,

my fellow educator, that the mosque in Islam is one of the most

important bases on which the formation of the Muslim individual

is established, and on which the Muslim community is founded

throughout history. The mosque is still among the most powerful

pillars in constituting the Muslim individual and the community

both at present and in the future. Without the mosque your child

cannot be brought up spiritually and on correct belief, or be

established morally and socially. Without the mosque, you and

your family would not hear the most sublime call "Allah is Great"

ringing in the sky, touching one's innermost feelings and moving

the chords of the hearts. Without the mosque a Muslim could not

listen to a word of admonishment and truth with which his soul

and self interact, and his sentiments and feelings become ignited.

Without the mosque, the Muslim public could not know
anything about the conditions, troubles, and aspirations of

Muslims in the East and West. These are only some of the

functions of the mosque as it was at the time of the Prophet ^ and

at the time of the Caliphs and our pious predecessors throughout

the ages.

Do you know, my fellow educator, that among the functions of

the mosque is that hearts are made tranquil by mentioning Allah?

Let us listen to what the Prophet ^ says, as quoted by At-
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Tirmidhi, "If you pass by the meadows of Paradise, then rejoice.

They asked, "What are the meadows of Paradise, O Messenger of

Allah?" He said, "Congregations for mentioning Allah."

Do you know, my fellow educator, that among the functions of

the mosque is the study of the Noble Qur'an? Listen to what the

Prophet g£ says, as quoted by Muslim, "If a group of people

gathers in one of Allah's Houses or mosque to recite Allah's Book,

and study it among themselves, tranquility will surely descend on

them, mercy will befall them, angels will surround them, and Allah

will mention them with those He keeps."

Do you know, my fellow educator, that among the fuctions of

the mosque is a place for the congregational prayer to be

performed? Listen to what the Prophet j£ says, as quoted by

Muslim, "Shall I tell you about that by which Allah eliminates sins

and raises ranks? They said, "Yes, Messenger of Allah/' He said.

"Making ablution in case of affliction, frequently going to mosques,

and waiting for prayer after prayer; this is the struggle."

Emanating from these Prophetic directions you should make up

your mind and be determined to link your children to the Houses

of Allah BH , so that they may raise their souls, cultivate their

minds, behave themselves, and achieve unity and cohesion between

the members of the Muslim community.

d. Celebrating Allah's praises: this is established by Allah's saying,

"Therefore remember Me (by praying, glorifying

)

t I will

remember you" (Al-Baqarah, 152); and His saying,

"O you who believe! Remember Allah with much remembrance.

"

(Al-Ahzab, 41- 42)

The Prophet |£, as quoted by Al-Bukhan said, "The similitude

of he who celebrates his Lord's praises and who does not is like a
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living person and a dead one." The Prophet j£ also said in Al-

Hadith Al-Qudsi *
' (a divine discourse), as reported by Al-Bukhari

and Muslim, "I am at my bondman's expectation, and I will be with

him if he celebrates My praises. If he mentions Me in himself I will

mention him in Myself And if he mentions Me in a congregation, J

will mention him in a better congregation. And ifhe gets closer to Me
afoot, I will gel closer to him a yard. And if he gets closer to Me a

yard, I will get closer to him a much greater distance. And if he

comes to Me walking, I will go to him at speed."

Celebrating Allah's praises means calling to one's attention the

greatness of Allah g* under all the circumstances, whether this

calling be from the mind, heart, self, verbal expression, or deed,

and whether it be while standing, sitting, or in a reclining position,

in working, contemplating Qur'anic verses, listening to admoni-

tion, consulting Allah's Jurisprudence, or performing a deed by

which he seeks Allah's rewards The meaning or celebrating Allah's

praises was mentioned by Allah on many occasions:

- About the intellectual and psychological meaning, the Noble

Qur'an says,

&g d£J t£ '4& -&\ $$ ijftf j£ a .£. ^ £; £ t;i ^S ^ j^ }

4 #£% ^JSf

"Men whom neither trade nor sale (business) diverts them from

the Remembrance of Allah (with heart and tongue), nor from

performing As-Satat (Iqmat-as-Salat

)

, nor from giving the Zakat.

They fear a Day when hearts and eyes will be overturned (out of the

horror of the torment of the Day of Resurrection..." (An-Nur, 37)

- As far as the heart is concerned, the Noble Qur'an says,

'Those who believed (in the Oneness of Allah- Islamic Monothe-tf,

(1) Al-Hadith Al-Qudsi is what AHah has told to His Prophet j§; by inspiration or

by a dream, or in sleep and the Prophet ^ in his own phrascotogy. (editor)
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ism), and whose hearts find rest in the remembrance of Allah: Verily,

in the remembrance of Allah do hearts find rest." (Ar-Ra'd, 28)

- About the verbal meaning, Allah's Messenger, as quoted by Ibn

Majah and Ibn Hibban, says, ''Allah SI says, I will be with My
bondman if he remembers Me, and verbalizes My remembrance."

At-Tirmidhi quoted 'Abdullah Ibn Basran as saying that a man

said,
ltO Messenger or Allah, the rulings of Islam are too abundant

for me, so tell me about something to cling to." He said, "Always

keep your tongue sweetened by mentioning Allah-"

- About deeds, the Noble Qur'an says,

$fi£ ig sS [$S $ ±& * gss .0 4 i£j^ SJUJI &4 f*$ }

"Then when the (Jumu'ah) Salat (prayer) is ended, you may

disperse throughout the land, and seek the Bounty of Allah (by

workingj etc.), and remember Allah much: that you may be

successful.*' (Al-Jumu'ah, 10)

- About the overall meaning, the Noble Qur'an says,

cj& ® yijW dji pB j$% $ ^Lifj ofivii o^ili $* 4 ij ^

"Verify! In the creation of the heavens and the earth, and in the

alternation of night and day, there are indeed signs for men of

understanding. Those who remember Allah (always, and in prayers)

standing, sitting, and lying down on their sides, and think deeply about

the creation of the heavens and the earth, (saying): "Our Lord! You

have not created (all) this without purpose, glory to You! (Exalted

are You above all that they associate with You as partners). Give us

salvation from the torment of the Fire," (M 'imran, 190-191)

The fact that the Remembrance of Allah includes the recitation

of the Noble Qur'an, is established by Allah's saying,
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"FtfT&p JfV, iV w W!e Mo Aayg f*?nf jfowji fAe Dkikr (i.e. the

Qur'an) and surely, We will guard it (from corruption)." (Al-Hijr, 9)

It includes asking questions about the religion and consulting

scholars, is established by Allah's g& saying,

"So fljfc fAe people of the Reminder (Scriptures - the Tamat

(Torah), the Inject (Gospel)) if you do not know." (Al-Anbiya, 7)

That the Remembrance is intended for worshipping Allah, is

established by Allah's saying,

"O you who believe (Muslims) I When the call is proclaimedfor

the Salat (prayer) on the day ofFriday (Jumu'ah prayer), come to

the remembrance of Allah (Jumu'ah religious talk (Khuthah) and

Salat (prayer))..." (AI-Jumu'ah, 9)

Have you realized, my fellow educator, what is meant by the

Remembrance of Allah? Have you learnt that it is not limited to

one case only, and that its meanings are not peculiar to certain

rites? Ifyou have realized this, then exert your utmost to raise your

child on these meanings by contemplating the greatness of Allah,

fearing Him in private and public, while in one's residence and

while travelling during peace and war, at home and at the market,

when sleeping or awake, and so on, so that he may be among those

whom Allah meant by His saying,

"The believers are only those who, when Allah is mentioned, feel a

fear in their hearts and when His verses (this Qur'an) are recited

unto them, they (i.e. the verses) increase their Faith; and they put

their trust in their Lord (Alone)..." (Al-Anfl), 2)
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e. Voluntary worship: this is established by Allah's saying,

"And in some parts of the night (aha) offer the Salat (prayer)

with it (is, recite the Qur'an in the prayer), as an additional prayer

(Tahajjud optional prayer - Nawfil) for you (O Muhammad 0) It

may he that your Lord will raise you to Maqaman Mahmudan (a

station ofpraise and glory, i.e. the honor of intercession on the Day

of Resurrection.)" (Al-lsra, 79)

- It is also established by the saying of the Prophet jjjjt as reported

by Al-Bukhan and Muslim, "And if he [i.e. My bondman] gets

closer to Me afoot, J will get closer to him a yard, and if he gets

closer to me a yard, 1 will get closer to him a muck longer distance.

And if he comes to Me walking, I will go to him at speed.

"

Voluntary worship refers to worship other than the super-

erogatory. It is performed on many occasions. It may be in order to

remind you of its most important kinds in terms of pray and

fasting, so that you may perform them yourself and teach to your

family:

a. The supererogatory prayer: it includes,

1

.

The forenoon prayer: this is established by what Muslim quoted

Allah's Messenger
jjf,

as saying, "Any one of you may wake up

with a deed of charity on every small bone in his body; it suffices

for tins to pray two rak'ahs in the forenoon." Muslim quoted

'Aishah as saying, "Allah's Messenger ^ used to pray four

rak'ahs in the forenoon, and sometimes increased the number as

he wished." The time for the forenoon prayer starts half an hour

after sunrise until about an hour before noon.

2. The prayer of the ever-resorting: it is composed of six units of

prayer after the sunset prayer, according to what Ibn Majah

quoted the Prophet j|£ as saying, "Whosoever prays six rak'ahs
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after the sunset prayer and between which he does not say

anything had, they will he reckoned for him as the worship of

twelve years." Two rak'ahs would suffice.

3. The two rak'ahs of greeting the mosque: Muslim related that

Allah's Messenger ^ said, "If any of you enters a mosque, he

should not sit down before be performs two rak'ahs."

4. The two rak'ahs of the Simnah after ablution: Al-Bukhari related

that Allah's Messenger ^ said to Bilal 4*> "Tell me about the

best deed you did ever since you became a Muslim; I heard the

sound ofyour footseps close to me in Paradise." He said, "I did

not do any deed better than that I never cleansed myself by day

or night without praying while in this state of purity whatever

Allah willed me to pray.'*

5. The night prayer: At-Tirmidhi reported that Allah's Messenger

Hj£ said, 'The second best prayer is the night prayer." The

minimum for a night prayer is two rak'ahs, but there is no set

maximum.

6. At-Tarawih prayer: optional night prayer in Ramadan. This is

twenty rak'ahs with ten terminations (i.e. two rak'ahs at a time)

every night of Ramadan, it can be prayed in congregation after

the evening prayer.
(1)

7. The prayer of invoking Allah for guidance: it is two rak'ahs after

which a person should make the supplication related by Jabir as

seen in Sahih Al-Bukhari: "O Allah, I invoke Your Guidance with

Your knowledge and Your Omnipotence. I ask You of Your great

Grace. You are Omnipotent, hut I am helpless; You know hut I do

not; and You are the Knower of the Unseen. O Allah, ifyou know

that this matter is good for me in my religion, life, and in its

consequences, so destine it for me, facilitate itfor me, then bless it

(1) It can also be 8 rak'ahs. (editor)
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for me. Ifyou know that this matter is evilfor me in my religion,

life, and in its consequerces , so let it veer awayfrom me, and let me

veer awayfrom it, and destine goodnessfor me wherever it may be,

then make me satisfied with if. " A person then names the matter

in question in the place of the words "this matter" in the

invocation, then he should do whatever he feels inclinded to do.

b. Optional fasting: it is established by what Muslim related

quoting Allah's Messenger
jjff

as saying, "If a bondman fasts a day

for the sake of Allah, He will make this day separate between him

and the Fire for seventy falls." There are several kinds of fasting:

1. Fasting on the day of
4

Arafah: Muslim related that Allah's

Messenger jj said, 'Tasting the Day of Arafah is reckoned by

Allah to expiate the year before it and the year after it."

2. Fasting Tdsu'a and 'Ashurd: these are the ninth and tenth days of

Muharram, according to what Muslim related quoting Qatadah

that the Prophet jg said, "Fasting Ashurd is reckoned with Allah

to expiate the year before it and (he year after it."

3. Fasting six days in Shawwal: Muslim related that Allah's

Messenger ^ said, "Whosoeverfasts Ramadan then follows this

by fasting six days of Shawwal, it is like fasting conciously."

4. Fasting the three 'white days': At-Tirmidhi reported that

Allah's Messenger ^ said, "If you fast three days in a month,

then fast on the thirteenth, fourteenth, andfifteenth days."

5. Fasting Mondays and Thursdays: At-Tirrnidhi reported that the

Prophet ^ used to fast them. When the Prophet ££was asked

about it, he said, "Deeds are reviewed on Monday and Thursday,

and I like that my deeds be reviewed while I am fasting."

6. Fasting every other day: this is the way Dawfid WB used to fast,

(i) They are so called because the sky is lit by monlighl on the nights of these

days.
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according to what Al-Biikhart said quoting Allah's Messenger

^ as saying, "Fast a day arid break your faxi a day; this is (he

fasting of Ddwiid HQ&, which is the best "kind offasting"

These are the most important optional forms of worship which

have been proven to be lawful according to the Prophetic Sunnah.

So, be keen, my fellow educator, on setting a good example for

your family by performing optional prayer and fasting in order that

they may learn from you and follow your example. Then let this

good example be followed by kind words and good admonition in

calling for the virtue of optional and voluntary deeds.

R Fearing Allah 2© : this is established by Allah's saying,

"Who sees you (O Muhammad j$) when you stand up (atone at

nightjar Tahajjud prayers) ." (Ash-Shu'ara, 219)

It is also established by His saying,

"And He is with you (by His Know/edge) wheresoever you may

be. And Allah is the Alt-Seer of what you do." (Al-Hadid, 4) and

^ &*S\ 4 % ^0 ^ %£ *£ $i ^ & t\ ^

"Truly, nothing is hidden from Allah, in the earth or in the

heavens." (Al 'Imran, 5)

In this respect, the Prophet 4fe says > "Doing good means to

worship Allah as ifyou see Him; ifyou do not see him, lie sees you."

The Prophet also says, as related by At-Tirmidhi, "Fear Allah

wherever you are. and make a good deedfollow a had deed so that it

may eliminate it, and deaf with people with good manners."

We learn from the sum-total of these Qur'anic verses and

Prophetic traditions that Islam cares much about the upbringing of

the Muslim individual on the basis of fearing Allah, both in public

and in private, reckoning oneself, and being pious at all times.
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When you, my fellow educator, behave like this with your child,

and implant in the bottom of his heart the seeds of fearing Allah,

reckoning himself, being pious, and raise him on fearing Allah

when he works and on reckoning himself when he thinks, and

experiencing pious feelings, he will be sincere to Allah, the Lord of

the worlds in all his states and deeds and in all his behavior. By so

doing he will not do any deed except for the sake of winning

Allah's satisfaction.

These are the most important articles in the Islamic way of

linking a Muslim spiritually, and forming him in belief and morals.

It is certain that if a child is linked, from his early years, to the

worship of Allah in word and deed, and with reciting and

contemplating the Noble Qur'an, with frequenting mosques, with

continually celebrating Allah's praises, with performing voluntary

worship, and with fearing Allah, the child will inevitably become

characterized by purity and goodness. He will be known for his

belief and sincerity, will be fearful of Allah and pious, and will be

marked with a trace of submission to Allah, the Lord of the

worlds.

Third: the Intellectual Connection

This means linking the Muslim from the age of reason and

discrimination, through his boyhood, youth, and manhood, with

the system of Islam both as a religion and a state, with the

teachings of Islam and the Qur'an as a constitution and legislation,

with the sciences ofjurisprudence (fiqh) as a way and rulings, with

Islamic culture as a spirit and an ideal, with Islamic heritage as a

civilization, and with the methodology of the Islamic Call in both

action and enthusiasm.

We have previously mentioned in the section on "The

Responsibility for Intellectual Education" some suggestions for

educators in raising their children intellectually. Now I am going to
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summarize what 1 have previously written, and I will add some

points, which are closely related to the points previouly dealt with.

These points are given in order as follows:

1. The eternal nature of Islam and its being proper for every time

and place.

2. Our forefathers did not achieve their might, power, and

civilization except by cherishing Islam and applying the system

prescribed by the Qur'an.

3. Uncovering the Islamic civilization, which has been a lighthouse

for the whole world, guiding mankind with its light, and

quenching its thirst for knowledge throughout history.

4. Exposing the plans delineated by the enemies of Islam. These

are: evil Jewish plans, brutal imperial plans, atheistic commu-

nistic plans, envious crusades.

5. Continually reminding of the fact that the nation of Islam will

not restore its well-merited place unless it adopts Islam as a way

and legislation, the Noble Qur'an as a Constitution and rulings,

and takes the following saying of 'Umar ^h as a motto, "We are

people whom Allah has endowed with might by means of Islam.

No matter how hard we try to seek might by a means other than

the one Allah has endowed us with, Allah will cause our

humiliation."

6. Continual reminding of the fact that the backwardness, disunity,

and division which have afflicted the whole International

Islamic community, and this imperial Jewish dominion which

has imposed itself on Palestine and Al-Aqsa Mosque is nothing

but a consequence of the Muslims, leaving the way of Allah and

failing to carry out His Commandments.

7. Continual reminding that the future is for Islam, regardless of

how hard the enemies conspire and the disbelievers plan. This is
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established by the authentic Prophetic Hadith reported by

Imam Ahmad, "The first stage of your religion is Prophethood

and mercy, which last with you as long as Allah wills it to last.

Then AlldhVM will lift it. Then there will he a Caliphatefollowing

the way of Prophethood, which lasts as long as Allah wills it to

last, then Allah W& will lift it. Then there wil he unjust rule, which

will last as long as Allah wills it to last, then Allah @jg will lift it.

Then there will he compulsory rule, which will last as long as

Allah wills it to last, then Allah g|£ will lift it. Then there will be

a Caliphate following the way of Prophethood, applying the

Prophet's Sunnah to people. Islam will hefirm in the land, so that

the dweller in heaven and the dweller on the earth will he satisfied.

Heaven will not leave a land without pouring heavy rain on it, and

the earth will not withhold any plant or blessings hut will give all

of them forth/'

What we infer from this Hadith is that it is now the turn of

compulsory rule, the token for which is the many coups which

bring those who have led them to rule regardless of the opinion

and will of the people. These dictatorships were started by Ata

Turk in Turkey then followed one another in every place.

However, the promising evidence for Islamic awakening denotes

that this will not last for long, and the day will come when the

Caliphate will follow the way of Prophethood. Let us hope that

this will come true soon, Allah willing.

8. Continual warning against pessimism which says, "Everything

has come to an end and we have failed", and "Stay at home;

Work and glory are of no benefit.'* The Noble Qur'an warns us

from this impeding group when it says,

V*i •-*£ £ij*i\ Cg £c j^jj tSJlb f^1 -2JJ- eu^ q£j&i fHFiy <-*jU •*?- >J£ jS^*
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"Allah already knows those among you who keep back (men)

from fighting in Allah's Cause , and those who say to their brethren

*'Come here towards us," while they (themselves) come not to the

battle except a little, Being miserly towards you (as regards help and

aid in Allah's Cause), Then when fear comes, you will see them

looking to you, their eyes revolving like (those of) one over whom

hovers death,' but when the fear departs, they will smite you with

sharp tongues, miserly towards (spending anything in any) good

(and only covetous of booty and wealth). Such have not believed.

Therefore Allah makes their deeds fruitless...'* (Ai-Ahzub, 18-19)

The Messenger j£ warns us against this group of hinderers

which impedes the political and struggling progress of Muslims. He

says, " Whosoever says, mankind have become a weak is the first one

who deserves to be so destroyed." You should, fellow educator,

teach these facts to your family day and night and should

continually remind them so that all may move towards Islam with

an enthusiastic optimistic spirit, high aspirations, and firm

believing hearts.

Among the ways that link your child with Islam intellectually

and emotionally is listening to enlightening orations, valuable,

sophisticated lectures, and good historical plays. So, be keen, my

fellow educator, to choose the appropriate mosque where you

perform the Friday Congregational prayer, to choose the proper

place to listen to lectures, and to choose the right place to watch

plays. These arc the most important means which I suggest to you,

to link your child intellectually, and prepare him in terms of creed

and belief.

Fourth: the Social Connection

The social connection is such that the educator should exert his

utmost to link the child from the age of discretion to comprehend

the essence of things, with a righteous, clean, social environment,
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form which he acquires cleansing for himself, purity for his heart,

consolidation for his belief, useful knowledge for his mind, healthy,

good manners for his body, Islamic enlightenment for his intellect,

sincere struggle for the sake of his call to Islam, divine light for his

spirit, and believing enthusiasm for his religion.

But what is this righteous social environment which helps a

child acquire these noble attributes, and makes him that righteous,

enlightened, and ideal? In my opinion it can be realized through

three connections;

I. Linking the child with the guide,

II. Linking the child with righteous company,

III. Linking the child with the call and callers to Islam.

I. Linking the Child with the Guide

If the child is linked with a righteous, sincere guide, who

understands the authentic sources of Islam, who struggles for its

applies its rulings, commands, and prohibitions, and who fears no

blame as a result of his following what is right, no two people

would disagree that this child will be perfect in belief and morals,

he will also be mature intellectually, will be able to struggle and call

to the way of Allah, and will be generally raised on firm belief and

sound Islam. However, if we look around, right and left, and triy

to examine the conditions or those who undertake guidance and

raising souls, what do we find?

Unfortunately, wc will find that most of them give their pupils a

distorted negative picture of Islam or offer a certain aspect of it,

neglecting others. Some examples of delineating a negative picture

of Islam are the following sayings,

- Islam does not have a system of government.

- A good Muslim should not be engaged in politics.

- Ifyou saw your guide in a sinning state, you should think that it is
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obedience to Allah.

- If the follower does not approve of everything said by his guide,

even of an evil thought, then he is not keeping the pledge to him,

besides other similar sayings which are in contradiction with

Allah's law and the system of Islam.

Here are some examples of those who command a certain aspect

of Islam at the expense of others:

- Some concentrate their orientation and care on reforming and

cleansing the soul, but neglect the duty of commanding goodness

and preventing evil, and fighting injustice and the unjust

- Some care about an Islamic appearance regarding the spirit and

worship but neglect action and Islamic unity for the sake of

establishing the Rule of Allah on earth.

- Some aim all their concern on the conveyance of the Call to

Allah M , but do not care at all about any movement, activity,

or deed that may lead to establishing the State of Islam.

However, we should bear in mind that Islam is an integral

whole, and that its legislative rulings do not lend themselves to

division and separation. Allah 9g says,

% i&7 j3 $i ifiz jay fjg t3* b£» cj £fc

"Then do you believe m a part of the Scripture and reject the rest?

Then what is the recompense ofthose who do so among you, except

disgrace in the life ofthis world, and on the Day ofResurrection they

shall be consigned to the most grievous torment," (Al-Baqarah, 85)

A guide abiding by Divine Commands and a sophisticated

enlightened scholar is the one who delineates an integrated picture

of Islam. According to the Religion of Allah he is not permitted to

withhold his knowledge, remain silent about what is right, overlook

any evil, be lenient about a duty, distort the Words of Allah, fear
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any human being, show favoritism to anyone with power or

authority, or is silent about an improper saying about Allah. If he

did anything of this, he would be concealing the Signs and Guidance

of Allah, and will even be among those whom Allah does not look at

or cleanse on the Day of Judgment. Rather, he will be among those

whom Allah and the people will curse. Allah $*£ says,

"Verily, those who conceal the clear proofs, evidences and the

guidance, which We have sent down, after We have made it clearfor

the people in the Book, they are the ones cursed by Allah and cursed

by the cursers. Except those who repent and do righteous deeds, and

openly declare (the truth which they concealed). These, I will accept

their repentance. And I am the One Who accepts repentance, the

Most Merciful'
1

(Al-Baqarah, 159-160)

The Messenger gj; has warned of Hellfire, anyone who

withholds knowledge that is religiously useful or who remains

silent about the violation of a right that is well-established by the

Religion. Ibn Majah quoted Abu Sa'Td Al-Khudri as saying that

Allah's Messenger g£ said, "Whoever withholds knowledge with

which Allah benefits people in the matter of Religion, Allah will

bridle him on the Day of Resurrection with a bridle offire."

Sincere guides and scholars who have, in the past, shouldered

the responsibilty of leading reformation, education, guidance, and

cleansing themselves enjoyed, in fact, a great deal of perfect Islamic

understanding, and were characterized by a great deal of fear of

Allah and piety, and abided by the Islamic way, which is the Book

of Allah and the Stmnah (traditions) of His Prophet g&. They also

presented a true picture of Islam in their social conduct, their

Islamic understanding, their mission of guidance, and their
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educational orientation. They never remain silent about any evil

which they thought was their duty to change, never overlooked a

right which they thought was useful to speak about, and never fell

behind any holy struggle when the need arose. Their abiding by

jurisprudence and the Noble Quran and the Simnah, let us listen to

what the major guiding Imams and scholars have to say;

-The knowledgeable scholar Imam Shaikh Abdul-Qadir Al-Kilani

says in his book Al-FathAr-Rabbam, p. 29: "Rvery fact that is not

compatible with Jurisprudence is a heresy. Flee to Allah GR with

the two wings of the Book and the Simnah. Go to Him with your

hand in the hand of the Messenger ^;."

- Imam Sahl At-Tastarf 4& says, 'The principles of our way are

seven: abiding by the Book, following the Simnah, eating what is

lawful, preventing harm, avoiding wrongdoing, adhering to

repentance, and giving everyone his due."

- Abul-Yazid Al-Bastami says, "If you look at a man who was

given blessings until he achieved ascendancy, do not become

dazzled, and try to get to know him in the face of the commands

of Allah and His prohibitions, observing the Bounds of Allah,

and commitment to Shart'ah regulation. As for the stand in

raising the banner of truth, against untruth, and the Holy

struggle in the way of Allah, let us listen to the noble words of

those great scholars from among the leading masters of

guidance regarding their noble struggle in Jihad and calling

for the words of Allah and educational reformation.

Here the eminent scholar Abu Zahrah && says about Imam As-

Sunusi, "When Imam As-Sunusi started reformation among

Muslims he began by having mttridm (adherents) oriented towards

Jihad (striving) by practicing javelin throwing. In this way they

kept assailing the Italians for over twenty years at a time when the

Ottoman Empire failed to do so.
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Again, the eminent scholar Abu Hasan An-Nadawi in his book

"Rijdf Ad-Deen wa Ad-Da wah fi A I-Islam" (Thinkers and Callers

in Islam) speaks about the great scholar Shaikh Abdul-Qadir Al-

Jilani saying, "His followers were over 70,000; and over 5000 Jews

and Christians embraced Islam through his endeavor; and over

100,000 avowed repentance to Allah through his preaching. His

successors and disciples also followed his footsteps in education

and missionary work, with the result of reviving the spirit of Jihad

(striving), and salvation from decadence, and liberation from

foreign rule,"

Another instance of memorable advocates of religious guidance

is the great Turkish scholar and leader Shaikh Said An-Nawrasi,

whose surname is Badi'-uz-Zaman $&. This leader began to see

that some of his students and disciples became servile towards him,

as a personification of all religious values, so much that he

admonished them, saying, "Never try to imagine that the truth I

call you to is my personal capability. That truth really emanates

from the sacred Book of Allah; and I am simply a mere guide to

the favors of the AH Merciful Allah, Exalted be His Name. Let all

of you know that I am not infallible."

So educators have to look out for such eminent scholars who

are of similar standards of excellence and try to seek their trust and

guidance for your youth to make sure that they obtain a complete

understanding of religious duties that help them to adopt the noble

principles of Islam and the true example of our forefathers and

without any personal traits of the caller himself.

Thus we have to beware of leaving our children to be misled by

those pretentious callers, and ignorant sufisls, and gangs of

hypocrites, and how many such pretenders there are today! So a

leader who claims infallibility for himself, or who asks his disciples

for confession, is an ignorant impostor. Similarly, a caller who
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ignores the guidance from the Noble Qur'an and Sunnah, or who

does not clearly inform his followers of the dividing lines between

obedience and sins is also an ignorant impostor. Also a caller who

keeps any religious information, or limits his teachings of Islam to

some religious forms of worship, ignoring important areas like

systems of government and Jihad is also an ignorant impostor.

Finally, a caller who acts hypocritically towards rulers, and is

always in wait of personal favors from them, is also an ignorant

impostor.

II, Linking the child with righteous company

One of the important factors in religious, ethical, social, and

psychological education is the companionship of good people that

provide children with the right altitude, useful knowledge, and

high ethical standards. So educators have to make sure to balance

between religious orientation and good companionship, since the

lack of such integration leads to serious danger.

The first of these dangers is duality in orientation.

The second is behavioral deviation,

By duality 1 mean that if the child is brought up from an early

age in a religious atmosphere and then is accompanied by others

who are not adequately oriented towards similar religious goals,

would consequently waver between right and wrong, ending in

bewilderment leading to psychological conflict

What I mean by behavioral deviation is that when the child sees

that his educators offer him radically different orientation from

what he finds with other groups that are less religiously committed,

he begins self-questioning which leads to bewilderment. So

integration between religious orientation and righteous compa-

nionship is essential for the child's healthy ethical and psycholo-

gical personality. Here the educator has to make sure to provide

the child with these four types of righteous companionship:



1. Family

2. Local

3. Mosque

4. School or job

1. Companionship Within the Tamily

This refers to the companionship of brothers, sisters, and

relatives for these are the first group with which the child comes in

contact. So, it is natural that the child begins to acquire habits

from them. So, the educators have to watch the behavior of these

companions to make sure of their oricniation. Here the older

sibling, as is well known, is usually the exemplar both in right and

wrong, and thus the influence is great on the younger members of

the family. So it is very important that such companionship is

under close supervision so as to protect children from any possible

deviation. Together with this, educators have to be selective in

children's companionship by keeping it in the sphere oT righteous

members of the family, to make sure that companionship helps

towards highly ethical behavior on the part of the younger

children. In the absence of such righteous members, educators have

to advise the older (deviant) generation to keep away from the

younger children; and then righteous companionship outside of the

family has to be sought.

2. Local Companionship

It is a well-known fact that many among the younger generation

arc far from being well-behaved, as seen and heard from their

modes of treatment to others of the same generation as well as to

older people. They use abusive language and other forms of bad

behavior. So educators have to choose the right companionship for

children from among neighbors, who would keep them company

while going to mosques, physical activities, and innocent play.
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3, Companionship at the Mosque

Merc I think it is pertinent, to mention that the mosque and local

companionship is strongly desirable, for little will be gained by local

companionship itself, without the mosque as the center of such

friendship, for as we know, the mosque is the main place to worship

Allah, Here also there should be constant encouragement for the

children to get into the habit of frequenting the mosques of Allah

for regular prayers, reciting the Qur'an and for religious education,

4. Companionship at School or at Work

Again, here educators are of course aware that schools in many

countries have become a fertile field for devious ideas, false

philosophies, and unconventional ethical values.

These imported ideas seem to have the sole aim of spreading

agnosticism and fighting against Islam by groups of students who

have adopted these ideas in the form of the sects and parties with

which they are affiliated. Some feminine groups have no aim except

to attack the modest dress of the Muslim woman, sometimes under

the pretext of emancipation of women or falsely claiming equality

between men and women. Schools are not free from such

deviations, and few school educators adopt correct ethical values

and sound educational concepts.

So educators, in the face of all such deviations, have to try hard

to save their children, during these periods of their growth, by the

careful choice of righteous school communities starting from the

primary, secondary, and continuing up to the university stage. It

would be preferable that such school communities be the same as

those that the young were attached to in their local and mosque

communities.

Another aspect of child education is that of raising female

children. Since girls are emotioal sensitive and more naturally

inclined towards novelty, these may be the cause of deviation
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from the right path, and veering away from sound judgment,

which leads to grave consequences. So girls should have a greater

share of their parents' and educators' attention than boys, to

make sure of their righteous upbringing. Some of the best ways to

raise girls is to encourage them to join Islamic female

organisations and male friends of righteous girls of the same

age group. Since such organisations are not easily found, more

care should be taken of girls.

The same precautions have to be taken in job communtics, for

some of these institutes have so many worthless companions who

may have embraced atheist or communist ideas. Here Islam insists

on careful choice of the jobs and institutions for our young
t
where

they have righteous companionship. In such good companionship,

advice is given when a member of this community is about to

falter, and help towards the right path is offered. Here we have

these noble words of Allah 9§|

;

^ "til ^ju £L*M ^jfcj i}£* ij. m j£=$ £ ju2 i3 © xX &%

"And (remember) the Day when the Zalim ( wrong-doer

;

oppressor, polytheist) will bite at his hands, he will say: "Oh!

Would that I had taken a path with the Messenger (Muhammad $£)

"AM Woe to me! Would that I had never taken so-and-so as a Khaiil

(an intimate friend)l "He indeed led me astray from the Reminder

(this Qur*an) after it had come to me. And Shaitan (Satan) is to

man ever deserter in the hour of need," (AL-Furqan, 27-29)

Once more we read these words:

"fill companion (Satan - devt!) will say: "Our Lord! I did not push

him to transgress, (in disbelief, oppression, and evil deeds) but he was

himself in error far astray" (Qif, 27)
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Again, wc read these words:

"Friends on that Day will he foes one to another except AI-

Muttaqin (pious} - (see V.2:2). (A7-Zukhruf, 67)

We also read the Hadith, narrated by At-Tirmidhi, saying, "A

person adopts the religion of his close friend; so let everyone ofyou

look carefully for whoever he is taking as a close friend.''

Ill, Unking the Child with the Cull and those who Call to Allah

One of the basic factors of the healthy development of the

personality of the young is to relate them to the Mission of Islam

and its callers, for that helps him to embrace the call to Allah,

steadfastness, and perseverance in the call for truth. This results in

persistent endeavor that knows no hindrance or obstacles. But how

do we educate children to be callers and what are the stages of

achieving this goal?

1. Psychological Preparation

The materials presented to the young have to transmit the true

picture about prevalent backwardness of the Muslim world, its loss

of morality, and the common attitude of recklessness and despair

on the part of the majority of its population. The young should

also be acqainted with the aggressive attitudes of Zionism and

imperialism! and their incessant conspiracies.

2. Lessons from Islamic History

Such lessons inculcate the glory of the past and the need for

revival. This instills in their minds the need for missionary work

and the readiness for sacrifice, regardless of the obstacles.

Our history tells us that even after the death of the Messenger

gj£, and at the beginning of the Caliphate of Abu Bakr 4&, pagan

tribalism began to re-appear, and many Arabs apostatized, some
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of whom refused to pay the Zakah (poor-dues), while others

stopped performing prayers. So, Abu Bakr took upon himself to

light those who had apostacized; he even severely reprimanded

Umax, who was not as resolute as Abu Bakr, who said, "As a

potentate in pagan times, now become cowardly in Islam! By Allah

I am going to fight those apostates as long as I am able to hold a

sword in my hand! By Allah, I shall definitely fight those who stop

performing prayers or stop giving Zakah/' Thus, Abu Bakr was

able, through this courageous attitude, to save the world to Islam

and restore unity and stability.

We also learn from our history that when the Crusaders

occupied a great deal of Muslim lands and captured Jerusalem for

about a century, we find Salah Ad-Deen (Saladin) rising up to

consolidate the Muslim State and beat the Crusaders at the Battle

of Hittin.

Of course the most noble exemple is that of Prophet himself

who came with the Noble Message for all humanity. His

Companions fought in the way of Allah and sacrificed nobly for

the cause of Islam, Then we also have such illustrious leaders like

Al-Hasan Al-Basri, APIzz Ibn Abdus-Salam, Mundhir Ibn Satd,

Ahmad Ibn Hanbal, Abu Ghayyath Az-Zahid, Imam Hasan Al-

Banna, Sayyid Qutb, among so many others.

3. The Noble Call to Allah

Educators should clarify for the young the great reward for

those who call to Allah and His Eternal Message. The nobility of

the callers is emphasized in these noble words:

"You (true believers in Islamic Monotheism, and realfollowers of

Prophet Muhammad j^and his Sunnah) are the best ofpeoples ever

raised up for mankind; you enjoin Al-Ma'ruf (i.e. Islamic

Monotheism and ail that Islam has ordained) and forbid A I-
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Munkar (polytheism, disbeliefand all that islam hasforbidden), and

you believe in Allah.'' (Al
l

Imran, 110)

Thus the callers arc prosperous and triumphant in the present

life and in the Hereafter,

r* *%$j jSClLji ^ Vy£j *jit\ mjj-?j J3-* 3>[ *>j*-fc 81 j^s <f^> f

"Let there arise out ofyou a group ofpeople inviting to all that is

good (Islam), enjoining Al~Ma*ruf(i.e. Islamic Monotheism and all

that Islam orders one to do) andforbidding Al-Munkar (polytheism

and disbeliefand all that Islam hasforbidden). And it is they who are

the successful." (Al 'Imran, 104)

Again the callers are the fairest good doers,

"And who is better in speech than he who (says: "My Lord is Allah

(believes in His Oneness)," and then stands firm (acts upon His

Order), and) invites (men) to Allah's (Islamic Monotheism), and does

righteous deeds, and says: **i am one of the Muslims." (Fussilat, 33)

So, the young are made to understand that callers to Allah are

rewarded for their good deeds, as well as the good deeds of their

followers, without any part of their own rewards heing diminished,

for the Prophet ^ said, "Anyone who calls to guidance will have,

besides his own reward, the reward of all those who follow him,

without any diminishing of the reward of the followers."

4. The Precepts of the Mission

Educators have to elucidate the precepts of the Mission. Such

principles present the correct way to proclaim the Mission without

deviation or loss of insight. These precepts may be summed up as

follows:

i. The caller should be well qualified so as to make sure that his

message is in conformity with the Short'ah of Islam, Here we
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have the Revelation from Allah,

Say: "Are those who know equal to those who know not?" (A?-

Zumar, 9)

ii. Again there should be conformity between what the caller says

and what he actually docs, for then the response on the part of

the followers will be more forthcoming, although many arc

those who can achieve such happy conformity, and how foolish

are those who ask others to be righteous and forget about

themselves. How true are the words of Allah,

uO you who believe! Why da you say that which you do not do?

Most hateful it is with Allah that you say that which you do not

</0."(As-Safr,2-3)

iii. There should be consensus about what is prohibited, or else the

general public may become confused psycologically and

socially, especially in matters which should be decided only by

eminent Imams and jurists. So, it has been said of old, "Anyone

who imitates a scholar, will be safe when he meets Allah,"

iv The fight against prohibitions should be gradual, resorting

firstly to giving advice, then reprimanding, then changing with

the hand, and this represents the height of wisdom. Thus Allah

G^ says,

"He grants Htkmah to whom He pleases, and he, to whom Hikmah

is granted, is indeed granted abundant good." (Al-Baqarah
f 269)

v. Good manners are also an essential prerequisite for calling

people to Islam, for a good word is capable of producing a
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positive response. So true are the words of Allah,

"Invite (mankind, O Muhammad ^jj) fa rftd Way ofyour Lord (i.e.

Islam} with wisdom (i.e, with the Divine Revelation and the

Qur'an) and fair preaching" (An-Nahl, 125)

vi. Endurance should also be one of the essential traits of a caller,

especially in the face of ignorance, ridicule, and arrogance.

5* Practical Application

At this stage, educators should try to entrust the children to

reliable callers who teach them the principles of the Mission. Then

comes the role of individual young callers to practice calling for

piety and reform on their own. Finally there comes the role of the

educator or guide to see what the young callers have achieved.

Fifth: Sport

One of the most useful means laid down by Islam that

disciplines individuals physically and increases good health is to

make them spend their spare time in doing hard work and

practicing military and sporting activities whenever possible.

This is due to the fact that Islam with its tolerant principles and

lofty teachings, simultaneously gathers both seriousness and

innocent play, harmonizes between the requirements of the soul

and needs of the body, and pays due attention to educating the

body as well as to healing the soul. As soon as he is old enough to

comprehend things precisely, the child deserves attention to be

paid to his health and physical formation. Moreover, he deserves

all the attention that can be paid to whatever is healthy for his

body, and might and the vitality and energy of his body. Ther are

three reasons for this:

- He has a lot of leisure time.
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- To protect him from disease.

- To get him accustomed, from his early years, to sporting practices

and acts of Jihad.

Here, dear educator, we present to you some glimpses at the

honored texts showing Islam's outstanding care for physical

education and military preparation:

- Allah ?M says,

"/</«/ /MflJte ngsm^l against them all you can of power, including

steeds of war (tanks, planes, missiles, artillery) to threaten the

enemy of Allah and your enemy.,.'* (Al-Anfal, 60)

- Imam Muslim narrated that Allah's Messenger jgj said, "A

strong believer is better and more loved by Allah than a weak

believer." AI-Bukhari also narrated that the Prophet ^ once

passed by a group of Band Aslam who were competing in archery

in the market. He encouraged them, saying, "Shoot, O sons of

Ismail; your father was an archer. Shoot and I am with Bam/ ofso

and so. One of the two parties stopped shooting. The Prophet §
asked them: Why don 't you shoot? They answered: How dare we

shoot while you are with them? The prophet g; said, "Shoot mid I

am with you all (both parties)."

It is clear through such texts that Islam legalized practicing

Jihad exercises and sporting games such as wrestling, running,

swimming, archery and horseback riding, for the Muslim

community to acquire the appropriate means of dignity, victory

and sovereignty, and to get its followers, individuals as well as

groups, disciplined in strength and Jihad. This is to carry out the

words of Allah 2gi that read:

"And make ready against them all you can of power, including
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steeds of war (tanks, planes, missiles, artillery) to threaten the

enemy of Allah and your enemy..." (Al-Anfal, 60)

No one can dispute the fact that when the enemies of the

Muslims know that the Muslim community has prepared itself

militarily, accomplished, its faith and sound psychological stature

and is determined to strive in the cause of Allah, they (enemies of

Muslims) undoubtedly arc defeated from within by their anxious,

fearful, and weak souls even before they taste defeat in the

battlefields of Jihad. This is what may be termed today as "Armed

Peace." Also, it may be what the Prophet ^ referred to in his

saying: "/ was given victory by fear at one month's march."

Getting the child to be active in sport cannot be fruitful or even

satisfactory unless it is practiced in accordance with the method

prescribed by Islam. To all educators we introduce landmarks of

this method and its prescribed boundaries:

1. Making a Balance

It is not acceptable that sports are practiced at the expense of

other duties that must be observed and accomplished by the child.

He may busy himself most of the time in playing football,

mastering wrestling, swimming or practicing archery at the

expense of the right of Allah in terms of worship, or the right of

his own self in terms of seeking knowledge, or the right of his

parents to be obeyed and righteously dealt with, or the right of his

religion (Islam) to be propagated and conveyed to all people.

Therefore, sport should be a subsidiary activity with the child and

should be mild and moderate, striking a balance between it and

other duties. This emanates from what the Prophet ^ said to

*Abdullah Ibn 'Arar Ibn Al-'As, "Allah has a right over you; your

body has a right over you; your family has a right over you; so, give

everyone his due right."
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2. Observing the Bounds of Allah

One who shoulders the resposihility of educating the child

should observe the following:

A. The child's training suit should cover the part of his body from

the navel to beneath his knees. Imam Al-Bukbari in his History*

Imam Ahmad, and AUHakim narrated that the Prophet g£
passed by Ma'mar (one of the Companions) and saw his thighs

uncovered, so he said, "O Ma'mar, cover your thighs, for the

thigh Is part of your private parts."

B. Physical exercises should be practiced in public places due to

what has been narrated by 'Aishah, Mother of the Believers,

who said, "He who believes in Aikih and the Last Day, must not

be seen in suspicious places.

"

C. Encouragement of sporting excellence should be with legal bets

only as narrated by compilers of the Sunan and Imam Ahmad

on the authority of the Prophet gj who said, "No betting is there

in other than racing hut camels, horses, or archery."

We may conclude from this Prophetic hadith that legal

betting may incur two conditions: first, bets are made in training

on the means used in fighting and acts of Jihad such as racing

on the mount of camels, horses, shooting arrows, or modern

means of war. Second, the reward declared for winning should

be offered either by someone other than the two competitors or

only one of them.

3* Declaring a Good Intention (Niyyah)

The instructor who undertakes the responsibility of disciplin-

ing the child and his physical and psychological welfare should

remind the child that whatever he does as physical exercises and

military and martial activities is intended to strengthen him in all

respects and to implement within himself the saying of the
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Prophet ijf that reads, "The strong believer is better and more

loved by Allah than the weak believer,

"

Dear educator! You should realize that declaring a good

intention is not only Tor sporting exercises and training in Jihad

rather, it encompasses all vital activities and permissible bodily

pleasures such as eating, drinking, sleeping, going out on picnics

and enjoying all good pleasures. If any Muslim performs all these

activities with the intention of obeying the Ordinances of Allah, his

activities due to that intention become acts of worship which make

a Muslim come closer to AllahH

.
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2. The Principle or Warning

If wc read Allah's Book, the Noble Qur'an, and the Simnah of

the Prophet |*£, wc find that the manner of warning against evil

and uncovering falsehood is clearly shown in many Qur'anic verses

and Prophetic Hadiths. Among these Qur'anic verses and

Prophetic Hadiths are the following:

In Surah Al-Isra, Allah M says:

^ Vv«* Uyjt- juij >-i* I4J1 jjji ^a j_^. v f

"Set not up with Allah any other Hah (god) f (O man)! (This

verse is addressed to Prophet Muhammad ^ but its implication is

generalfor all mankind), or you will sit down reproved,forsaken (in

the Hell-fire)." (Al-Isra\ 22) And,

"And let not your hand he tied (like a miser) to your neck t nor

stretch it forth to its utmost reach (like a spendthrift

)

t so that you

become blameworthy and in severe poverty." (Altera, 29) And,

{ ££ &Z $£*$ Sf fi[ %}\ \£L 1} >

"And come not near to unlawful sexual intercourse. Verily, it is

a Fahishah (i.e. anything that transgresses its limits: a great sin),

and an evil way (that leads one to Hell unless Allah forgives him),"

{Al-Isra, 32)

The Prophet & said, "Beware of telling lies, for telling lies is

contrary to belief" Narrated by Ahmad and Compilers of the

Sunan\ and said, "Beware ofmaking many oaths as this renders one

as hypocrite and then invalidates (all his deeds)." Narrated by

Muslim who said, "Beware of suspicion as suspicion is (amongst)

the most obscene lies.
**

Of course, there are many other Qur'anic verses and Prophetic

Hadiths that warn against perpetrating evil and mischief. O
educator! following are some of the most important warnings:
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First: Warning Against Apostasy

By apostasy we mean: a Muslim renegades from the religion

that was approved and chosen for him by Allah and embraces

another religion or faith that contradicts the Shari'ah of Islam.

Apostasy has many aspects:

A. One of the aspects of apostasy is advocating slogans that make

a Muslim deviate from Liking Allah as his only end and the only

One Who deserves to be worshiped or make him deviate from

holding Islam as his goal and aim, This sort of apostasy

encompasses many cases:

i. One may advocate the slogan of Nationalism making it an aim

and end to which he calls others. He strives for it. This is part of

the Pre-Islamic practices that the Prophet ^ warned in his

saying that reads: "He who calls others to group chauvinism does

not belong to us; he who fights for the sake of group chavinism

does not belong to us; and he who dies upholding group chauvinism

does not belong to us." Reported by Abu Dawfid

ii. One who advocates Patriotism and holds it as his aim and end

for the sake of which he calls others, and strives.

hi. One who advocates the slogan of Humanitarianism without

taking heed of the fact that Allah has ordered him to try to

guide all mankind to the straight path and to become

acquainted with all peoples.

B. Among other aspects of apostasy is to offer loyalty, submission,

and obedience to other than Allah. Allah &£J says,

"And whosoever does not judge by what Allah has revealed, such

are the Kafirun (i.e. disbelievers - of a lesser degree as they do not

act according to Allah's Laws)," (Al-Ma'idah, 44) And,
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S| Jf- ^^ ,4a &3 uf* '•&? *S? £$ 4*^5 ££ffl U&3 tf !£& iii £k: ^

"0 jftfflS M-Afl believe! Take not the Jews and the Christians as

Auliya' (friends, protectors, helpers), they are hut Auiiya* of one

another. And if any amongst you takes them (as Auiiya
1

), then

surely he is one of them. Verity, Allah guides not those people

who are the Zalimun (polytheists and wrong-doers and unjust)."

(Al-Ma'idah, 51)

C. Among the aspects of apostasy is to dislike some ritual or any

practice assigned by Islam, as in the case of one who may say "I

dislike fasting for it retards the Community* s economy." Another

may say, 1 dislike the monetary system of Islam for it prohibits

usury" or the like. Concerning these people, Allah says in His

Noble Qur'an,

"But those who disbelieve (in the Oneness of A lidh - Islamic

Monotheism), for them is destruction, and (Allah) will make their

deeds vain. That is because they hate that which Allah has sent down

(this Qur'an and Islamic laws, etc.); so lie has made their deeds

fruitless." (Muhammad, 8-9)

D, Among the elements of apostasy is the act of mocking

something or a given ritual of Islam. Allah $£i says,

A* *&y*j* 4*93 «»$ 3 4^J J4* ^= 1^1 <l)£l iSSfeS aJj ^

{ %Q 53 fit % *&£& Si •££!

"If you ask them (about this), they declare: "We were only

talking idly and joking." Say; "Was it at Allah (glorified and

exalted be He), and His Ayat (proofs, evidences, verses, lessons,

signs, revelations, etc.) and His Messenger ££ that you were

mocking?" Make no excuse; you disbelieved after you had believed.'*

(At-Tawbah, 65-66)
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E. Among the elements of apostasy is to declare what Allah has

made prohibited as lawful, and what Allah has made lawful as

prohibited. Allah M says,

"/lutf say not concerning that which your tongues pat forth

falsely; "This is lawful and this is forbidden/* so as to invent lies

against Allah. Verily, those who invent lies against Allah wilt never

prosper. " (An-Nahl, 1 16)

F. Among the elements of apostasy is to believe in part of the

religion of Islam while disbelieving in another. So one may believe

that Islam is mere acts of worship, and disbelieves that it is a

complete system and legislation for the whole life; or may believe

that Islam advocates spiritual, moral, and educational aspects

only, and disbelieves in the other aspects such as the social,

economic, or political systems. Allah SS says,

'*Then do you believe in a part of the Scripture and reject the rest?

Then what is the recompense of those who do so among you, except

disgrace in the life of this world, and on the Day ofResurrection they

shall be consigned to the mast grievous torment. And Allah is not

unaware of what you do." (Al-Baqarah, 85)

G. Among the elements of apostasy is to believe only in the

Noble Qur'an and to reject the Prophetic Sunnah such as the

Qadyani sect which were instituted by the English in India to

demolish the Islamic Shart'ah and raise suspicions around the

prophethood of the Prophet gjj. The Noble Qur'an invalidates

the faith of the one who does not submit to the adjudication of

the Prophet ^ during his life and to his Sunnah after his death.

Allah M says,
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"But no, by your Lord, they cun have no Faith, until they make
you (O Muhammad §£) judge in all disputes between them, andfind
in themselves no resistance against your decisions, and accept (them)

with full submission ..." (An-Nisa, 65)

Also, Abu Dawud reported that Prophet Muhammad fk said,

"I have been given the Book (the Noble Quran) and its like with it.

"

H. Among of Lhe elements of apostasy is to ridicule some act of the

Prophet ^ such as polygamy during his time. Allah Wt says in

Surah Al-Hujurat:

_££ jgffi ^ ijj^i % $\ c£. <j> j£s£l tJSJ v \$X 6j|i 0£ }>

"0 you who believe! Raise not your voices above the voice of the

Prophet jGfc, nor speak aloud to him in talk as you speak aloud to

one another, lest your deeds should be renderedfruitless while you

perceive not,
1
" (Al-Hujurat, 2)

Second: Warning Against Atheism

Atheism means disbelief in the Divine Being, denial of the

Divine laws which were sent with the Messengers j^E£ and disdain

of all the virtues and values pertaining to Divine revelation.

Atheism is a kind of apostasy, yet it may be more dangerous

than apostasy itself, as will be shown later. Unfortunately, atheism

has become an independent ideal, which is adopted by poweful

states, that impose it on those who are under their power through

suppression, and with the power of obligation and coercion. These

states have agents and headquarters every-wherc, openly calling

Tor atheism and denial of religion and prophets shamelessy.

Moreover, we find that these atheist countries, which adopt the
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principles of Marx and Lenin, concentrate their call on Muslim

countries. This is due to the fact that they know how the principles

of Islam have cultural, political, and scientific invigorating power,

and that these principles contain ingredients of comprehensiveness,

and characteristics of renewal and continuity.

If we trace these countries' call for atheism, we sec how they

fabricate plots and plans in order to propagate their atheistic

principles, and they find a good market for their blasphemy.

Sometimes they dress Marxism with the garment of Islam and

say: Muhammad was the first to call for socialism, the first to

declare the rich and the poor as equals, and the first to cancel

collective ownership. So, he is the messenger of Marxism and the

Prophet of Communism. They sometimes say, "Religion is

something, and political and economic principles arc another. It

is not logical to confuse or mix religion with politics, economic

systems, or scientific theories." They frequently say, "There is no

god. Life is a mere materialistic matter; "Religion is the opium of

the peoples"; and "Prophets are liars and thieves."

To circulate their atheism they use scientific theories and try to

convince those who went astray that they are established facts. For

example, they circulate Darwin's theory that deals with the origin

of human life and how it developed from lower species to higher

ones until it reached its final destination represented by man,

although science has proven this theory to be invalid.

They also circulated Freud's theory that relates everything to

sex and lust, interpreting every aspect of man's conduct in terms of

sexual instinct.

Although atheism is a part of the concept of apostasy, it is more

dangerous and has a worse effect on the individual and society

than any given apostasy, such as embracing Judaism, Christianity
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and so on. This is because atheism kills the feeling of" responsibility

in the heart of the atheist, destroys in him belief in the Unseen and

eternal values arid ethical principles. It pushes him to live like

beasts with no religion to direct him, or conscience to guide him.

Allah SI says in this regard:

4 fi
jjim flu Jft er sjfc sje? ffi $> >

"while those who disbelieve enjoy themselves and eat as cattle eat;

and the Fire will be their abode." (Muhammad, 12)

Islam is clear about apostates. It has prescribed the punishment

of death by the sword for their insistence on disbelief, and for

leaving the clear-cut truth. Imams Al-Bukharf and Ahmad report

the Messenger of Allah j| as saying, "Kill whosoever changes his

religion. " Islam has prescribed this severe punishment for apostates

for three reasons:

1. Not to allow intrigues to attract the irresolute and push them

towards apostasy as a response to seduction.

2. Not to let a hypocrite attempt to embrace Islam and then leave it

in order to encourage the movement of apostasy or atheism and

plant instability and discord within the Muslim community.

3. Not to let the power of disbelief grow stronger and be the

greatest danger facing the Muslim community and then prepare

for war which will be to annihilate Muslims when suitable

circumstances arise.

To expose the plottings of atheists and their factionalism, and

conspiracies I am going to present for educators the following

historical precedents to reveal what atheists want to do with

Muslim when they find suitable opportunities and circumstances:

Communist China and Russia annihilated sixteen million

Muslims: one million a year. Such annihilations are still

continuing. Similarly, Communist Yugoslavians did the same to
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Muslims as they annihilated one million Muslims since Yugoslavia

became Communist after World War II until! now. Genocide and

savage torture against Muslims are still continuing. For example,

they throw Muslims, males and females, into meat grinders that

turn them into a soggy mixture of flesh, bone, and blood.

What is practiced nowadays in Yugoslavia can be witnessed in

all other communist countries. Whe have heard many times about

the massacres committed by communists in Iraq, and their

culpability and assassinations at the city of Mawsil (Musil) during

the era of Abdul-Karfm Qasim, and how they imprisoned,

murdered, and mutilated the believing callers to Islam, and the

Muslim community living there. Allah W£ says about them:

"They respect neither consanguinity nor treaty towards a believer;

and those are the ones who are transgressors." (At-Tawbah, 10)

Third: Warning Against Prohibited Entertainment

With its noble legislation and wise principles, Islam forbids

Muslims to practice certain types of entertainment and amusement

due to th ethical harm to individuals, the economy of the society,

entity of the state, the dignity of the nation, and the integrity of the

family. At this point I am going to present for educators these

types of prohibited entertaiment as a warning. This is after

presenting exemplary models in avoiding and relinquishing. May

Allah help us to adopt the moderate way.

J, Playing backgammon: Playing backgammon is a form of

prohibited entertainment, whether it is based on bets or just for

mere entertainment. The proof of this prohibition comes from

what Imams Muslim and Ahmad reported on the authority of

Buraydah that the Prophet jg; said, "Whoever plays backgammon,

his case is as ifhe dyes his hand with the flesh and blood ofa swine.

"
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The rationale behind this prohibition is that playing backgammon,

even if it is not with betting, wastes much of the players' time. Such

a time could have been spent in practicing their religious,

educational, and worldly duties. Moreover, it may lead to betting

which is exactly like gambling, while the Muslim was created to

Fulfil a message, convey (a word of trust) and carry out a duty.

2. Listening to singing and music: another aspect of prohibited

entertainment is listening to singing accompanied by music. The

same ruling applies to singing that is not associated with Islam,

which stirs desire and lust, singing that describes the shameful

attributes of a certain woman, and singing that advocates false

slogans and principles. The texts indicating the prohibition are

as follows:

Imams Al-Bukhari, Ahmad, Ibn Majah, and others reported the

Prophet j§£ as saying , 'Certainly there will be in my community

some people who will justify zind (i. e. adultery and fornication),

silk, wine, and musical instruments." Ibn Hibban reported on the

authority of Abu Hurairah <& that Allah's Messenger jg; said, "By

the end of time, a group ofmy Ummah will be transformed into apes

and pigs. They (the Companions) said, 'O Messenger of Allah! Are

they Muslims?' He answered, 'Yes t and they testify that there is no

god but Allah, and that I em the Messenger of Allah, and observe

fasting'. They said, 'So what is it with them, O Messenger of

Allah?" He said, 'They will keep to the use of musical instruments

and tambourines and they wilt drink wine until they sleep in the abyss

of their drinks and entertainment, and will be transformed before the

next morning'."

As for what is permissible and what is lawful regarding singing

here is the gist of what the late scholar Shaikh Muhammad Al-

Hamid said in his thesis "Islamic Ruling Pertaining to Singing/'

based on the sayings o( jurists:
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"Singing is permissible if it is used to reactivate people to bear

hard work, or for amusement during journeys in the desert, such

as the composition of poems in meter as the Prophet and his

Companions did while building the Prophetic Mosque, and

digging the Trench. Also, singing is permissible while driving

camels in the desert by the Bedouins. The same ruling applies to

singing which contains neither indecency nor a description of wine

and its taverns, nor love sonnets about living or dead women, nor

defamatory poems against a Muslim or a Jew or a Christian

under the Muslims
1

protection, for singing about all these things

is prohibited."

If love sonnets are not about a particular person, they are

permissible, as Ka'b lbn Zuhayr recited similarly lines or poetry in

the presence of the Prophet £j£. Women singing for children to help

them sleep is also permissible, and so is the singing by women on

wedding occasions away from men's hearing.

The rationale of this prohibition is obvious: what will the person

who pursues the meetings of profligate singing, theaters of rapture,

and the places of entertainment with musical instruments find? He

only finds shameless and indecent dancing by professional

prostitutes, glasses of wine being served here and there, noise

and rioting of the drunk, shameless and insolent words,

irrespectable intermixing between disengaged persons sunk in

insolence and dancing, where there is neither manhood nor honor.

Shortly, he finds irrespectable freedom and permissiveness in the

worst of manners.

Shaikh Al-Hamid says/This is the scheming of colonialists,

by which they drown their colonies with floods of profligate songs,

and by lustful theatres and with wine and women in order that

their people may not do a duty or rise to call for a mighty cause.

3, Cuing to the Cinema, Theatre and watching TV: In the chapter
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entitled "Responsibility for Ethical Education" above, we

mentioned that possessing television sets, watching them, and

listening to their current programs are among the greatest of sins.

By the same token going to cinemas and theatres and places of

profligate entertainment is also prohibited for the following

reasons:

1. One of the objectives of Short ah is to maintain the lineage and

honor of man. Most of the shows presented aim to destory

honor and virtue and spoil lineage, so going to them is

considered to be prohibited, sinful, and may incur the wrath

of Allah and His Messenger.

2. Imams Malik and Ibn Majah reported the Prophet& as saying

"No harm should be inflicted or mutually inflicted in Islam." And

considering that the current movies and night plays lead to

looseness, adultery, and indecency, Muslims are forbidden to go

to such places in order to maintain the morals of the individual

and society.

3. It is known that what is presented in cinemas, night theaters, and

places of entertainment is accompanied by musical instruments,

irrespectable and profligate singing, and dancing. Considering

that these things are prohibited, as pointed out earlier, then

entering such places and watching their shows are aspects of

prohibited entertainment. As we are talking about television

sets, the theater, and cinemas, I want to show to those who

believe in Allah and His Messenger the following established

facts.

The Jewish plottings include the degradation of morals in non-

Jewish societies. In Protocol No. 13, we read: "In order to drive the

non-Jewish people astray we are going to distract them with

different types of entertainment and plays. Such new pleasures are

going to distract the people's minds from thinking about matters
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which we will differ with them about. Once people gradually lose

the gift of reasoning they will all agree with us...
Tt

Some may claim that there is no objection to watching movies if

the content is useful Tor the Ummah i. e. if the content relates to

religion, ethics^ or history. However, this claim is invalid for the

following reasons:

1

,

The free intermingling of men and women which is prohibited in

Islam.

2, In historical films or plays, women often appear displaying their

attractions and there is sometimes seductive dancing or indecent

songs.

3, Movies and theaters often show corrupt, immoral and seductive

attractions.

However, we should keep in mind that if a religious body

supervises a particular place that presents scientific, social,

educational, and historical films and plays, then the youth are

permitted to go there and benefit from their programs. Others may
argue that there is nothing wrong with watching useful programs

on TV such as educational services and listening to the Noble

Qur'an and news and refraining from watching the immoral and

corrupt ones.

In fact this claim has nothing to do with reality or truth since

the one who watches TV programs usually watches other

programs. Satan, on the other hand, usually impresses on man

that the useful program will come immediately after this one, this

song, or the news, till the program ends. Also ir we suppose that

one can select the presentation during his presence in the house

then how can he make sure that it will be under control during his

absence?

Sometimes a jealous father decides to turn off the TV to prevent

his household from watching immoral shows then dispute and
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differences may creep into the house and among the members of

the family which often result in unpleasant psychological and

social effects and dangerous consquences. In fact dispute and

differences mostly lead to dissension and divorce among the

members of the family. Moreover, it should be noted that some

parents buy TV's with the intention of preventing their chidren

from going to movies and immoral places for entertainment! In

fact, their claim is invalid for the following reasons:

1. Evil should not be replaced by another evil.

2. Evil that results from the TV is more heinous than going to

immoral places of amusement since the corruptive influence of

TV shows is continuous and daily.

3. Watching TV results in serious social and moral consequences

owing to the intermixing of families, neighbors and friends-

women and men, when they pastime watching programs. In fact

this free mixing often leads to defaming honor shedding blood

and spreading dissension.

Watching TV causes many other negative effects. In the field of

health it weakens the sight; psychologically it may fill the heart

with love for a pretty actress; educationally, the children neglect

their study; intellectually it disturbs one's memory and under-

standing; and economically it wastes time and money.

4. Gambling: Islam prohibits all kinds of gambling. Gambling

included in sports and games in which profit goes to one player and

loss to another, depending on chance and luck. Gambling is

forbidden by the following Qur'anic verses:

"O you who believe! Intoxicants (all kinds of alcoholic drinks),
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andgambling, and Al-Ansab, and Al-Azlam (arrowsfor seeking tuck

or decision) are an abomination of Shut run's (Satan) handiwork. So

avoid (strictly all) that (abomination) in order that you may be

successful. Shahan (Satan) wants only to excite enmity and hatred

between you with intoxicants (alcoholic drinks) and gambling, and

hinder you from the remembrance of Allah and from As-Salat

(prayer). So, will you not then abstain?" (Al-M&'idah, 90-91)

The Objectives of Prohibiting Gambling:

1

.

Gambling makes a person dependent on chance, luck and vain

wishes, taking him away from honest labor and serious work.

2. Gambling destroys families, wastes wealth, impoverishes the

well-to-do, and humiliates dignified people.

3. It excites enmity and hatred among gamblers since it is a means

of taking the property of others through unlawful means.

4. It bars persons from the remembrance of Allah and from prayer

and leads the gamblers to the worst of morals and customs.

5. It causes anxiety, illness, addiction and hostility. Moreover, it

often leads to crime, suicide and madness.

Farms or gambling

- Lottery is a form of unlawful gambling since it depends on chance

and luck. Therefore, there should be no apathy towards it.

- Betting is also among the forms of unlawful gambling; it either

takes place on playing football, racing with pigeons, or horse

racing playing chess, etc. In these games, two or more persons

specify a reward for the winner. However, it should be noted that

games that are related to Jihad and war like racing on horseback

and camelback arc excluded from this prohibition.

In fact, while Islam prohibits certain forms of sports and games

for their spiritual, psychological, moral, and social harms, it
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permits many kinds of games for Muslims as a source of enjoyment

and recreation that at the same time perpare them for worship and

other duties. Imam Al-Bukhari narrated in Al-Adab Al-Mufrad

that the Companions of the Prophet used to throw watermelons to

each other, but in times of seriousness they proved themselves to be

the true men of action. All Ibn Abu Talib *& said, "Minds get

tired, as do bodies, so treat them with some kind of humor."

Accordingly, there is no blame on Muslims to seek enjoyment

and pleasure through permissible sports or play, but the pursuit of

pleasure should not become the goal of life so that they devote

themselves to it. Therefore, Islam permits the following sports:

a. Running races: Islam permits running competitions. The

Companions of the Prophet ^ used to race on foot and the

Prophet g* used to encourage them. The Prophet ^ himself raced

with his wife 'Aishah in order to please her, to enjoy himself, and

to set an example for his Companions.

b. Wrestling: the Prophet ^ once wrestled with a man called

Rukanah "who was well-known for his strength" and the Prophet

threw him down more than once." Narrated by Abu Dawud

c. Archery: the Prophet g; once passed by a group of his

Companions who were competing in archery. He encouraged them

saying: "Shoot and I am with you." However, the Prophet ^
warned archers against using cattle, chickens and the like as targets

Tor practice. Imams Al-Bukhari and Muslim narrated from

'Abdullah Ibn 'Umar <&> that he once saw a group of people

using cattle as targets in archery and told them, "The Prophet ^
cursed the one who takes anything possessing life as a target"

d. Javelin throwing: we mentioned earlier that the Prophet gj,

allowed some Abyssinians to display their skills with spears in the
•s

Mosque and he allowed his wife 'Aishah to watch their show.
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e. Horseback riding: At-TabaranT reported with a good chain of

transmission that the Messenger of Allah |£ said, "Any action

without the Remembrance of Allah is either a diversion or

forgeifulness excepting four acts, walking from target to target

during archery practice, training a horse, playing with one's wife

household and learning how to swim.

"

F. Hunting: Allah BR says:

"Lawful to you is (the pursuit of) water-game and its useforfood

-for the benefit ofyourselves and those who travel^ hut forbidden is

(the pursuit of) land-game as long as you are in a state oflhram (for

Hajj or 'Umrah)..." (Ai-MSUdah, 96)

g. Playing chess: the Companions of the Prophet g$, the

successors, and jurists have two different opinions regarding the

legality of playing chess. Some view it as an unlawful game. They

are AIT Ibn Abu Talib, Ibn Umar, Ibn Abbas, Imam Malik, Abu

Hanifah, and Ahmad Ibn Hanbal. Others consider it to be lawful

Among them are Abu Hurairah, Sa4
td Ibn Al-Musayyab, Sa'id Ibn

Jubayr, Ibn Sinn and Imam Ash-Shafil. Those who maintain the

permissibility of playing chess say that the original principle is the

permissibility of acts if no text is found prohibiting it. Moreover, it

differs from backgammon in two aspects: first, backgammon is a

game of chance and therefore is comparable to divining with

arrows while chess is a game of skill and strategy that may be

compared to archery. Second; chess may be used as training for

war while backgammon is just wasting time and effort for which

there is no avail. However, playing chess is permissible only if the

following three conditions are met:

1. One should not get so absorbed in it that he delays his prayer,

2, There should be no betting gambling involved.
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3. The players should not utter obscenities or vulgarities. Thus, if

any of these conditions is not met, it will be considered as hardm

prohibited.

Fourth: Hero Worship

One of the most significant matters which instructors should

consider is warning the child against leaving himself to be driven

to blind imitation without reasoning or reflection. This is to be

kept in mind because of the following reasons:

- Blind imitation is the token of psychological and spiritual defeat

and disbelief in oneself; it also means that the personality has

dissolved and selT-identity has been lost in the entity of that

whom the person loves and imitates.

- Blind imitation tempts many people to the charms of this world.

Undoubtedly, this leads to self-conceit and pride.

- Blind imitation of ill-natured manners, inevitably leads to a life of

decay, unsteadiness, and looseness,

- Blind imitation drives nations and people to inevitable

destruction. This is supported by the following texts:

At-Tirmidhi reported the Prophet gg to have said, "Let none ofyou

be a blind imitator, who says: 'I am with people; if they do right I do

right and if they do wrong, I do wrong'. Bat you should make

yourselves do right ij people do right and avoid wrong if they do

wrong." Imams Ai-Bukhari and Muslim reported the Prophet |fe

as saying; "The Jews and Christians do not dye, so be differentfrom

them and dye." Imam Al-Bukhari reported Allah's Messenger jjj:

as saying, "Allah has cursed men who imitate women and women

who imitate men. "The prevention which these Prophetic traditions

involve pertains to the imitation of non-Muslims in conduct,

manners, conventions, and clothing.

As for imitating non-Muslims in what may benefit the Muslim
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community scientifically and promote it economically and cultu-

rally, such as benefiting from the sciences of medicine, engineering

and physics, and secrets of the atom, up-to-date means of warfare

ant! the like, such imitation is unanimously permissible, for it is

mentioned in the general meaning of the Qur'anic text that reads:

"And make ready against them all you can ofpower" (A I-An fa!, 60)

Likewise, we read the following Prophetic tradition: "Wisdom is

the long-cherished wish of every wise man; if hefinds it, he becomes

thefirst person entitled to it." Here are some of the most significant

aspects of blind imitation practiced by our women:

- They go out clothed but yet scantily clad, with their faces unveiled

and Hunting their finery. The Prophet stated that they would not

enter Paradise, nor would they smell its fragrance. Imam Muslim

reported the Prophet as saying, "Two categories ofpeople 1 have

not seen yet: People holding whips like the tails of cows, who beat

people therewith i.e. tyrants, and women who are clothed but yet

naked, seducing and being seduced, their hair styled like the humps

of camels; such women will not enter Paradise or even smell its

fragrance though itsfragrance could be reached at a distance offive

hundred years walking,

"

- They wear black clothes at funerals, imitating Christians.

- They congregate at wedding parties listening to singers and

watching dancers.

- They appear unveiled before men for whom it is not permissible

to see them such as brothers-in-law and cousins.

Regarding men, they let their hair grow long, appear

effeminate, and imitate woman. These are some of the most

manifest aspects of blind imitation practiced by our young men.

Interestingly enough some of these young men protest, saying: as
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the Messenger let his hair grow long until it passed his ears, how

could scholars disapprove of the appearance of those who let their

hair grow long? In reply, 1 say:

1

.

In case it is proven that the Prophet let his hair grow long, no

doubt he never used to go out to people with his head uncovered;

he used to go out with his turban - the crown of prophecy and

the emblem of Islam,

2. Letting hair grow long has nowadays become an emblem of

unsteadiness and a symbol of looseness. So how could a sane

man say that Islam could be satisfied with its young men

increasing the number of the people of unsteadiness and

looseness? In this connection, the Prophet is reported on the

authority of Abu Ya'la to have said "He who increases the

number of some sea is one of them."

3. Is it not that the phenomenon of letting hair grow long down the

shoulders indicates the disgraceful imitation of women? And

Allah *M according to some traditions, has cursed men who

imitate women.

4. How could those who let their hair grow long agree to belong to

the dirty insect called scarab, as they imitate it in shape and

appearance? Allah 6^ says: "And indeed we have dearly honored

the seeds ofAdam/'

Fifth: Warning Against Keeping Bad Company

No one can deny that bad company is one of the factors

contributing to the psychological and ethical deterioration of the

child, particularly if he is slow-witted, with shaky faith and of

unsteady morals. Thus, he is quickly influenced by accompanying

people with bad characters, and acquires the lowest habits and the

ugliest qualities.

In the first part of this book in the Chapter entitled "Causes and
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Treatment of Children's Waywardness" we said that Islam directed

parents and educators through its educational teachings to watch

their children carefully especially during the age of discrimination

and adolescence in order to know those whom they accompany.

Sixth; Warning Against Bad Manners

Earlier, in the Chapters "Responsibility for Ethical Education"

and "Responsibility for Physical Education", we said that there are

certain widespread phenomena among children, which educators

should train them to avoid. In the Chapter "Responsibility for

Ethical Education", we have examined:

a. Telling lies

b. Stealing

c. Abuse and Insults

d. Unsteadiness and Looseness.

And in the Chapter "Responsibility for Physical Education, we

tackled:

a. Smoking

b. Masturbation

c. Intoxicants and Drugs

d. Adultery and Sodomy

Seventh: Warning Against Unlawful Things

According to the scholars of the Principles of Law, the

unlawful is what the Shari'ah definitely forbids to such an extent

that he who goes against it deserves painful punishment in the

Hereafter or legal penalty in this present life, such as homicide,

committing adultery, wine-drinking, gambling, and devouring the

property of orphans.

Thus, as expected, the Prophet ^ urged educators to habituate
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their children from their early years, to follow what has been

ordained and avoid what has been forbidden Ibn Jarir and Ibn Al-

Mundhir reported that the Prophet &, said "Act in obedience to

Allah and ward off disobedience to Allah, and order your children to

follow what is ordained and avoid what is forbidden for this protects

them against the Fire.

"

Thus educators should know that what is lawful is what Allah

has made lawful, and that what has been prohibited is what Allah

has made prohibited. Consequently, no human being can prohibit

what Allah has made permissible, nor can he make lawful what

Allah has made prohibited. Whosoever commits any of these sins,

in fact goes beyond the limits, and violates the right of the Lord in

making legislation; and whosoever approves of such actions

undoubtedly takes him as partner to Allah and thus is an atheist

and a disbeliever in the Quran. AllahM says:

"Or have they partners with Allah (false gods) who have instituted

for them a religion which Allah has not ordained?" (Ash-Shura, 21)

The Noble Qur'an condemns the People of the Book the Jews

and Christians, who gave the power of legislation to their rabbis

and monks. Allah Unsays:

EJ ^3 'f& <$ &r*j $ *** oi fe3 r£4& fSt^J Gfc5* }

"They (Jews and Christians) took their rabbis and their monks to

be their lords besides Allah (by obeying them in things which they

made lawful or unlawful according to their own desires without being

ordered by Allah), and (they also took as their Lord) the Messiaht

son of Maryam (Mary), while they (Jews and Christians) were

commanded (in the Taurat (Torah) and the Injeel (Gospel)) to

worship none but One Ilah (God - Allah) La ilaha ilia Huwa (none

has the right to be worshipped but He). Praise and glory is to Him,
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(far above is He) from having the partners they associate (with

/^."(At-TawbalOi)

In this context, we are going to present to you the most

significant of the prohibited things to serve as guidance, hoping

that this may contribute to the task of warning and direction to

the best way,

I. Prohibited Foods and Drinks

The prohibition of carrion i. e. dead meat and blood and the

flesh of swine and what has been slaughtered in the name of other

than Allah, and the animal that died by strangling, and the animal

that was beaten to death, and the one that toppled to death or

gored to death and that eaten by wild beasts of prey and what has

been slain for the sake of idols. Allah S£| says (prohibiting them):

iji^aJlj S££fjjy
ISjL.' J\j ^ «J|t jyi J^l ^j yj-Q1

f^-i f-JNj *
.V *^ t^^ *JL",_^ Y

"Forbidden to you (forfood) are: Al-Maitah (the dead animals -

cattle-beast not slaughtered), blood, the flesh ofswine, and that on

which Allah's Name has not been mentioned while slaughtering, (that

which has been slaughtered as a sacrificefor others than Allah, or has

been slaughtered for idols) and that which has been killed by

strangling, or by a violent blow, or by a headlong fall, or by the

goring of horns - and that which has been (partly) eaten by a wild

animal - unless you are able to slaughter it (before its death) - and

that which is sacrificed (slaughtered) on An-Nusub (stone attars)."

(Al-Ma'idah, 3)

Carrion i.e. dead meat is the flesh of animals and fowls that die

naturally. The rationale behind prohibition is that all animals and

fowls that die of natural causes may die because of chronic or

incidental diseases, or because of eating poisonous plants. Thus,

undoubtedly, eating such meat is harmful,
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"Flowing blood' is the Wood that flows out of the animal

whether it is caused by slaying or whatever. The rationale

behind this prohibition is that blood is incompatible with natural

taste, and it is the storehouse of microbes, so, it is as harmful as

dead meat.

The flesh of swine in most strictly prohibited in Islam because it

is naturally filthy and detestable. The rationale behind this

prohibition is that it damages health and implants weakness of

jealousy for honor. It harms one's health because eating the flesh

of swine, as modern medicine has proven, causes the existence of

the deadly microbe, and creates instability in the stomach and the

digestive system, for its flesh is not digested. Anyhow, science may

in the future discover more harms of this flesh other than what we

already know.

Thus, the flesh of swine implants weakness in jealously for

honor because the flesh of animals, as medical specialists state,

contain substances which may transfer to the person who eats them

i.e. the qualities of the animal itself Dr. Sabri Al-Qabbani cites this

in "Tahibak" (Your Doctor) Magazine no,32, p 189.

What has been acclaimed to other than Allah is the animal

that has been slain while mentioning a name other than Allah's

over it, such as the names of the idols Al-Lat and APUzzjL Such

animals are prohibited for upholding monotheism and for

fighting against ploytheism and the manifestations of idolatry.

Some other types of carrion arc:

- Strangled; the animal that has been strangled by some means.

- Beaten: the animal that has been beaten to death with a stick or

the like.

- Toppled: the animal that has fallen from a high place and died.

- Gored: the animal that has been gored to death by another
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animal.

- Eaten by Wild Beasts: the animal that a wild beast of prey has

eaten part thereof and that caused its death. The rationale behind

the prohibition of the aforementioned types is that harm is

expected from eating them, and the prohibition is a reprimand

and blaming of the owner of the animal, if he neglects it. As for

the prohibition of the animal eaten by wild beasts, it is forbidden

because it is harmful to man, and so he should refrain from

eating what wild beasts leave behind: Allah BH says,

"And indeed We have honored the Children ofAdam..." (Al-hrfi, 70)

- What has been slain on the standards 'for the idols': standards

for idols are idols and stones that used to be installed around

the Ka'bak to be glorified as signs of the Taghut i.e. what is

worshipped apart from Allah. The people of the pre-Islamic

period used to slay animals over and beside such standards,

aiming to get close to their gods and idols. Slaying animals over

and beside such stones makes the slain animal prohibited,

whether the slayer mentions a name other than Allah's over it or

not, since he intends to glorify the TaghuL It is prohibited for the

same pervious reason: intended for other than Allah. The Law of

Islam has exempted fish and locusts from the prohibited carrion,

and liver and spleen from blood that is prohibited. Imams Ash-

Shafi'i, Ahmad and Ibn Majah reported that the Prophet, on the

authority of Ibn Umar, said, "Two types of carrion have been

made lawful to us: fish and locusts and two types ofblood: the liver

and the spleen.

"

All these prohibited things are only forbidden in case of having

the merit of choice. But when being constrained, they are lawful to

eat on two conditions: 1. The eater must not be inequitable i.e.
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satisfy the desire of eating. 2. He must not he aggressive Le.

surpassing the limit of necessity. This is the meaning pinpointed in

the following Qur'anic verse:

4 L£ 5£L & t\ Jf j3| % /» H
"He has forbidden you only the Maitah (dead animals), and

blood, and the flesh of swine, and that which is slaughtered as a

sacrifice for others than Allah (or has been slaughteredfor idols, on

which Allah's Name has not been mentioned while slaughtering). But

if one is forced by necessity without wilful disobedience nor

transgressing due limits, then there is no sin on him. Truly, Allah

is Oft-Forgtving f Most Merciful," (Al-Baqarah, 173)

The rationale here is to protect life against destruction and there

is no sin on the one who is in dire necessity.

2. The prohibition of eating the flesh of domesticated donkeys, and

every wild beast having fangs, and every wildbird having claws.

Imam Al-BukMri reported the Prophet jjj: to have forbidden

eating the flesh of domesticated donkeys on the Day of Khaybar.

Imams Al-BukharT and Muslim reported the Prophet jg; to have

forbidden eating every wild beast having fangs, and every wildbird

having claws." Wild beast refers to every predatory animal having

fangs, such as lions, tigers, wolves and the like, wildbirds refer to

every fowl having injuring claws, such as vulture, falcon, hawk,

kite and the like.

3, The prohibition of what has been slaughtered unlawfully: as killing

animals by electric shock, or letting them be slaughtered by the

hands of an atheist, a Magian or an idolater Lawful slaughtering

is to be carried out on the following conditions:

1. The animal must be slaughtered with a sharp instrument that

causes blood to be shed and cuts the jugular veins.
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2. Slaughtering must be on the throat, including the cutting of the

gullet, the windpipe, and the two jugular veins, the latter being

two thick veins at both sides of the neck.

3. It is necessary to mention the Name of Allah Mover

slaughtered animal at the beginning of the process. Allah M
says,

"So eat of that (meat) on which Allah's Name has been pronounced

(while slaughtering the animal), ifyou are believers in His Ayat

(proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.)/' (Al-

An'am, 118)

The rationale behind mentioning the Name of Allah is that the

slaughterer does not do this as a means of supremacy over these

creatures, but he does it with permission from the Creator ife.

Tli us, he hunts, slaughters, and eats in the Name of Allah.

4. The slaughterer must be a Muslim or one of the People of the

Book i.e. a Jew or a Christian. According to the majority of the

four Imams, the slaughtered animal is not lawful if the

slaughterer is an atheist, Magian or an idolater, or following

a Batinite creed, such as those that made Imam All *£k> or the

Fatimid Caliph Al-Hakim hi Amrillah, as gods.

The condition that the slaughLerer must be a Muslim, this is

because he follows the religion of the Truth, which has been sent

with Muhammad
gjfc.

The slaughterer may be one of the People

of the Book because Allah ^ says;

"Made lawful to you this day are At-Tayyihat (all kinds of Hall

(lawful) foods, which Allah has made lawful (meat ofslaughtered

eatable animals, milk products, fats, vegetables and fruits). The

food (slaughtered cattle, eatable animals) of the people of the
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Scripture (Jews and Christians) is lawful to you and yours is

lawful to them..," (AI-Ma'idah, 5)

According to the conditions mentioned earlier concerning the

slaughtered animal:

- It is prohibited to eat from what has been slaughtered unlawfully

such as killing animal by electric shock or the like, because the

animal was strangled and was not slaughtered by a sharp

instrument.

- rt is also prohibited to eat from what is slaughtered by the hands

of an atheist, a Magian, or an idolater, because it was

slaughtered as a sacrifice for others than Allah.

- It is not lawful to eat animal meat preserved in cans, if it is

imported from atheistic countries, which do not believe in the

Creator or Divine religions.

- Such canned meat is also unlawful, if it is proven that it has been

obtained from unlawfully slaughtered animals, if they were

strangled or electrically shocked for example.

- Fats or cooking butter preserved in cans are not lawful, if it is

proven they were mixed with the grease or milk of pigs.

- Fish preserved in cans is permissible to eat, for the Prophet jjg is

reported by Compilers or Hadith to have said, when he was asked

about sea water: "Its water is pure, and its dead is lawful,''

4, Taking wine and drugs: taking wine and drugs is unanimously

agreed upon by scholars to be unlawful. Earlier in the chapter,

"Responsibility for Physical Education", we cited all the harms

which wine and drugs cause. We also cited in detail the lawful

ruling on taking both of them. Now, we need to deal with wine

made from things other than grapes and dates. Is it lawful to drink

it or not? Imam Muslim reported that the Prophet ^ was asked

about the drinks that were made of honey, maize, or barley; and
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upon that he answered: "Every intoxicant is wine, and wine is

prohibited." According to this: all products that are made from

fruits or barley, or from any other substance, are wine-like, as long

as they intoxicate and befog the mind. Imams Al-Bukhar? and

Muslim reported 'Umar 4&> to have declared on the pulpit of the

Prophet g£, Khamr i.e. wine is everything which befogs the mind,"

As long as such products intoxicate, they are unlawful in any

amount. Imams Ahmad, Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi reported

the Prophet j§£ as saying, "Any thing that intoxicates in large

amounts is also unlawful in small amounts/'

The Prophet not only forbade drinking wine in any amount, but

he also forbade buying, selling, and trading in it, even with non-

Muslims; thus it is not lawful for Muslims to import, export, make,

or carry wine. Thus the Prophet ^ said, "Allah has cursed wine and

the one who drinks it, the one who serves it, the one who sells it, the

one for whom it is sold, the one for whom it is pressed, the one who

carries it, the one for whom it is carried, and the one who gains its

price." Narrated by Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi.

By the same token, Islam ordains that the places in which wine

is served and the people who drink it must be avoided. Imams Ahmad

and At-Tirmidhi reported 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab 4&> to have said, "I

heard Allah's Messenger jg saying, "Let him who believes in Allah

and the Last Day not sit at a table on which wine is served."

II. Prohibited Clothing, Adornment and Appearance

With its fair instructions, Islam permits Muslims to appear in

handsome and dignified clothes before others. For such reasons

Allah has created every sort of adorment, clothes and vestures

which man may enjoy. Allah EH says:

4 %p jt&p dbg liQ $$, L0 1 p; ^a }>

uO Children of Adam! We have bestowed raiment upon you to
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cover yourselves (screen your private parts) and as an adornment,.,

(Al-A'raf, 26)

."

Additionally, Al-Bukhan reported the Prophet ^ to have said,

Eat, drink, get dressed and give on charity all with neither

extravagance nor pride.

"

Caring for the appearance of a Muslim, Islam orders him to be

clean, as cleanliness is the basis of every adornment and good

appearance in itself. Ibn Hibban reported Allah's Messeger Q; to

have said: "Be dean, for Islam is clean
"

In its consideration for good appearance, Islam calls for

cleanliness, self-beautifieation in places where people meet, at the

times of Friday prayers, and the two feasts (Bids). Abu Dawud

reported Allah's Messenger § to have said, "Let anyone ofyou, if

he has the ability, make two garmentsfor Fridays other than the two

garments made for his work,"

As Islam cares about proper appearance, it also urges the

Muslim to tidy his hair and beard. In his book (Al-Muwatta),

Imam Malik reported that a man came to the Prophet g& with his

hair and beard untidy. The Messenger waved to him with a signal

meaning he should tidy his hair. The man did and then returned.

Thereupon, the Prophet gp said,
-

j& not this better than that any

one ofyou comes with his hair and beard untidy like a devil?" Islam

not only permits all these things but it also urges proper

appearance and reprimands those who forbid or prevent them,

Allah £i says:

4 jgi os ri£i5 mAsI W w & *3gw£f£?
"Say (O Muhammad $fc) Who has forbidden the adoration with

clothes given by Allah, which He has producedfor His slaves; and At-

Taiyyibat (all kinds ofHalal (lawful) things) offood?
9
* (Al-AW, 32)

But Islam forbids Muslims to use certain kinds of adornment,
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clothing, and appearance for valid reasons. O educators! Here are

the most significant of these prohibitions:

1- The prohibition of gold and silver for men: Imam Muslim

reported that Allah's Messenger U saw a gold ring on the hand of

a man. He took it off and threw it down, and said, "This is as if a

man ofyou has taken afirebrand andput it on to his hand.
'

' After the

Prophet had gone, people said to the man, 'Take your ring and

make use of it.' But he said:
l

No, by Allah I will never take it after

the Messenger of Allah has thrown it away." Imam Al-Bukhiri

reported Hudhaifah «& to have said, "Allah's Messenger ^J
forbade us to drink or cat for silver utensils, or to wear silk and silk

brocade, or to sit on them."

The silk that is prohibited is pure and natural silk, which is

produced by silkworms, but artificial silk is not prohibited.

Similarly anything that is made of silk mixed with another

material is exempted from prohibition even though they may be

equal in weight. The same ruling applies to embroidering and

sewing using silk. Abu Dawud reported Ibn Abbas 4lb to have said,

"Allah's Messenger jfc forbade only the garment wholly made of

silk i.e. pure silk but using pure silk is lawful only when necessary

for example, treating scabies or having a shelter against destructive

cold or heat or covering a shameful part if the person does not

find anything else to cover it with. Imam Al-Bukhari reported

Anas <$& to have said, "The Prophet jg; gave Az-Zubayr and

Abdur-Rahman permission to wear silk because they had

scabies.**

Gold and silver are only prohibited for men. They are, however,

permissible for women to wear. The reason why the wearing of

gold and silk is prohibited for men is to keep them away from

being effeminate, which is incompatible with manhood, to fight

against opulcncy that leads to looseness, to uproot pride and
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boasting, and to maintain the international monetary balance of

gold. A woman is exempted from this as a matter of consideration

for her femininity, recognition of her instinct to be beautiful,

responding to her nature of loving adornment, and excitement for

her husband when he sees her in the best finery,

2. The prohibition of man imitating woman and vice versa: Imam Al-

Bukhari reported Ibn Abbas 4& to have said, '"Allah's Messenger

$£ cursed men who imitate women and women who imitate men."

3. The prohibition of wearing garments for ostentation and pride:

Imams Ahmad, AbG Dawud and An-Nasai reported the Prophet

gt to have said, "Whoever wears a garment for the sake of

ostentation, Allah will dress him in a garment ofhumility on the Day

of Resurrection,

"

By garment for ostentation we mean wearing fancy and

expensive clothes with the intention of showing off and boasting

before people. No doubt this incites pride and conceit, and Allah

docs not love anyone who is always conceited, and ever-boastful.

Imams At-Bukharl and Muslim reported the Prophet jjj; to have

said, "Whoever drags his garment for the sake of conceit, Allah will

not look at him on the Day of Resurrection,"

4. The prohibition of altering Allah's creation: Imam Muslim

reported Allah's Messenger gf to have cursed the woman who

tattoos and the one who is tattooed, and the woman who shortens

teeth and the one whose teeth are shortened.

Tattooing is the act of deforming the face and hands with a blue

color and ugly drawings. Shortening teeth is the act of sharpening

the teeth and making them short, like what happens today in

plastic surgery. But there are exceptions in case of operations that

are necessary because of physiological and psychological pain,

such as removing the appendix or the tonsils.
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5. The prohibition of shaving the beard: Imam Muslim reported Abu

Hurairah 4= to have said, "Allah's Messenger ^ said, "Trim the

moustache and let the beard grow long, and be different from the

Magians. And Imam Ahmad reported on the authority of Abu

Hurairah that the Prophet
gfr

said, "Let the heard grow and trim

the moustache, and do not imitate the Jews and the Christians."

6. The prohibition of using gold and silver utensils; Imam Muslim

reported on the authority of Urnm Salamah that the Prophet §:

said, "Whoever eats or drinks from gold and silver utensils, in fact

drags the Hell-Fire into his belly."

7. The prohibition of statues and figures: Imams Al-Bukharf and

Muslim reported the Prophet £ to have said, "The most severely

tormented people on the Day of Resurrection are those who make

figures (pictures) . Imams Al-Bukhari and M uslim also reported the

Prophet jjfe to have said, " The angels do not enter the house in which

there are dogs or statues.

"

All these Prophetic traditions obviously indicate that statues

and figures are prohibited, whether they are embodied or not,

whether they have shadows or not, and whether they are made as a

profession or not, as they all involve the imitation of what Allah

W& creates. But making figures of trees or any object containing

no soul is exempted from the prohibition. The two Imams Al-

Bukhari and Muslim reported Sa'id Ibn Abu Al-Hasan to have

said, "A man came to Ibn Abbas and said, I am a man who earns

his living (from things) made by his hands, and I make these

figures." Therupon, Ibn Abbas said, "I will not answer you

except with what I heard from Allah's Messenger. I heard him

say, 'Whoever makes a figure, Allah will torment him until he blows

a soul into it, but he will never blow it.' Then, the man became

terribly frightened. So, Ibn Abbas said to him, 'Woe to you! if

you insist on doing this, then make figures of trees and every
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thing containing no soul,'

Children's toys are exempted from the prohibition of statues,

because they involve no intention of glorification or pride. Imams

Al-Bukhari and Muslim reported
4
Aishah, the Mother of the

Believers, lo have said, "I used to play with girls i.e. dolls shaped as

girls at the house of the Messenger of Allah. My girl friends used to

come to me, and they were afraid of the Prophet," But the

Messenger of Allah was pleased that they came to play with me."

Taking pictures with machines i.e. photography, is denoted in

the literal meaning of the prohibition derived from such

comprehensive and definitive texts. However, obligatory and

necessary photographs such as those needed for identity cards

and passports, and of criminals and suspects are exempted. The

same ruling applies to the photographs used for direction and the

like. These are included under the general rule saying: "Necessity

permits the unlawful", or "Necessity does know law."

It is noteworthy that many Muslims hang large pictures on the

walls of their houses, saying they are just memories of fathers,

grand-fathers, and the family. They also decorate their houses with

statues of objects that have souls, putting them here and there, and

with carpets on which there are figures, hanging them on walls

everywhere. Such practices belong to the pagan period, and they

are aspects of idolatry, which Islam has condemned.

III. The Unlawful Beliefs of the Pre-lslanrie Period

No one knows the Unseen but Allah. He does not make anyone

acquainted with His secrets except a Messenger whom He has

chosen. Allah Qg states:

"He is the Knower of the Unseen, so He does not disclose His

Unseen to anyone excepting to such a Messenger as He is Divinely
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satisfied with..." (Al-Jinn, 26-27)

Thus, whoever claims that he knows the Unseen is blaspheming

against Allah and people. Allah M, says,

''Say: "None in the heavens and the earth knows the Ghaih

(Unseen) except Allah, nor can they perceive when they shall be

resurrected." (An-Naml, 65)

Hence, Islam forbids the following;

1. Believcing in fortune-tellers or astrologers: Muslim reported that

the Messenger of Allah g; said, "Whoever goes to a soothsayer

and asks him about something, and believes him, will not have his

prayers acceptedfor forty days."

2. Divination with arrows: Islam forbids this custom. Allah

M

says:

"O you who believe! Intoxicants (all kinds of alcoholic drinks),

andgambling, and At-Ansah t and Al-Azlum (arrows for seeking

lack or decision) are an abomination of Shaitan's (Satan)

handiwork. So avoid (strictly all) that (abomination) in order

that you may he successful.'
1

(Al-Ma'idah, 90)

Arabs used arrows for divination in the Prc-Islamic period.

Those arrows were marked either by god commands, god

forbids, or they were blank. Wherever they want to engage in a

war, or conclude a marriage, they would come to the temple of

the idols or the place of arrows and adjure division by them.

Then they acted according to the chosen arrow But if they

chose the blank one they repeated the trial till they obtained a

fortunate one. Currently in some Muslim communities we find

similar heinous acts like the so-called scashclls, gcomancy, tea
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leaves, etc. Undoubtedly all these practices are unlawful.

3. Sorcery: Al-Bukhari and Muslim reported that the Messenger of

Allah gj; said, "Avoid the seven heionous sins! They asked, "O
Messenger of Allah! What are these heinous sins? He said,

"They are ascribing associates to Allah, sorcery, killing a human

being without a legal cause, accepting usurious gain, wrong)idly

consuming an orphan's property, fleeing from combat in Jihad,

arid charging believing women, unmindful though innocent, with

adultery."

Some Muslim jurists are of the opinion that sorcery is an act of

disbelief. Other jurists are of the opinion that the one who

practices sorcery should be killed to protect the community

from his mischief and deviation.

4. The prohibition to hang Tama'im (good luck charm): Ahmad

reported, "May Allah not fulfill the hopes of the one who wears

a charm; may Allah not protect the one who hangs sea-shells."

Tamfmah (amulet) means what a man hangs amulets on his

body or clothes, or beads, believing that they can heal or

combat envy and evil. Nowadays, we see many deceivers and

fortune-tellers who mislead common people through written

amulets that consist of ambiguous writings and figures on which

they recite unknown incantations. Then they try to persuade

people that these amulets would protect the one who hangs

them from all the harms of jinn and envy. However, we should

keep, in mind that protection or words of healing are permitted

by Islamic Law, as An-Nawawi and Al-HaTiz Ibn Hajar state,

when there is need for them, provided that three conditions arc

met:

a. That they consist of the words of Allah W& , His Names, or

His Attributes.

b. That they be in Arabic.
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c. That the user does not believe that the words have any effect

themselves, but are rather empowered to do so by Allah 2^ .

Among the protective words stated by the Prophet
jjfc

to

protect children and others is the following Hadfth narrated

by Al-Bukhari on the authority of Ibn Abbas <& "The

Messenger of Allah used to recite some protective words on

Al-Hasan and Al-Husayn: "I seek refuge for you in Allah's

perfect wordsfrom every devil, reptile harmful insects, and evil

m(1)
eye.

5. Omens and pessimism: the Prophet jjjf said, "He is not one ofus

who seeks evil omens or for whom evil omens are sought."

Reported by Al-Bazzar.

IV. Unlawful Earnings

The most heinous earnings as illustrated by the Prophet gg are:

1

.

Selling Hardm (unlawful) goods: it is narrated that the Prophet

£j£ said, "Once something is prohibited by Allah, its price is

prohibited as well." Hence, selling wine, statues that embody

living creatures, swine, musical instruments, crosses, and lottery

tickets, arc prohibited in Islam.

2. Sales in which there is chance or risk: Muslim reported that the

Messenger of Allah ^ prohibited sales of whatever a pebble p>

thrown by the seller hits, and sales in which there is chance or

risk {gharar) meaning it is not known whether it will come to be

or not, such as selling fish in the water, birds still in flight.

3. Fraud and price manipulation: the Prophet jg; said, "Let there

be no harming nor reciprocating harm. " Narrated by Ahmad and

Ibn Majah. In Islam, the market is essentially free and permitted

(1) The Prophet |& spoke these words, he did not write them on amulets.

(2) Setting of pebble is an agreement held between a seller and a buyer to buy

whatever a pebble that is thrown hits.
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to respond to the natural laws of supply and demand-

In this respect, when the prices rose during the lifetime of the

Prophet jgj people asked him to fix them. He replied, "Allah is

the One Who fixes prices, Who withholds. Who gives affluently

and Who provides, and I hope that when I meet Him none ofyou

wilt have a claim against me for any injustice with regard to Mood

or property, " Ahmad and At-Tirmidhi.

However, if the market is monopolized in essential commodities,

bidding up prices, and exploiting some particular circumstances,

price control becomes permissible to protect community interest

and to safeguard the majority of the nation from the monopo-

lists and usurers. This is regulated by the general principles of

Islam such as the principle that says: "Avoiding harm takes

priority over receiving benefit."

4. Monopoly: Muslim narrated that the Prophet ^ said, "No one

monopolizes sales so that the price rises, bat a sinner." A sinner

here means guilty or sinful. Allah M says:

" Verity, Fir 'turn (Pharaoh) , Haman and their hosts were sinners

L& guilty." (Al-Qasas, 8)

Ibn Majah and Al-Hakim reported that the Prophet j*£ said,

"He who brings goods to the market is blessed with bounty by

Allah, but the one who withholds them is cursed/' Monopoly is to

hide some necessary goods, such as foodstuffs, to raise the price

at a specific time.

5. Fraud and deception: Muslim narrated that the Messenger of

Allah ^ passed by a man selling grains food that looked ripe.

But when the Prophet ftfc put his hand in them his hand felt wet.

He said, "What is this, merchant'/"
,4
It became wet by the rain",

the man responded. Then the Prophet said, "Why did you not
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put the wet portion on top so that people could see it? He who

deceives us is not of us. " Fraud is to conceal a defect in the

commodity without informing the buyer.

Also, stinting in measures or weights, is a kind of fraud. Allah

Si cautions,

fi>3 1 pSf % 5£3 J* & iJSf ill i$ © «**£! fc >

"Wair fa Al-Mutaffifin (those who give less in measure and

weight). Those who, when they have to receive by measure from

men, demandfull measure , And when they have to give by measure

or weight to (other) men, give less than due. Do they not think

that they will he resurrected (for reckoning), on a Great Day?

The Day when (all) mankind will stand before the Lord of the

* \ himin (mankind, jinn and all that exists)?'* (AI-MutaiTifiin, 1-6)

6. Trade through theft or wrongfully obtained property: Al-

Bayhaqi narrated that the Messenger of Allah |js said, "He who

deliberately buys a (stolen article) will he stained by its vice and

shame."

1. Usury and gambling: Allah 95£ says:

y^ $4 • i^M oi 0£f & $ c [£S A \p> pa &$ qgfe }

"0 you who believeJ Be afraid ofAllah and give up what remains

(due to you) from Riba (usury) (from now onward), ifyou are

(realty) believers. And ifyou do not do it, then take a notice of

war from Allah and His Messenger hut if you repent, you shall

have your capital sums. Deal not unjustly (by asking more than

your capital sums), and you shall not he dealt with unjustly (by

receiving less than your capital sums)/* (Al-Baqarah, 278-279)

Muslim and Ahmad also reported that the Messenger of Allah

U said, "Cursed are the ones who eat of usurious gain (riba),
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feed another with it, write an agreement involving it, or act as

witnesses to it. "The Prophet further said, "They are alike." As a

matter of fact, Islam prohibits all types of usurious gain such as

credit, overplus investment, and depreciation. We should

keep in mind that these cases are prohibited whether there is

small or large amount of interest. Allah W£ states:

i faf fJS £if * J2j >

"Allah has permitted trade and forhidden Riba (usury)„." (Al-

Bnqarah, 275)

However, it should be noted that Islam prohibits usury for the

following reasons:

a. Lack of equity between effort and output, because the debtor

does not exert any effort. He does not carry any responsibility

for work, loss, or gain.

b. The laziness and idleness of debtors lead to the economic

downfall of the society. They just depend on the interest

burdening those who are indebted with commitments of

usurious gain,

c. The moral downfall of the society due to those selfish

individuals who deal with usury.

This definitely leads to the deterioration of the community and

the prevalence of selfishness rather than sacrifice and affection.

Hence, usurious gain is forbidden in Islam. It is classified

among the most heinous sins; and Allah, the Angels, and all

creation untill the Day of Judgment curse those who deal in

usury.

(1) It is called delay of payment; any interest obtained by the lender Lo he paid in

a certain delayed period.

(2) Exhange of foodstuffs or gold of the same kind.
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How does Islam fight usury?

Islam permits the following:

!, Silent partnership (Mudarabah): it consists of two or more

partners. One of them puts up his capital, whereas the other

manages it, on the condition that they divide their earnings

between themselves. Loss is incurred by owner of the capital

alone.

2. Buying in advance (Saiatn): it means the sale of deferred

merchandise in return for an immediate price to be delivered to

the buyer at a certain time. Thus, he who needs money now can

buy what will be produced (reaped) in return for a suitable price,

taking into account that there are certain conditions, mentioned

in the books of Jurisprudence, that must be met in order that

buying in advance is valid.

3. Sale for deferred payment (credit); it is an increase in the price of

buying gold. It is permissible in Islam for the people's interests

and for getting rid of usurious gain.

4. Islam encourages the establishment of organizations presenting

interest-free loans to individuals, communities, and govern-

ments for the sake of solidarity among people,

5. Islam also allows some organizations to collect zakah (poor-

dues). These organizations pay money to the needy, take what

fulfils their needs, and improves their condition. Gambling has

been dealt with previously under the title of forbidden

amusement.

V. Forbidden Amusements Dating from the Pre-Islamic Period

Many abominable habits and customs have crept into the

Muslim Society. These customs have become ingrained in the

people and their homes. They adopt them like a religion, thinking

that they are doing the right thing. Among the most heinous
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customs from the pre- Islamic period are:

1. Chauvinism

This heinous custom is apparent among immoral classes that

support their relatives without regard for whether they are right or

wrong, just or unjust. Wathilah Ibn Al-Asqa' narrated that he said,

"O Messenger of Allah, what is chauvinism?" And he replied,

"That is to help your people in wrongdoing." The Prophet ^
disassociated himself from anyone who practices it, saying, "He

who calls to group chauvinism does not belong to us; he whofightsfor

the sake ofgroup chauvinism does not belong to us; and he who dies

upholding group chauivinism does not belong to us/'

2. Boasting about One's Lineage

It is still common for people to boast about their lineage. This

is done by those who have neither morals nor character. What is

the benefit of lineage when they are disbelievers and misled? Allah

9§l states:

"Then, when the Trumpet is Mown, there will be no kinship among

them that Day, nor will they ask of one another." (A]-Mu r

minun, 101)

The Prophet 4=£ launched a fierce attack against those who

boast about their forefathers, saying: "Let people cease to boast

about their ancestors who died, who are merely fuelfor Hell or they

will certainly be of less account than the beetle which rolls dung with

its nose. Allah has removed from you the pride of Jdhiliyyah

(Ignorance) of Ubayyah and its boasting about ancestors. One is

either a God-fearing believer or a wicked sinner. All people are

children of Adam, and Adam was createdfrom dust." Narrated by

Abu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi.

During the Farewell pilgrimage, when thousands of Muslims

gathered in the sacred Precinct, the Prophet gfc delivered his last
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public address, emphasizing the basic principles of the Rights of

Man, "O people, your Lord is One. Know that there is no superiority

ofan Arab over a non-Arab or ofa non-Arab over an Arab or a while

over a black or ofa black over a white, except through piety to Allah

(Taqwd). Verily the most honorable among you in the sight ofAllah

is the one who has the most taqwd (piety)."

3. Mourning the Dead

Among the customs of Jdhiliyyah which is denounced by Islam

is the practice of wailing, lamenting, and showing excessive grief

for the dead such as slapping cheeks, tearing clothes, and crying

out in the manner of Jdhiliyyah. The pre-Islamic way of mourning

for the dead is strictly forbidden for Muslims. The Prophet jgj

declared, "He who slaps his cheeks, tears his clothes, or cries in the

ways of Jdhiliyyah is not one of us."

However, we should keep in mind that as grief and the

expression of it are natural, one is permitted to mourn and weep

but without wailing or shouting. Before moving on
f
we have to be

aware of the following:

1. The Muslim is not permitted to wear a sign of mourning, discard

his adornment, or change his usual attire to express his sorrow

and grief for it is a characteristic of disbelievers. It is taken for

granted that imitating the disbelievers is prohibited in Islam, for

the Messenger said, "He who imitates others (non-Muslims) is

not one of us. Do not imitate the Jews or Christians."

2. It is also part of blind imitation to place bunches of flowers upon

the coffin or in the grave. Apart from being among the actions of

disbelievers, it is also of no benefit, for it wastes money. On the

other hand, the placement of plants or flowers separately on the

tomb without the intention of imitation is permissible as shown

in the Prophet's tradition.
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3. Among the aspects of blind imitation is to place the deceased's

picture over the coffin or in the home of the deceased, regardless

of its being an act of non-Muslims, We have to keep in mind that

it is an unlawful act in Islam; since taking unnecssary

photographs is prohibited in Tslam,

4. Playing funeral music in front of the coffin or the house of

consolation is a kind of unlawful imitation. It is forbidden as the

sound kadtths - mentioned under the title of forbidden musical

instruments - indicate.

5. Smoking at the time of the funeral, especially when the Noble

Qur'an is recited; since smoking is essentially forbidden and the

Noble Quran should be listened to when it is recited.

6. Of the common offensive actions after the burial is to whilen the

grave with plaster or build over it. Muslim related on the

authority of Jabir, "The Prophet g£ forbids us to whiten the

grave's plaster, to sit on or to build over it."

4. Other forbidden customs:

- Among the deep-rooted pre-Islamic customs in modern day

communities is that the people gather during weddings and on

different occasions to listen to songs, music, and to watch

dancers. Also, we have to take into account that these concerts

are not without wine, music, insolent laughter, and foolish acts

from drunkards. It is also customary to see shots fired by

irresponsible people.

- Among the pre-Islamic customs is attributing the child to a man

other than the child's father. The Prophet ^ listed this practice

among the abominable evils which entail the curse of Allah, the

Angels, and people. Al-Bukhan and Muslim narrated that the

Messenger of Allah $£ said, "The one who claims descent from

someone other than his real father, and the slave who attaches
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himself to someone other than his real mother, are cursed by Allah,

His Angels, and the people. Allah will accept neither repentance nor

ransom from such a person on the Day of Resurrection."

- Likewise, Islam prohibits what is known us artificial insemination

if the donor of the semen is other than the husband. It is a

despicable crime and a major sin and is classified in the same

category as adultery, for they are similar in nature and effect, in

that both bring forth a child through illegal means. These

heinous crimes are rejected by all Divine laws. However, we

should keep in mind that taking care of a child to rear and to

educate him is not prohibited by Islam -that is, when a man

brings home an orphan or a foundling to rear, educate, and treat

as his own child.

- Among the pre-Islamic customs that still exist in many places is

depriving the woman's right of dowry and inheritance although

these rights are mentioned in the Noble Quran:

"There is a sharefor men and a sharefor womenfrom what is left

by parents and those nearest related, whether the property be smalt

or large - a legal share." (An-Nisa, 7}

As for dowry, Allah says:

-j^ IjWS iU \jLkJ iyi>±-\ *5$l*.j gjy <Zj£z^ gjj db£«J ^aji di f

41
But ifyou intend to replace a wife by another andyou have given

one of them a Qintar (ofgold i.e. a great amount) as Mahr, take

not the least bit of It back; would you take it wrongfully without a

right and (with) a manifest sin? And how couldyou take it (back)

while you have gone in unto each other, and they have taken from
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you a firm and strong covenant?" (Ati-Nisa, 20-21)

Dear educators, the above-mentioned are the most heinous

crimes that Islam forbids, and it punishes those who commit one or

more of them. Thus, you should avoid them, set a good example to

others, and caution those whom you educate lest they go astray

and incur punishment upon themselves.
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Chapter Three

Necessary Suggestions Concerning Education

Lastly, I would like to draw the attention of teachers to some

necessary suggestions concerning education. These suggestions are

as important as has been mentioned in the previous chapters

concerning the responsibilites of teachers towards their students,

effective educational methods, and the main principles with which

children should be raised. These suggestions may be summed up in

the following points:

1. The child should long for the most honorable gains

One of the most important tasks a teacher should do is to

encourage his students to join involuntary work, whether

industrial, agricultural, or commercial. It must be noted that

all the Prophets of Allah ^^£ used to voluntarily work and they

specialized in some professions and crafts. In this way, they gave

the succeeding generations and nations a good example of

joining involuntary and Haldl (legal) work. Thus Nuh 3£9

learned how to build ships as Allah ordered him to make one.

Allah HI says, in this regard,

"And construct the ship under Our Eyes and with Our Revelation,

and call not upon Me on behalf of those who did wrong; they are

surely to be drowned." (Hud, 37)

Again, Musa >&3 devoted himself for Shu'aib, one of the

Prophets of Allah, to feed and take care or his sheep for years in

return for marrying one of his daughters. Allah $g says in the

Noble Qur'an;

"He said, "Surely i would like to marry you to one of these, my
two daughters, on condition that you hire yourself to me for eight
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pilgrimages i.e. years, (Ai-Qasas, 27)

Prophet Muhammad gt was a shepherd and a trader before his

Prophcthood. It is he who said, "Fused to tend sheepfor the Makkans

in return for wages." This is narrated by Al-Bukhari. He also went for

trading trips to Syria twice ; the first with his uncle Abu Talib when

he was twelve years old , and the second time he was sent by Lady

Khadijah with her servant Maysarah, to trade for her with her money

and he did well. At that time he was twenty-five years old.

Here, Islam, with its comprehensive principles and integrated

legislation, has venerated the performance of honorable work and

considered gaining one's sustenance as one of the most pious and

honorable acts. Thus, Allah W$ says:

"He it is Who has made the earth subservient to you (i.e. easyfor

you to walk, to live and to do agriculture on it}; so walk in the path

thereof and eat of His provision. And to Him will be the

Resurrection.'* (Al-MuJk, 15)

And He also says;

"So, when the prayer is accomplished, then spread abroad in the

land, and seek of the Grace ofAllah, and remember Allah mucht that

possibly you would prosper." (Al-Jumu'ah, 10)

The traditions oT the Prophet^ also have a lot to say regarding

the importance of work. Al-Bukhari narrated that the Prophet gf$

said, "It is betterfor one to take his rope and bring a bundle of wood

on his bach than to ask peoplefor alms, who may give or not." And

he also said, "No one would eat better food than that he gained

himself Ddwud, the Prophet of Allah, used to live from what he

himself earned/'

In turn, our pious predecessors said the following concerning
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unemployment and the unemployed. Ibn Al-JawzT narrated that

'Umar Ibn AI~K.haU.iib 4Jfe met some people who were reluctant to

do any work. 'Umar asked them: Who are you? They answered,

"We are relying on Allah/' Angrily, Ulnar said: "You are lying.

He who is relying on Allah is the one who sowed seed in the ground

and then trusted in Allah." And then *Umar stated, "None of you

should stay at home without going out to look for his sustenance,

praying "0 Allah send me my sustenance; since the heaven (sky)

does not rain gold or silver.
7

' Sa'id Ibn Mansur said that Ibn

Mas'ud 4fc> said, "I hate to see an unemployed man who does not

have work to do neither for this life here nor for the Hereafter."

These quotations indicate that Islam pays great attention to

manual work and professional education. They also condemn

unemployment and laziness and encourage individuals to work and

gain their sustenance.

In teaching children professions and crafts we should

differentiate between two kinds of children: the first group are

those who do well in their studies. They are mostly intelligent and

should continue with their studies until the end while at the same

time, they should be trained during vacations; and whenever a

chance permits, they learn professions or crafts to which they are

inclined; no one would know what the future hides for them. The

second group are those of moderate intelligence and the third are

not very intelligent. Students of the second group should be taught

the necessary religious and worldly duties. Then they would turn to

professional jobs and specialized crafts. It is wrong for a father or

he who is in charge, should let the third group continue in their

studies in spite of the fact that it is difficult for them.

Women and girls should be given a well-grounded education as

well as to be taught crafts and professions that suit their nature and

individual abilities.
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Islam has exempted women from many jobs and responsibilities

because of the following:

- Some jobs and responsibilites do not suit their physical

cababilities and feminine nature. So being a fighter, a construc-

tion worker, or a blacksmith is inappropriate,

- They may result in dangerous social immorality, as in such cases

the woman intermixes with men

- They may be against her nature as a mother. Thus working in

demanding occupations while at the same time being a wife who

has children to rear would be exhausting for her.

In brief, manual work and professional crafts are of the most

important and honorable jobs, so we should direct our children to

them.

2. Keeping in mind the innate capacity of the child

One of the most important facts that teachers should bear in

mind, is trying to know the crafts a child would feel inclined to,

what professions suit him, and what hopes and goals he has in life.

There is no doubt that children are different in their interests,

intelligence* and energy. Hence a wise teacher, or a prudent parent

is the one who leads the children to the correct positions, which

suit their inclinations and interests and congenial environments.

Thus if the child is intelligent and has a keen interest to pursue his

studies, then the teacher should prepare the required means and

help him achieve his goals in life. On Lhe other hand, if the child is

of moderate intelligence and has inclinations to learn a profession

or a craft, the teacher should help him to achieve his avowed aims.

Again, if the child is not very intelligent, the teacher should direct

him to a job, which suits his mentality, temper, and capacity.

This is what is meant by 4Aishah i^ in her saying that was

narrated by Muslim: "The Prophet ^ ordered us to direct the

people to their suitable positions." Here, guided by the Prophetic
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instructions of taking into account the child's desire, and giving

him his rank, Muslim educational leaders, headed by Ibn Sina

advocated observing the inborn inclinations of the child. In this

regard, Ibn Sina said, "Not every craft a child likes is appropriate

for him but the one that suits him is the one that goes with his

temper. If professions and crafts were to be followed by means of

guesswork alone and not by appropriateness and options, no one

would be lacking the ability to learn arts or crafts. Thus, it is

important for the one who guides a child who wishes to choose a

given craft to first consider judging the temper of the child, probe

into his talent, and examine his intelligence. Accordingly, the

teacher can choose for the child the appropriate craft on this

basis."

Here, the educator is not lacking the means by which he could

know the psychology of the child, whether he is intelligent or not,

and the crafts or studies he is inclined to. Then the child goes his

way in life through what suits him and what is good for him;

whether he continues with his studies or learns crafts. Both choices

will be good for him, his people, and his country.

3, Giving the child the opportunity to play and be entertained

Islam is the religion of realism and it has a method that judges

human beings according to their inclinations, psychology, and

nature. Hence it does not suppose that all our speech should be

praising and remembering Allah, our silence as contemplation,

neither should mediation be considered as lessons from which

people would learn, nor our leisure-time should be wholly spent in

worshipping Allah. Islam approves of all that human life requires,

i,e. happiness and cheerfulness, playing and entertaining, wedding

and enjoyment, provided that these activities do not go beyond

what Allah has permitted or the domain of good manners.

This is clear in the saying of the Prophet g; to Hanzalah Al-

Asadi, "I swear by the One Who holds myself (Allah), if you (the

Companions of the Prophet) keep on remembering and praising
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Allah, like in the case you do while you are sitting with me, angels

would have shaken hands with you in your beds and roads wherever

you tread. But, Hanzalah, there is a time and a time some time for

praising Allah and some other time for worldly affairs and

entertainment. The Prophet ^ repeated the words (there is a

time and a time) three times. This is narrated by Muslim,

There are many methods which Islam considers legitimate

concerning physical preparation for exercise. These methods show

that Islam is a realistic religion, which allows its adherents to

share in wholesome play and entertainment as long as it is for the

advantage oflslam and in the domain of entertaining one's family

and children, Of these methods is the saying of the Prophet ^
which was narrated by Al-Bukhari; "Everything other than

remembering and praising Allah is diversion or heedlessness except

four acts: one's walking between two targets (for shooting),

training his horse, playing with and entertaining his family, and

learning to swim.

"

Our Prophet ^, the best example of virtue in all things, used to

play and entertain his family and the children of his Companions

and he used to amuse and befriend them. He also encouraged

them to practice permissible games and entertainment. Here are

some examples;

Imam Ahmad narrated with good transmission that the

Messenger ^ used to gather 'Abdullah, Ubaydullah and Kathfr

Tbn Abbas ^> and say, "Whoever races me first will be given so

and so." Then they would race with one another till they reached

the Prophet and touched his back and chest. The Prophet then

kissed them and gave the winner his due prize. Abu Ya'la reported

that "Umar Ibn Al-Khattab *£e said, "I have seen Al-Hasan and

Al-Husayn riding on the shoulders of the Prophet jjj. So 'Urnar

said "What an excellent horse under you." The Prophet then said,

"And what excellent horsemen they are/'
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Nevertheless Muslim educationalists assure, in the light of the

above-mentioned, that the child is in need of play and entertain-

ment after times of study, Here, wc quote the saying of Imam Al-

Ghazali in his book Ihyd Ufum Ed-Din, with regard to this issue:

"After the time of studying, the child should be permitted to

engage in good exercise to relieve himself from the labor of the

office, but he should not indulge in playing till he is tired. As a

matter of fact, if the child is forbidden, to play along with the

hardships of study, his heart will be hardened, his intelligence

will be weakened, and his life will be troubled to the extent that

he will seek to flee from all these troubles under any pretext."

However, a teacher should bear in mind, conccring children's

play, two important things. The first is that playing should not

result in exhausting the child because that will hurt the body of the

child and weaken it. Here the Prophet ^ says, "Not to harm others

nor to be done harm by (others) "lbs second is that playing should

not take the time allocated for other duties a child is required to

do. In this regard, the Prophet jgj says, "Stick to what benefits you,

ask for the help of Allah, and do not feel helpless."

4. Cooperation between the home, mosque, and school

Building the child in knowledge, spiritually, and physically is

established through firm cooperation between the home, the

school, and the mosque.

It is known that the responsibility of the home is mainly rearing

children physically, and the one who ignores the rights of his

children commits grievous sins. Abu Dawud narrated that the

Prophet ^£ said, "The most horrible sin one might commit is the sin

of wasting (ruining) those whom he is in charge of."

No doubt that the role of the mosque in Islam is concerned

mainly with spiritual education since Saldh (Prayer) in congrega-

tion and reciting the Noble Qur'an involve continuous spiritual
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insight and heavenly mercy. Here Al-Bukhari narrated that the

Prophet |£ said, "One's praying in congregation is better than his

praying alone (in his house or in the market-place or any other

place) by twentyfive degrees." That is because if he makes ablution

the right way and then goes to the mosque intending only Saidh

(not any other worldly affairs) every step he takes is a good deed

written for him (in his hook of deeds) and a bad deed (a sin) is

erased. And when he finishes his prayer, the angels will keep on

asking forgiveness of Allah for him as long as he is sitting in the

mosque and did not spoil his ablution. Angels will invoke Allah for

him saying, "May Allah have mercy on him, may Allah have

mercy on him." Again, he will be considered as if he were praying

as long as he is waiting for the prayer."

The role of the school is more concerned with educating the

child, since teachers have a great influence on forming the

personality of the student. Thus, knowledge and education have

this great status in Islam, Among the merits of learning and

education are: "Anyone who goes on a way for learning, Allah will

surely make his way easy to heaven." It is narrated by Muslim that

"Angels would stretch their wings down approving of what he the one

asking for knowledge" is doing. Those on earth and in the heaven,

even whales in the water, would ask Allah's forgiveness for the

scholar. Narrated by Ahu Dawud and At-Tirmidhi

When we say that the home should cooperate with the mosque

and the school, this means that the child would have an integrated

personality spritually, physically, mentally, and psychologically.

Moreover, he would be an influential member of his society and

would participate in the progress and welfare of his nation and

serve the dignity of his person. This kind of cooperation would not

be fulfilled unless two conditions are met:

1. There should be no dualism or contradiction between the

education of the home and the school.
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2. Cooperation should aim at establishing integration and balance

in building up the Muslim personality.

Thus, if cooperation between the msoque and the school met

these two conditions, the child would develop spiritually and

physically, and would be equipped mentally and psychologically,

So, the child would be a balanced righteous man who would gain a

good reputation among the people and would become a

distinguished person. In the field of cooperation between the

home and the school I want to point out the following facts:

a. Many teachers and educationalists in our schools and

universities do not know much about education. They blindly

adhere to the manners and morals of foreigners. For instance,

they imitate the Europeans in their customs and traditions and

adopt their beliefs and behavior.

b. Some of the books that have been taught to students in schools

are full of false ideas and skepticism. Thus, they raise doubts

about religions and advocate atheism and apostasy. Here I

quote some examples that are found in the secondary schools

books in Syria. In a book on 'The Society" we read: "Every call

advocating the establishment of independent states based on

religion is nothing but a stupid one." Further, in a book on

literature, the veil, which a Muslim woman or girl wears, was

discussed elaborately and labeled as a "sign of backwardness";

and the history of Islam was described as "a history of

feudalism and degradation."

c. Only a short amount of time is devoted to religious subjects

compared to other scientific and literary subjects taught at

schools. Thus, a Muslim cannot recite the Qur'an in the right way;

he can not know the laws of ShcaTah, nor can he know the facts

about the biography of the Prophet ^ and his Companions and

the history of his religion, since schools do not teach him all these

subjects. The result is that students graduate from schools with a
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limited cultural background and with little knowledge of the

Islamic system, the sciences of the Noble Qur'an, and the history

of his forefathers and their heroic deeds.

Hence if the parent or guardian does not perform his

educational responsiblity towards his children in the right way,

the child might be converted to another way or develop bad

character. In this case no guidance would either avail nor would

any means improve his behavior.

In brief, if the parent realizes that his child is not brought wr

ith

the principles of Islam in his school, nor takes his share of the

instrucations or Sharl'ah, then the father has to take his

responsibilty in a serious manner, i. e. to rear his child on the

sound principles that Islam is a religion of worship, morals, and

legislation. He should also connect the child with the mosque,

righteous companions, and wise organizations. In this way the

parent and teacher will protect the child through Finn beliefs and

Islamic morals.

5, Forming a close relation between the instructor and the child

One of the important educational principles on which

psychologists, sociologists, and educationalists agree is forming a

close relation between the teacher and the child, so that scientific,

psychological, and moral upbringing would be integrated. Surely

those with sharp insight would agree that if there is an emotional

gap between the child and his teacher, there would be no sound

education, and no proper rearing. So, parents and teachers have to

look for effective methods to make children love them, promote

cooperation between them, and make teachers and parents helpful

and merciful towards the children. Among these methods are the

following:

The teacher or parent should always smile. In this connection,

At-Tirmidhi narrated that Jarir Ibn 'Abdullah said, "The Prophet
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never refused to meet me since I converted to Islam and

whenever he met me he would smile to me," Encouraging the child

by giving him a present whenever he does something well, or

whenever he excels in his studies. In this regard, At-Tabari

narrated that the Prophet ^ said, "Present gifts to one another so

thai you might love one another." Showing care and sympathy for

the child. It is narrated by Al-Bukhari and Anas that the Prophet

jtifr said, "He who does not care for his Muslim brothers (all

Muslims) is not a true Muslim,

"

Treating a child with tenderness: At-Tirmidhi, An-Nasat and

Al-Hakim narrated that the Prophet jtfe said: "A Muslim believer

whose faith is the best ami is the most pious is the one who has the

best manners and (he one who is most tender towards his relatives/'

Being familiar and easygoing with the child and joking with him.

At-Tabari narrated that Jabir said, "Once 1 entered the Prophet's

house, and I saw him moving his hands and knees while Al-Hasan

and Al-Husayn were riding on his back and the Prophet was saying;

"Your came! is the best and you are the best two riders."

Thus, with such tender affection the Prophet gt used to meet his

people, every young man and every child. They all loved him heartily

and faithfully. Moreover, they sacrificed themselves for him and

believed in him. So they were described by Allah thus: "They do not

desirously care more for themselves than for himself." {M-Tdwbah, 120)

What assures us of this true and honest love is the saying of All

Ibn Abi-Talib <& when he was asked about the love of the

Companions for the Prophet fj£. He said, "The Prophet was dearer

to us than our riches, children, parents, and cold water in case of

thirst."

Again At-Tabarani narrated that a man named Thawban, came

to the Prophet^ and said, "O Prophet of Allah, you are dearer to

mc than my relatives and my riches. When I remember you I
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cannot bear it till I come to you. When I think of my death and

yours, I know that you enter Paradise in the rank of the Prophets

and when you enter Paradise I cannot see you again." After that

Allah revealed the following Quranic verse:

$ \Ljj &$$ jiig Q^jS

"And whoso obeys Allah and the Messenger (Muhammad gfc)

then they will be in the company of those on whom Allah has

bestowed His Grace, ofthe Prophets, the Stddtqin (thosefollowers of

the Prophets who werefirst andforemost to believe in them, like Abu

Bakr As-Siddiq) the martyrs, and the righteous. And how excellent

these companions are!* (An-Nisa, 69)

From what has been discussed above and the effective attitudes

which the Prophet $<k advocated, it is clear that the most important

basis for forming the personality of children in the shade of good

character manners of Islam is to establish the relations of love,

brotherhood, and understanding between teacher and student.

Here both would achieve the expected benefits. Thus, the teacher

would gain the fruit of his efforts and the student would be among

the most righteous and pious ones.

6. The daily educational program

The most important task a teacher should take care of is to follow

a specific educational course with the student so that he becomes

familiar with it and finds it easy to follow in the future. Now here

are, my fellow teachers, the details of this method as inspired from

the teachings of Islam so that you might make use of them,

A. In the morning, a teacher should follow the following progam:

- The worthiest thing one can do when he wakes up in the morning

is to remember and praise Allah. One should begin his day with

the following invocation: '7 praise Allah who gave us life again
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after we had been dead and to him is the Resurrection,'' (Agreed-

upon)

- When the child wants to go to the bathroom, the teacher should

teach him Lhe way to enter the bathroom i. c. he should enter with

his left foot and when leaving he steps out with his right foot.

This is because it has been recommended that wc use our right

hands and feet when doing good things and use our left hands

and feet when doing impure things,

- The student should be taught to say (when entering the

bathroom): "O Allah! I ask Your protection from devils; males

andfemales/' (Al-Bukhari and Muslim)

- The student should be taught not to take with him into the

bathroom, anything that includes a form of Remembrance of

Allah, books, articles. Holy books, or rings that bear the name

of Allah on them/* In this regard, the narrators of the

traditions of the Prophet j£ from Anas 4& said that the

Prophet § used to take off his ring and leave it aside when

going to relieve himself. The words: "Muhammad is the

Messenger of Allah were engraved on it." (Al-Hakim)

- The student should learn not to speak while relieving himself.

Here Imam Muslim narrated that, "A man passed by the Prophet

jj while he was urinating. The man greeted the Prophet jg but

he did not return his greeting."

- The student should learn how to cleanse his/her private parts

after relieving himself/herself and not to let any impurity stain his

body or clothes, since most of the punishment in the grave

neglecting to wash one's private parts after relieving oneself. In

this regard, Al-Bukhari narrated that the Prophet g£ said, "Wash

your outer sexual organs and anuses after you urinate or defecate

since most of the punishment in the grave comes from such

negligence.

"
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- The student should learn to wash his private parts with his left

hand, since the Prophet ^ said, "Ifone ofyou urinated, he should

not touch his sexual organ or wash it with his right hand, nor would

one breathe in a vessel while drinking." (Agreed upon)

- The student should lear to leave the bathroom with his right foot

and invoke: "Praise be to Allah, The One Who removedharmfrom

me and healed me." Narrated by Ibn Majah

- Then, he makes ablution.

- The merits of ablution are that it obliterates sins. In this regard

Imam Muslim narrated that the Prophet |J said, "When one

makes ablution and starts by washing his face, ail the sins he has

committed with his eyes drop from hisface with the running water.

And when he washes his feet all the sins he committed with his feet

drop with the running of the water or with the last drop of water.

So. he gets purifiedfrom all his sins."

- The student should learn to say the Prophetic invocation after

performing ablution: "I profess that there is no god but Allah;

there is no associate with Him, and Muhammad is His Prophet and

Messenger." Muslim narration is: "O Allah! Make me of the

penitent and the purified.

"

- The student should learn to pray two rak'ahs whenever he finishes

ablution. Ahmad and Imam Muslim narrated that the Prophet

4fc
said, "Any Muslim who performs ablution the right way, then

he prays two rak'ahs with pure hearty intention, his due reward

must be Paradise."

- To pray with him any number of rak'ahs at night. Muslim and

Abu Dawud narrated that the Prophet gj said, "If one of you

gets up at night, he should start to pray a short rak'ahs." Praying

at night, after praying the evening prayer, has no definite number

of rak'ahs. You can pray as many as you can, two by two, since

the Prophet g- said, "Night prayer is two by two, and if you
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suspect that the dawn prayer has approached, pray one single witr

rak'ah." Among the blessings of praying and praising Allah at

night is that it paves the way to Paradise. Ai-Tirmidhi narrated

that the Prophet ^ said: "O people, greet one another "say may

peace be upon you ", feed other people from yourfood and pray at

night while people are asleep, so you enter Paradise peacefully."

- To urge him to pray the dawn prayer in the mosque: to teach him

to invoke Allah after the call Tor prayer. Imam Muslim and Abu

Dawfid narrated that the Prophet
jfc

said, 'When you hear the

Adhan (callingfor prayer), repeat what he is saying. Say: "Peace

be upon Muhammad, since whoever says Peace be upon me once,

ten good deeds will be writtenfor him in his book of deeds, and after

that ask Allah to grant me Al-vVasilah, which is a place not

attained by any servant of the servants of Allah; I hope I can attain

it. The one who asks for me Al-Wasilah will deserve my

intercession on the Day of Judgment." Invoking Allah, and

asking for His Mercy and Forgiveness, should be done in the way

that has been reported from the Prophet jtj£. Al-Bukhari narrated

that the Prophet § said, 'Whoever says whenever he hears the

Adhan the (callingfor prayer) "O Allah, Lord of this ever-perfect

call, the Lord of this continuing prayer, grant Muhammad Al~

Wasilah and virtue and give him the most honorable status You

have promised him will deserve my intercession on the Day of

Judgment.

"

- To teach him the merits of praying in congregation in the

mosque. At-Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud narrated that the Prophet

gg said, "Give glad tidings to those who walk in the darkness to

mosques that they will have great shining fight on the Day of

Judgment."

- To leach him to glorify and invoke Allah after finishing his

prayers. Imam Muslim narrated that Abu Hurairah 4jfa said:
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"Whoever says, suhhcma Allah (Glory be to Allah) thirty-three

times, al-Hamdu IUtah "Praise be to Allah" thirty-three times, and

Attaint Akbar "Allah is the Greatest' thirty- three times and then

complete the hundred by saying, la ilaha ilia Allah "There is no god

hut Allah; there is no associate with Him, for Him is all that is in

the earth and the skies and for Him is praise and He has power over

all things," all his sins will he obliterated even if they were as much

as thefoam of the sea."

- To teach him Ihut praying the Sunnah (voluntary) prayers after

the dawn and afternoon prayers are undesirable, Al-Bukhari and

Imam Muslim narrated that the Prophet gj said, "No prayer

after dawn until the sun rises, nor after the afternoon prayer till the

sun fades away"

- To instruct him that praying when the sun is in the middle of the

sky as well as when it is fading away is undesirable. Imam

Muslim narrated that 'Uqbah Ibn "Amir said, "The Prophet jg*

used to discourage us from praying at three times; when the sun is

rising till it completely rises, when it is in the middle of the sky till

it declines, and when it fades till it completely fades away.*'

- Then teach him to say the invocation the Prophet ^ used to say

in the morning. Mentioning the Name of Allah and remembering

Him is strongly recommended many times in the Noble Qur'am

"Therefore remember Me (by praying, glorifying), I will remember

you,.." (Al-Baqarah, 152) and

$<4 \% $ \j$ $E t$ CJ& >
<lO you who believe! Remember Allah with much remembrance*

1 *

(Al-Ahzab, 41)

The Prophet ^ said,
l

'Two words are easy and are beloved to

Allah, and yet are heavy in the balance (on the Day of Judgment)
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Lb. Glory be to A Halt and so is His praise; Glory he to Allah the

Greatest. * Narrated by Imam Muslim. Also, At-Tirrnidhi narrated

that Abu Hurairah said that the Prophet U used to say in the

morning, "O Allah, By Your power we wake up, by Your power we

live, by Your power we die and to You is the Resurrection.

"

- Reading with him some verses of the Noble Qur'an: there are

many sayings of the Prophet Q; regarding the virtue and merits

of reading the Qur'an. Muslim narrated the Haditfc "Read the

Qur'an since it will intercede (before Allah) for those who used to

read it." Al-Bukhari narrated, "The best of you are those who

learn the Quran and teach it to others."

- Playing some sport with him: Allah IM says in the Qur'an:

"And make ready against them all you can of power, including

steeds of war (tanks, planes, missiles, artillery)" (Al-Anfiil, 60)

Training includes all kinds of sports i.e. running, gymnastics,

jumping, wrestling, weight-lifting, and so on.

- Then teaching him some cultural subjects: Allah S^ says in the

Qur'an,

4 £% 4-*-> w j*> f

"Say: "My Lord! Increase me in knowledge." (Ta-Ha, 114)

If the child is a student, teach him his school lessons. The student

should prepare the lessons he will study. He may study his school

lessons while reading other cultural books, On the other hand, if

the child is a worker, teach him related cultural subjects. The

child would learn, in the early hours of the day, some facts of

science so that he might reach a moderate level of mental growth

and cuttural awareness.

- Praying the Duhd (forenoon) prayer with him: Al-Bukhari and

Muslim narrated that Abu Hurairah <*&> said, "My beloved
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Muhammad § advised me to do three things: to fast three days

every month, to pray the two Rak'ahs of the forenoon prayer and

to pray at least a single Rak'ah before going to sleep." The

minimum or the Duhd prayer (forenoon) is two and the maximun

is eight rak'ahs. The time of this prayer begins about thirty

minutes after sunrise and forty-five minutes before noon.

- Eating breakfast with him: the teacher should slick to the

etiquette of eating and drinking as has been mentioned above.

- Teaching him how to leave his house

- Teach him to put on his shoes beginning with the right foot, and

when taking them off he should begin with his left foot. Imam

Muslim narrated that the Prophet ^ said, "When one ofyou is

putting on his pair of shoes, he should begin with his right foot and

when taking them off he should begin with his left foot."

- Teach him to invoke Allah when leaving his house. At-Tirmidhi

narrated that the Prophet jj£ when leaving his house would say T

"In the Name of Allah, I put my trust in Allah, there is no power

save with Allah."

- Teaching him the etiquettes of walking on the street: teach him to

walk in a leisurely manner since Allah 3H says in the Qur'an:

$ £& \}b ji^i ^iC tifc £> *0 £ &Z <£$ £$ ft^u >

*'And the bondmen ofthe All-Merciful are the ones who walk on the

earth gently, and when the ignorant address them, they say,

"Peace." (Al-Furqan, 63)

- Teach him to lower his gaze and not look at the opposite sex who

are not his kin. Allah says in the Qur'an:

Uj. %£ jf % j& B JJh i£ii S4&S feZ$ is ]M <U£i JS >

"Say to the "male" believers that they cast down their gaze, and
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preserve their private parts; that is mare cleansing for them. Surely

Allah is Ever-Cognizant of whatever they work out." (An-Nur, 30)

- Teach him how to greet people by saying, "Peace be upon you";

and if one greeted him he should reply, "Peace, mercy and

blessing of Allah be upon you."

- Teach him that if he meets one of his brothers in Islam and

friends that he should shake hands with him. At-Tirmidhi

narrated that the Prophet j£ said, "Iftwo Muslims met each other

anil they shook hands, thanked Allah, and asked His forgiveness,

He wouldforgive them."

-Teach him to avoid the hazards and risks he might meet in the street,

road, etc. This may be done through watching out for cars and

lorries driving along roads and streets. He is better to walk on the

pavement. In this regard, Allah M says:

"And do not throw yourselves into destruction'* (Al-Baqarah, 195)

B. In the evening: a teacher should follow the program below:

- Be sure that the sunset and evening prayers are performed in the

mosque. Then, do your best that children wear their best clothes

whenever they pray, since Allah M says in the Qur'an:

4 /&** V -*-£ P^ii B** Y^+ Ijgk Y

"O children ofAdam! Take your adornment (by wearing your clean

clothes), while praying and going round (the Tawaf of) the

Jfa'AaA"(A]-A'raf, 31)

- Be careful that they should not eat garlic or onions before going

to pray in the mosque for fear of bad ordor from their mouths. In

this regard, Al-Bukhun and Muslim narrated that the Prophet gj

said, "Whoever ate garlic or onions should keep away from our

mosque." Be careful that they should enter the mosque quietly

and politely. The Prophet ^ said, "When you come to the
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mosque, you must keep quiet; pray the rak'ahs you can attain with

the congregation, and those rak'ahs you missed you have to

perform by youself." Be careful to pray two Sunnah (voluntary)

rak'ahs before sitting as a greeting to the mosque. Al-Bukhari

and Muslim narrated that the Prophet ^ said, "When one ofyou

comes to the mosque, It is better that he prays two rak'afts before

he sits down." When one leaves the mosque, he should go out

with his left foot first and invoke Allah with the following words:

"O my Lord, forgive my sins and open to me the gates of Your

Bounty." Be careful that your children do their homework and

tell them to do their jobs in the best way, to implement the saying

of the Prophet j§^: "Verily, Allah wants that ifone ofyou has done

a job, he has to do it perfectly/' Narrated by Al-Bukhari

C. At night: be careful to teach your children virtue, good social

behavior, historical episodes, or scientific facts so that your

children might benefit from your guidance and advice. For

instance, when Muslims celebrate a great occasion such as the

Journey of Ascension, you should gather your children and teach

them the following facts:

1- The night journey of the Prophet ^ is a great miracle by which

Allah honored His beloved Prophet, when he was in one of the

distressing periods of his life. It was a period in which he and his

followers were badly treated, challenged, and punished severely.

This great event occurred one year before the Hijra (migration to

Makkah). It was a blessed and an honored Journey to the vast

domain of the heavens and the earth conferred only on

Muhammad $£.

2. What is the meaning and significance of the night journey to Al-

Aqsa Mosque and the ascension to the seven heavens? Al-Isra
T

(night journey) refers to the journey which the Prophet Muhammad

j§£ made to Al-Aqsa Mosque beginning from Makkah. This

Mosque is situated in Jerusalem in the state of Palestine. Al-Miraj
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(ascension) refers to the ascension of Prophet Muhammad j$g. to

the seven heavens. Both journeys were by body and soul. So this

great miracle would be considered as one of the many true proofs

of the true Prophethood of Muhammad £.

3. What arc the most important sights that the Prophet & saw

during his blessed journey? A!-Bukhari and Al-Razzar narrated

that: "The Prophet $£ passed by some people who were sowing

seeds and soon they were gathering (harvesting) the crops; and

whenever they harvested their crops they grew again as if they had

not harvested them. Here the Prophet {§; asked Jibrll: "What is

this?" jibril answered: "Those are the ones who fought in the way

of Allah: eaeh one good deed they had done was multiplied into

seven hundred ones and the money they spent in the way of Allah,

surely Allah would reward them for it since He is the Ever, Best,

and Unique Sustainer.'" The Prophet ^jj passed by people whose

heads were broken by stones. When they were broken down, they

returned lo their initial state, and then broken again and so on. The

Prophet wondered, "O Jihrtl, who are these?" He said: "Those are

the ones who come to prayer with laziness." Then the Prophet gjg_

passed by some people having patches on their outer sexual organs

and their anuses, and they were wandering like animals and were

eating Dari' (a bitter and thorny plant in hell), Zaqqum (a bitter

tree in hell), and stones which will be heated in the fire. So the

Prophet ^ asked Jibril: "Who are those?" Jibril answered: Those

are the ones who did not pay Zakah, and Allah did not do them

injustice since He never does injstice to those who arc His

servants," Then the Prophet
gfc

passed by some people with thick

lips like those of camels. They were devouring embers of the hot

fire of Hell getting out of their bodies The Prophet ^ asked Jibril

about these people and Jibril answered, "Those arc the ones who
devoured the money of orphans unjustly."

4. What is the relationship between the Sacred Mosque in Makkah
and AI-Aqsa Mosque in Palestine? Dr. Mustafa As-Siba'i, && said:
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"The relationship between the Aqsa Mosque and the Sacred

Mosque is that of equal esteem since the inhabitants of Makkah are

the most honorable people on earth because they are the guardians

and servants of Al-Ka'hah since the time of Ibrahim. Al-Aqsa

Mosque has been the home-place of all Prophets of Allah for

extensive periods of history. Thus liberation movements must

spring from these two Holy places and the battalions of faith should

set out from these two holy places to guide the whole world to the

right path and the Message of Islam."

5. What is the duty of Muslims towards Palestine and the captured

Aqsa Mosque? In fact, our duty towards Palestine and Al-Aqsa

Mosque is a very difficult responsibilty facing the present, past, and

future generations who should carry it out before Allah and history.

The Prophet j{; entrusted us with a great task, that is, to liberate the

Mosque and its surroundings from the Jews and Zionists and to keep

Palestine as an indispensable part of our larger Muslim Community.

So we should liberate every spot, even as small as a span of land or a

grain of sand, of the land of the journey of ascension, from the hands

of those unjust and disloyal Jewish invaders, who now occupy the

Holy land. Thus, whoever is in charge should enlighten his children

every time he sees fit morally, socially, historically, and culturally.

Give your family happiness and fun. This may be done through:

a. Holding a quiz between your children to test their level of

information. The aim of this competition is to encourage and

help them to learn new aspects of culture and sciences and

provide a sense of cheerfulness and joy in the house.

b. Telling amusing jokes, witty remarks, and narrating some

wonderful talcs. The aim is to refresh those who are in the house

and to overcome any sense of annoyance from which some

might suffer.

c. Playing some sports and games, undertake some literary

discussions, and act some social and historical episodes. The
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aim here is to refresh blood circulation and to keep up moral.

Be careful that you all sleep early because keeping awake at

night is harmful for the health, wastes the blessing of waking up

early to enjoy fresh air, makes one unable to pray the dawn

prayer, and also makes him inactive and lethargic. On the other

hand, waking up early in the morning is one of the traits of

education in Islam. The Prophet |J disliked sleeping before the

evening prayer and staying awake after it For no beneficial

purpose. In this regard, Al-Bukhari narrated that the Prophet

^ "disliked sleeping before the evening prayer or talking with

others after it." However, if talking to others is for some useful

or urgent matter and virtuous teachings, then it is welcome. Al-

Bukhari and Ahmad narrated that
4Umar Ibn Al-Khattab d&

said, "The Prophet § and I used to spend some time at night

with Abu Hurairah in his house discussing with him some issues

concerning Muslims."

Spending some time of the night with one's family is acceptable.

Imam Muslim narrated that Ibn Abbas said: "1 slept in the

house of Maymunah for one night, when the Prophet ^ was

with her, to see how the Prophet §£ talked with his wife,

Maymunah, for some time and then slept." As for spending the

night talking untruthfully about other people who are absent or

in watching TV for a long time are not acceptable. Waking up

early is one of the recommendations of the Prophet ^ gave his

nation. Al-Bukhari narrated that the Prophet ^ said, "The

early hours of the morning are blessedfor my nation."

Being careful that children should kiss their parents before

going to bed, and invoke Allah with the Prophetic supplications

intending to wake up at night to pray the night Sunnah prayer

(tahajjud) and the dawn prayer so that they could begin their day a

fresh. It is Sunnah, when one is going to bed to dust off his bed lest

any harmful insects might bite him; then he should lay down on his
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right side. It is better to make ablution before going to sleep and

say:
il
Praise be to Allah, who affords us with food and drink and

the One Who protects and shelters us," Then one reads the verse

about the throne of Allah, blows air onto his hand, and reads the

following chapters (Surahs): Al-Ikhlas i.e. (1) Say, He is Allah,

One. (2) Allah, The Everlasting Refuge, (3) He has not begotten,

and has not been begotten, (4) And to Him none could be co-equal;

and Al-Falaq i.e, (1) Say, I take refuge with The Lord of the

Daybreak, (2) From the evil of whatever He has created, (3) And

from a dusky night when it overspreads its gloom, (4) And from

the evil of the women who spittle on knots, (5) And from the evil of

an envicr when he envies"; An-Nas Lc. (1) Say, I take refuge with

the Lord of mankind, (2) The King of mankind (3) The God of

mankind (4) From the evil of the ever-slinking whispers in the

breasts of mankind, (6) Of the jinn and mankind." After he finshes

reading, he rubs all parts of his body as far as his hands can reach.

One should do this three times." (Agreed upon) Then one says,

{Subhana Allah) "Glory be to Allah," [Ai-Hamdu Ullah) "Praise be

to Allah" [AUahu Akbar) and "Allah is the Greatest," each one of

these thirty three-times. Narrated by Imam Muslim

Then one puts his right hand under his cheek and says three

times: "O Allah!, May You protect me from Your punishment on

the Day of Resurrection." Narrated by At-Tirmidhi

Finally, one should recite the following invocation to Allah: "By

Your Name I repose my side to sleep and by You I raise it again. If

You take my soul, have mercy on it and if You send it back to my

body, protect it with what you protect Your righteous servants."

But if you suffer from insomnia, you read the following

invocation to Allah, then you will sleep quietly by the will of Allah,

Al-Bukharl narrated that Khalid lbn Al-Walid said to the Prophet

g£, "I cannot sleep at night because of insomnia." The Prophet g;
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told him, "When you go to bed, you say: "0 Allah, the Lord of the

seven earths and all that is in them whatever, and the Lord of all

devils and those whom he beguiled, be my neighbor and protect me

from the evils any one of Your creatures might do to me or do me

injustice. Your neighbor is the most protected one, Your praise is

sublime, there is no god but You."

One must notice the following remarks concerning the program

I have just outlined:

1 This program suits teenagers and those who are slightly older.

But for those children who are less than ten years, a teacher

should follow another educational program which is summed

up in two points: a- Teach them the foundations and principles

of Islam and also teach them the forms of worship, and most

importantly prayers (Saiah); b- Teach them the principles of

Islamic ethics i, e. truthfulness, honesty, filial gratitude, and

speaking to people in a friendly and polite way.

2. Whenever you have the chance to go with your family on a

picnic in a garden or to a beach, do not hesitate to make use of it

so that they might become refreshed and learn to swim, or

games they did not have the opportunity to learn.

3, Fast with your family the Sunnah (voluntary) days. So, when

you sit down with them at the table to have breakfast (break the

fast), let them see you cheerful and happy. And they would be

accustomed to fasting the voluntary days taking you as their

good example.

These are the most important concepts, which T think educators

should follow in educational programs day and night, So, be

careful, dear educator, to follow them so that you could raise your

children and students according to the teachings of Islam.
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7. Providing useful cultural means

Due to the educational responsibility of parents and educators

towards children, they should prepare useful cultural means in all

fields of knowledge to provide the young with adequate education

and training. The following means may be useful:

1. Special library for children that contains:

a. A clear edition of the Noble Qur'an for each child.

b. A suitable book of exegesis of the Noble Qur'an, especially the

short Surahs, for young children.

c. A general exegesis of the Noble Qur'an that suits adults.

d. Appropriate books of Prophetic Hadith.

e. Books about Islam, written in a narrative or discourse style.

f. Appropriate books on Muslim Jurisprudence (Fiqh).

g. Simplified books of the Prophet's Biography
fffc.

and the history

of Islam in general.

h. Suitable books that show Islam as a way of life and a system of

laws to refute the attacks on Islam by non-Muslims.

i, Books on science, history, and literature etc.

Dear educator, below are some books with which you should fill

your library so that they may fulfill the children's needs in the

future, I seek Allah's Guidance; He alone guides to the straight

Way.

1. Yusuf Al-'Azm, the series of Ma*a Al-Jil Al-Muslim. The

following have already been issued: a. Bard'im A I-Islam, the first

book is on Creed, b. Bard'im Al-lstam, the Second book is on

life. c. Anashid wa Aghdrfd for the Muslim generation, d. Ad'iyah

wa Adab, for the young Muslim generation, e. Mashdhid wa Ayat

for the young Muslim generation. The above are for those from
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7-12 years.

2. Al-Abrashi, Muhammad 'Atiyyah, The Religious Library for

the Child. 30 stories, 7-12 years.

3. Al-Sahhar, Abdul-Hamid Judah, Series of the Prophets
1

Stories.

12-16 Years.

4. Muhammad All Qutb, the series of "Muslimdt Khdliddt", age

12-16.

5. Muhammad Alt Qutb, the series of "Ghazawdt An-NabF
]jfcs

age." 12 -16.

6. Abu Al-Hasan An-Nadawi, Majmu'ai Qasas An-Nabivym, age

12-16.

7. Muhammad All Dawlah, Majmu'dt Siyar Isldmiyyah. ages: over

15.

8. Najib Al-JCilani's Qasas, over 15.

9 Muhammad Alf Dawlah, Qasas Wa /Rkdydt, ages over 15.

Books for Thought:

1. Shaikh Ahmad 'Izzud-Din Al-Bayanuni, "Hadyu At-hldm, age:

over 15.

2. Shaikh Ahmad Tzzud-DTn Al-Bayanuni, the series of "Al-

Aqd'icT, ages: over 15.

3. Dr. Muhammad Sa
l

id Ramadan Al-ButT and others, the series

of "Abhdthfi Al-Qimmahr

4. The series of "Buhihh Isldmiyyah HdmmaK\ age: over 15.

The famous authors who wrote on the general principles of

Islam are:

1. Majmu'at Rasd'il of martyr Imam Hasan Al-Banna tfte.

2. Shaikh Sayyid Qutb

3. Shaikh Muhammad Qutb
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4. Abu A 1-Hasan An-Nadawi,

5. All At-Tantawi.

6. FathT Yakan.

7. Sa'id Hawwa.

8. Yusuf Al-'Azm.

9. Dr. Muhammad Sa'id Ramadan Al-Buti,

10. Dr. Yusuf Al-Qaradawl

2. Subscription to a weekly or monthly magazine

The magazine concerned should fulfill the following needs: A, It

should be oflslamic and/or pure scientific orientation. B, It should

keep away from deviation. C. It should not contain immoral

pictures. Among these recommended magazines are:

- Al-Haddrah, in Syria.

- Al-Mujtama, in Kuwait.

- Al-wa'y Al-Isldmf, in Kuwait.

- Al-Bath Ai-Isidmi, in India.

- Ad-Da'wah, in Egypt.

- Al-'Itisdm, in Egypt.

- Al-Azhar, in Egypt.

- Al-Urnmafi, in Qatar,

- Manar Al-Istdm
y
in the Arab Emirates.

3. Making use of films and projectors

In fact, scientific, historical, geographical, and educational films

along with projectors may be used by the instructor to enrich the

culture of the young. This is one of the most useful means that

embraces and fixes culture in an interesting aspect in the life of

children.
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As a matter of fact, Muslims should find joint-stock companies

to produce suitable scientific, historical, geographical, and

educational films that suit the age and intellect of the children

for each home, district, and country.

4. Using means of illustration

Such means are, of course, among the useful means in educating

the young since they explain what they may not understand. These

means may contain:

A. Geographical maps that illustrate to the children the boundaries

of the Muslim World in general.

B. Maps that illustrate the Muslim countries and their frontiers,

important sites like Mosques and firms, and all that is related to

their general welfare,

C. Pictures that illustrate Muslim civilization through the various

centuries and the contributions of our forefathers in the fields of

civilization and science.

D. Pictures that illustrate Muslim conquests through different ages

to represent the dignity of Islam.

5* Visiting museums

Undoubtedly, visiting museums provides new insights in the

fields of culture, civilization, and history to the child. At the same

time, it relates the child firmly to his dignified forefathers, whose

achievements cannot be forgotten in the history of humanity or

among modern generations.

6. Visiting public libraries

Visiting public libraries, whether archaeological or modern, is

one of the most interesting means of culture that should attract the

attention of the educators and instructors. Visiting libraries has

many benefits for the young:
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- Making the child familiar with the ways of borrowing and

reading books.

- Training the child in good manners and etiquettes that should be

observed in public places and scientific centers,

9. Arousing the child's desire to read

Under the banner of Islam, we should say, in the words of the

Qur'an:

"Say: "My Lord! Increase me in knowledge/' (Ta-Ha, 114)

"Are those who know equal to those who know not?'* (Az-Zumar, 9)

The responsibility of parents and instructors towards the young

is to teach the child the concepts of Islam, as religion and state, the

Noble Qur'an as ideology and legislation, the history of Islam as

an honor and a good example; Islamic culture as all-embracing and

comprehensive, and there should be commitment to the call with

conviction and enthusiasm. However, this cannot be achieved

except through attentive and comprehensive readings especially in

the following fields:

- Reading thoughtful books, which illustrate the permanence of

Islam since they are characterized by comprehensiveness,

revivalism, and permanence.

- Reading historical books that illustrate the dignity and honor of

Islam and Muslims.

- Reading books that expose cultural imperialism and the plots of

our enemies, including the Judaism, Pagan Communism, and

envious Christianity.

- Reading books that highlight the Noble aspects of Islamic

civilization founded by our forefathers through different ages.
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Now, the question is what is the way to achieve the above-

mentioned targets? Undoubtedly, the answer lies in the consistent

and conscious reading and wise direction. In fact, the child

becomes uninterested in reading without taking measures that

make reading an interesting pastime.

These measures and means may be summarized as follows:

- To conclude a comparison between knowledge and ignorance, to

let him know the difference between scholars and the ignorant.

This is the style adopted by the Noble Qur"an when arguing to

convince and establish evidence. Allah 9g| says, "Say: "Are those

who know equal to those who know not?*' (Az-Zumar, 9)

Undoubtedly, the young will be satisfied with the importance of

reading and study when they arc acquainted with the merits of

the scholar and the wretchedness of the ignorant.

- Mu'az lbn Jabal *^S? said, "Knowledge is the revival of hearts after

ignorance, the light of sight against darkness, and the strength of

the body against weakness. Through knowledge, man reaches the

degrees of the most charitable men and the highest ranks in this

world and the Hereafter. Engaging in it equals fasting, and

studying it equals night prayer. By means of knowledge, the

bonds among relatives are maintained and the lawful is

distinguished from the prohibited. Knowledge is the leader to

work, and work is subjected to it. Only the happy possess it while

the wretched are deprived of it."

- Setting up cultural contests among the children. Contests may be

held among children. For instance, we may let them compete

with each other in fasting or reading at a specific pace. Then a

final test may be held and the winners are to be given prizes as

encouragement.

- Teaching the child that whatever useful books he reads can be

considered acts of worship if they are accompanied with good

intention as the Prophet's statement says, "Actions are judged by
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intentions, and everytme wilt have the reward of what he has

intended." As a matter of fact, scholars conclude from this

statement the rule that "Good intention changes customs to acts

of worship,"

- Preparing a comfortable, and quiet place, equipped with suitable

lighting, warm in winter and cool in summer.

- Making available the various books in the home library, or that

of the school, mosque, etc.

- Teaching the child about the value of time; since time is too

limited to fulfill all one*s duties. Muslim narrated that the

Messenger of Allah ^ said, 'Be careful about what is of benefit

and seek Allah's Help and never feet helpess."

Finally, reading cannot bring avowed fruits except through the

following:

1. Psychological readiness before reading i.e. to intend that the

child reads with the aim of building up his capacity to carry out

the message of Islam and be of assistence to his nation,

2. Pay due concentration and attention during the time of reading.

This can be achieved through conscious reading of all that he

reads.

3. He should underline the main points and ideas so that he can

grasp and remember them.

4. Writing the main points in the margin of the paper*

5. Writing down the important titles and researches in private

notes with reference to the books and pages in order to be easy

to refer to,

6. Writing the most important citations of the Prophetic traditions,

literature, poems, historical events, scientific facts, juristic

verdicts, etc. Undoubtedly, these notes arc the fruit of reading

in the course of time, and surely they will benefit the reader in
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his educational and practical Life.

9. Feeling responsible towards Islam

Parents and instructors should pay attention to the child

regarding the following facts:

A. The first group of believers who were brought up at AI-Arqam's

house were youths; the Messenger of Allah jjj was forty years

old at the beginning of the mission; Abu Bakr was three years

younger; 'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab was twenty-seven, Uthman

was younger than the Messenger, and All was the youngest.

Further, 'Abdullah Ibn Mas'ud 'Abdul-Rahman Ibn *Awf, Al-

Arqam Ibn Abi Al-Arqam, Mus/ab Ibn Umayr, Bilal Ibn Rabah

4= were also youths.

B. These youths were the ones who shouldered the burden of the

Islamic call and were good examples in patience, forbearance,

and sacrifice. They worked night and day to propogate the call

of Islam and make it dominate throughout the earth.

C.The first Muslim generation of the Companions of the

Messenger ^fe and the successors achieved honor and success

through the following: first, adhering to Islam as Faith (Aqtdah)

and thought, theory and practice, comprehension and imple-

mentation. Therefore, they achieved victory, and domination

over the enemies of Islam, History bears witness that when

'Umar Ibn Al-Khattab observed that the conquest of Egypt was

moving slowly, he wrote to his leader of the Muslim army 'Amr

Ibn Al-'As saying; "I wonder why the conquest of Egypt has

lasted for two years of fighting. To me, this delay is due to your

innovation (in Islam) and interest in the joys of this world as

your enemy does. But you should keep in mind that Allah never

grants victory except to the men of truthful intention."

second, propogating the message of Islam throughout the world
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should be achieved through Jihad, sacrifice, patience, forbear-

ance, and steadfastness. Muslim armies reached the Far West

when 'Uqbah Ibn 'Amir, the leader of the Muslim army, stood

on the coast of the Atlantic with his horse wading in its water

saying, "By Allah, the Lord of Muhammad] If it were not the

sea, 1 would conquer the world for Your Word Keep Witness O
Allah.*' They reached also the Far East, when Qutaybah Al-

Bahili marched to the innermost parts of China and said, "With

my trust in victory from Allah, L marched. If I have breath my

last equipment will be of no avail."

D. If we, Muslims of today, follow the footsteps of our forefathers

and adhere to the precepts of Islam concerning Jihad, sacrifice,

patience, forbearance, steadfastness, etc. we will surely achieve

the dominion of Islam again, establish the Muslim State regain,

with the help of Allah identity and honor, and then deserve to

be the best nation raised for mankind, if we are truthful men as

our forefathers were. Allah upraises the truthful intention of

men when He says,

"Among the believers aye men who hare been true to their covenant

with Allah (i.e. they have gone out far Jihad (for the cause of

Allah), and showed not their backs to the disbelievers); of them

some have fulfilled their obligations (Le, have been martyred);

and some of them are still waiting, but they have never changed

(t.e* they never proved treacherous to their covenant which they

concluded with Allah) in the least" (Al-Ahzab, 23)

E. The world today is straying in the darkness of oppressive

materialism and immorality, It abides in the shackles of

oppression and tyranny; it struggles in the gloom of false

ideals and principles. The super powers plot to destroy human
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civilization, morals, and the Prophets' missions. They launch

wars to subject men, occupy lands, usurp property, and drive

men, women and children and the aged from their homes.

However, the question now is, what can save us from these

devastating crises? What can protect people from degradation

and immorality?

Many Scholars, thinkers, and philosophers agree that Islamic

morals, and Islam *s political and social systems have the ability to

reform the current international crisis and protect humanity from

deviation, immorality, and corruption. The famous English

philosopher Bernard Shaw said, "The religion of Muhammad

deserves high estimation, since it comes with surprising factors of

revival. It is the only religion that deals with all aspects of life. To

me, Muhammad should be called the savior of humanity. A man

like Muhammad can solve all the problems of the world."

10, Inculcating the spirit of Jihad into the child's mind

One of the most important issues to which instructors must

direct utmost consideration is the inculcation of the spirit of Jihad

into the child's mind. They must also impress upon his mind, heart,

and feeling the concepts of determination and patience particularly

in the modern age in which Muslims are not governed by the law of

Islam, So transgressors have become sovereigns and rulers.

Then, what are the stages through which instructors should

proceed in inculcating the concepts of Jihad into the children's minds

and souls? This process can be achieved through the following:

1. The child should constantly feel that the achievement of Islamic

identity and the establishment of Muslim glory can only be

achieved through Jihad by which the word of Allah is above all. In

this regard, the Noble Qur'an says:
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"O you who believe! Whoever from among you turns back from

his religion (Islam), Allah will bring a people whom He will love and

they will love Him; humble towards the believers, stern towards the

disbelievers,fighting in the Way ofAllah, and never fear the blame of

the blamers„." (AL-Ma'idah, 54)

2. The child should understand that Jihad in the cause of Allah

includes the following:

- Jihad with one's wealth, by spending wealth for the sake of Allah,

as Allah Wl says:

i &a && d*p> &,m®%$
"Verily, Allah has purchased of the believers their lives and their

properties for (the price) that theirs shall be the Paradise..." (At-

Tawbah, 111)

He also says:

^ *i1 ^L 4 f££& fM>*\ W42S ^^h 6*» i*J"$ ^

"March forth, whether you are light (being healthy, young and

wealthy) or heavy (being ill, old and poor), strive hard with your

wealth and your lives in the Cause of Allah." (At-Tawbah, 41)

Here we have the Hadith reported by At-Tirmidhi and An-Nasai

in which the Prophet ^ says, "Whoever spends wealth of his for

the sake of A Hah shall receive its reward three hundred fold."

- Proclaiming Jihad by proclaiming the message of Islam verbally

and providing clear-cut proof that the religion of Islam must be

adopted by disbelievers, hypocrites, pagans, and deviators. In

this regard Allah Bl says:

% tj. il $> It 4[ <2 eg* % JgSS & $&4 S5K *£$ }

"Those who convey the Message ofAllah andfear Him, andfear none

save Allah, And Sufficient is Allah as a Reckoner." (Al-Ahzab, 39)

Muslim also narrated a Hadith in which the Prophet i£* says.
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'Whoever callsfor right guidance shall earn the reward of it and of

alt who perform it after him without diminishing their own rewards

in the slightest."

- Educational Jihad by doing one's best for Muslim education,

culturally and ideologically; providing a proper perspective of the

comprehensive concepts of Islam with regard to cosmic and

human life. Concerning this type of Jihad, we read the following

verse of the Qur'an:

UPH fcjp. fs j$ $ » js *> &&. t£j4 y^i <sf % y

"And it is not (proper) for the believers to go out tofight (Jihad)

all together. Ofevery troop of them , a party only should go forth,

that they (who are left behind) may get instructions in (Islamic)

religiont and that they may warn their people when they return to

them" (At-Tawbah, 122)

At'Tirmidhi and Abu Dawud both reported a Hadfth in which

the Prophet
gfc

says* "Whoever was asked about knowledge, then

concealed it, on the Day of Judgement he will he bridled with the

fire of Hell/'

- Political Jihad by exerting efforts in the establishment of the

Islamic State on the basis of the principles of the general

comprehensiveness of Islam. In brief, Allah is the Sole Sovereign

and Law-Giver as Allah says in the Noble Qur'an;

rif *• {j? f\* - ** .— " * .$ **f *.* Ci £•¥ \A" i? %r%, »£:
tJiS^ iri y» Op M-&* *j^% pttrfl J1 *•»' 4/. *" (*** Uk>> ij« *J| *«i

"And sojudge (you O Muhammad
gfe)

among them by what Allah

has revealed andfollow not their vain desires , but beware of them

test they turn you (O Muhammad ^)far awayfrom some of that

which Allah has sent down to you. And ifthey turn awayt then know
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that Allah's Will is to punish them for some sins of theirs. And

truly, most of men are Fasiqun (rebellious and disobedient to

Allah), Do they then seek the judgment of (the Days of)

Ignorance? And who is better in judgment than Allah for a people

who have firm Faith." (Al-Maidah, 49-50)

Cn the other hand, Muslim narrated that never a Prophet had

been sent before me by Allah towards his nation who had not

among his peoples (his disciples) and companions who followed

his ways and obeyed his commands. There came after them

successors who said whatever they did not practice, and pracitced

whatever they were not commanded to do. He who strove against

them with his hands is a believer, he who strove against them

with his tongue is a believer, and he who strove against them with

his heart is a believer; beyond that there is no faith even to the

extent of a mustard seed."

- Jihddby force by exerting utmost efforts to face any transgressor

who stands as a stumbling block against the Law of Allah <M

whether such transgressors are during times of peace or in the

battlefield. In the Noble Qur'an we read the following verses:

"And fight them until there is no more Fitnah (disbelief and

polytheism, %&* worshipping others besides Allah) and the religion

(worship) will all hefor Allah Alone (in the whole of the world)..."

(Al-Baqarah, 93); and

"Fight against those who believe not in Allah, nor in the Last Day,

nor forbid that which has been forbidden by Allah and His

Messenger (Muhammad g*) and those who acknowledge not the

religion of truth (i.e. Islam) among the people of the Scripture

(Jews and Christians), until they pay the Jizyah with willing
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submission, andfeel themselves subdued. (At-Tawbah, 29)

Here we have what Rib'iyy Ibn 'Amir said during the encounter

between Muslims and Rustum, the leader of the Persians. He said:

"Allah has sent us forth to release mankind from the servitude of

human beings to the worship of Allah, and from the narrowness of

life to its ampleness, and from the injustice of other religions to the

Justice of Islam."

3, Constantly reminding the child of some heroic situations of the

sons of the Companions in order to make him proud of their

greatness and follow their example. Here are some examples:

A. When Muslims marched out to Uhud, the Prophet g; sent back

some of the Companions due to their very young age. Among
those were Rafi' Ibn Khudayj and Samurah Ibn Jundub. Then,

the Prophet j| accepted Rafi' when it was said that he was a

good archer. Later on, Samurah cried and said to his father-in-

law. The Prophet § accepted Rat? though I was able to bring

him to the ground in wrestling. Then, the Prophet f£ was

informed of this. As a result, the Prophet ordered them to

wrestle with each other, and Samurah defeated Rail
4

. Hence, the

Prophet j£ accepted Samurah.

B. When the Prophet ^ and his Companion Abu Bakr <$>

migrated to Madman and stayed three days in the cave of

Thawr, 'Aishah and Asma, the daughters of Abu Bakr <&>

played a prominent role in carrying provisions for them. Asma,

cut her girdle (an undergarment worn around the waist) and

Fastened the opening of the Jirab (vessel of food), in order to

carry food to them. Thus she was called the woman of two

girdles. Further 'Abdullah Ibn Abu Bakr also worked in

communicating news. No sooner had he heard something evil

plotted by Quraysh against the Prophet and his Companions

than he came to tell them by night. Then he used to stay some

time with them before going out before dawn. In the morning,
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he looked as if he had never been absent from Quraysh. It is

well-known that 'Aishah and 'Abdullah £^ were not yet of age.

4. To help the child memorize Surah At-Tawbah and Surah Al-

Ahzab and other texts of the Qur'an that deal with Jihad. In

addition to memorization of the Qur'anic texts, the child

should be taught the reasons for each revelation and

interpretation of the Qur'anic verses along with explaining

the heroic situations represented by the Prophet
gfc

and his

Companions & during the battles of Badr, Uhud, the

Trench, Hunayn, and others,

5, Inculcating belief in fate and destiny into the child's mind. He

should have firm belief that whatever afflicts him is a matter of

destiny. He should also know that if all the people of the world

gathered together to offer him some benefits, they would not

benefit him except with something that has been pre-destincd by

Allah. Likewise, if they gathered together to harm him, they

could not harm him except with something Allah had

prescribed. When death comes, none shall be able to postpone

it for an hour, nor put it forward. He should believe in Allah as

the Only One Who gives life and death, might and humiliation,

benefit and harm, low and high ranks; and He is the Best

Determiner of all affairs.

O instructors! These are the most important points in the process

of inculcating the spirit of Jihad into the child's mind. What is your

duty? It is to follow these precepts and teach them to your (students)

so that they will be able to respond to the call of Jihad when it is

announced. Then, they will be ready to sacrifice everything and fear

none but Allah. Also, they will not give up Jihad until the banner of

Islam is raised and victory is won. At that time, the believers will

exalt in victory from Allah. He gives victory to whosoever He wills,

and He is the Ever-Mighty, the Ever Merciful.
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Final Word

From what we have discussed, above, concerning raising the

children in Islam, you, my fellow teacher, may realize the

following. It is clear that Islam, with its complete methodology,

distinguished manner and unique style in educating children, and

in rearing them physically and socially, would equip them with

good manners and a message to achieve. Thus, children would be

able to undertake responsibilities with the supreme goal of

obtaining the blessings of Allah 9|. Then, they would gain

Paradise and be far from Fire in the Hereafter.

Among the issues that the scholars of ethics, sociology, and

education have almost agreed upon is the following. If the

instructor, whether a teacher, father, mother, exerts his utmost

effort, and does his best to implement the above Divine Message

that has been revealed to the Messenger of Allah, the inevitable

objective would be as follows. The child would be brought up in

faith and fear of Allah, and the adoption of virtue and morality.

Then, he would be the best among his community, being a well-

matured person with balanced behavior, good dealing, high

reputation, and companionship.

Finally, you should be close to Allali to strictly adhere to the

Islamic way of raising children. Further, you have to resolutely

and determinedly carry out the aforementioned methodology with

all its stages and aspects. If you accomplish this goal, you will see

your children not only as leaders of reformation and guidance, but

also as pious people treading on earth. They will be well-known for

having pure hearts, great morals, good dealings and maturity.

I believe that if the present generation observes the principles of

Islam faithfully and practically and adheres to its teachings, we

would reclaim the status of our pious predecessors in glory and

honor. We would be able to build up a strong solid international
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Islamic community matching our pious predecessors in their

dignity and nobility.

O, fathers, mothers, and educators, the above methodology is

the way of Islam in raising your children, and the most proper

method for their well-being and guidance to straightforward ways.

Therefore, you must undertake your responsibility so that the

Muslim community may witness the reformation of your children

and families, and you must do your duty so that the Muslims may

witness the forces of strife and triumph in order to play their part

in guiding the world away from error, pre-Islamic practices, and

materialism, towards the light of truth and the mission of Islam.

Allah m says:

Uj > *.^ . .« t^r^b >-^ ] ^ ii\ ojfij^j ii£j£p\) ?a*iil jhi-^ *w tij^-j i_a*cl J»j y-

"And say, 'Do righteous deeds; so Allah will soon see your doing,

and His Messenger, and the believers; and you will soon he reverted

to the Knower of the Unseen and the Witnessed, then He willfully

inform yon of whatsoever you were doing V (At-Tawbah, 105)

Our final words arc: praise be to Allah, the Lord of the Worlds.
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Adhan:

Ahkam:

'Aim:

Atfohu-Akbar\

Amur.

Ansar.

'Aqiqah:

'Arafah:

AUArha'ah:

Ashab As-Swum'.

'Ashura:

'Asr:

Ayat:

Ayyam At-Tashriqz

liadr:

Bait-ul-Maqdis:

Glossary

O&i) The call to Salat (prayer) pronounced loudly to

indicate thai the lime of praying is due.

(f£»-V0 "Legal status". According to Islamic law, there are

five kinds of Ahkam:

1

.

Compulsory (Wajib ^"j* ji j^^}

2. Desirable bul not compulsory [Mustohab —«-U)

3. Forbidden (Muharram o"^)

4. Disliked but not forbidden {Makruh .j>Ii)

5. Lawful and allowed {Ilalal J^J-t)

(pJUA) A knowledgeable person or religious scholar in Islam.

0^1 «W) Allah is the Most Great.

(jsJ) O Allah, accept our invocation.

(jL-^i-jVi) The Companions of the Prophet from the

inhabitants of Al-Madinah, who embraced Islam and

supported it and who received and entertained the Muslim

emigrants from Makkah and other places.

(iLiJi) It is Lhe sacrificing of one or two sheep on the occasion

of the birth of a child, as a token of gratitude to Allah,

(Hj+) The ninth day of the month Dhul-hijjah, on which

(day of) the pilgrims stay in 'Arafat plain till sunsel.

(ytjty The four compilers of AHadith Abu Da'wud, NasaJ,

Tirmidhi, and Ibn Majah.

(^j\ <_,u»i) The compilers of the Prophetic AHadith on

Islamic jurisprudence,

(.i^U) The 10th of the month of Muharram {the first

month in the Islamic calendar).

Cr"*
1
') Afternoon, Mar prayer time.

(c^Yi) Proofs, evidences, verses, lessons, signs, revelations, etc.

(jij-^i fV) It is a term used for the eleventh, twelfth and

thirteenth of Dhul-Hijjah

(jif\) A place about 150 kilometers to the south of Al-

Madinah, where the first great battle in Islamic history

took place between the early Muslims and the infidels of

Quraish.

{j-xfi.1 c~+<) Bait literally means 'House': a mosque is
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Bid 'ah:

Dhimmfc.

Dhul-Hijjah:

Dhui-Qadah:

AI-Faiihah:

Fiqh:

Fitnoh.

Ghazwah:

Ghusl:

At-Radaih At-akbar:

Ai-Hadath Al-Asghar:

Hadith:

Da'if (weak)'.

Gharib:

Hasan:

frequently called baitullah (the House of Allah). Bait-ut-

Maqdis is the famous mosque in Jerusalem which is

regarded as the third sacred mosque in Islam, the first

and second being Al-Masjid- al-Huram at Nfakkah and the

mosque of the Prophet ^ at AUMadinah. (and it was a

Jewish centre).

(**jl&) Any innovated practice in religion.

(j-JJi) A non-Muslim living under the protection of an

Islamic Government

(W-i />) The Twelfth month of the Islamic calendar.

(Luiii ji) The eleventh month of the Islamic calendar.

fjtfui) The first Surah in the Qufan.

(*i#) Islamic jurisprudence,

(i*») Plural: Fitan) Trials, persecution, confusion in the

religion, conflicts and strifes among the Muslims.

(ij>ji) Plural: Ghazawat). A holy battle or fighting in the

cause of Allah consisting of a large army unit with the

Prophet $£ himself leading the army.

(j_jJi) A ceremonial bath. This is necessary for one who is

Junub, and also on other occasions. This expression taking

a bath is used with the special meaning of Ghusl mentioned

here.

(jSS\ &jJ-\) State of uncleanliness because of sexual discharge.

(j^Si ^jJ-\) Passing wind or urine or answering the call of

nature.

(.^.d-i) Plural: A Hadith («*U-t) The sayings, deeds and

approvals accurately narrated from the Prophet j£.

Following are the few classifications of A Hadith:

(j^-Ji) An inaccurate narration which docs not qualify to

be cither Sahih (sound) or Hasan (fair), and hence cannot

be used as a basis of an Islamic opinion.

(^yJi) (unfamiliar or rare)-a Hadith or version reported by

one reliable or unreliable narrator which differs in context

with another Hadith or version reported by a group of

reliable narrators, A Gharib Hadith can be Sahih (sound) or

Da 'if (weak).

(,^-J-i) (fair)-A Musnad Hadith narrated by a reliable chain,

but not reaching the grade of sahsh (sound) Hadith,
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Majhul:

Maqtu':

Marfu':

Maucfitf:

Mudtarib:

Munqati'

Mursal

Musnad:

Muttasii

Sahih

Hajj:

Halat:

Haram:
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(Jj*^0 (unknown) - If there is an unknown person in the

chain of narrated of a fludiih.

(^jjoiii) (disconnected) - (i) A Hadith ending at a Tabi'i by

both action and words, (ii) A Hadith with incomplete chain

of narrators, (iii) A Hadith in which a sahabi describes

about something by saying, 'we used to do,,..*.

(£>>0 (traceable) A Hadith referred to the Prophet jffc, be,

it asaying or an action whether Muttasii (connected)

Munqat' (interrupted) or Mursal (disreferred).

(ujjiji/i) (untraceable) - It is a Hadith about a Saftabi

(Companion of the Prophet j£). A description, report or

an information given by a Sahabi. A Mauquf is also called

an Aihar

(-^j^Li) (confounding) - A Hadith in which the narrators

disagree on a particular source or on any other aspect with

equally strong grounds with no possibility of preponderat-

ing one opinion against the other. This difference could be

either on the chain of narrator or in the text.

fgJwii) (disconnected) -A Hadith with incomplete ha in of

narrators or containing in its chain an unknown reporter.

fj-jto) (disreferred) - A Hadith with the chain of narrators

ending at a Tabi'i, without the reference of the Companion,

quoting from the Prophet
fifc.

(.fc-li) (subjective) - (i) A Hadith with a complete chain of

narrators reaching the Prophet £$ - (ii) A Hadith collection

in which all the narrations of a reporter are gathered

together.

fj^dJ) (connected) or Mausul (Jj-*>^) - A Hadith with a

complete chain of narrators until it reaches its source. It

can either be a Marfu' (traceable) referring to the Prophet

££, or a Mauquj (untraceable) ending at a Sahabi.

^m^) (sound) - A Musnad Hadith with an unbroken

chain of narrators, one narrated from are and all reliable

reporters with good memory up to the source without

being a Skadh (ib - odd) or a Mu'aUai (JUi faulty).

(£*•!) Pilgrimage to Makkah.

(J*J-l) Lawful

(fi,J-i) Unlawful, forbidden and punishable from the

viewpoint of religion.
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Hijab.

Hudud:

fd'Cil-Adtut:

Id-al-Fitr.

Ihranv.

Imam'.

Iqamah:

Isha':

Istikhorah:

Istisqa:

rtikaf.

Jahtmnanv.

Jahiiiya:

(,_J*J.|) A long dress prescribed for Muslim women to cover

ihcir whole body from head to feet.

(*,jj.i) (Plural of Ihuid) Allah's boundary limits for Halal

(lawful) and Haram (unlawful),

{^*>V1 i*) The four day's festival of Muslims starting on

the tenth day of Dhu!-IIijjah (month).

Oi* jjp) The three day's festival of Muslims starting from

the first day of ShawwaL the month that follows Ramadan,

Fitr literally means 'breaking (he Saum (fast) Muslims

observe saum (fast) the whole of Ramadan, the ninth month

of the Islamic calendar and when Shawwal comes* they

break their saum (fast).

(f}jp.>t) A state in which one is prohibited to practise certain

deeds that are lawful at other times. The duties of 'Umrah

and Hajj are performed during such state,

((.u^) The person who leads others in the Salat (prayer) or

the Muslim caliph (or ruler),

(Ui)"i) The wording of Adhan is reduced so that the wording

thai is repeated twice in the Adhan is said once in Iqamah,

except the last phrase of Allahu Akbar, and the prayer is

offered immediately after the Iqamah.

(«UhJt) Late evening Salat (prayer). Its time starts about one

and a half hour after sunset till the middle of the night.

(»,Ua-VI) A salat (prayer) consisting of two rak'afii in which

the praying person appeals to Allah to guide him on the

right way. regarding a certain matter he wants to

undertake,

(*U_L-V*) A salat (prayer) consisting of two rak'ahs invoking

Allah for rain in seasons of drought.

(jULi*^) Seclusion in a mosque for the purpose of

worshipping Allah only. The one in such a state should

not have sexual relations with his wife, and one is not

allowed to leave the mosque except for a very short period,

and that is only for every urgent necessity e.g. answering

the call of nature or joining a funeral procession etc.

(.**.) Hell-fire.

(UaU-i) Ignorance belonging to the period before the advent

of the Prophet ii) Un-Islamic practices which either existed

or were inherited from the era before the advent of the
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Janazah:

Jernnah:

Jihad:

Jinn'

Jizyatv.

Junub)

Kii'hah:

Kafir:

Kanzr.

Kkawartf.

Kunyah:

Kusuf.

At-Madinah:

Maghrib:

Mahr.

Manihair,

Al-Afasjid-al Aqua:

Mauqudhah:

Prophet Q.

i}jhi-\) plural jana'iz jfLj-i) Funeral.

(*&) Paradise.

(ii^-i) Holy fighting in the Cause of Allah or any other kind

of effort to make Allah's word (i.e. Islam) superior. Jihad k

regarded as one of the fundamentals of Islam.

(jt-ty A creation, created by Allah from fire, like human

beings from dust, and an gels from light.

(M-1) Head tax imposed by Islam on all non-Muslims living

under the protections of an Islamic government.

(*-4-i) A person who is in a state of Janabah.

(i-£ji) A square stone building in Al-Masjid-ul -Haram (the

great mosque at Makkali) towards which all Muslims face

in Sates (prayer).

G^ 1

) plural: kuffar.(j&i) The one who disbelieves in Allah,

His Messengers, all the angels, all the holy Books, day of

Resurrection and in the At-Qader (Divine prcordainments).

(j&i) Hoarded up gold, silver and money, the Zakat of

which has not been paid.

(jt-jM- 1) The people who dissented from the religion and

disagreed with the rest of the Muslims.

is&y) Calling a man, 'O father of so -and-so!' or calling a

woman, 'O mother of so -and-so!'. This is a custom of the

Arabs.

(.Jy&i) Solar eclipse,

{*-j_i4l) Well-known city in Saudi Arabia, where the

Prophet's mosque is situated. It was formerly called

Yathrib.

(<+sl\) Sunset, evening Satet (prayer),

0*1') Bridal money given by the husband to the wife at the

time of marriage.

(^jdi) A sort of gift in the form of a she-camel or a sheep

which is given to somebody temporarily so that its milk

may be used and then the animal is returned to its owner.

t^Vi ->**—1') The most sacred mosque in Jerusalem.

(iiji/i) An animal beaten to death with a stick, a stone or

the like without proper slaughtering.
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Mi'raj:

Miswak:

Mu 'ttdhdhin:

MuM

Mutwrram:

Mujahed:

Mujtahidiar,

Musltrrikurt:

Mitt 'ah:

Mutashahihav.

Mullafaq 'Ataih:

Mutiaqw.

Muwatla'.

Namimalt:

Nmvafel:

Nikah:

Nisab:

Qadar.

QrVli) The Ascent of (lie Prophet j£ to the heavens (by sou J

and body).

(dij-U) A tooth brush made of Arak-trce roots.

(iijLi) A call-maker who pronounces the Aaltan loudly

calling people to come and perform the Saint (prayer).

(-it*) A measure of two-thirds of a kilogram (approx.) It

may be less or more.

(pjW) The first month of the Islamic calendar.

(j*\£\) (plural: Mujahidun) A Muslim fighter in Jihad.

(oxtail) Independent religious scholars who do not follow

religious opinions except with proof from the Qufan and

the Prophet's Sunnuh.

(OjTj-ili) Polytheists, pagans, idolaters and disbelievers in

the Oneness of Allah and His Messenger Muhammad jj£,

(*-4') A temporary marriage which Avas allowed in the early

period of Islam when one was away from his home, but

later on it was canceled (abrogated).

(c^Uiti) Qur'anic Verses which are not clear and are

difficult to understand.

(*J* j^) Meaning 'Agreed upon'. The term is used for such

Ahadith which are found in both the collection of Ahadith,

Bukhari and Muslim.

(jydi) Pious and righteous who fear Allah much (abstain

from all kinds of sins and evil deeds which He has

forbidden) and love Allah much (perform all kinds of good

needs which He has ordained).

(tl*j!ki) A Hadith book compiled by Imam Malik Ibn Anas.

P-*JI) (calumnies) conveyance of disagreeable false.

{J*V") plural oT Najlta) Optional practice of worship in

contrast to obligatory {Faridah).

(^i5vJi) Marriage (wedlock) according to Islamic law.

(^jU»j) Minimum amount of property liable to payment of

the Zakat e.g. Nisab of gold is twenty (20) Mithqal i.e.

approx .94 grants; Nisab of silver is two hundred (200)

dirhams, i.e. approx.640 grams; Nisab of food grains and

fruit is 5 Awsuq i.e. 673.5 kgms. Nisab of camels is 5 camels;

Nisab of cows is 5 cows; and Nisab of sheep is 40 sheep, etc.

(j-u») Divine preordainment.
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Qattat:

Qibla:

Al-Qisw,

Qiyam:

Qunut:

Quraish;

Rahb:

Rabi'-ul-Awwal:

Ragab:

Rakah:

Ramadan:

Ribaz

As-Sab'ah:

Sadaqah:

Sahihain:
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(otiifl) A person who conveys information from someone to

another with the intention of causing harm and enmity

between them,

(i^ii) The direction towards all Muslims face in Salat

(prayer) and that direction is towards the Ka'bah in

Makkah (Saudi Arabia).

(^L^iJi) Laws of equality in punishment for wounds etc. in

retaliation,

(fijK) The standing posture in Satat {prayer).

(oyi?) An invocation in the Salat (prayer).

ij*A) One of the greatest tribes in Arabia in the Pre-

Islamic period of Ignorance. Prophet Muhammad be-

longed to this tribe, which had great powers spiritually and

financially both before and after Islam came-

(v» There is no proper equivalent for Rabb in English

language. It means the One and the Only Lord for all the

universe, its Creator, Owner, Organizer, Provider, Master,

Planner, Suslainer, Cherisher, and Giver of security. Rabb

is also one of the Names of Allah. We have used the word

"Lord" as nearest to Rabb, All occurences of "Lord"

actually mean Rabb and should be understood as such...

(Jjfrl &j) Third month of the Islamic calendar.

(v*-j) The seventh month of the Islamic calendar,

(itTjIi) The Salat (prayer) of Muslims consists of Rah at

(singlular-/?afc 'aft, which is a unit of prayer and consists of

one standing, one bowing and two prostrations).

(oL^j) The month of observing Saum (fasts). It is the ninth

month of the Islamic calendar.

(yO Usury, which is of two major kinds: (a) Riba Nasi ah

,

i.e. interest on lent money; (b) Riba Fadl, i.e. taking a

superior thing of the same kind of goods by giving more of

the same kind of goods of inferior quality, e.g., dates of

superior quality for dales of inferior quality in greater

amount. Islam strictly forbids all kind of usury.

(i-rJ) The seven compiler of A Hadith- Bukhari, Muslim,

Abu Dawud, Nasa'i, Tirmidhi, Ibn Majah and Ahmad.

(;;j-Ji) Any thing given in charity.

(u*^aJ>) The two Hadith books of Imam AJ-Bukhari and
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Sahw.

As'Saum:

Sha'ban:

Shawwal:

Shighar:

Shirk:

As-Slhah As-Sitah:

Sttnnah:

Tahajjud'.

Tahmk:

Takbir:

Takbirah;

Tarawih:

Tnshuhhud:

Tasiim;

Tmdtid :

(Islamic monotheism)

Muslim.

G«—n) Forgetting (here it means forgetting how many

Rak'ahs a person has prayed in which case he should

perform two prostrations of Sahw).

(r^) The fasting i.e. to not to eat or drink or have sexual

relations etc. from before the Adhan of the Fajr (early

morning) prayer till the sunset.

(bW.) The eighth month of the Islamic calendar,

(jy-) The tenth month of the Islamic calendar.

U**f) A type of marriage in which persons exchange their

daughters or sisters in marriage without Mahr.

(iijjji) Polytheism and it is worship others along with Allah,

(i_Ji t-u^ji) The six books of AHadith; Compiled by AJ-

Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawiid, Nasa'i, Termidhi, and Ibn

Majah,

(i—ii) The legal way or ways, orders, acts of worship and

statements of the Prophet j& x that have become models to

be followed by the Muslims.

(j~+a) Night optional prayer at any time after 'isha prayer

and before the Fajr prayer.

(iLa^ji) It is the Islamic customary process of chewing a piece

of date eic.and putting a part of its juice in the child's mouth

and pronouncing Adhan in child's ears, etc.

Gm&li) Saying AUahu-Akbar (Allah is the Most Great).

{*jr£&) A single utterance of AUahu-Akbar

(e^x11) Optional Saiat (prayers) offered after the 'Isha

prayers on the nights of Ramadan. These may be performed

individually or in congregation.

(j+sj\) The recitation of the invocation: At- tahiytu lillhi...

(up lo),..vra ash-hadu anna Muhammadan 'Abduhu wa

Rasuluh. while in Qu'ud, i.e. sitting posture in Salt (prayer).

(i^-^) On finishing the Saiat (prayer), one turns one's face

to the right and then to the left saying, Assalamu 'Ataikum

wa Rahmatultah (Peace and Mercy of Allah be on you), and

this action is called Tasiim.

(j^yi) Tauhid means declaring Allah to be the only God. It

has three aspects: (1) Oneness of the Lordship of Allah;

Tauhid-ar-Rububiyyah: To believe that there is only one
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Tawaf:

Tayammum:

Uhud:

'Umrah:

Wahy:

Alh -Thaiathah:

Witr.

Wudw.

Zakat:

Zakat -ul-fitr:

Zuhr.

Lord for all the universe. (II) Oneness of the worship of

Allah; Tauliid~al-Uluhiyyah: To believe that none has the

righ to be worshipped. (Ill) Oneness of the Names and the

Qualities of Allah; Tauhid-al-Asma, was-Sifat.

(.jijiJi) The cireumambulation of the Ka'hah.

(^-Ji) To put or strike lightly the hands over clean earth

and then pass the palm of each on the back of the other

blow off the dust and then pass then on the face. This is

performed instead of ablution ( Wudu) and Ghusl (in case of

Janaba).

(j^t) A well-known mountain in Al-Madinah. One of the

great battles in the Islamic history look place at its foot.

This battle is called Ghazwah Uhud.

(t^Ji) A visit to Makkah during which one performs the

Tawaf around the Ka'bah and the Sn'y between As-Safa

and Al-Marwah. It is also called "lesser Einji*.

(^j") The Revelation or Inspiration oF Allah to His

Prophets.

(«hm) The three compilers of AHadilh - Abu Dawud, Nasa'i

and Tirmidhi.

(jTjIi) An odd number or Rak'ahs with which one finishes

one's Saint (prayers) at night after the night prayer or the

'Isha prayer.

(«j^yi) Ablution, which is washing the face and the hands up

to the elbows, wiping the head and cars with wet fingers and

washing the feet up to ankles for the purpose of offering

prayers or doing cireumambulation around (he Ka'bah.

(*W>^> A certain fixed proportion of the wealth and of every

kind of the property liable to Zakat of a Muslim to be paid

yearly for the benefit of the poor in the Muslim community

The payment of Zakat is obligatory as U is one of the five

pillars of Islam. Zakat is the major economic means for

establishing social justice and leading the Muslim society to

prosperity and security....

(jHli »iTj) An obligatory Sadaqa to be given by Muslims

before the prayer of 'Id-al-Fitr',

(j«£tii) Noon, mid-day Solat (prayer) is called Zuhr prayer.
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